Report frt.
Mahler's Wunderhoi
symphonies on record
In review: loudspeakers,
amplifiers 8c cartridges

The first hi-fi you bought probably seduced you
with its good looks.
Maybe it looked and sounded great in the showroom, but once you'd got it home and listened to
it -afew times, you realised
it wasn't the one for you.
The honeymoon was
over.
The second time
around, chances are you'll
be afew years older, a
little wiser and, hopefully,
several pounds richer.
You'll pay more attention to technical details:
Does the amplifier
have agood dynamic
range,70 vvpc output with
0.005% distortion and a
'Direct ADC servo circuit?

Is the cassette deck metal compatible,
with separate drive and take up motors and full
logic touch controls? Does the FM/AM
tuner have linear phase ceramic filters and servo
lock tuning?
Is the record deck
direct drive with aspecial
turntable speed monitor
and an optoelectronic
end of record sensor?
Of course, none of
these features are unique
to System 70.
But together,
coupled with Denon's 70
years experience in
professional sound
reproduction, they make
it the perfect second
choice.

Please send me details of Denon System 70.To: Eumig (UK) Ltd,14 Priestley
Way, London NW2 7TN.
HFN/8
Name
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Its fairly easy to imagine
the reflected images of an
object stood on a polished floor near the
corner of a room fitted with mirror- clad
walls, because we all use mirrors and
know roughly what they do to light. But
with sound- waves things are not so
simple, partly because reflections are only
coherent when surfaces are large compared with the wavelength, and partly
because the acoustic reflectivity of practical floors and walls is frequencydependent. But to draw attention to Peter
Mapp's article on room acoustics we
erected a couple of vaguely undulating
walls of aluminized plastic, plonked down
the nearest available loudspeaker
(although AR do take aspecial interest in
speaker/room interface problems) and
produced this visual analogy of a rather
waffly sound image.
Photo: Roger Philhps
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One corner of the audio section at the massive 1981 Chicago Summer CES— see report by John Atkinson on page 39
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PETER ANDERS
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DYNAMIC
INTERFACE

Between the disc and the electronics...
the Dynamic Interface.
Few things improve the performance of
your Hi Fi equipment so much as fitting a
new, high-quality phono cartridge.
And nothing gives you so much
improvement at such reasonable cost,
whatever the total value of your system, as
anew Dynamic Interface cartridge from
Empire.
Years of patient research, detailed
product engineering and careful listening
and testing have produced this
outstanding series of six models, designed
to suit all pockets and all kinds of Hi Fi
systems, from the domestic music centre
up to the most esoteric, state-of-the-art
enthusiast's equipment.
2Q% lower mass
By using lighter materials combined
with some newly-developed microassembly techniques, we have cut one
fifth off the total mass of each Dynamic
Interface cartridge. You hear the benefit of

FROM EMPIRE

ojef

E
%

better tracking- particularly on records
that are not perfectly flat.
Eigh Output
All models in the series use new
Samarium- Cobalt magnets which give
higher output, less distortion and greatly
improved microphonic isolation.
The Intertially Damped Tuned Stylus
(ID3:)
All Dynamic Interface cartridges have
carefully designed stylus suspension
systems which are unique in their price
range. In particular, the two top models
500ID and 600LAC feature the patented

EIVPIFE

Headquarters: Garden City, New York, USA
Sound Source Ltd., Station Approach, Rickmansworth, Herts. Tel. (87) 75242.
4

Empire IDTS system, whereby the microdiamond tip is fixed on aspecial, tapered,
hollow cantilever arm of lightweight
vapored Boron Aluminium alloy,
containing an 'inner iron' elastomermounted in such away that the resonance
effects of stylus and iron are selfcancelling. The result is avery much flatter
frequency response, acomplete absence
of harmful resonance effects, and a
spectacular improvement in tracking
ability.
The 600LAC model also has the
celebrated 'Large Area of Contact' stylus
design, introduced last year in the EDR9
model, which enables the tip to follow the
most complex musical wave forms, up to
and beyond the limits of audibility.
Your Hi Fi dealer will advise which
Dynamic Interface cartridge is best for
you. He will also give you abrochure
containing all the technical information.
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Jonn Marley Proudly Presents
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The Hi -Fi Exhibition of 1981 at the Great Danes Hotel
Maidstone Kent.
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Saturday August 22nd-10am. to 8pm.
Sunday August 23rd-10am to 6pm.
•Easy
•Easy
•Easy
•Easy

to find—just drive to the end of the M20- South
to park—enough space for most cars
credit—upto £ 1,000 instant credit available
on the pocket—big reductions on our show prices

FREE ADMISSION!
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EXHIBITORS
Monitor Audio
Glaz
AKG
Bandridge
CMC
QED
Shaw
Masterpiece Cabinets
Celestion
Apollo
Activity Play
A&R
Linn
Goldring
and many more.
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MAIDSTONE HI-FI ORPINGTON HI-FI
77 King St
119 High St
Maidstone
Orpington
Tel ( 0622) 61882
Tel ( 0689) 27944

SOUTHERN
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For further information ring any John Marley Hi -Fi Centre

DOVER HI-FI
43 High St
Dover
Tel ( 0304) 207562
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A FULL TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON ALL SHOW PURCHASES

H
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YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS IT.

FREE DELIVERY ON COMPLETE SYSTEMS PURCHASED AT THE
SHOW

Pioneer
Technics
Sansui
Aiwa
Optonica
Hitachi
B&W
Quad
Quantam
KEF
Dunlop Systems Dek
Pink Triangle
Rogers
Chartwell
Dual
Ram
DSC monators
Mission
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Yes, your chance to see the very latest in Hi -Fi equipment on show for
the first time in the South from the top manufacturers, some of whom
have delayed their launch for the show.

SPECIAL
SHOW
PRICES
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WEST GATE HI-FI
2 Station Road
West Canterbury
Tel ( 0227) 69329

SHOWING.
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Open all day Saturday

SHACKMAN
For crystal clear
electrostatic
sound
BRITAIN'S GREAT LOUDSPEAKER
ACHIEVEMENT
The Shackman wide range electrostatic
The Shackman W. R. ESL equals at the very least, the performance of every Electrostatic loudspeaker made in the U.S. or
elsewhere and it is far superior to any loudspeakers using conventional M/C units in their construction, no matter the price.
You're urged most strongly to go and listen to the most
expensive loudspeakers available including the very latest
electrostatics and then come and listen to the Shackman W.R.
ESL masterpiece priced at only £695 the pair. Reasons for the
low price and details of construction will be explained at
demonstrations.

SPECIAL FROM

Closed Wednesday

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. ORDERS ONLY. Add 35p for P&P. Prices subject to alteration without notice
C.80
C.90
C.120
• CASSETTES
VIDEO RECORDERS
fl - 95
Ampex GM
& TAPES
- £2.20
Ampex Grand Master 2
Akai, Grundig, Hitachi,
Li- 28
CI . 76
Ampex High Bias
JVC, Maxell, Philips,
65p
90p £1.20
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
Sony, T.D.K. & V.H.S.
fl - 07
fl - 44
El - 92
LH/SM Super
Appointed stockists
£1 £ 176 £210
Chrome
Akai, AKG, Beyer,
f1 - 12 £ 1.49
f2 . 20
Fern Super LH1
fl.80 £240
.Grundig, Hitachi, JR,
Ferrichrome
El:70 £2.2.0
JVC, KEF, Koss,
Super Chrome
Ortofon, Philips, Hi Fi
Fuji FX1
Cl 17
El - 60
& Black Tulip, Pioneer,
Fuji FL
84p
fl.17 £ 1 - 60
OED, Scott, Sennheiser,
Hitachi UD
£1 - 12 £1.44 £1.97
Sharp, Shure, Sony,
Hitachi LN
70p
fl -00 £1.44
Tandberg, Technics,
1 - 54 £ 1 - 97
Hitachi EX or ER
Wharfedale, Yamaha.
Maxell UD
£112
fl -44 £1 - 9
-7
Maxell UDXL or UD/XL2
fl - 57 £2.03
METAL CASSETTES ,
Maxell UDXLIS
Li- 90 £2.50
Maxell UDXL2S
£2-00 £2.50- Hitachi C60 £ 3-50
64p
85p
fl - 22 TDK MA60 £4-00
Philips Ferro
75p
96p
Super Ferro
TDK MA90 £5.00
85p £1-07
Super Ferro 1
TDK MAR60 £5-50
Ci 28
fl -76
Maxell C.60 £3•80
Chrome
fl -49
fl - 92
Maxell C.90
£4•85
Ferrochrome
59p
85p
fl -07 Philips C.60 £3.80
Pyral Hi Fi
Philips
C.90
eel»
Maxima
80p
El - 10
Sony C.60
f3-80
Optima
70p £1.00
Sony
C.90
f4.85
1 - CD
Él - 60
Super Ferrite
Sony CFH
65P
el)
TDK
ENDLESS
CD Alpha
. 26 £ 1-66
LOOP CASSETTE
Ferrichrome
C.46 C1.22
fl.50 £ 1.90-1 min CI -Mk 3miss.
BHF
90p
El -07
fl - 31
f2.08.
AHF
C.46 88p
fl - 02 £ 1 - 306mins £2.39.
TKD Dynamic
C.46 70p
77p
96p
el.46
T.D.K. CASSETTE
SAX
£ 1 - 80 £2,50
DEMAGNETISER
SA
f1 - 40 £1:8E
£9.60
AD
C.46 fl.00
Ell 0
É1 - 33 £1.97
•
REEL TO REEL
Optimum
gi - 3o El - 87
Appointed stockists for
• AMPEX TAPES (All on 7" reels)
Tandberg, Sony,
Series 2020 1800' £440. Ser. 292 back cid. 1800' U.08. Ser. 651
Philips, Akai, Uher &
2400'1'3.75 Ser. 661, 3600' f4-20. Ser. 342 Plus 180(1 £3•75. Grand « Others. Mica. Mixers.
Master ZSER.357) 1800' t5.85.
Accessories.
• SHAMROCK TAPES
• OWN SERVICE
T 1800' El -fie 7" 2250' £2-40. 5" 90d r1-07, 5" 1200' t1-28, 7"
DEPT.
1200 £ 1 - 06.
• CREDIT FACILITIES
You get afair deal at afair price when you get it from

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-171 HIGH RD.. LONDON SW16 6EG

Also available the Shackman AS7 incorporating the Shackrnan

Between St Leonard's Church and Streatham Station. Phone.' 01 - 769 0466: 01-769 0192

mid/top ESU at £495 the pair and the Shackman dynastatic
Mark III at £395 the pair.
*

*

*

*

*

SONUS PHONO CARTRIDGESANNOUNCEMENT

*

HOME CONSTRUCTORS, QUAD E.S.L.
USERS AND OTHERS
Shackman E.S. units are available either in chassis form or in
acoustically transparent cabinets to incorporate in your loudspeaker
system. A volume control is fitted for you to balance the sensitive E.S.
unit with your woofer. The units come ready to connect to your
amplifier but require woofers crossing over at 500 Hz. The units are
priced at £ 120 the pair in chassis form or £. 150 the pair in cabinets.
Suitable woofers and bass enclosures are available on request.
The Shackman E.S. unit demonstrably improves the
performance of the Quad E.S.L. without having to
modify the Quad unit in any way, and Quad E.S.L.
users are cordially invited to attend ademonstration
and check for themselves.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT.
Leaflets
send SAE
for full details.

Specialist consultancy service
freely available to those
attending demonstrations.

We can now supply the full range of
SONUS cartridges and replacement styli
for current and early m3dels including the
renowned SONUS DIMENSION 5- It
has the clarity and definition that have
made moving coil cartridges so popular in
recent years . . . however, it has better
tracking ability than most mc cartridges,
more output and a ( user) replaceable
stylus ... Listening to The DIMENSION 5
was an unadulterated pleasure." ( Stereo
Review, USA)
BEFORE YOU CHANGE ANY OTHER
COMPONENT,
REPLACE
YOUR
PRESENT
CARTRIDGE
WITH
A
SONUS . .
AND
ALIGN
IT
PRECISELY WITH CART-A-LIGN.
"The
best
cartridge
alignment
gauge" ( The Audio Critic, USA)

SERVICES LIMITED
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel: 01-449 6605
Shop hours 09-30-18-00 Tuesday to Saturday. Closed all day Monday.
We offer credit facilities and accept Access and Barclaycard.

n

Shackman speakers are also available from Wilmslow Audio,
Wilmslow, Cheshire. Tel: Wilmslow 529599, who also deal with
all export enquiries. Sole agents W. Germany: R.A.E. GmbH,
Adalbertsteinweg 253 D-5100 Aachen.
6

The Cart-a-Lign ". . . is very simple
and very precise" ( Stereo, USA)
Sole UK importers:-

MOSSRAIL LTD.
43 Spalding
PE127HG.

Road,

Holbeach,

Lincs.,

CAVENDISH
Britain's leading HiFi video and Cassette Centre
For up-to-the-minute news on price
and availability, phone 01-247 3453/377 9833
(24 hour answer phone service)
Or our Hotline- 01-247 9791 ( Hi Fi)
01-247 1154 ( Audio & TV)
01-247 4591 ( Video & Export Video & Tv)

* OVER 2000 MODELS IN STOCK * THREE MODERN STORES * ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS

RACK SYSTEM CTRS 233
SHARP RT 10
ADolby Cassette Deck that does it all
at an amazing price. Metal tape
facility, LED peak level display, full
auto-stop, hard permalloy
record/playback head, digital tape
counter.

SUPER leAck
SAVER
11
PRICE
11."

KEF CELESTE III
Kef speakers are renowned the world over for
advanced engineering and precision. The Celeste
Ill is no exception. Capable of handling
amplifiers with as low an output as 10W per
channel, they can safely be used with larger
amps without losing any tonal quality.
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SUPER
SAVER
PRICE

Superb sound and quality with this Sanyo based
rack system. Consisting of Sanyo DCX 233L
3-band Stereo Receiver giving 20
watts per channel; Sanyo RD203
Dolby Cassette Deck with Metal Tape
facility; Sanyo 1005 turntable
Stereo HiFi speakers;
matching rack and all leads.
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UPER
SAVER it

06 95

Beautifully styled 2speed, qui
turntable with auto- return, stab
pipe arm, moving-magnet type c
aW & Fof only &. 045%
SUPER

214.95

CHNICS ST21
High performance in this
FM/MW/LW Stereo Tuner with FM
inter-station noise muting, large dual
function tuning meter and wide
illuminated dial scale for easy
tuning.

le 4n
e. 95

SAVER
PRICE gin

SANSUI 180
Brilliant performance from this
digitally quartz-locked AM/FM
Stereo Tuner which locks in your
'selected station permanently for
hours of undisturbed listening. Also
has FM Mode/Muting and Noise
Cancellor.
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SUPER
SAVER
PRICE £ 63.

AKAI AM U01

SUPER
SAVER j.
PRICE

6n n 5

Superb slimline design Stereo
Amplifier with output meters, tape
monitor switch, input selector switch
with LED indication, giving 23 watts
per channel output.
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SUPER
SAVER
PRICE

49•

95

°AVAILABLE FROM JULY 17th FOR A LIMITED PERIOD WHILE STOCKS LAST
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CASSETTE CENTRE

Cassette Centre 279/283 Whitecha.pel Road, London El.
Next In Whitechapel Underground Station.
11. Fi Centre 317 Whitechapel Road, London El .
Just 2mins Miteuhapel Underground station.
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road, London El. Telephone
01-247 3453/4/5 ( 24 hour answerphone service). Open
915 ant. - 6p.m. Mon- Sat. Access/Barclaycard/Dines
accepted with pleasure.

HOW TO ORDER
HOW ea CVO« ORDERING BY MAIL To cede by mail state the goods required and enclose ones:,. postal order
grve you acr.E. BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARD comber ( If sending cash please use areestned envekoel
Please seam,charge below. Marl order ea:
279/283 YVIIITECHiOtEL RD. LONDON Et II paturg by ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or DINERS1ARD you may dhow In
your advice prompt dellvery SEC URICOR DELIVERY Add 1510 order POST APACKING on the tollowrrzlor
P&P Arno.. Tuner Reps &veo TMEVS Turntable. Radio Cassette Playas, Dolby Decks. In Ca add £ 2.50 Mralc
Centres & speakers am E (
Searcy only) veden awl IV ( Personal Callers only)

Prices and availability correct at time of gang to press
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To be opened by

THIS IS WHERE IT'S
ALL HAPPENING
THE EXHIBITION CENTRE
THE ROYAL HALL
THE CAIRN HOTEL
THE CROWN HOTEL
THE MAJESTIC HOTEL
THE OLD SWAN HOTEL
THE PROSPECT HOTEL
THE ST. GEORGE HOTEL
All within 3minutes walk
of each other.

CARLOS ROMANOS SOUNDS LATIN
in The Royal Hall 11.15a.m. and 3.00p.m. on August 15th
OPENING TIMES
Sat. 15th Sun.16th Aug ( Public) 11.00a.m. - 8.00p.m. Admission Free
Mon. 17th Aug. (Trade) 10.00a.m. - 8.00p.m. ITicket
Tues.18th Aug. (Trade) 10.00a.m. - 6.00p.m.

Only

Exhibition and Conference Services Ltd
Claremont House Victoria Avenue Harrogate Tel. 62677

CI

marketed by

phonograrn
The Genius of the Pan Pipes.

LP 6313 169
MC 7200 169

ZAMFI
cLondoniG8ymphony Orckestra
Pan Flute: Gheorghe Zorn& accompanied by the ISO
Conductor: Karl-Heinz Schafer
Rhythm Section: Herbie bloweis (bass)
Allan Parker (guitar), Bany de Souza (dnuns)
Jean-Louis Bucchi (pianos)

Romanian-born Gheorghe Zamfir is
probably best known to the British
public for his haunting music for the
BBC television programme
'The Light of Experience: On his new
album, "Rocking Chair; he departs from
his customary solo performances and
collaborates with the London Symphony
Orchestra in acollection of 13 tracks
including six original compositions.
"Rocking Chair" adds anew and
masterful dimension to the unique talent
of Gheorghe Zarnftr.

How long can we keep up
these ridiculous LO A.
super.yczo
.r

S

ans_u_i_

Super
5000 ...
cot=

A-5 2.25 watt ampllfier
T-5 AM/FM tuner
FRD-25 PLL-serva
Turntable
D-95 m Dolby Metal
cassette deck
GX-65 Audio
cabinet

as 4000. alternatively supplied
with FRD-35 turntable
Direct Drive.
GX-75 Audio
Cabinet

Wicks
super saver
price

Wicks super
saver price

Plus .free 1 pair
Sansui ESP601£348
speakers

San—S- 111--

A3°

R30 receiver 2 •• 25 watt
0100 casa deck
FRD25 turntable
ESP601 speakers
GX-60 Audio
cabinet

Lwitow

Plu—sfree ESP601 speakers

NAD System
3020 amplifier, 4020A Tuner, 6040
cassette deck, 5080 direct drive
T/table, NAD 1 speakers, Audio
cabinet

£499 complete

For the largest seteciion of tif, equipment in
East Anglia with pnces to match flack systems in stock from: Akai, Anne, Fisher.
Hitachi. NAD. National Panasonic. Pioneer,
%vox. Sansui, Sony, Trio, Techrèics.
Why not pay ua avisit today.

£419
Fisher Where system
CA- M1 00 amplifier Special Offer
FM- M1 OK tuner
CR -N1100 cam deck
speakers
complete

sME.1C0

A-7 2.45 watt amplifier
T-7 AM/FM tuner
FRD-25 turntable
D- 95m Cassette
Deck
GX-76 Audio
Cabinet
Wicks
super saver
price

S

an—S- 111—

£269

MASSIVE RANGE ALWAYS Ili STOCK
• FULL AFTERSALES SERVICE • SIG
•ISCOaNTOS HELPFUL COURTEOUS
ALES STAFF. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VA

WICKS —THE HOME OF ALL THAT
IS BEST IN HI-FI AUDIO • ETC

A70

systen,

R70 2.65 watt receiver
D100 Dolby Metal cassette Deck
FRD-35 Direct
Drive T/table
GX-60 Audio
cabinet, Acoustic
Research
AR1Els
speakers

SaiLS-11.1_

AGO

system

A60 2.45 watt DC servo amp
TOOL FM/MW/LW Tuner
D100 Dolby Metal
Cass. Deck.
FRD25 turntable
GX70 Audio cabinet
AR 18s
speakers

Tremendous
value at

£369

This months
best buy et

£395
Complete

Complete

Plus free ESP801 speakers

'Such nice people'

Make use of your ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD. Give us your
•number by phone- do it before
12 noon and we'll guarantee
same day despatch.

ORDERING BY POST

Simply write telling us what you want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover
cost PIUS £5delivery charge bY Securicer•

including audio rack and epeakers

complete

SuparsyCzn
er

£399

£368

Aiwa Micro 5OR system

£299.95

afism
e_

AGENTS FOR • AKAI • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
• AIWA • CELESTION • FERGUSON • FISHER
• HITACHI • KEF • NAG • NATIONAL PANASONIC
• NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • ROTEL • REKIX
• SANSUI • SONY • SHURE • TECHNICS
• TANDBERG • YAMAHA ANO MANY MORE

ORDERING BY TELEPHONE

To reserve egu,pment in stock, just ring
Cotchester (0208) 78807 and we'll hold it for
rout°, 48 hours giving you tirnetocag
personally or send your settlement by post

FOR DISCOUNT HI-FI
D. T. WICKS & CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX. TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (0206) 49842/3/4
After hours . Colchester 42166

Telephone Orders Colchester 78807

SEND TO: D. T. Wicks & Co. 49/55 North Station Road, Colchester, Essex. Telephone Colchester ( 0206)49842/3(4
Please supPIY
(give make and
model number)

•enclose cheque/
P.O. for 2
made payableto D. T. Wicks & Co. or
debit my AccessiBarclaycard• account
Number •
(delete as applicable')
Signature

NAME'
ADDRESS:

HFN/8

I
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WILMSLOW

EVERYTHING IN STOCK FOR THE
SPEAKER
CONSTRUCTORY
BAF,
LONG.
FIBRE
WOOL
FOAM,
FELT
PANELS,
CROSSOVER,
COMPONENTS SPEADER STANDS &
BRACKETS, ETC. LARGE SELECTION
OF GRILLE FABRICS (send 22p in
stamps for fabric samples).

•

The firm for Speakers
HI- Fl
DRIVE
UNITS
Audax FID12 9D25 .
£8-75
Audax HD11P25EBC
£7.50
Audax HD20B25H4.
£14-95
Audax HD13D34H. .
£12.95
Audax HD24545C
£21 - 95
Audax WFR155
£23-95
Chartwell CEA205
pair£61-25
Coles 4001
£7-65
Coles 3000
£7-65
Coles 3100
17-95
Coles CE2000 642'2
£14-95
Celestion HF1300 II
£12.50
Celestion HF2000
£13.60
Dalesford 010 tweeter
£8-45
Dalesford D10 ferrofluid
£8.95
Dalesford D30/110
111.25
Dalesford 050/153
£ 12.25
Dalesford D50/200
£ 12-25
Dalesford D100/250
£29-95
Dalesford D300
£35-75
Decca London Horn
£79-95
Elac 6NC204 61-'2
£ 7-50
Elan 8NC298 8"
£8.95
EMI type 350, 13" x8", 4 ohm. . £9.45
EMI 14A/770, 14" x9", 8 ohm. . £ 19.50
lsophon KK8/8
£8.15
lsophon KK10/8
£8-45
Jordan Watts Module
£24-95
Jordan Watts Module MkIll . . £28-50
Jordan Watts HF kit
£10-50
Jordan 50 mm unit
£31-50
Jordan crossover each
£15.95
KEF T27
£9-45
KEF B110
£12-25
KEF B200
£13-50
KEF 5139
£27-75
KEF DN12
£9-40
KEF DN13
£ 6-75
Lowther PM6
£63-00
Lowther PM6 MkI
£67.75
Lowther PM7
£99-00
Peerless K010DT
£10.95
Peerless DTI OHFC
£10.50
Peerless K040MRF
£ 13.60
Richard Allan CG8T
£13-50
Richard Allan CG12T Super .£29-50
Richard Allan HP8B
£20-75
Richard Allan LP8B
£ 14.50
Richard Allan HP1213
£33.50
Richard Allan DT20
£9.95
Richard Allan 0130
£10-75
Seas V-1107
£9-95
Seas I-1211 ferrofluid
£10-95
Shackman ES units pair
£136-00
Shackman ES units with cabs. pair
£170-00

SWIFT

)› OF WILMSLOW
The firm for Hi Fi
5 Swan Street,

Wilmslow, Cheshire

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS
Celestion G12/50TC
£19-50
Celestion G12/80CE
£ 24-50
Celestion G12/80TC
£ 23-75
Celestion G12/125CE
£42-00
Celestion G15/100CE
£37-95
Celestion G15/100TC
£38.50
Celestion G18/200G
£64-75
Celestion Povvercel 12/150 . . £66-00
Celestion Powercel 15/250 . . £88-00
Fane Classic 45 12"
£13-95
Fane Classic 55 52"
£ 15.50
Fane Classic 80 12"
£ 19.75
Fane Classic 85 15"
£ 26.00
Fane Classic 150 15"
£37-95
Fane Classic 125 18'
143.95
Fane Classic 175 18"
£47-95
Fane Guitar 80L 12"
£ 26.25
Fane Guitar 80B/2 12"
£27-25
Fane Disco 100 12"
£28.75
Fane PA85 12"
£26-75
Fane Bass 100 15"
£ 39.00
Fane Crescendo 12E 12
£57-50
Fane Crescendo 15E 15"
£74.50
Fane Crescendo 18E 18"
£94-75
Fane Colossus 15E 15"
£99-95
Fane Colossus 18E 18" . £107-00
Fane J44
£6-90
Fane J73
110.90
Fane J104
£15-95
Fane J105
£23-95
Gauss 3181A 10" 150 watts . . . £ 115.00
Gauss 4281 12" 300 wattS. . . . £146-00
Gauss 4581 15'' 300 watts. . . . £ 162.00
Gauss 4583A 15" 400 watts . . . £162-00
Gauss 4882 18" 400 watts . . . . £220-00
Goodmans 8PA
£ 5.05
Goodmans PP12
£ 22.50
Goodmans DI12
25.50
£
Goodman. GR12
£ 24.95
Goodmans 18P
£48-45
Goodmans HIFAX 50HX
£ 21-85
Goodmans HIFAX 100HX
24.50 £
McKenzie C12100GP
£24-45
McKenzie C12100TC
£24.45
McKenzie C12100 Bass
£ 24-45
McKenzie C12125GP
£39-95
McKenzie C12125TC
£39-95
McKenzie GP15
£35-10
McKenzie TC15
£35.10
McKenzie C15 Bass
159.60
Motorola Piezo Horn 3.1-"
£ 8.50
Motorola Piezo Horn 2" x6". . . £12-25
Richard Allan HD8T
£ 20.25
Richard Allan HD1OT
£ 21.75
Richard Allan HD12T
£ 29.75
Richard Allan HD15
£ 52.75
Richard Allan HD15P
£ 52-75
Richard Allan Atlas 15"177.00
Richard Allan Atlas 18"
96-00
£

WILMSLOW(ti
AUDIO
KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS
Kits include drive units, crossovers,
BAF/Iong fibre wool, etc. for a pair of
speakers
Carriage 13-95
unless otherwise stated
Practical HiFi & Audio PROS- TL including
felt panels and level controls . £152.75
carriage £ 5-00
HiFi Answers Monitor
£146.00
HiFi News State of the Art
£189.00
HiFi News Midline
£99.75
HiFi News Miniline
£49-00
HiFi News Tabor with J4 bass units £66.00
HiFi News Tabor with H4 bass units £70-00
HiFi for Pleasure Compact Monitor £116-00
HiFi for Plaesure E.C.M. ( including felt
panels, foam etc . )
£77.50
carriage 15-00
Popular HiFi Jordan System 1 . £125-00
Popular HiFi Mini Monitor
£77.00
Popular HiFi Round Sound including
complete cabinet kit
f74.00
Practical HiFi & Audio BSC3 . . . • £65.00
Practical HiFi & Audio Monitor. . £180-00
Practical HiFi & Audio Triangle . . £120.00
Practical HiFi & Audio DBS4 . . . . £85.00
carriage £5.00
Everyday Electronics EE20
£29-50
Everyday Electronics EE70
£150.00
carnage £ 5-00
Wireless World T.L. KEF
£125-00
Wireless World T.L. Radford. . .

£190-00

Smart badges FREE with all the above kits (
to
give that professional touch to your DIY
Speakers). Reprints/construction details of
the above designs 10p each.

Wilmslow audio BA1
sub bass amplifier/
crossover kit
£37-95
plus 11.00 carriage

All PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
and am correct al 112181

Send 50p for 56 page catalogue ' Choosing a
Speaker' ( or price list only, free of charge)
EXPORT CATALOGUE rl or $3 U.S.
Tel: 0625-529599 for speaker drive units, kits, PA
equipment, mail order enquiries, and all export
enquiries.
Tel: 0625-526213 for HiFi equipment and complete
speaker enquiries.
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders
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SPEAKER
KITS
PRICES PER PAIR
CARRIAGE £3-95
unless otherwise stated
Coles Nimbus Kit (
mounted on baffle)
£69-00
Dalesford System 1
£ 54.00
Dalesford System 2
£ 57-00
Dalesford System 3
£104.00
Dalesford System 4
£110-00
Dalesford System 5
£142.00
Dalesford System 6
£95.00
Dalesford ' D' Kit (including cabinet)
£79.95
KEF Reference 104aB kit
£133-00
plus £5 carriage
KEF Cantata kit
£199-00
plus £5 carriage
LS3 Micro Monitor kit
£76-00
Lowther PMEI kit
£132.75
Lowther PM6 MkI kit
£139.95
Lowther PM7 kit
£199.00
Radford Studio 90
£181-00
Radford Monitor 180
£243-00
Radford Studio 270
£309-00
Radford Studio 360
£450.00
Richard Allan Tango Twin
£ 55.50
Richard Allan, Maramba
£77.50
Richard Allan Charisma
£111-00
Richard Allan Super Triple .
£102.50
Richard Allan Super Saraband II £159.95
Richard Allan RA8 kit
£ 62-75
Richard Allan RA82 kit
£98.75
Richard Allan RA82L kit
£108.00
Seas 223
£42.50
Seas 203
£67-00
Seas 403
£79-95
Seas 603
£134.95
Wharfedale Denton XP2 kit . . . £31-45
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 kit. .
. £40-40
Wharfedale Linton XP2 kit
£ 56.20
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharf edale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

L60 kit
£ 52-50
L80 kit
£72.00
L100 kit
£ 87-00
E50 kit
£129-00
E70 kit
£ 160.00
E90 kit . . . £249.50

WILMSLOW AUDIO BAI
sub bass amplifier/
crossover kit .
£37.95
plus 11-00 carriage
CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
Tweeters/Crossovers.
70p each
Speakers
4- to 61-»
90p each
8" to 10"
Ell° each
12",13"x 8",14"x 9" . . £2.00 each
£3-00 each
15"
18"
f5.00 each
Speaker Kits
f3-95 pair
Mag. Design Kits
£3-95 pair
unless otherwise stated

f$

WILIAISLIIW
LUDIt
The firm for Speakers

35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow. Cheshire.
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It all comes together at
Hi -Fi Connections
51 Beckenham Road
Beckenham, Kent.

10-8 Tues—Sat
Late night
Thugs 8.00

Listening Room Demonstrations By Appt.
658-3450.

AYWARE.,, MC-2V+ M -3L
Best value in state-of-the-art piàups
MkIll Stereo tone arm geometry
optimised for 12" LP discs

The only variable mass damped arm
for high or low compliance styli

MC- 3L

C

2V

High Output moving coil cartridge. NO Step up
required.
Super- polished Namiki line contact nude
diamond.
NEW low output MC cartridge with Ogura nude
'Vital' stylus ultra low tip mass 0.19 mg.

T-24 Mk11

Universal. Transformer suitable any
low output cartridge Azak to Zen.
Automatically adapts for correct source
impedance without switching.

Don't be misled . . .
We pioneered T.L.S. (Transmission Line Bass)
and A.L.S. (Active Line Bass)
speaker systems . . .
For Rossini or Rock . . tight, extended bass,
smooth overall response - superbly engineered
drive units and craftsman built enclosures
made in our own factories.
Considering an upgrade? - then demand to
hear them . . . . if not, beware - you will be
dissatisfied with your present speakers.
Please send me details of your speakers
and Ambisonic UHJ records.
NAME:
ADDRESS •

Alignment Protractor Mk11

Improve your stereo image. Enables
correct setting up of all pickup arm
and cartridge combinations.
Measures tracking accuracy over
entire disc surface with Stevenson
zero error points for minimum
distortion.
Devised by Percy Wilson MA.
Original ' Hi Fi News Review
available.
%

N
SEE THE MAYWARE MkIll
TONE ARM
CAMBRASOUND STAND N1
HARROGATE
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
OF SOUND 15-18 AUGUST

MAYWARE LTD ( Dept HFN8)
P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH.

Westbourne Street High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire
Tel High Wycombe 35576
N America 5226 State Street
Saginaw Michigan 48603
Tel ( 517) 790 2121

IMF
ELECTRONICS

Tel: 01 958 9421

I1

gel's

SPEAKER BRACKETS
ARE THE BEST

Ambisonics is acomprehensive technology
for surround sound recording, broadcasting
and reproduction. Sponsored by the
National Research Development Corporation
and developed by international
collaboration between scientists,
mathematicians and engineers, Ambisonics
frees reproduced sound from the
restrictions of stereo. Equipment featuring
the Ambisonic symbol is designed in
accordance with this technology to give
greater realism and listening pleasure.
The UHJ symbol shows that programme
material conforms to optimal specifications
for playback as stereo, mono or with
Ambisonic decoding. Ambisonic surround
sound decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo, but the
highest fidelity of directional sound is
obtained from recordings and broadcasts
conforming to UHJ.

Vogel BEK 100
Vogel universal
brackets will enable
you to fit your loudspeakers to the wall —
simply and easily
With aflick of the
wrist you can adjust
the bracket in any requ'red direction,
both horizontally and vertically Suitable
for up to 25Kg. Price £11.75 per pair.
Vogel Minor 5
Suitable for up to 5Kg
Price £ 5.75 per pair.
Available from all good audio
stockists, Vogel are distributed
throughout the UK by Condor Electronics Limited,
Woodman Works, 204 Durnsford Road,
Wimbledon Park,
London SW19
Vogel Loudspeaker
Stand
Price £18.90 per pair.

ondot

For further information regarding
Ambisonics, together with details of record
and equipment manufacturers, apply to the
NR DC AM BISONIC ADVISORY SERVICE
PO Box 98, High Wycombe, Bucks,
HP11 1PJ
Telephone: High Wycombe ( 0494) 445951

•rig/na/ artwork reproduced by kind permission of 2000 AD
magazines

Copyright I.P C

Credit available at discount
prices, with written quotations. Typical APR 34-5%.
Licensed
Credit
Broker.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

NAKAMICHI N680ZX, N670ZX, N6607-X,
582, 581, 480 all available at: BAILEYS,
131 THE PARADE, HIGH ST.,
WATFORD, HERTS. Tel: 34644.

*TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 6.50)
Akai GX4000D ( Sp. off.)
P O.A.
Teat X3, X7, X7R, X1OR, X10 ON SALE
*CASSETTE RECORDERS
(P/P £4.50)
Aiwa AD6900 Mk2 ( Sp. off.). ON SALE
Aiwa AD6600 ( Sp. off)
£ 179-00
Aiwa AD6700 ( Sp. off)
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off)
Aiwa
Aiwa
Aiwa
Aiwa
Aiwa

ON SALE
£ 199-90

AD6900 ( Sp. off)
£ 275.00
ADM600 ( Sp. off.) £ 159-90
ADM250 ( Sp. off.) £ 87-90
ADL300
£ 99.90
ADM450
£ 139-00

Aiwa ADM500
Akai GXF35

.

.

£ 189-90
P.O.A.

Akai CSF11
£99-90
Hitachi D900 ( Sp. off.) 3- head £ 210.00
Hitachi D22S MKII ..... £69-00
Hitachi D355
£ 84.00
Hitachi D45S
£99-90
Hitachi D65S
£ 111.00
Hitachi D77S ( Sp. off.)
Hitachi D85S
Hitachi 0E95

£ 149.00
£ 125-00
£ 177-00

Sansui AU317 Mk2 ( Sp. off.). £ 155.00

KEF Reference 105 2
KEF Cantata ( Sp. off
)
KEF Celeste IV Black/Brown .

£790-00
£250-00
0115-00

Sansui AU719 ( Sp. off)
Sansui A40 S+B

KEF Concorde 4 Black/Brown
Monitor Audio MA2

P O.A.

Sansui A7
£ 105-00
Sansui AU217 Mk2 ( Sp. off.) £104-00
P.O.A.
£ 61 - 50

Sansui A60 S+8 ( Sp. off.) . . .
£ 83-90
Sansui A80 S+B ( Sp. off.) . . £119-00
Sansui 877 & C77
£ 210.00
Teac ASM50
£159-00
Toshiba S8620 ( Sp. off.) . . £159.90
*RECEIVERS ( P/P eeoo)
Aiwa AX7800 ( Sp. off.)
Hitachi SR304L ( Sp. off)
Hitachi SR703 ( Sp. off)

£159-00
£99.00
£129-90

Hitachi SR903 ( Sp. off)
Hitachi SR2010L
Hitachi SR4010L

£189-00
£84.00
£ 106•00

Pioneer LX690 ( Sp. off.) . . £ 149.90
Pioneer SX590 ( Sp. off.) . £ 89-90
Pioneer SX790 ( Sp. off.) . . £ 182-00
Pioneer SX600L
£99-00
Pioneer SX700L
£ 129.00
Sansui R30 ( Sp. off.) . . . £ 89•90
Sansui R50 ( Sp. off.) £ 108-00
Sansui R70 . . . . £ 133-00
*STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs
Aiwa AA8700, AT9700, LP3000
Rack System
Aiwa Micro 25 System . . .

ON SALE
ON SA LE

Aiwa Micro 30A system . . . £ 367.00
Aiwa Micro 50A system. . £ 469.00
Aiwa Micro SOR system . . . • £ 339-00

Pioneer CTF850, CTF950,
CTF1250
Pioneer CT200
Pioneer CT300

Aiwa System 2 Rack + speakers
(Sp. off.) AP2400
ON SALE
Akai UC5 Mini
£548-00

Pioneer CT400
£ 139-00
Sansui SC2000 ( Sp. off.) . . . £ 11 5-00
Sansui D95S/B ( Sp. off.) . . .
Sansui 0100

P.O.A.
£ 89.90

Sansui 0550M S/B
Sansui sciaceo
Sansui SC3300/3330

£ 207.00
£129-00
£ 169-00

Sansui SC5100
£ 299.00
Teac A108 S.Sync ( Sp. off.) . ON SALE
Teac 0(310. .
Teac V9
.

.

..

ON SALE
£ 118.00

*ACCESSORIES ( P/P On Application)
ADC
ADC
ADC
ADC
ADC

SLM3 ( P/P £2.50)
£39.90
SS1 ( P/P £ 3-00)
£ 54 .00
SS2 Mk2 ( P/P £ 3.50). . ON SALE
SS110
ON SALE
SS3
£199.00

Aiwa MT50 Micro timer

£ 59-90

Akai UC2 Mini
£279.50
Aurex Micro Systems 10, 12 & 15 P.O.A.
Hitachi ACT 01 Mk2 ( Sp. off.) . £ 275-00

ex
ex
ex
ex

spkrs
spkrs
spkrs
speakers

£488-00
£ 508-00
£ 578.00
£ 569-00

Pioneer Mini System 3000 . . . P.O.A.
Rotel RX30 Rack ( Sp. off.) . . ON SALE
Sansui 900 System 1
£539-00

£ 165-00

KEF 104A8 Kit
£ 133.00
Pioneer DT500 timer ( Sp. off.)
P.O.A.

Sansui System 6000
Sansui System 7000

£389.00
£485-00

Sansui System 8000
Sansui System 9000
Sanyo Mini 10

£ 545-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rogers T75 ( Series 2) Teak/Walnut
P.O.A.
Sansui T5

£ 83.00

Sansui Ti S/B
£96-00
Sansui T60 S+B ( Sp. off.) . £ 58.90
Sansui T80 S+8 ( Sp. off.) . £79-90
Sansui T77 digital

£169.00

*STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £ 4.00)
Akai AMUO1
£75.00
Akai AMUO2
£79-00
Aiwa AA8700 ( Sp. off)
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.)
Hitachi HA2700
Hitachi HA3700
Hitachi HA5700S
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi
Hitachi

P.O.A.
£79.90
£64 -00
£79-90
£159.90

HA5300 ( Sp. off )
£ 119-90
HMA7500 Mosfet. . £ 356-00
HA4500S
£ 109-00
HA4700
£99•00

Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp £75-00
Hitachi HMA6500 ( Sp. off.) £ 125.00
Hitachi HCA7500
ON SALE
Hitachi HA7700
J. E. Sugden A48 Mk2
Pioneer SA410
Pioneer SA510
Pioneer SA610
Pioneer SA7/10

P O.A.
P 0.A.
£ 59-90
£89.00
£113.00
£142-00

Quad 44/33/303, 33/405
P O.A.
Rogers An ( Series 3) A100 .
P.O.A.
Sansui A5
£83-00

Festival,

Pageant, Signifier Teak/Walnut P.O.A.
Pioneer SX311E
£78-80
P O.A.
Pioneer HPM30
£64-00
Pioneer CS343
ON SALE
Pioneer CS444

Teac Libero 3000 ( Sp. off.) £ 299.00
Teac Libero 3300 & 5500.

P.O.A.

*LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
/Ulnae:es per pair ( P/P on application)
P 0.A.
AR range
AR18
£ 79.90
. £119.90
£89.00

AR25 ( Sp. off)
AR18S

£129-00
£159-00

AR28S

AR38S
Armstrong 602 ( J2 stand extra) £175.00
Audio Pro B2 50 Sub Woofer . . P.O.A.
Bolivar 125 ( Sp. off.)
Celestion County
Celestion Ditton 120

£ 79-90
P O.A.
£79.90

Celestion Ditton 121
Celestion Ditton 130
Celestion Ditton 150

£77.00
£109-90
£139-90

Celestion Dimon 200
Celestion Ditton 300

£189.90
£219-90

Celestion UL6
Chartwell
LS3

5A,

ON SALE
PM110,
PM210
P.O.A.

SME CA1
Sugden SAU2

£18.00
£19.90

Sugden SAU4.

£ 45.00

atTURNTABLEPACKAGES(P/P£5-00)
BIC
C
C8
76
5
ADC
ADC
Aiwa
Aiwa

£
49.95
£59.95

1600 ( Sp. off .)
£73.00
17000 Quartz & XLM/3 .
£99-00
APD30
£ 89-00
APD50
..
£ 149-00

Ar
A
iist
wa
0A
n P3000

STRATION
RAM 60, 80, CD10, CD20 . .

Linear.

9-L
00
AE
S
8A
ON £
p0

Hitachi HT4OS
Hitachi HT6OS .
Hitachi HT41S
77.50

£ 67-00
£

P.O.A.

Pioneer PL100X
£ 64-00
Pioneer PL200X, PC110/11 . £79-00

Rogers Studio 1 and Stands . . P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut P.O.A.

Pioneer PL300X, PC150. . . £97-50
Pioneer PL400X, PC150. . . . £ 111.00

Rogers Compact Monitor
Sansui J11

Pioneer PL600X
Reference Hydraulic, Electronic
Focus 1

P O.A.
£78-80

Spendor BC1 Mk2, BC3, SA1 & SA2
various finishes
P O.A.
P O.A.
Tannoy Range
£49- SO
Teac LSX7 Mini ( Sp. off)
Videotone Minimax Ill
£ 59-90
Wharfedale E20, £ 30, E50, E70
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Wal.. £129 .90

P O.A.
P 0.A.

Rotel RP900 OLM32 ( Sp. off.) £ 5
55
50
0:
Sansui SRB200+Cartf
Sansui FRD3
79-90
£
Sansui FRD4
Sansui FRD5
44-00

£109-00
£1

Sansui FRD25

£ 64 -50

Wharfedale Chevin XP2 Teak . . . £ 34-00
Wharfedale Denton XP2 Teak . . £48 -00
Wharfedale Shelton XP Walnut. . £65-00

Sansui FRD35 S/B
Sansui P50

Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Teak. . £99.90
Wharfedale Laser 40 Teak
£64-50
Wharfedale Laser 60 Teak
£ 29 00

Sugden BD2A/SAU2 Standard £ 39.90
STD 305 Series
P O.A.
Teac TSF15+AT11
£66.60

Wharfedale Laser 80 Teak. £ 99.50
Wharfedale Laser 100 Teak . £ 129-00

Teac TSF30+AT11
Thorens TD104/2
Thorens TD105/2
Thorens TD110/2
Thorens TD115/2

Wharfedale Laser 400 Walnut £ 214.90
Wharfedale TSR range
P O.A.
*STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P £ 1.50)

Akai ASE7
Akai ASE11
Akai
AKG
AKG
AKG

£8.20
£12-75

ASE22+Volume control. .
£14.50
240 ( Sp. off
)
£43-90
K241
£45.00
K80
£19 -90

AKG K41
AKG K40
Beyer ET1000 ( Sp. off)
Beyer DT202/K100 7
Beyer DT220

£14-90
£11.90
£99-90
£43 -50
£ 26-50

Beyer DT440
Beyer DT441

£ 26-50
ON SALE

Monitor 10
SE205
SE2
SE4
5E6

£35.00
£11-50
£12-50
£19.00
£25.00

Pioneer SE450
Pioneer 5E550

£19.50
£ 26.00

Pioneer SE650
Sansui SS60
Sennheiser HD224X
Sennheiser HD414X

£ 25-50
£19-90
£38-90
£21-90

Sennheiser HD222
Sennheiser HD424X
Sennheiser HD400

£29-90
£30-90
£11 - 90

Sennheiser HD420
£2550
Sennheiser HD430
£34-90
Sennheiser Unipolar 2000 ( Sp. off.)
£99-90
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic. £91-50
Stax SR44 Electret
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB.

.

£ 67.50
£143-00

Stax Sigma+SRD6SB
Stan Lambda+SRD6S8

£ 221.00
£149-90

*TURNTABLES ( P/P £ 350)

AND

ARMS ( P/P £ 1-50)
ADC LMF1 ( Sp. off.)

Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans

ADC LMF2
ON SALE
ADC LMG-1 Headshell £ 5-00
ADC ALT- 1

.

£ 59-90

£ 32-90

Hadcock Arm & Unilift p/p free £ 69-90
Hadcock GH220
P.O.A.
Hadcock GH230 ( Sp. off.)

£99 -90

KEF Reference 101

£182-00

Micro-Seiki MA303 Arm ( Sp off ,£39.90
SME F3DS Damper.
£13- 50

KEF Reference 103 2
KEF Reference 105 4

£ 249-00
£ 599-00

SME S2 Headshell. . . . £ 650
SME 3009 S/2 Del Head £ 65-60

£8
£ 59
6.
-90
9°

Sugden 8D2A/SAU2 Compact £ 37.50

£78.00
P O.A.
P O.A.
P O.A.
P O.A.

Thorens TD126 full range
Thorens TD160B full range
Thorens TD160S . . .

P O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

*CARTRIDGES ( P/P £ 1-50)
ADC XLM Mk3 Improved

£36-00

ADC XLM Mk3
£ 29-90
ADC XLM Super, H'shell
£33-75
AKG P7E
£ 25-90
AKG P8E
£ 39-50
AKG PSES
£ 57-00
Empire 999REX ( Sp. off .)
£ 5.00
Grado FCE+1
£13-75
Grado F3E+ ( Sp. off.) £ 16-99
Grado F2E
£ 29.00
Grado Fl
+
£41-00
Grado FTE+1 ( Sp. off.)

Big sale on Koss
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

Goodmans X825, XB35, XB45 ON SALE
Goodmans HE1, HE2, HE3
ON SALE
Beta Kappa . .
ON SALE
Mini 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 49.90
030
£ 49.90
030
£ 29-90
040
£39.90
060
£69.90
080
£89-90

3009 Fixed Head
£ 61-00
Series 3
£
120- GO
Series 3S
£ 86-00
Damper FD200 ( P/P £ 1) £ 21.00

ON SALE
Pioneer CS545
ON SALE
Pioneer CS646
Matching speakers for Pioneer rack systems
Quad Electrostatic
P O.A.
Quad 63-PHONE FOR A DEMON-

Aiwa HP30
£15.00
Aiwa HPA3 Lightweight
£11.90

X700S
X700T
X900T
X9C1OS

P O.A.
£339-00
£365.00

£ 59-00
£ 122-00
P O.A.

Carnival,

Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

Sansui System 2000
Sansui System 4000
Sansui System 5000

Pioneer TX410L
Pioneer TX710L
Quad FM3

M. A. Mini Monitor ( Sp. off.). . . eneo
Monitor Audio Baby Monitor. . £89-90
Short

SME
SME
SME
SME

P 0.A.

Wharfedale Laser 200 Walnut 164£
SO

£ 550-00
P.O.A.

*TUNERS ( P/P eeix)
Akai AT2200 ( Sp. off.). £ 57 50
Hitachi FT3400. . . £ 69•90
Hitachi FT4400. . £99•00

MA83, MA84

Pioneer X55H, X55V, X77H, X77V, X99H,
X99V, all ex. spkrs
ON SALE
Pioneer X300 ex spkrs
£298.50
Pioneer X500S ex spkrs . . . £ 388.00
Pioneer X5007 ex spkrs
£ 399.00

Sansui 900 System 2
Sansui 900 System 3/GX80 .

KEF Cantata Kit

euso

Monitor Audio MA6 ( Sp. off.) . £139-80
Monitor Audio MA9, MA16, MA18,

Mordaunt

Hitachi D3300M
£ 296.00
Hitachi D5500M ( Sp. off).
. £ 399.90
Maranu CD330 Portable Dolby £ 124-00
Pioneer CTF750 ( Sp. off )
£ 185-00
P.O.A.
£ 89•90
£ 109.00

Open aCredit Charge Account with fierts Hi Fi ( Callers only)
Open 9.15-1.2.00-5.30 Mon to Sat. Shut 1.00 Wed. Cheques with £50 chime
cards only accepted for counter sales with only one cheque Per transastiaa•All
prices include VAT at15%. Choques accepted for Mail Orders.
BAHCLAYCARO,ACCESS CARD accepted for normal prices.
.P.O.A.= Price on application.Sp.off = Spacial offer price for
PbPto be advised.
ON SALE= Special Low prices for limited stock
All prices correct at time of preparation and subject to variations without notice. Eb0E.
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON OUR DISCOUNT PRICES. MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

.

Goldring G900 IGC
Goldring G900 IGC & Shell.

£9.99

£ 49-00
P.O.M.

Ortofon FF15E Mk2 ( Sp. off.) . £11.50
Ortofon VMS 5E/2
£ 10-90
Ortofon
Ortofon
Ortofon
Ortofon

VMS
VMS
VMS
VMS

5E & Shell . . £12-90
10E/2
£ 14.75
20E/2 ( Sp. off.) . £ 23.50
30E/2
£ 29-90

Ortofon/SME 30H cart/arm
(Sp. off.)
Ortofon Concorde STD
Shure M44E
Shure M55E

£79-90
£19-90
£7-90

Shure M70EJ
Shure VN35 HE
Shure VN45 HE stylus

£8.90
£5-90
£17.50
£23.90

Shure M75- 8S
Shure M75B Type 2

£7.90
£10.75

Shure M75ED Type 2
Shure M75EJ Type 2
Shure M95ED

£15-25
£12.90
£19.90

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

£13.90
£21-50
£29.90
£19-90
£29-90
£38.00
£64-60
£49-90

M95EJ
M95HE
M97ED
M97EJ ( Sp. off.)
M97HE ( Sp. off )

Shure M97HEHH
Shure V15 Type 4
Shure V15 Type 3HE ( Sp. off.)
Stanton
Stanton
Stanton
Stanton
Stanton
Stanton
Stanton

500E
500A
5000EE
680EE
681EEE
881S
681EES

Ultimo 10X Mk1 ( Sp. off.) .
Ultimo 10X Mk2

£13.95
£11-75
£15-20
£19-99
£37-00
£59-95
£152-00
£37-50
£48-00

166 St. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD 0W024AS.Telephone: 40633

See & Hear
the latest addition
to our '81 range of
HiFi enclosures
ese weetiet

at the
e Old Swan
Hotel
15 - 18th August

RieltadAtan

The neat and tidy way to connect your Amplifier and Tape
Decks. Permits instantaneous selection of any recording,
playback or tape to tape functions. Complete with pre-set
level controls and full monitoring facilities.
PRICES (inc VAT)
2way DIN ( type 22/1) £ 19.77
3 way DIN ( type 23/I) £25.67

QED

2way Phone ¡ type 22/2) £25.09
3way Phono ( type 23/2) £ 1-5.0

AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED

Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Room, A,Mord, Middx.

Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton, BD19 4AZ.

'NEW PRODUCT RELEASE' AM/FM-Stereo radio with digital frequency readout combined
with stereo cassette player and graphic equalizer. Other features are .
Sensitive AM/FM/MPX Receiver
Digital Led- Display for time and frequency
Led Stereo indication
Slide Switches for Mono/Stereo, Frequency/Time, AM/FM
5Band Graphic Equalizer
Auto eject at tape end and key-off eject
Built in noise canceller
Easy installation
Power supply 12V
Why pay more to have the best of separate components when you can have the best
combined in a single unit. The unit carries a warranty against manufacturers defects. All
orders dispatched promptly. The price is only £ 149.95 inclusive. Please call trade enquiries as usual
To: MAJOR ( UK) LIMITED
Unit 2, Station Yard, Wilbraham Road, Fulbourn, Cambridge
Tel: (0223) 881055 Telex: 817420
4

FOTRONIX

O

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED o
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS

Zerostat Anti- Static Pistol ( new red model) £7.25 P&P 50p
DISCWASHER 04 Record Cleaner
£7-25 P&P 50p
REFILLS D4 Fluid. . . . 1oz. 99p; 6oz. £4.75; 16oz £8.99 P&P 50p
SC- 2 Stylus Cleaner with Fluid
£3.95 P&P 50p
Disc Kit (Zero Stat, D4, SC- 2, instorage system) . .£23-95 P&P El.00
Disc Organiser (storage system only for above) . . £8.95 P&P £ 1.00
Z-Track Viscous Pick- Up Arm Damper
£ 8.99 P&P 50p
VRP Record Protection Sleeves, 10 for
£1 - 95 P&P 50p
Gold En Leads ( Post/Packing 50p)
2 Phono-2' Phono 0.5m . .£5-50
2 Phono2 Phono 1m .
2 Phono2 Phono 2m . . .£7-25
5 DIN- 4 Phono 1m
Max postage £ 1.00 per order

£6.30
£8-99

QUAD EQUIPMENT

QUAD 33; 303, 44. 405 AND ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICES AND DELIVERY

THORENS TURNTABLES
We stock and enthusiastically recommend the full range of these fine
turntables all at competitive prices.
TD16011 BC Turntable without arm. Your choice of pickup arms may be
fitted and we will gladly advise.
TD160 C The reintroduction of a popular model. Ready fitted with the
low mass Thorens arm.
TD160 Super Upgraded "Audiophile - version of the 10160 II BC. With
even better performance. Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted.
10104 Mk11 Complete with arm. 33 & 45 rpm plus fine speed adjustment
& strobe.
TD105 Mk11 As 10104 but semi- auto arm operation.
10115 Mk11 Complete with low mass arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm coupled with
fine speed control & stroboscope. Semi automatic.
TD126 III BC. Turntable without arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm with fine speed
control & stroboscope. Arm of your choice may be fitted.
10126 III C Ready fitted with low mass arm. Semi- auto operation.
Thorens conversion kit to upgrade 'TD160 11' £25-00 post free.
We also stock spare belts £1.78 P&P 30p-headshells-arm tubes etc.
Please phone or write for an immediate quotation. We can supply with
any of our range of pickup arms-ready fitted if required at an attractive
package erice.

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £14.50 Double Albums £22.00
(Post Free)
Full UK range stocked, many new titles-Ask for list

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS

( P&P
( P& P
( P&P
( P&P
( P&P

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

PICK UP ARMS

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
(Silver) Tonearm
P0.A
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100
PO.A.
All 010
PO.A.
Signet XK50
P O.A.
HADCOCK
GH220 special offer . . . . P.O.A.
GH220 'S' special offer . . P.O.A.
GH230
£120-00'
GH228 Type ' E'
£86-00'
GH228 Super.
£68.00'
£5.00
Spare Headshell
1ml. Silcone Fluid
£2.07
£3.34
2ml. Silcone Fluid
MAYWARE
Formula 4 Mk Ill. . . £ 59.80'
S.M.E. Adaptor
£3.83
Thorens 160 Board . £ 5.75
Spare Headshell . £ 5.75
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£ 118-50'
SME Series IIIS
£84.70'
Damper for IIIS
£12.75
CA1 Arm for Series Ill. . £18-95
3009 R Arm
£130.40'
3012 R
£136.75'
3009 11 Fixed Head £64.95'
3009 11 Detachable . £70.95'
S4 Headshell
£10-00
S2 Headshells
£7.50
S2R Headsfrell
£9.00
FD200 Fluid Damper £21-75
Damping Fluid Refil . £ 3.55
Reducing Mid
£2.14
A D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head £64.35'
LMF-2 Detachable. . £69.95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . £33.50"
'Post: £ 1 . 00; Other Items 50p

MONSTER CABLE
"DEMONSTERABLY BETTER"

From the ' 480" series giving top performance at lowest cost to the na
compromise " 1000 ZXL" prices and literature on request.

SS- 1, 5- band Graphic Equaliser
£49.95
SS- 110, 10- band Graphic Equaliser
£89.95
SS- 2 Mk 11 12- band Graphic Equaliser . . . . £139-95
SS-3 12- band Paragraphic Equaliser
£199-95
SLM-3 Sound Level Meter with Test Record £38.84

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

£3.00)
£3.00)
£3.00)
£ 3.00)
£ 1.00)

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES

NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
£26.95
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£26.95
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand, pair
E23-01)
Peak Programme Indicator PP1 2
£24.00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£12-50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty (6 amp) 6/4
£17.25
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£1 - 76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5
£2.45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way-18/1
£12.50
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2P
£9.00
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£16-00
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way, 3 amp-19/1
£18.95
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3
each - 99
Speaker Switching Unit: 2 way-2/2
£6.75
Speaker Control Centre-Screw, 24/1 or DIN, 24/2
£17.95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way DIN 22/1
£15.25
Tape Switching Unit 3 way DIN 23/1
£19.95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way Phono 22/2
£19-95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way Phono 23/2
£25-95
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
£17-95
Disc Switching Unit 10/1
£10-50
Headphone Adaptor & Control MKlI HC2
£14-CO
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£13-50
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£15.95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£6.6.0
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
£5.90
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
£6.E0
Surround Sound Adaptor-Screw 21/1-DIN 21/2
£17.50
Dust Cover Renovation DCR-2
£3.90
Electrolube Tape Head Cleaner Spray
£2.56
Electrolube Record Cleaner Spray
£2.E9
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40/1
£1-E.8
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6
per metre -30
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8, Black or White
per metre
70
P&P on cable-£l-00 per order. Other items Post Free
Q.E.D. catalogue sent on request

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at June 1981. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend as necessary
without notice. E&OE.

73p PER FOOT
P & P £1 00 PER ORDER

ACCESSORIES

Allsop 3 cassette cleaner £ 2.99
Allsop refills
£ 1.25
Ferrograph Demag . . £15-50
Mayware Protractor . . £ 3.45
Shure Stylus Scale
£ 5.99
Shure TTR1¶5
Test Record
£ 5.00
Monitor Audio Stylift. . £ 5.99
Monitor Audio Pod' £7.50
Yulon Record Clamp . . . £7.50
A.D.C. LMG-1 Headshell. £4.60
GA. Soundisc ..... £14-95'
Osawa Diskmat 0M-10 £9.00'
'The Mat' by Audio Ref. £18-95'
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
Mg 704 Headshell
£12.50
Ag 991 Headshell Wires . .£3.40
'Kilavolt' Antistas Gun . . . £13-00
RC- 100 Cleaner
£7.95
RC- 200 Cleaner
£10.95
Record Sleeves ( 50)
£4.99
TDK Cassette Head
Demagnetiser
£8-99
Pixall II Roller
£5.75
Pixall Ref ils
. 90
Permostat Kit
£4.50
ermostat Refill . . ..... £3.50
Permostat Jumbo Refill. . . £6-95
'Postage £ 1-00. Other items 50p
HEADPHONES P & P £1.00
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01
£8.95
ATH03
£14.95
ATH05
£18 95
ATH07
£62.30
STAX
STAX SR.44 Complete £69-95
STAX SR.5'
£ 53.40
STAX SRX3'
£102 35
STAX LAMBDA'
£120.15
STAX SIGMA'
£176.00
•
Energiser Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER £35.60
SRD7 SB ENERGISER. . £50.00
SRDX ENERGISER
£62.30
YAMAHA
YH100
£39.95
HP1
£31 95
HP3
£15 95
SENNHEISER
HD222
£29-95
HD400
£11.99
HD414X
£19.99
HD424X
£29 95
H0420
£23-55
H0430
£32-50

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI ( P & P 50p)
AKG P8ES Cartridges Sp. Offer £45-00
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
ADC ZLM
£57.14
ADC XLM Ill
£ 36.29
ADC VIM Ill
£ 25-04
Goldring G900E
£16.50
Goldring G900SE 11
£33.00
Goldring G900 ' IGC £48-95
Goldring G920 ' IGC' £29-95
Goldring G910 'IGC' £ 53-00
Grado FTE+1
£10.75
Grado FCE+1
£ 13.75
Grado F3E+
£19-25
Grado F2+
£29-50
Grado F1+
£41 - 25
J.V.C. Z2E.
.
£38.33
J.V.C. X2
.
.
£69.51
Nagaoka M P10*
£ 13.00
Nagaoka MP116
£15.00
Nagaoka MP156
£ 31.00
Nagaoka MP2011e
£ 37-00
Nagaoka MP306
£46-00
Nagaoka MP506
£ 74.00

REPLACEMENT STYLI
RSZ
£26-53
RSX
£18.35
RSV
£15.08
0140E . . . £9.95
D140SE . . £ 16-50
13140 IGC .
£29-75
0170 IGC .
P.O A
13160 IGC
P.0 A
FTE/S. . £8.00
FCE+. . £9.50
F3E+ . . £ 13.50
F2/S . . £22.50
F1+ . . . £ 28-50
Z2E . . . £19.90
X2/X1
£37-50
N-10MP
£ 5-50
N-11MP
£7.00
N-15MP
£ 22-00
N-20MP . £ 25-00
N-30MP . £ 35.00
N-50MP . £ 52.00

• SPECIAL OFFER ON NAGAOKA MP CARTRIDGES!
All models can be supplied with Magnesium- Alloy Headshell. No extra
charge. Offer open while stocks last.
Ortofon SME 30H
£79-95
L3OH
£ 31.00
Ortofon Concorde 30
£48.00
CL30 . . £ 31-00
Ortofon Concorde 20
£36.00
CL20 . . . £23-00
Ortofon Concorde 10
£25.00
CLIO
£ 11-70
Ortofon Concorde Std £19.75
Std Stylus . . £11-70
Ortofon LM30/H
£44.00
CL30/L3OH . £31.00
Ortofon LM20/20H . . . £30.00
CL20/L2OH . £ 23.00
Ortofon LM15 ..... £23.75
115
£15-75
Ortofon LM10
£ 17-35
CLIO
£11-70
Ortofon M20FL Super. . . £31.90
D2OFL Super £25-00
Ortofon M20E Super . £27-95
020E Super . £ 21.00
Onofon VMS10E
£16-90
D1 OE II
£11-25
Ortofon VMS5E11
£9.95
D5E11
£6-50
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in . . £12-95
D5E11. . . . . . . . £ 6.50
Ortofon VMS 20E II
£24.95
020E Mk Iand 11. £17-95
Upgrade your VMS20 with a D30 II Stylus
Ortofon VMS30 11
£ 34.35
D3011. . . . . . . . £23-90
Ortofon FF15E11
£10-50
NF15E Mk 1 & II . .£ 8.95
Stanton 980 LZS
£98-00
D98S
£ 53.00
Stanton 881S. . £ 59.95
1381. .... £33.60
Stanton 681 EEE
£ 32.00
D6800EEE £18-80
Stanton 680EE
£19.95
0680
£13.99
Stanton 500EE
£12-70
D5100EE £10.40
Stanton 500E
£11.75
D5100E
£ 8.80
Shure M44-7,44G,44C £9.50
N44-7,44G,44C. £ 5.75
Shure MUE
£9.60
NUE
£5.95
Shure M55E
£10.95
N55E
£ 6.95
Shure M75- CS
£7.99
N75- C
£4.99
Shure M75- 6S
£9.20
N756
£ 5.75
Shure M75B
£12.60
N758
£ 6.50
Shure M75EJ
£15.90
N75EJ
£7.65
Shure M75ED
£18-20
N75ED
£12.70
Shure M95EJ
£16.75
N95EJ
£9.45
Shure M95ED
£24.75
N95ED
£16.50
£25.40
N95HE
£ 17.10
Shure M95HE
Shure M97EJ.
£25-75
N97EJ
£ 10-65
Shure M97HE
£37.95
N97HE
£20.70
Shure M97HE-AH £39.95
N97HE . . . £20.70
Shure V15 Ill. . £ 54.00
VN35E . . . £17-45
Shure V15 Ill HE
£61 - 99
VN35 HE. . £18.55
Shure V15 IV.
.
£ 74.00
VN45HE
£25-60
.
£17-25
SS- 35C
£4.95
Shure SC- 35C
Shure SC- 398
.
£ 28.25
SS- 398
£6.95
Shure SC-39EJ
£32-95
SS-39EJ
£10-99
Shure SC - 39E0
£47.25
SS 39E0
£ 22.99

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

Post 50p

AU D10 -TE CHNI CA
AT32 Canridge
AT3OE
Cartridge

P0.A,
Mayware 124 Tformer. . £57-50
P0.A.
Satin MII7G Sp. Off . . £49-95
AT 630 Tfformer
P0.A,
Satin MII7S Sp. Off . . £79.95
AT 650 T/former
P0,A,
Ortofon MC- 10 Sp. Off £25-75
AT 30E and AT 630 . . . P.O.A.
Ortofon MC- 20
£49.95
AT 32 and AT 630
P.O.A
Ortofon MC-201I
£85.00
Dynavector ' Ruby' . . . £82-50
MTN 72T'former . £ 19.95
£58.50
Dynavector 20A Mk11 . £69.95
MCA- 10 Pre- amp
Dynavector 10X Mk11 . £45890800 Fidelity Research
Mayware
Mayware MC2V
MC- 31
£49.95
f
£49.45
Mayware MC- 2C
Mavware Exchanges £ 34.50

FR1 Mk3F
£ 69-95
FR1 Mk2
£89-95
EntréC2
1°/L
len tek
£1F.19
0 .9
A5

YAMAHA

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES AT
SPECIAL PRICES P&P 50p
MC- 7 £39-95 MC- 1s £ 69-95

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES
Trade-in or
how worn),
prices
Dynavector
Dynavector

trade- up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge; these exchange
Postage & Packing 50p
10XMk11. . . £33-50
Dynavector 20A Mk11 . £47-95
Karat Ruby . £51-95
Dynavector 20B Mk11 . £61-95

AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p

AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
.
£9-90
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
.
.
£ 9.95
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
£15.95
PDC111 Cleaning System
£9.00
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm
£ 5.00
.._
..
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Tisoterip$uclio ResearcIv
"EXPERIENCE THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE"
Our Philosophy Concerning reprints & brochures. You may have noticed
that most " High End" Hi -Fi manufacturers often quote extracts from their
reviews highlighting the most wonderful aspects of their products. Naturally
anyone can " edit" a few brilliant quotes, because every company wants
people to believe they make the best.
We have only one message, experience the audible difference at your
dealer.
Likewise, when you take our brochure, it is bound to state thaI we have the
best product for you. So, go to your dealer and take your time in listening to
the many products that abound before selecting what fulfils your own needs
and desires.
E.A.R. Pre- Amp R.P.R. £ 480-00, E.A.R. 509 100 watt mono £ 750•00 per pair,
E.A.R. 516 50 watt per chan stereo power amp £ 480-00, E.A.R. 529 500 watt
mono £ 3600-00 per pair ( all prices include VAT)
Your nearest dealer
Russ Andrews Edinburgh, Audio Corner Southport, Audio T West End Lane London,
Brady's Liverpool, Guildford Hi -Fi, Guliford House Nr Exeter, Jefferies Hi -Fi Brighton, K. J.
Leisure Wigmore St London, Lintone Audio Gateshead, Midland Hi- Fi Wolverhampton,
Radford Hi- Fi Bristol. Sound Advice Loughborough, Standens of Tonbridge Kent,
Subjective Audio Palmers Green London.
Afr R RUM> ARC qUOIOMAST(R AMBER ARISION 6.0 S. Gaff CUR.. CRIMSON DUAL D. SUPPUES OISCWASKR DIES'S OVNAVEC,OR RUTO ELIC1R0001

ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDINGS FROM MOBILE FIDELITY
1.004
1005
1-009
1.017
1020
1-023
2-024
1-025
1-027
1-028
1-031

WE KNEW IT WAS GOOD
THE REPORT CONFIRMED
IT

1-032
1.033
1-034
1-035
1.036

SEE IT FOR YOURSELF

LAB 1

Olivia •NewttnJohn
Totally Hot
Crystal Gayle ... We Must Believe In Magic
Kenny Rogers ------------------------- The Gambler
The P.eatfes .. Magical Mystery Tour
Kenny Rogers
Greatest Hits
Blonde ..
Parallel Lines
Si Adrian Bradt .. Elgar: Falstaff Suite 10611
Andre Nevin .. . Tchaikovsky: 1812
Don Sobnskp .. Three Works ( Ohl)
Michel Legrand
.. Le Jazz Grand
Bernie Krause
Citadels Of Mystery
Andra Nevin ..
Carmine Burma
13.95
Super.ax _ .. Simmer Plays Bird
13.95
Herhet Von Korean
Tchaikovsky:
1195
6th S,/mphony •
13.95
Herbert Von Karajan
Ravel: Bolero
13.95 1-513
Tea Fa The Tillerman
Fritz PeinerIChicago 5.0.
Strauss
13.95 1-5z2
Fast Under The Wire
brathostra
DIRECT DISC RECORDINGS FROM SHEFFIELD LAB

The Power ft The Majesty
John Klemmer
Touch
Al Stewart .. Year Of The Cat
Pink Floyd ...
Dark Side Of The Moon
Legend
The Beatles
Alley Road
Ned Diamond .......... Hot August Night ( Ohl)
Eel Klugh ... Finger Paintings
Steeleye Span . All Around My Hat
Melissa Manchester
Melissa
Emerson, Lake Ef Pekoe.-- Pictures at an
Exhibition
Natalie Cole
. Thankful
Steely Dan
.
. AJA
Cat Stevens
Little River Band

13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
21.95
13.95
13.95
13.95

Lincoln Mayorga It Distingurshed Colleagues Vol. III

10 43

LAB 3

Hany James - no King James Versim.--

10.43

LAB A

Lincoln Mayorga - Babies:
Neatens On A Theme By Handel)

10.43

1.040

1-e43

1.044
1-617
1-049
1-050
2-501
1-502
2-503
1-504
1-505
1-506
1.511
1-512

13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
21.95
13.95
21.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95
13.95

LAB 11
LAB 12
LAB 13

Harry James: SIt SEers Ayer AI There Yens
Don Ran Et Ottest - New Be,
uncoil Mayen, A Amanda Malmo -

10 43
043

Grunion Up ln Redmond Tovm

10.43

LAB 14

The Sheffield Dawn Record

10 43

10.43

A liriten »Wee is Wed Jere we Mao kid stunk, of tee out

LAB 7

Ere LeinsdorIlL.A. Philharmonic Orchestra Wegne Excerpts ..
Erich LeinderfILA. Philemon-Se Orchestre -

1043

records Iron Grad Clur. super art recordings horn CBS Masterson&
TelaC end e SIL % Wire. Plena un9 ue. kw hi Ise.

LAB 8

Prolcofia, Romeo It John

10.43

LAB 6

LAB 9
tAll 10

Ram James - Core' From A Good Place ......

E

Postage and Padap

Lan McNeely, Geoff Levin, Jae Skinner Conlederation

10.43

Michel Newman - Classical Guitarist:
BachlAteniaff mina

10.43

U.N. Post only - 1LP ISeO LP's Él.011 3.4 LP's 11.25.
ever 4 LP's add natant 15p per LP Woollies mblat a 21.

REFERENCE RECORDINGS
45 rpm HALF SPEED MASTERED RECORDS

PROPRIOS SUPER ANALOGUE RECORDINGS
6.95

RR 5

Steven Gad., Plays Chem Soresa In

Minor ...-

13.50

7762

RF1-6
RA- 7

Fist Tetes Andre Anon peornall Douglas Ewa -

13.50

7778/9

13-50

7929
7793

Nad 11.1i

7742
7163

Fanarrn Green Worm
Veg. OM,
Oneganda Ors:Mere Brolopsomalc Bee remoMm

RR 9

Red Norm Gwent The Fereard Lock
growl Onsetet el Formation

1151
1391

Canon Domino
Jan At lire Penmhop (De

13.95
Kati Lanni

Knelt.,

RR 4

1150

PD300

equipment

AT
e.:
.c
cg
:E

S.M.S.LTD
53 VVOODCOTE ROAD
WALLINGTON, SURREY
TEL: 01-647-5636
1(1

e

I

F

13.50
13.50

t
.' gent) "drum° 101.1 1
/11111311rd

6.96
6.95
6.95

REFERENCE RECORDINGS SUPER ANALOGUE 33% rpm DISCS
RR 2
RR.3

195

7768
Ode Mops*,
7832

Prelude,

6.95
695

W. A.

RAD

401 Smithdown Rood Liven-pool t15 3/1
Telephone 051-735 0859
for excellence in sound

I
_11

à
E
,.
G

oionv

SA NO101110 313VUO 311/9111111DIN 4221AN mean 1101M01282,1 1
1911 111211100. WINN NO15111Y 1,0101831111131.1131g
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A60 Integrated Amplifier and T21 F.M. Tuner

"...the A&R A60 is without doubt outstanding as far as value- for- money is
concerned. In the context of this review, Iwould go so far as to
say that in hi-fi, in general, the A60 is probably the best
bargain available!"
Chris Rogers, "Britain
Japan", Practical Hi Fi,. January 1980
"Listening to the A&R 121 after the Denon, Sansui and Sony proved quite a
revelation ... the sense of naturalness and definition on vocals,
especially the backing vocals, and on acoustic guitar. had the ST- J60 far outclassed,'
Chris Frankland, "Getting in Tune", Popular Hi Fi, December 1979
"The A&Rs consistently appeared in the top group in audition...they simply deliver
the goods and may therefore be confidently recommended as offering good value in
the medium price class." and on acoustic guitar, had the ST- J60 far outclassed,"
Dave Watson and Paul Messenger, l
fi Fi Choice no. 19,
Receivers, Tuners & Amplifiers
"A&R's field record is something to be proud of. Imyself have had many
A&R products so can vouch for their general relialeity.
David Wren, "First Impressions", Hi Fi for Pleasure, March 1980

See us at Harrogate in the Libarary of the Cairn Hotel,
or return the coupon for full details and our dealer list.
I
s a In Amplification & Recording (Cambridge) Ltd.,

nod& Denny End Industrial Centre,
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Waterbeach,
CAMBRIDGE Cambridge, CB5 9PB, England. Tel (0223) 861550 / e 0 0 e

•2•Ab
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TIE BEST Of BRITISH
ON COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATION IN OUR
LISTENING ROOM
Agents for: A & R, B & W, KEF, IMF, Meridian, Mordaunt Short,
Quad, Rogers, SMC, Spendor, STD etc
-I- THE BEST OF THE REST
ile OCI
UCC)

Open: Tues.— Sat.

Easy parking

76 Bedford Road, Kempston, Beds.

Tel: 0234 854133

rh Nakamichi

/

Was
£409

Now
only
£299

-

i

.. 7'.«> ..

k

.
77.

-

Save over £100
Also available: Nakamichi

g £435
660 g £399
582

If you care for the life of your records — care with Permostat.
Only Permostat can guarantee the free of charge protection
needed to eliminate permanently dust-attracting static.

670 @ £399
DYNAVECTOR 10X Mki (
a, £27-90

Applied in seconds Permostat acts as art invisible shield to both
preserve and protect your treasured records against undue

SECURICOR DELIVERY et1-00 PER ITEM

wear and tear.
Just one application of Permostat stops dust attraction and
prolongs the life of both record and stylus.

,,...,..

You may telephone your order quoting
Barclaycard or Access number.

e

Permostat — the safe, sure way to keep your good sounds
sounding good. Available in kit form and refill packs,
Permostat can be found in all good hi-fi record and department
stores.

Milty - record care technology that works
244-256 Station Road, Addlestone, Surrey
Tel; Weybridge ( 0932) 54522/51753/43796

Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House, 173/191 Wellington Road
South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA. RI:061-480 8142/3 Telex:667700
BC

Ma

MI

MN

Ma

MI

Ma

MI

BIM

MIMI

If vou have difficulty obtaining supplies please complete this coupon.
To: Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House,
173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
Tel: 061-480 8142/3 Telex: 667700
State quantity required.

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?

.Permostat Kit

When it comes to HI- FIeveryone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you — Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

W J. TAYLOR (mum) LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD. KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM B44 8QA.

'
22,021-3821312

PRICE

P

P

INC VAT EXTRA
£ 5.75

Ienclose
cheque ,PO. value

.34p

Permostat Refill £.3.92 — 23p
Permostat lumbo Refill £ 7.94

44

(
Please do not send I
postage stamps.)

NAME
ADDRESS

•

POSTCODE
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE.) Price.s only apply to the U.K.
Mal

ffll

aan

MI

MI

MO

MI

Ma

HFN/8
MI

A

MUSICAL

OFFERING

Ilaieaffe". (elumy

BACH: TRIO SONATAS
BWV 1038 1039 & 1079
with Phillip Moll and Moray Welsh

ALBUM RL 25280
CASSETTE RK 25280

RCA
RED SEAL

19

•
YOU KNOW 11
WE DID AROU
AND 45. LOOK
WE'VE DONE
................................................................
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;

9L Tuner, CD4000 Cassette Deck, 366 Amplifier and D35 Turntable.

We hardly need tell you that the
name Garrard has always been found
on the finest turntables.
Well that's no longer the case.
That is, our name no
longer represents turntables alone,
but complete HiFi systems.
To begin with there are five new
Garrard amplifiers.

Model 86 Amplifier.

First the 20+20 watt Model 86,
providing an astonishing level of
performance at avery competitive
price.
The 30+30 watt Model 126 is a
stereo integrated amplifier with dual
power indicators and ahi-cut filter.
Then the 42+42 watt Model
166. You've heard of aclass A amp,
well this is asuper A amp— the
dosest approach to pure sound yet
devised.
Next the 60+60 watt Model
246. Everything the 166 has plus a
recording selector which allows for
the total independence of recording
and playback functions. It permits
for example playing of aprogramme
being reproduced by aturntable
whilst the signal from an FM tuner is
recorded, without any chance of
interference.
At the top of the range, our
Model 246 and 366 amps bring you
alevel of technology unattainable

'H
ATHA
IN 81.
only ayear ago. Super A of course.
Complete wireless assembly. Ultra
precise flourescent power meters
developed by Garrard, with a
—20dB selector which increases their
sensitivity one-hundredfold.
The Model 246 gives you
60+60 watts and the 366 packs a
powerful 85 + 85 watts together with
amicrophone pre-amplifier and
phono mixer.
To go with our amps we've
developed two tuners: the 7L and
9LC.

Both are slimline. With stereo/
mono and AFC switching. They also
have an FM mute switch which cuts
out all background noise and easy to
read tuning scales.
The 9L Model has ahigh blend
switch and asignal strength LED
indicator in addition to the tuning
LED indicator.

eft

GL 3100 Speaker with GL 235, GL 245,GL 350 and GL 360 Speakers

The CD 2800 Model has VU meters
whilst the CD 4000 has peak RMS
flourescent meters.
You've probably already noticed
those handsome speakers above.
Five completely new systems
designed by Garrard and containing
some of the most up-to-date features
available. For example the GL 3000
series have computer tuned ducts.
Overload protection circuity, power
level displays and power handling of
150 watts RMS.

CD2800 Cassette Deck.

Now for those cassette decks —
metal stereo to compliment the range
naturally, with switchable Dolby.

garrard

Marketing Department, Cheney
Manor Industrial Estate, Swindon
ISN1 2QQ.
I
Please send me acopy of the
Inew Garrard Hi Fi brochure.

uf7e V'

,

resonance down to nil. Ultra low mass
arms enable the finest cartridges to
track flawlessly, and aparticularly
ingenious innovation: the cartridge
mounting is adjustable up or down.
As you'll appreciate, there's
much more we've got to say about our
new range, and we've said it in afact
filled brochure.
Complete the coupon and acopy
is yours.

B20 Turntable.

And that's almost all, apart, that
is, from our six new turntables. 75
years experience has gone into these,
and it shows.
Stone resin cabinets cut

IName
IAddress

amongst the chosen

To receive four HiFi Choice awards, from arange of just
six headphones, speaks volumes for the quality of
Sennheiser. As well as the Best Buys bestowed upon our
HD400 and HD420 models, we have received
Recommendations for the HD424X and our latest
headphone, the closed-ear model, HD222.

Our other two models have been praised by the HiFi Press
in recent years, not surprising when our HD414X
(pictured above left) has sold over 2million sets worldwide.
With this track record, it slittle wonder Sennheiser Headphones can be found
in daily professional use in the Broadcasting, Recording and Film industries.
We invite you to audition Sennheiser headphones at your local dealer
and you will quickly discover why they are first choice for so many HiFi
enthusiasts. Write taus for further details:Name
Address

Hayden Laboratories Limited
Hayden House, Chu >chfield Road. Chalfont St. Peter. Bucks SL89EW
— eisphone: 9errarcs Cross (02813) 88447

The New lei
:harp

murex Tapes
er than ever.
New Memorex High Bias II looks very
sharp in its smart black and gold packaging.
It sounds even sharper
Because the tape is coated with microfine needle shaped particles. The latest
development from Memorex.
A New Oxide Particle for Sharper Sound.
These have given us an improved maximum output level and an extremely impressive
signal to noise ratio.
Which means, for the less technically
minded, that you can record music at
higher levels without distortion. No
grumble on the low notes. No stutter
on the high ones.
And when you come to a
quiet passage, you'll appreciate our
dramatic reduction of tape hiss. The
mull*
arch-enemy of all music-loving tape buyers.
What's more, the Memorex binding
system ensures that what you put on tape stays
on the tape.

Is it live, or is it Memorex?

Even after athousand plays.
But it's fair to say, atape is only as good
as the cassette that contains it.
A New Cassette for Total Reliability.
Our engineers have redesigned and
updated the whole mechanism.
Fbr astart, they've made astronger
mould. Inside, the tape is held between
frictionless polyolofin wafers, and moves
smoothly across lubricated rollers through a
precision guidance system that puts an end to
snagging and snarling.
be
-,
ar«
All of this comes encased in our
•
unique fumble-free storage album,
and is guaranteed to last a
lifetime. Literally.
Or we'll replace it free of charge.
Ram
A promise that covers every one of
our four new cassettes.
MRXI, High Bias II, Chrome II and
Metal IV.
*(MAGNIFIED 40, MO X)

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station—Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/3/4/5

AZAT

WORLDWIDE EXPORT
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT
AMPLIFIERS
Akai
PUA
Denon
PMA400 . £ 99-00
PMA540
80Wx 2 . . . £159.00
JVC
AS10
Inquire
AX1
for
AX2
Best
AX3
Prices
AX4 . . . . . . £158-00
Nakamichi
410 ) Inquire for
420
Best Prices
Pioneer
SA420
inquire
SA520
SA620
Best
SA720
Places
A-7
A-8
Sansui
A40
£ 54-00
A60
£92-00
A80
£110-00
AU217 Mk 2
£104.00
AU317 Mk 2
£150.00
AU719
£238-00
AUD5
Inquire
AUD7
for best
AUD9
J
Prices
Sony
TAAX2
£81-00
TAAX3. . . . £108-00
TAAX4 ) Inquire for
TAAX5
Best Prices
Technics
SUV3
Inquire for
SUV6
J Best Prices
Yamaha
P.O.A.
TUNERS
Akai
Inquire
Denon
for
TU200
Best
TU300
Prices
JVC
TX1L
£80-00
TX2L
£125-00
TX3L
£89-00
TX6L
£142-00
Pioneer
TX520L
Inquire
TX720L
for
F-7
Best
F-9
prices
Sony
STJ55
I
Inquire
STJX2L
for
STJX4L
Best
STJX5L J
Prices
Technics
P.O.A.
STS4 )
Inquire for
STS6
Best Prices
RACK SYSTEMS
Pioneer
X330
Inquire
X550
for
X770
Best
X990
Prices
Sansui
System 1000 . £279-95
System 5000
Inquire for
System 7000
Best
System 9000 3
Prices
Denon
System 50
System 70
Technics
Z-11
Z-22
Mini System
System 80
£7-60

RECEIVERSiTUNER AMPS
Aiwa
JVC
RS33L
£146-00
Pioneer .
SX600 ) Inquire for
SX700
Best Prices
Sony
STRVX2L . . . £110-00
STRVX3L
STRVX4LBest
STRS5L
J
Prices
Technics I Inquire for
Yamaha jBest Prices

TURNTABLES
Akai
P.O.A.
Aiwa
P.O.A.
APD50 . . . . £132-00
Denon
DP33
£186-00
DP60 ) Inquire for
DP55
Best Prices
JVC
£56-00
LA21
£66-00
LA31
£87-00
LF41
£92.00
QLA5R
Inquire for
QLY5F
CILY3F
Best Prices
Micro Seiki
MB10 w/cart
£55-00
MB14 w/cart
£65-00
Pioneer
PL120X
PL320
Inquire
PL620
for
PL720
Best
PL2
Places
PL4
PL6
Sansui
FRD25
FRD35
FRD45
FRD55
Sony
PST22
PST33
PSX55
Technics
SLB202
SLD202
SLD303
SLQ303
DL1
QL1SL7
SL10
SL15

£66-95
£79.00
£131-00
£161-00
£66-00
£76-00
£113.00

Inquire
for
Best
Places

Thorens
TD104 Mk II
TD105 Mk II
Inquire
TD160 BC/II
for
TD115 Mk II
Best
TD160 Super
Prices
TD126/III/C
T0126/III/BC
Please Inquire Thorens
10160 fitted with arm.

ARMS & CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica
AT1100
£85.00
AT1010
P.O.A.
Signet XK50 . . P.O.A.
AT605
£13.00
AT606
£15-00
AT620 sp cables £15-00
ATMS
£11-00
MG10
£ 5•00

ORDER
BY
PHONE
OR
POST
USE
ACCESS
OR
BARCLAYCARD
Delivery charge £ 5.00 per item in U.K.
Credit facilities available

MG9
£8-00
Arm- lift
£9.50
AT30 ) Inquire for
AT32
Best Prices
Denon
DL103
£59-95
DL103D
1
Inquire
DL103S
for
AU320
Best
DL303
J
Prices
HA500
£85-00
Ortofon
Complete range . P.O.A.
SME
300911IS
3009/111
Inquire
3009 Mk 2
for
3009 non DT
Best
Shell S2
Prices
FD200
Mayware
Formula 4
Mark III
£57-50

SALE
TECHNICS
£63.00
SLB2
£78-00
SLB3
£82-00
SLD2
SLD3
£95•00
£118.00
SLQ2
£171-00
SL17001I
£95-00
SUV2
£119.00
SUV4
£159-00
SUV6
£215-00
SUV8
£110.00
STS3
£155•00
STS7
£60-00
SU8011
£79-00
SU8022
DENON
DP3OL
£89-00
JVC
£49-95
LA11
SONY
TAF3A
£55-00
£99.00
TAF40
£110-00
PSX55
£94-00
STR242L
£140-00
TAF55
£124-00
STJ55
AR
£350-00
AR91
PIONEER
£55-00
SA410
SA710
£126-00
£56-00
PL100X
£110-00
PL400X
ADC
1500FG
£55-00
1700DD . . .
£94.00
MONITOR AUDIO
£67•00
MA16
£89.00
MA9
MA6
£140-00
SAN SU I
A60
£79-00
£86-00
A80
£92-00
R50
£79-00
R30
TEAC
A700
£131-00
YAMAHA
CA810 ..
£89-00
MICRO SEIKI
£14-00
0050
HAFLER
Pre Amp with } Inquire for
MC input
Beet Prices
QUANTUM
Pre Amp 102 with
Inquire
for
Power Supply.
2 Power
Best
Amps 205D
Prices
1
•

Mayware cart.
Moving coil £49-95
Shure
£15.00
M75ED
£14-00
M75EJ
£20-00
M95ED
M95EJ . . . . . £17-00
V15MKIII HE. £49-00
V15MKIV . . . . £68-00
M95HE
£ 22-00
M97EJ
£21-00
M97H E
£38-00
Platter Pad . .
. P.O.A.
Glass Mat
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)
Audiomaster
Inquire
for Best Prices. Full
Range
A.R.
AR18
£79-90
AR25
£105-00
AR28S
Inquire
AR38S
for
AR91
Best
AR92
Prices
AR93
AR94
AR915
JBL
55VX
Inquire for
Best
77XV
99VX )
Prices
L50
£330
L110
£390
JR
Metro
Magna
) Inquire for
Best Prices
KLH
331
£87-00
317
£134-00
Mini Monitor
MA84
£199-00
MA2
£254.00
MA18
£138-00
MA83 ) Inquire for
Best Prices
Tannoy
Cambridge ) Best
Inquire
Prices
for
Oxford
Ascot
£245-00
Chester . . . . £245.00
Dorset Sp.Off. £245-00
Mayfair . . . . £327-00
Barkley Mk II
.
P0A
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£60-00
Laser 60
Laser 80
Laser 100
Laser 200
Inquire
Laser 400
for
E20
Best
E30
Prices
E50
E70
E90
£499-00
TSR Range Inquire
for Best Prices
Yamaha
615
P.O A.
655
P.O.A.
NO44 ) Inquire for
NS1000M
Best Prices
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CSMO2
£82-00
CSM011 . . £99-00
GXM10 . £110.00
GXM35 . . . £135-00
GXM50 . . . £ 200-00
Aiwa
ADM 800. £280-00
ADR 500 . . £179-00
ADL 450 . £135-00
AD3100
Inquire
AD3200
for
AD3500
Best
AD3600
Prices

Specialists in Export
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

JVC
KDA11
Inquire
KDA22
for Best
KDA33
Prices
}
Nakamichi
480 ZX . . . . £210-00
one month only
481 ZX
482 ZX
Inquire
580 ZX
for
581 ZX
582 ZX
Best
Prices
660 ZX
670 ZX
680 ZX
Special offerl Inquire for
this month
Best
1000 2•L3 J
Prices
Pioneer
CT320
CT520
Inquire
CT720
for
CT4
Best
CT5
Prices
CT8R
CT9R
Sansui
£72-00
D90
£92-00
D100. . . • • •
SC1300/1330 £105-00
SC330/3330 . £156-00
Sony
TCFX2 ) Inquire for
Best Prices
TCFX3
£89-00
TCFX5C
Inquire
TCF7X6C
for
TCFX7
J
Best
TCD5M J
Prices
TCK81
£256-00
Technics
RSM205
Inquire
RSM215
for
RSM225
Best
RSM230
Prices
RSM250 . . . £145-00
RSM260 . . . £160-00
RSM2700XX Inquire for
RSM280
Best Prices
REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
GX4000D £196.00
GX4000DB £229.00
Sony
TC399
£240.00
Technics
P.O.A.
Teac
P.O.A.
X3 )
Inquire for
X7
Best prices
X10
£39900

Al\
Buy it with Access
MAIICURCARD

SSA

VIDEO

Akai
9700EK £489-00
9800EK £610-00
Panasonic
NV7000 . . .
P.O.A.
NV3000 Portable Inquire
WV3000 camera for Best
WV3200 camera ' Prices
Sony
SLC7
P0 A
SLC5
P0 A
HVC3000 camera
£548-00
Sony TV
,
KV1400 . £249-99
KV1612
Inquire for
KV2204
Best Prices
JVC
HR2200
portable . . P.O.A.
AR3320EK
£472-00
HR77(Jil . P I A.

THINKING
ABOUTA
TAPE DECK?

YOU NEED
YOUR HEAD
EXAMINING.

CLOSER EX.Als
MAKE YOU I
Examine atape head closely, and you'll find avery 1.5 microns,is acompromise and gives you quality which
tiny gap. Now, without going into too much technical
is halfway between two ideals.
detail, we'd like to tell you what minute scrutiny reveals
We don't believe you should have to settle for that
about that gap.
kind of compromise. That's why our design team tackled
The best playback performance from acassette deck the problem head-on.
demands avery narrow head gap due to the low tape
speed. The gap must be narrow enough (less than
NO COMPROMISE
1micron) to recover the highest frequency possible from
We designed and built arevolutionary stereo cassette
the tape. However, for recording the gap should be
deck with two separate tape compartments and two
wider, 3microns, to allow the magnetic flux generated separate tape heads.
to completely magnetise the tape. This allows ahigher
LAYBAC
recording level with aminimum distortion to be
achieved and is particularly important with the new
metal tapes.
Aconventional head in acassette deck which is used
for both recording and playback, with agap around

3LEVEL LAMINATION CORE PREVENTS HEAD SATURATION.

The Optonica RI 7070 Double Stereo cassette deck accepts all tapes including metal for recording and playback- Twin FG servo DC motors • Narrow-gap sendust playback head • Wide gap sendust
recording and monitoring head • Double-gap ferrite erasing head • Wow and flutter ± 0.15% ( DIN 45 500) 0.045% (WRMS) • Signal to Noise ratio (Cro2tape) Dolby off; 57dB. Dolby on; 67dB (at over
5kHz) • Dimensions 430mm (wide) x114 mm ( high) x32Imm (deep).
OPTON ICA reserves the right to ma ke design and specification changes for product improvement.The performance specification f
igures indicated are nominal values.of production sets.There may be sorne
deviations from these values in individual units.

[NATION WILL
KINK TWICE.

The same innovative technology and attention to
One head with exactly the right gap width for playdetail goes into every element of Optonica.
back (
0.8 microns). And aseparate wider gap head for
Whenever you see our name, you'll know it means a
recording (3microns).That's double improvement giving
combination of optimum quality and excellent reliability
greatly enhanced all round performance.
But we didn't just stop at the heads.Two separate DC attained by few hi-fi manufacturers today.
Of course, all the extra features you'd expect are
servo motors ensure stable tape speeds regardless of
included in the RT 7070 Double stereo cassette. Like
fluctuations in temperature, or supply voltage.
Two separate amplifiers give very low distortion, Double Dolby* to reduce tape hiss up to 10dB.
A highly efficient double-gap erase head to ensure
improved signal-to-noise ratio and wider frequency
complete
erasure of previous programme, especially
response. And as our new cassette compartment design
on metal tapes. Three-mode recording level control—
offered extra space, we were able to align each tape
head perfectly with its transport system, ensuring perfect automatic, manual or dubbing. And one-touch controls
for recording, playback, editing and simultaneous start
azimuth compatibility.
It won't have escaped your notice that all this makes of both transports during dubbing.
If you are thinking about atape deck, think twice.
taping tapes simplicity itself...without the signal loss
you would experience with incorrect connections or long Because Optonica's revolutionary new Double Cassette
is one of the most significant advances in cassette
cables.
The overall result is one of the closest things you'll tape technology for years, just go along to your nearest
Optonica dealer and hear the difference for yourself!
hear to optimum stereo cassette sound.

AFTER ALL-TWO HEADS
ARE BETTERTHAN ONE.

OPTONICA

PEAK,

iv

111iA--PF-E1

Dub,

For details of your nearest Optonica deader phone
Optonica Division 061-205 2333.
NOTE: Recording and playback of any material may require consent. Ploése ,efer particularly tothe
provisions of the Copyright Act 1956, the Dramatic and Musical Performers Protection Act 1958,
the Performers Protection Acts 1963 and 1972 and to any subsequent statutory enactments and
orders.1 micron = 1millionth of ametre.

OPTONICA

SHARP ELECTRONICS ( UK) LTD., SHARP HOUSE, THORP ROAD,
NEWTON HEATH, MANCHESTER M10 9BE.
Darby and the Double- Dsymbol are trade marks of Dolby Laboratories.

How to get anew angle
Until recently the importance of the
turntable in asound system was often
underestimated — it was widely thought
that all it had to do was go round and round
at aconstant speed. But lately we've been
looking at turntables from anew angle —
after all if you don't get the best possible
source signal, you can't expect the rest of
your equipment to put it right. So at Laskys
we offer an excellent range from the most
respected turntable manufacturers and
help you choose, where necessary, from
many combinations of arms and cartridges
to match.
And at Laskys you'll get anew angle on
service — we'll give you afull 2year
guarantee on all Hi Fi, and all the back up
you need if you hit any problems.

ARISTON RD110
One of the best sounding turntables available today. Traditional
craftsmanship is reflected in the presentation. Massive 91
2 lb platter,
/
2speed. Laskys price £229.00. Recommended Arm:Mission 774 Text book performance from abrilliant design £149.90.
Recommended Cartridge:- Nagaoka MP50 Boron Cantilever,
extended contact stylus £69.90

GARRARD DD455
Fully automatic with corefess D.C. direct drive motor and pitch control,
from perhaps the best known name in turntables, including Shure
cartridge. Laskys price £74.90

ARISTON FiD80
The ' budget' Ariston, still built to the most exacting standards. 61
2 lb
/
platter, 2speed, Laskys price £159.90 Recommended Arm:SME 3009 II. Exemplary engineering at areasonable price £69.90.
Recommended Cartridge:- Ortofon VMS 20E11 It deserves its
enormous popularity £29790

Laskys Superstores: London 01-636 0845 Birmingharri021-632 6303 Bristol 0272 20421 Chestee0244 317667 • Edinburgh 031-556 2914 • Glasgow 041-226 3349 • Kingston 01-546 127
Liverpool 051-236 2828 Luton 0582 38302 Manchester 061-832 6087 • Nottingham 0602 415150 • Preston 0772 59264 Sheffield 0742 750971 • Slough 0753 24401.

Microcomputers at these* branches. Ring 01-200 0200 for details.

I. Lasky% the retail division of the Ladbroke crour

on turntables at Laskys
geie.ge:Meeeeeeee•
efflegifflageMeMe

THORENS TD104
Well priced example of Thorens' engineering skill. 2speed with pitch
variation, touch sensitive controls, complete with low mass arm.
Laskys price £89.90. Recommended Cartridge:— Grado FCE + 1.
The budget favourite, just £14.90

JVC LA21
Another low priced winner from JVC. Semi-automatic belt drive with
low mass arm including cartridge. Laskys price £59.90

THORENS TD160 SUPER
The classic model wkh improved chassis and sub-frame damping.
Exceptional rumble and wow and flutter performance.
Laskys price £159.90
Recommended Amr.— SME 3009111. Fine engineering, adaptable to
cartridge compliance £139.90. Recommended Cartridge:—
Grado F1+ advanced multi-radius low tip mass stylus £42.90

TECHNICS SLI
Revolutionary fully automatic Inear tracking, quartz-locked directdrive with the same surface area as an LP sleeve! It can even be
played vertically Complete with cartridge, subective sound quality is
superb. Laskys price £179.90

PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.
ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAIL. Bair(

The leaders in Hi-Fi.
And Nationwide: London: 6branches — ring Teledata 01-200 0200 for nearest • Cardiff 0222 374893 • Chatham 0634 407104 • Colchester 0206 62636 • Croydon ;
01-6813027 • Dartford 0322 73481 • Leicester 0533 537678 • Maids1one 0622 678165 • Manchester 061-834 4381 • Northampton 0604 35753 • Oxford 0865
722870 • Reading 0734 595459 • Richmond 01-948 1441 • Romforcf 0708 20218 Southend 0702 612241 • Watford C1923 47488 • Wolverhampton 0902 23384.
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What you've just experienced is something very unusual. But then, this is certainly
no ordinary amplifier.
Its external design is arevolution in itself.
Its champagne gold colour aradical departure
from traditional expectations.
This is the face of hi-fi for the future. One
of Pioneer's new range of Communication
Components.
Created specifically to increase the awareness between man and machine by applying
the philosophy of human understanding to
high technical innovation. Adding avisual
dimension to hi-fi sound that relates and informs in an excitingly original way.
The central indication panel acts as an
information centre, for easy understanding of
the amplifier's working condition.
Communicating at aglance,the exact flow
of current, output power, mode of operation
and other features in use.
But establishing anew philosophy of
amplifier design was only
the first step towards more
faithful hi-fi sound reproduction.

YOU ARE NOW C
THE REVOLUTION

NO SWITCHING
DISTORTION
The next step was
to reduce all distortion which affects the three circuit with aspecial operational amp to
target areas of frequency range, dynamic range instantly compensate for any drifting of the
DC offset voltage and attenuate sharply any
and dynamic characteristics.
DC and subsonic components.
The basic principle behind the design
NEW LINE-STRAIGHT CIRCUIT
policy of every Pioneer amplifier, as illustrated
On the A-9 output is 110 Watts per channel
by the diagram.
at 8Ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more
Offering both the high efficiency advanthan
0.003% total harmonic distortion. .
tage of aclass-Bamp and low distortion
Also the low noise element in the movingadvantage of aclass-A amp, the A-9 eliminates
coil cartridge pre-amp reduces back-ground
all switching distortion by having the bias
hiss and gives ahigh S/N
controlled by avan-bias circuit
ratio of 72dB ( 100pV
preventing either output
input).
transistor from being
While the novel
driven below its idle
Line-Straight circuit
current into cut-off.
sends
pure signal
Completely remodirectly to the power
ving any switching
amp stage, by-passing
distortion, since neither
balance
control, tone
transistor is ever
control and mode
switched off during
switch. Thereby minoperation.
imising crosstalk and
The resulting pure
distortion all the way.
signal is made stable
THE F-9 TUNER AND A-9 AMPLIFIER COMMUNICATION COMPONENTS.
An orange indiby using aDC-Servo

DMMUNICATING WITH
UY NEW A-9 AMPLIFIER.
cator lights up on the central panel when this
switch is pushed.The switch itself is concealed
behind the left hand panel door, alongside
other less frequently used control switches.

THE THREE TARGETS OF 3-DIMENSIONAL AMP DESIGN AND THE
FACTORS THAT AFFECT THEM.
Expansion of
dynamic range (dB).

11111„.

THD
Noise.

Switching distortion.
IMD

Frequency response.
Power band width.

Improvement
of dynamic
characteristics
(ms).
TIM

Linear
phase.

Expansion of
frequency range
(Hz).

Like the resistance load selector for the
MC cartridge and the capacitance load selector
for the MM cartridge.
ILLUMINATED CONTROL INDICATORS.
On the central panel the protection circuit
lights up green under normal conditions and
red when it automatically prevents the rare

possibility of damage occurring. The balance
indicator lights up red when the control isn't
at centre position and green when it is.
The Rec-Out selector indicates crossdubbing between decks while listening to the
same or alternative source.
And 12 part quick- response LED power
meters warn against excessive power levels.
There are three amplifiers covering a
range of power from 70 Watts to 110 Watts per
channel in Pioneer's new series of
Communication Components.
Each designed to integrate,visually and
technically, with the new Communication
Component tuners.
Like the F-9 advanced digital quartz
synthesizer tuner, seen in combination with
the A-9 on the left.
As separates they are remarkable.
Together they are unrivalled.

PIONEER®

Communication Components.

Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB) Ltd., The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SLC 9JL.
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WHAT'S A £651 TUNER DOING ON THE SAME
PAGE ASA £ 65 TUNER/AMPLIFIER?
Purists might argue that our £651
tuner—the world's finest—shouldn't be
mentioned in the same breath as atuner/
amplifier costing £165.
In our opinion, they'd be wrong.
Because both these Tandberg units—and
the models in between—derive from the
same basic Tandberg technology that
has created new standards of listening
pleasure over the past few years.
The fact that the TPT 3001 is the
world's finest tuner is no accident. It was
our sole intention to make it so when
we started designing it. The result is a
tuner with performance figures so
staggering that the standard test instruments of the hi-fi industry were found
to be incapable of measuring them.
For instance asignal to noise ratio
of 92 dB in stereo (95 dB in mono) is a
figure previously unheard of in an FM
tunet Likewise acapture ratio of 0.4 dB
and asensitivity of 0.6 uV in normal
bandwidth result in alevel of station
selectivity and signal purity completely
unapproached by other manufacturers.
As for our 2000 series, here is a
range with performance and facilities so

exceptional as to invalidate any price
comparison with other tuner/amplifiers.
So before you commit yourself to
any purchase of atuner/receivet do
yourself afavout Forget about 'budget'
hi-fi, bargain offers and gleaming body
work. Remember just one thing. The
name Tandberg. And the technology
that goes behind it.

TANDBERG

ANYTHING LESS WOULD LEAVE YOU DISSATISFIED
TANDBERG LTD. RE VIE ROAD. ELLAND ROAD, LEEDS LSD 8.G. TEL (0532) 774844.

EEEDIED eeeee
TR2080 £349

TR2060L £299

0

I
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TR2045 £229

TR2030 £165

See Tandberg in the Grosvenor Room,
Crown Hotel, Harrogate Festival of Sound
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THE LUX ' suction turntable' reviewed
I last month is extremely successful in
suppressing unwanted record vibrations,
but we felt that the explanation of the
suppression process offered by Noel
Keywood in his report was inadequate.
We were concerned lest readers should
conclude that oven mechanical oscillations of the disc were all that is involved,
whereas such vibrations are paralleled by a
process of acoustic transmission within
the record material. We therefore amended
and expanded the original text, but the
author has objected to this and presents
his arguments on page 61. We reply here.
The stylus/cantilever mass is chosen by
N.K. to illustrate an intriguing argument
about reaction forces, but in awell
designed cartridge the HF accelerations
which determine the tracking force
(needed to control this mass) are paralleled at LF by displacement amplitudes
which work against the suspension
stiffness, and at middle frequencies by
velocities which meet opposition from the
transducer damping medium. Thus the
stylus presents the groove with aconstantly shifting mechanical impedance,
and in overcoming this the groove walls
experience reaction forces all the time.
These forces cannot fail to transmit
corresponding energies into the substance
of the disc, quite independently of how
well or badly the record is supported. This
could only be avoided if the groove had
infinitely rigid walls, but record vinyl is a
plastic material and behaves like any other
such substance when a hard vibrating
object acts against its surface. Indeed, at
the frequency where the stylus tip- mass
resonates with the vinyl's compliance, the
groove wall behaves so springily that the
waveform amplitude is actually increased
by several decibels. This indicates that
stylus momentum is ultimately arrested by
stiffness, not by mass, and no amount of
clamped platter is going to make any
difference to this. It is the unavoidable
transmission of acoustic waves into the
material of the disc itself to which our
added notes drew attention. Such energies
should certainly not be allowed to get
back to the stylus, because they are bound
to be delayed and coloured.
It is argued that the action of sucking
the disc onto the platter increases its
effective mass to that of the platter itself.
But if the disc's inherent compliance
manages to provide significant decoupling
between parts of its own distributed mass,
as N.K. suggests, would not some of this
decoupling also operate between disc and
platter? Also, astylus/disc mass ratio of
50,000 is surely already more than enough
to minimise record ' recoil' ( it would
represent an anti- signal of - 94dB)

without resorting to the overkill of ten
million (- 140dB). We believe that N.K.'s
mass- dominated model represents only
part of acomplex and little- understood
story. Stiffening of the disc and the
removal of resonant air pockets are
probably much more important.
Whatever may be the case in these
respects, the record's elasticity and
plasticity are still present at the stylus/disc
interface, which necessarily involves the
injection of acoustic energy into the
vinyl—especially in the lateral plane,
where groove modulation dominates and
the disc material is still free to function as
atransmission medium. Once in, what
happens to such energies will depend
upon any boundaries that the wavefronts
meet, and on the local acoustic impedance. The key parameter here is
'specific acoustical resistance' (pc), a
product of density and sound velocity.
This is around 28x10 4 for vinyl, 140x10 4
for aluminium, and a mere 41.4 for air.
Thus close contact between disc and
platter will offer a5:1 impedance mismatch, while the vinyl/air ratio at the
disc's edge,and upper surface amounts to
6700:1. This means that virtually all the
lateral energy will be reflected back- andforth within the disc until it is absorbed by
the resistive component, and probably also
most of the vertical energy. It may be the
case that clamping has some useful
attenuating effect on sound transmission
within the record, although it is more
likely that prevention of disc movement
simply stops acoustical energy from
reverting to mechanical at the various
impedance boundaries. All we actually
know is that needletalk is drastically
reduced on the Lux, which would be
consonant with the inhibition of general
disc vibrations by stiffening, but difficult
to conceive in terms of added mass.
Finally, we agree with N.K.'s remarks
about transducer efficiency. We added a•
sentence on this simply to emphasize the
fact that there is a le of redundant energy
around which can cause trouble—as it
does, for instance, by travelling along the
pickup arm- tube despite the considerable
intervening cartridge/headshell mass,
which again can only block mechanical
vibrations, not acoustic waves travelling
through the pickup's structure. Nevrtheless, no more energy can be delivefed to
the stylus than is represented by the
recorded waveform and the pickup's
mechanical impedance; unless it be
spurious energy. The vibrations associated
with needletalk, etc, are not lost from
desirable stylus motion, but are fortuitously
generated as an offshoot of that motion
and must be dissipated harmlessly. To
'recover' them could in no way help.

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DING WALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.

Telephone: 01-686 2599, Telex: 947709
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot be
answered by telephone
THE LINK HOUSE GROUP
@ Link mouse Publications P.L.C., 1981. All rights reserved.
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In the Pink
Following in the footsteps of the
remarkable Pink Triangle turntable
comes the Amoeba, early samples
of which are expected to be in
action on the B.A.S. and Dynavector stands at Harrogate. Similar in
concept to the Pink, the new deck
has the same acrylic platter,
honeycomb- type subchassis and
'inverted'
bearing
arrangement,
with a 3- point suspension system.
The motor is now mounted, suitably decoupled, on the subchassis
to reduce belt wow, and two
speeds are offered with fine trim via
presets. Main chassis is a skeletal
structure. Two versions will be
available, one with a lapped metal
thrust plate at around £300 inc and
the other using a ruby at some
£360. One feature of the new deck
is that it can accept ' heavy duty'
arms like the Dynavector without
the modifications to the suspension
that the
Pink required.
Pink
Triangle, 1 Alder Road, Sidcup,
Kent. 01-302 1257.

IMP
With Ambisonics, or for that matter
any surround- sound system, it is important not to underestimate the
importance of using high quality
speakers at the rear whose dispersion and phase characteristics
closely resemble those at the front.
For aesthetic and/or financial reasons it is often not practical to use
four identical full- range speakers so

Microphone Noise Error
Mr. Barnaby, of Ware, has drawn
our attention to an inconsistency in
Angus McKenzie's review of the
JVC M201 U stereo microphone
(May, pp. 53/61). Whereas the
microphone was stated to be very
noisy subjectively, our published
figure for noise was — 71.5dB,
which would be only afew decibels
noisier than the Calrec. This would
place the mike as one of the
quietest electrets, thus contradicting the written comments.
Unfortunately there had been a
transcription error, and the figure in
the original table submitted by the
author was actually — 61.5dB, as
an average between the two
channels. The laboratory notes
show that one half of the mike was
distinctly noisier than the other, and

Exposure preamp
Exposure's John Farlowe has sent
us details of his new Model VII
preamp which was seen in prototype form at the Cunard Show. It
has both m- m and m- c inputs with
passive RIAA eq., and being self
regulated can be powered either
from the supply in the Exposure IV

balance
need

IMF have introduced some small
speakers
specifically
for
rear
channel use which match their
Reference Standard Professional
and TSL 80 monitors. The MCR-2s
are two- unit designs whose overall
response and dispersion have been
carefully tailored by the use of
similar midrange, tweeter and
crossover units to those of the
Dimensions
are
monitors.
381 x230 x230 mm, the finish is
walnut and the price around
£190/pair inclusive. IMF, Westbourne Street, High Wycombe
Bucks. ( 0494) 35576.

the new company is ATC's former
Chief engineer, Ray Ellaby.
Loudspeaker Technology are
Following the demise last year of presently fulfilling back orders and
drive- unit manufacturers ATC— the plant should now be back in full
their hefty paper- coned units were scale production of the complete
used in the much recommended ATC range, using a new symmetProac ' Studio 3'—we are pleased to rical field ceramic magnet which
report that the company has been allows prices to be dropped withpurchased. New owners are Loud- out acorresponding drop in perforspeaker Technology Ltd, whose mance. Enquiries to Loudspeaker
MD is the designer of the original Technology Ltd, Westwood House,
ATCrange and former principal R& D Great
West
Trading
Estate,
engineer
at
Goodmans,
Bill Brentford
Middx. Tel: 01-568
Woodman. Engineering director of 8224.

ATC reborn

Thatcher« at the BBC
Uncontrolled moneterist madness
is about to curtail the BBC's universally admired Transcription Service.
Apparently overlooked in all the
hoo-ha about cuts in the foreignlanguage services, the Government's intention is that the transcription unit will also close
down—by next April.Since tapes of
live concerts emanating from this
source are widely thought to provide
the
world's
best
noncommercial stereo music recordings, and as the BBC actually nets a
goodly sum
of money from
overseas through their use, we are
almost at aloss for words as we jot
down these notes at the moment of
going
to
press.
But
Angus
McKenzie will have all the details in
Garrard
time for next month's ' FM Radio',
and we may chip in with a few
Hi-fi enthusiasts will remember
remarks on the political backhow
turntable
manufacturer
ground.
Garrard,
one
of
the
oldest
Mr. McKenzie's mention of 16dB names in British hi-fi, after an indifference was arounded up figure. credible start to the ' 70s, with 4000
We apologise to readers for the employees in three Swindon Facerror and thank Mr. Barnaby for tories producing around 50,000
turntables a week, slumped to its
drawing our attention to this.
knees some three or so years ago
Crossword Solution
after the collapse of the OEM
record- changer side of its business.
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power amp ( see HFNIRR Jan ' 80),
from a single Exposure VI psu; or
from a pair of VI psus. Prices
(+VAT) are £200 for single supply
type, £250 for dual supply type, and
£150 each for the mains psu.
Details from Exposure Electronics,
Richardson Road, Hove, West
Sussex. Tel: 0273-777912.

input setector
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The company, then a division of
electronics giant Plessey, effectively had ceased to respond to the
innovative design and marketing
techniques of the Japanese and
were allowed by the parent company virtually to starve to death,
laying off workers until their final
workforce numbered just 250. In
November 1979, however, Plessey
sold Garrard to the Brazilian Electronics company Gradiente Electronica, one of the' largest consumer
electronics manufacturers in Latin
and South America. Things have
remained quiet since then, but at a
recent reception, Garrard announced that they intend to meet the
Japanese head on—their slogan is
'The Empire Strikes Back'—with a
complete new range of equipment:
5 amplifiers, 4 tuners, 2 cassette
decks, 5 loudspeakers, 4 belt- drive
turntables and 4 direct- drive turntables. The turntables are to be
manufactured in Swindon and the
electronics in Brazil, but at the
launch, it was stressed that Garrard
engineers had been heavily involved in the electronics design. It is
intended that as the UK Factory
grows, manufacture will be eventually transferred to Swindon. Details
on the new products from Garrard
Ltd,
Cheney Manor Industrial
Estate, Swindon SN1 2QQ.

hotel, the St George, and the new
Exhibition Hall ( part of anew £ 24m
It's time once again for the Conference Complex)
for the
Harrogate International Festival of spacious but sonically disastrous
Sound and this year's show prom- marquee used previously. In adises to be on at least as grand a dition to the main exhibition there
scale as its predecessors. Public will be the usual variety of talk- ins
days are Saturday 15th and Sunday and seminars, including ' Best of
16th August from 11-8 and the Tape' by Mike Jones, ' Everything
show is opened at 11.15 on the you wanted to know about DomesSaturday by the ' Carlos Romanos tic Video' by Barry Fox ( ex- alias
Sounds Latin' combo ( with a Adrian Hope), and a Q & A panel,
repeat session at 3). Trade- only including Peter Walker and our
days are Monday 17th, 10-8 and own John Atkinson, chaired once
Tuesday 18th, 10-6. Admission again by Donald Aldous. These
and the show guide are free.
take place on both public days.
One notable improvement this We'll be there, too, so do drop in and
year is the substitution of a fourth see us on stand N5.

Harrogate

Exhibitors
Ace
Acoustat
Aurex
Acutex
ADC
Aiwa
Akai
AKE
Alpage
Amcron
Apollo
AR
A & R
Atari
Audio Technica
BASF
Beyer
BIB
Bibi
Binatone
Bose
Cambra
Castle
Celestion
Chartwell
Condor
dbx

DCM
Denon
Diamond Stylus
Dischwasher
Domico
Dual
Dynavector
Elite
Empire
Entre
Eulon
Eumig
Exstatic
Farnell
Fisher
Garrard
Glanz
Goldring
Goodmans
Grado
Hadcock
Hiraoka
Hitachi
IAS
Image
Infinity
Inkel

Jamo
JR
JVC
Keesonic
KEF
Koetsu
Koss
KLH
Klipsch
Krystal
Lenco
Le Mat
Lentek
Marantz
Maxell
Memorex
Metrocare
Michell
Minim
Mission
Mitsubishi
Mobile Fidelity
Monster Cable
Mullard
NAD
Nagaoka
Nakamichi

Optonica
Oracle
Osawa
Philips
Pioneer
Prodex
P.S.
Purpax
Pye
Quad
QED
Questar
RAM
Revox
Reference
Richard Allan
Rogers
Ross
Rotel
Sansui
Sanyo
Satin
Schneider
Scotch
Scott
Sennheiser
Sharp
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Signet
Sony
STD
Studio Craft
JE Sugden
Superex
Superscope
Tandberg
Tannoy
TDK
Teleton
Tenoral
Tensai
Thorens
Threshold
Tresham
Ultracrah
Unisound
Vogel
Vissa
Wharfedale
Yamaha
ZED
Zen
Zerostat
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OdysseyArm

positioned at stylus level for accurate tracking and minimum twisting moment; brass base, main pillar,
and bearing housing, with provision for damping in thé vertical
plane. The design philosophy is
basically to make the arm as rigid as
possible so as to raise any resonances present as high in frequency as possible, and to ensure
that the static component of the
signal generating system remains
correctly aligned with, and a fixed
distance from, the record groove, to
avoid the generation of unwanted
signals. The RP1 is available with
three arm-tube/headshell assemblies, of low, medium and high
effective mass, in a variety of
custom finishes, from a basic
painted
model
to
polished
brass/aluminium, chrome plate or
even gold. Provisional price starts
at around £80, depending on finish:
details from Odyssey Engineering,
35 Barholm,
Kilbarchan, Renfrewshire, Scotland PA102EG, tel:
05057 4680.

Tape Levy?

At the end of July aGovernment
Green Paper on Copyright was
due out. At the time of writing, it
was not known what specific proposals were contained, but it was
known that the BPI, the record
company body, had made very
strong suggestions to the Government that a levy or tax on blank
tape be introduced. The BPI have
been making loud protestations for
some time about the effect home
taping from discs has been having
upon record company profits, quotDetails of an intriguing new
ing figures plucked out of the air of
tonearm
from
Scotland,
the
£1m in lost revenue every day.
Odyssey RP1, have reached us.
It is said that every time you, the
Somewhat reminiscent of Gaudi's
consumer, tape a record—illegally,
Sagrada Familia church in Barceof course, now that the MCPS has
lona in styling, the RP1 has asolid
been forced to abandon its licence
aluminium headshell; a thick wall,
scheme—the
performer,
record
10mm diameter damped alumcompany and music publisher lose
inium arm tube; brass counteratotal of £ 1.92 between them. To
weight positioned lower than the
recover that loss the BPI have propivot points for optimum stability;
posed that a levy of £ 1 on a C60
vertical precision ballrace pivots
cassette, £2 on a C90, and a stag'Basically Sound'. Demonstrations, gering £ 3 on a C120 be imposed,
guaranteed to last at least one hour, more than doubling the average
in a new purpose-built dem. room, cassette price.
Wharfedale launched a new adwill be by appointment only ( but
If one thing is certain, it is that
dition to their Laser range at their
tea/coffee will be provided). Not disc sales are down compared to 5
Press day in Bradford in June with
unexpectedly, the equipment on years ago. The BPI's insistance that
the Laser 120. A two- unit, sealed
will
be
mainly
of this is absolutely due to ' piracy' is
box design, it uses three drivers—a show
British manufacture—Linn, Nytèch, over- simplistic, however. Obvious19mm low modular polyamide
Nightingale, Crimson, ARC etc— ly if aconsumer tapes afriend's disc
soft- dome,
ferro fluid
damped
and Basically Sound offer asystem rather than buys it himself, the
tweeter
and
two
200 mm
installation service, if required, in record company loses out. But do
bass/midrange drivers in tandem,
the customer's home within a 50 people who copy discs not buy
the lower of which is progressively
mile nominal radius ( excluding the them? Our recent survey ( July p.
rolled off with rising frequency.
North Sea, of course). Details from 13) gave a strong indication that
Cone
material
on
these
is
Wharfedale's mineral- filled homo - Falcon Acoustics Ltd. Tabor House, many people who buy records also
Norwich Road, Mulbarton Nr. buy a large number of blank caspolymer which possess high inNorwich, Norfolk NR14 8JT Tel: settes, so the story must be more
herent damping and an excellent
0508 78272.
complex that that presented by the
stiffness- to- weight
ratio.
AluBPI.
minium voice coil formers are used
Sales of discs may be down, but
which allow a power handling of
sales of prerecorded cassettes are
120 watts ( music). Sensitivity is
87 dB/W/m and the cabinet dimenGiven away with this month's up—in fact, some statistics we saw
sions 615 x280 x303 mm. Price
HFNIRR is the third issue of Audio recently suggested that with the
will be around £ 185/pair inclusive.
& Video Mart, which examines the present rate of growth, prerecorded
video basics. It is well worth aread, cassette sales will equal those of
but in answer to enquiries from blank cassettes by 1986. Parallel
readers overseas, we would like to , imports and counterfeiting of LPs
Loudspeaker components and kit
point out that A & VM can only be are also contributory factors.
There is a strong indication that
suppliers Falcon Acoustics are
inserted in UK issues of HFNIFIR and
up with
branching out into retailing with a TV & Home Video. Our apologies to the public are fed
expensive but faulty LPs—although
new subsidiary which will be called
foreign readers
record companies still ask 'What
faults?'. Although most people
seem to be aware that the ultimate
sound quality potential still lies
New Equipment,
HiFi News,
with the disc, the cassette just
August 1956: ' Gilbert Briggs, of
Wharfedale Wireless Works, Ltd,
springs asurprise this month by the
introduction of an entirely new 3Profi—distributors of Glanz carspeaker system. It incorporates the
tridges, Klipsch horn speakers,
W12/CS, 10- inch bronze/CSB,
Monster Cable and the Image turnand Super 3, of which the 12- and
table—have moved. Their new ad10- inch units are parallel. The
dress is: Profi Audio Imports,
Super 3is also in parallel via a4Mfd
Sackville Place, 44-8 Magdalen St.,
condenser. A high efficiency is
Norwich NR31J E. Tel: ( 0603)
claimed, suitable for full domestic
volume from any good 5- watt
616221.
amplifier. The baffle is sand- filled.
The reproducer is described as "free
standing and easily moved"; it can
be positioned for best results, and
onance,
good
clear " highs", As an offshoot of our sister publithen moved against the wall when
mounted on a heavy mahogany cation Studio Sound's involvement
not in use ... The price is £ 37.10s
baffle—all providing very high in ' professional' audio, the Procomplete.'
Audio Yearbook 1981 has just apdegree of entertainment value'.
In a column devoted to ' Hi -Fi
But the rot was beginning to set peared. A sturdy, hard- backed
Boffins', Donald Chave ( Lowther)
in. In an article by James Moir we volume of over 600 pages, this first
describes an early setup designed
read of acertain new approach, and edition of a partner for the estabto provide interval music for the
its ' ability to transmit an indication lished Video Yearbook is edited by
Oxford Cinema at Sheerness: 'a of the size and spatial position of the Angus Robertson. It carries so
smooth response from the pickup at
various
sections
of
a large much information about almost
about 25 grams downward pressorchestra ... At first sight this does anything to do with recording,
ure. True running motors [ befoie
not appear to be of overwhelming broadcasting
and
filming—the
rumble was invented]. No backimportance, but it turned out to equipment, the manufacturers, all
ground noise. A moving coil
have far-reaching implications'. It the associated services—that we
simply commend it as immediately
speaker unit with very low resdid, didn't it?

New Wharfedale

Audio & Video Mart

Basically Falcon

28 Years Ago...

Profi move

Pro-Audio 1981
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oesn't snap, crackle and pop! The
ratio of LP: musicassette sales, for
instance, has dropped from 5:1 to
3:1 over the last 5 years.
And then there is the fact that the
main group of people traditionally
buying records are the under 25s.
As the proportion of this age group
in the UK population is now very
much
smaller—witness
closing
schools, etc.—than it was when the
post war ' baby bulge' had reached
its record buying maturity, it is
hardly surprising that the record
market has shrunk somewhat. This
is on top of evidence that the teenager of the late ' 70s doesn't have a
love affair with his record player of
quite the intensity as his predecessors.

All things considered then, and
ignoring the problems of distributing fairly the income from a levy
(how can you work out what performer has lost what?), the BPI's
attitude is one of an elephant rushing in where angels fear to tread.
But perhaps this is deliberate as
obviously something must be done,
and by taking such an extreme
position, the BPI may well hope to
shock the parties involved into
agreeing to something alittle more
reasonable. Already, for instance,
tape manufacturers Sony, BASF,
TDK,
Memorex,
and
Maxell,
under the chairmanship of Sony UK
MD Bill Fulton, have formed a
pressure group, called the 'Tape
Manufacturer's Group', to argue
their case, and that, presumably, of
the estimated 25 million users of
blank cassettes. TMG don't deny
that home taping takes place but
argue that its effect has been
exaggerated, and that imposing a
levy on cassettes is analogous to
imposing one on plain paper that
can then be used in photocopiers.
One thing is for certain, by procrastinating for so long ( it is around
8 years since the Whitford committee started to consider the problems of copyright infringement),
the opportunity for an alternative
levy on machines has been lost.
Nearly all cassette machines that
exist were bought during those 8
years, and new cassette decks now
only represent asmall percentage of
those involved in home taping.
indispensable to all- and- sundry
working in the professional sound
field.
Price £ 19 -50/$49 .50.
Published by Link House Magazines
(Croydon) Ltd.

New Tannoy
Tannoy are launching a new
speaker at Harrogate and it will be
on demonstration in their room at
the Prospect Hotel, The Stratford is
a two- unit design employing a
compression driver tweeter and an
8in. bass unit in a compact enclosure. Sensitivity is high at 90 dB
for 1W at 1m and the unit can
handle peaks of 100W. Also new at
the show is the E-stat anti- static
record sleeve which apparently disperses static from the surface.

Itega move
Rega Research Ltd have moved to
new premises at 119 Part Street,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7PD.
The
telephone
number
has
changed too, to 0702 333071.
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Reality
as seen by
our ear

The sound of Spendor speakers has to be compared with the sound of
live music to really appreciate its quality. It is the reality of
reproduction that has made Spender- one of the most respected
manufacturers of speaker systems in the country. The construction and
finish too is the envy of any craftsman. _
The Spent:tor Company is a self-containedi unit of highly talented audio
engineers -who put quality before quantity. Currently over 2,000 Spendor
speakers are used by professionals like the British Broadcasting
Corporation, The I.B.A., :WDR Cologne and other selective organisations.
Reality as seen by your ears? Compare Spendor sound with live sound
and see for yourself.

spen

Sound engineering

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd.,
Station Road Industrial Estate,
Hailsham, Sussex BN27 2ER
Tel: HoilshaM 843474

. . . the first of two reports by John Atkinson, from the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show
HE 15th giant Summer Consumer Elec -

tronics Show ( 950 exhibitors, 550,000 sq.
T
ft. of floor space) was held at the beginning of

June, as usual, in the huge McCormick Place
Exhibition Centre by the shore of Lake Michigan on the south side of Chicago, with hi-fi
and audiophile spillover housed in the nearby
McCormick Inn and the Pick- Congress Hotel
just off the famous Loop. Attendance was
down at just under 54,000 visitors—it was
actually possible to get one of Chicago's myriad
hotel rooms without booking in advance—but
in general the mood was optimistic. Over the
last couple of shows, it looked as though the
video market was going to wipe out the audio
side of things as far as dealer, and hence
presumably consumer, interest was concerned.
Superficially this also appeared to be the case at
the 1981 show, with its array of satellite TV dish
aerials outside McCormick Place (compared
with just two last year) and the relative attendances at the video and audio conferences ( a
ratio of around 3:1).
To judge by the enormous number of new hifi products unveiled, however, it is obvious that
the audio industry is attempting to haul itself
out of its depression by attracting the buyers
with sheer diversity of product. After all, even in
recession, the US 'audio' market has tripled its
size in 5 years and is today worth around $7
billion. In America, much as in the UK, the
market has only really held up at the top and
bottom ends: manufacturers of ' audiophile'
(therefore expensive) products and of portable
stereo cassette- radios—appropriately called
'boom boxes' by the Americans—seem to have
been doing OK, as have manufacturers of in- car
'hi-fi' equipment. Remember that the USA is a
big country, implying alot of time spent in cars.
Although 90% of new cars come equipped with
OEM units, these are of almost universally poor
quality, and the average American, having
always had a love affair with his car, doesn't
mind spending large sums of money on it. The
other rapid growth area for audio sales is that of
Walkman- type players. The name of Sony has
naturally become synonymous with these relatively expensive items of audio costume
jewellery but American manufacturers—including Infinity, KLH & Koss—are rapidly introducing models, both cassette and FM stereo
radio, to compete with the Japanese. And no
wonder, with apredicted market growth rate of
around 80% in the next yearl
The predicted market growth rate for component audio, what the British in general would
call ' hi-fi, however, is only around 10%, hence
the effort to stimulate sales. The major growth
area is in what the Americans, with a more
perceptive eye for the realities of selling, call
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'one brand systems' aka our old friend the rack
or tower system, which has had abelated arrival
on the American scene. Hardly a rack system
was to be seen at the 1980 SCES, but this year
they were everywhere, and getting hi-fi manufacturers very confused as to whether they are a
good thing or abad thing. Good because most
of the sales are to musicentre owners upgrading
(musicentre sales, as in Europe, are tailing off)
and thus they tend to widen the marketbut bad
because as a purchaser of company X's rack
system isn't likely then to buy company Y's
cassette deck, tuner, or amplifier, and thus
indulge in any further electronic upgrading, he
effectively removes himself ( well, only 22% of
purchasers are female) from the market place.
Some see the rack system also as abad thing
in the long term as, in the words of JBL's Jerry
Kalov, it ' makes obsolete the skill of dealers to
recommend to the customer the best sonic
benefit for his dollar'. That skill is a highly
variable commodity but there is amore insidious threat from rack systems in that the manufacturer of the rack is in avery good position to
apply commercial pressure to the dealer to sell
his speakers rathef than those from aspecialist
speaker manufacturer.
Not all speaker people are worried by this,
however. AR's Ron Fone, for instance, was
confident that purchase of a rack system

brought that purchaser into the component hifi fold and that he would then upgrade his
cartridge and speakers.
The other potential area for sales to rack
system owners is in ' super- discs', accessories
and add-on signal processors: the show certainly had plenty of the latter, ranging from
noise reduction systems and equalisers and to
the latest in ' huge' buttons such as the
Omnisonic ' Imager`, which will take any stereo
signal and turn it into a ' huge' amorphous blob
of sound.
There was an air of optimism amongst audio
manufacturers at the show, all wanting to get
hold of that extra $300-$400 that Reagan's tax
cutting programme is expected to put into the
consumer's pocket, but the outlook is not all
good for dealers who specialise in hi-fi. As one
put it to me, 'all this new gear is less expensive
than its predecessors; thus for the same
effort spent in selling, we make less money than
we did last year'. With hi-fi, therefore, the dealer
has to run faster to stay on the same spot, so it's
no surprise that, apart from those firmly ensconced at the high end, hi-fi dealers, as in the
UK, are increasingly looking to video, which
will be covered next month.
Compact Disc
Chicago saw arelatively heavy emphasis on the
Compact Disc, the start of a campaign to
promote public and trade awareness in order to
be ready for the planned launch in late ' 82
Sony's Compact Disc player.

Sanyo, who in England seem to have areputation fo
being acassette- radio cum musicentre company, take
pains to present an alternative backup ' high tech'
image in Europe and the States. Their Compact Disc
(above) and digital tape dem was impressive, if alittle
on the loud side.
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(Europe, Japan) and 83 USA—a fact which
had the Americans alittle miffed). Sony, Sanyo,
Philips and Marantz ( with abadge- engineered
Philips player) were all mounting high pressure
demonstrations, and even Matsushita, in their
technology exhibition, were showing LSIs, said
to be suitable for the D- A convertors, and laser
diodes.
For the dems, however, outboard electronics
were the order of the day, although IC companies are said to be on schedule with development. The sound quality was variable: Sanyo
put on asuperb rock/jazz dem. but used hornloaded monsters which were a bit fierce;
Philips' dem. was far better than that at Paris
but still let down by the same poor playback
system; Marantz was good; but Sony—who
have publicly announced that their lack of
support for a consumer video disc is because
they regard Compact Disc as being far more
important—went to great lengths to get agood
sound, including the use of an acoustically
good hotel suite in Downtown Chicago. Playback system used their APM flat diaphragm
monitors driven by Sony ' Esprit' electronics,
and the player itself was the neat prototype
previously shown in Salzburg. A test pressing
of EMI's Previn ' Images' recording sounded
superb on this system, dispelling many of the
doubts previously expressed in these pages.
However, after listening to a number of demonstrations of various digital tape and disc
systems at the show, Istill have some misgivings. The first wouldn't seem ultimately relevant, but the poor sound quality on some occasions, commented on by some listeners, was
obviously due to mike and miking problems;
shrieking, fizzy violins under one's nose, etc.
Unfortunately a bad sound remains a bad
sound and the obvious inference for many to
draw is that the digital system is to blame.
Demonstrations using sub- standard program
do more harm than good.
The other main misgiving concerns what
must be a digital problem: many playbacks
were spoilt by an annoying low level whistle,
around 10-12 kHz, or by intermodulation-type
'grunge'. This appeared to be software dependent, as one disc would sound fine, program
limitations accepted, but another would whistle. It has been postulated that such noises
could be produced if the audio signal is distorted after it has gone through the anti-aliasing
filter and before it is converted to digital.
Consider a 12 kHz tone: if an appreciable
amount of its 3rd harmonic, 36 kHz, is produced, this will beat with a 45 kHz sampling
frequency to produce an unwanted 9kHz. From
that time on this will be treated as signal,
encoded on the disc, and reproduced faithfully
by the playback system.
Obviously some A- D converters are more
equal than others—a superb A-D/D-A system
with ' application notes' audio circuitry is not
really going to make it. One audio engineer I
spoke to, now working on digital sound processing for ' Star Wars 3' was convinced that
there exist digital- orientated engineers and
audio- orientated engineers and unfortunately it
is not that often that the twain meet, and
particularly not in the same person.
CBS
CX
discs,
and
record
noise
reduction
An innovation which has received zero
coverage in the UK so far is CBS's record noise

phzise hneAr
MODEL ,120
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Phase Linear ( owned by US Pioneer) were making the
most noise about CX decoding but Audionics of
Oregon put on what Ithought the best dem.
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Consolidating what appears to be astrong position in
the USLimarket—their 700 speaker seems set to repeat
its ,UK success— Mission made an aggressive showing
in the raudiophile' Pick- Congress hotel. The 776
preamOand 777 125 watt power amp are now ( at last)
ready for production at their Toronto factory, but
attracting most attention was the prototype of a
33 rpm turntable, the 775 ( above). Surprisingly, asolid
laminated plinth design, suspended on three Sorbothane feet, the drive system is still via abelt and the
very heavy balanced platter revolves on an embedded
ball bearing—it runs and runs and runs. Mission
originally intended to use aSorbothane mat but Farad
Azima prefers the sound of the record clamped to the
bare platter so the mat will be available as art optional
extra. US price will be in the region of $700 and it
should reach dealers in November. As well as low
output and de luxe' versions of the 772 ni ccartridge,
two new speakers will be introduced in the Autumn:
the 717,. around £ 189 which will replace the 710 Mk
II; and the 727, alarger 700 for around £ 250, which
will replace the ageing 720. A ' super' version of the
770 is promised as is an active speaker, the 780 and a
60 watt- integrated amp.
Last year Infinity wowed everyone with their $ 20,000
Reference Standard ( IRS) system, but this year they
showed a more affordable design, the IRS II ( left)
which will cost $1300 a pair, about half again as
expensive as a pair of Mission 770s. Two polypropylene coned 10 in. woofers, with staggered crossover
frequencies, are used in an 18 enclosure, three polyprop. coned midrange units, again with staggered
crossover frequencies, and two EMIT tweeters, one
firing forwards, the other backwards, are mounted in a
nicely finished curved ' wing' made out of solid oak.
This, as with the IRS, gives a desirable dispersion
characteristic, within an overall dipole pattern, to aid
stereo imagery. There is also asmaller but similar IRS
Ill, at $900 per pair. The tie-up between Infinity, their sister company KLH, and Kyoto Ceramic has initially
resulted in a new range of KU-1electronics, and 'Walkman' type stereo portables from both companies.
reduction system, CX, so Iparticularly looked
for it at CES. CBS, surprisingly, weren't making
that much noise about it. Although they did put
on private comparative demonstrations of encoded disc against digital and analogue master
tape, it was left to four decoder manufacturers,
Audionics, Phase Linear, MXR and Sound
Concepts, to put on general demonstrations to
the trade.
Briefly, the CBS system, originally developed, Ibelieve, as anoise reduction system for
stereo TV soundtracks, cuts the record with a
relatively sophisticated compressor using a2:1
slope for signals from above 0dB ( = 3.54 cm/s
recorded velocity) to — 40 dB, and a 1:1 slope
le, no compression, below — 40dB. A multifilter control circuit, with 4 separate time constants, supplies the necessary DC signal for the
gain- change element in the circuitry, and CBS
say that the combination of filters minimises
distortion and pumping problems. Upon replay,
the decoder provides the necessary 1 : 2expansion for signals having a level greater than
—40dB, giving an overall noise reduction of
20dB and a potential dynamic range of c
81 dB. It will be obvious that the decoder must
be lined up for correct level matching in much
the same way as for Dolby noise reduction.
CBS intend that a45 rpm set-up disc, carefully
manufactured by them, be supplied with every
decoder so that the user can calibrate it when
connected to his tape loop sockets, for his
particular cartridge/preamp combination.
All very well and good: Ilistened hard at the
various demonstrations and the sound quality
from decoded disc didn't seem particularly
prone to nasty side effects. In fact, CBS say that
typical playback errors will really only affect the
signal below — 40dB, — 43dB coming out as
—46 dB, say, and it would have to be a part-

icularly keen- eared audiophile to be bothered
by such an error. The noise reduction offered
seemed adequate, although not in the same
league as that given by dbx, and the increase in
dynamic range was noticeable and beneficial
on orchestral music.
An impressive sysiem. Ithought, and it will
be interesting to see how it stands up commercially against dbx-encoded discs—the extra
dynamic range of dbx vs the economic clout of
CBS. ( dbx have apparently been making considerable headway of late in the US, with
records from really popular artists such as the
Police, Carpenters, Moody Blues, Who and
Elton John now available.)
This is where it all gets a bit worrying,
however. The term 'single inventory' was to be
heard bandied around CX dems. and it appears
that CBS, who didn't actually set the world afire
with SO quadrophony, have decided that a
main reason for the lack of success of that
system was the fact that record shops were
expected to carry both encoded and normal
records, to the detriment of sales of both. Thus
CBS intend that their records will be issued in
CX encoded form only, the choice of the consumer whether or not to go for a record noise
reduction system being taken away. Hence the
reason for only opting for 20dB of NR, any
more—as with dbx—makes compatibility
unrealisable.
CBS say on their handout that ' without the
decoder, a CX record will sound like any other
you own' so Ilistened carefully to encoded
discs with the decoder out of circuit. Imust
admit that compared to the gross compression I
have heard on some US FM rock stations, the
undecoded sound of a CX disc is relatively
innocuous but that is atotally different thing to
implying that it is unnoticeable, or saying that it
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The normal reaction of the more knowledgeable
audiophile, on being confronted with the multiple
drive- unit, 300 lb, 6foot tall speaker below, would be
to smile inwardly and walk on to the next room
offering a Small reflex- loaded 2- way design. This
reaction would have been unfortunate, however, as he
would have missed out on something rather special.
Designed by a Californian named Brian Cheney, the
VMPS Super Tower 11a/R, with its ribbon tweeter, 5
line- source soft- dome tweeters, 4 paper- cone midrange drivers, 12 in. mid/baSs ' coupler', 2.12 in.
woofers, 2.15in. sub- woofers ( one iring downward), and a 15in. ABR ( firing upwards), has an

astonishing 101 dB/W/m efficiency, has a believable
LF-3 dB frequency of 17 Hz, and will give levels up to
132dB at 1m, at distortion levels claiMed to be less
than 0.25%. Maybe it was the low distortion, tremendous dynamic range, thunderously clean bass, the
spreading out of all those driver resonances giving a
surprisingly low level of coloration, or the fact that
Brian was one of the few exhibitors to apply some
acoustic treatment to his room—speaker end dead,
listening end live—who can say, but the sound certainly set me back on my heels. ( And they come in
optional kit form!)

Long
awaited,
Shure's
integrated
SME
arm
tube/cartridge, the MV3OHE, made its debut at CES,
perhaps a little late considering that Ortofon have
taken over US distribution for SME, ending the long
SME/Shure relationship. In recent years, however,
Shure's marketing policy has led to an undeserved
decline in audiophile status of the English arm, so the
change is not unexpected. The MV3OHE, though, is
basically similar to the V15- 1V in magnetic design and
stylus profile, but it eschews that model's 'dynamic
damping' brush. Tracking ability appears to be excellent, and frequency response is flat ( but with a slight
HF droop with the recommended loading of
47 k/250 pF). Shure have also produced the V15LT—
again based on the V15- 1V—and the M97LT—based
on the M97HE—cartridges for Technics SL- 7, - 10,
and - 15 parallel- tracking turntables.
Screen display of dome behaviour developed with Celestion's
laser process.
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is ' completely compatible' IOn agood system,
such as must be owned by HFNIRR readers,
the encoding is audibly obvious and disturbing,
particularly on orchestral music. CBS say that,
in that case, all one has to do is buy an
'inexpensive'---$99—$125 expected—decoder
and 'experience the startling difference'.
But Idon't want to be told that Imust spend
some of my hard-earned cash on what has
previously been an unnecessary item of hardware. CBS intend to promote CX extensively
and if it catches on, then amplifier manufacturers will presumably be able to install the
necessary circuitry inboard at very little cost to
the consumer. It may be an irrational objection,
after all, who now objects to mandatory RIAA
equalisation, but even so, Iwould still like the
choice!
And what if CX or dbx encoded discs are
successful enough as far as the mass market is
concerned that record companies give up on
Compact Disc, imperfect as that may, or may
not, be a; the moment? Pt's almost enough to
start one going to live concerts!
Tape noise reduction
As far as tape noise reduction systems are
concerned, it's definitely acontest between the
much inproved dbx and Dolby- C. Dolby- C has
the best known name, the pole place in the
market, compatibility with - 13 and—dare Isay
it?—asufficient degree of noise reduction, but
dbx scores in shock effect and sheer number of
dBs. An aggressive spectrum analyser demonstration,. by dbx, of the effective reduction of
intrinsic cassette tape noise,
octave by ¡octave, dramatically showed that Dolby- B is
only just good enough; that Dolby- C ( on a
Sony TC- F6C) is very much better in the important midrange but the same as, or worse
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than, - B at the extreme top end; and that dbx
across the whole band offers an astonishing
reduction of noise. Onkyo, Yamaha, Technics
and Teac were all making much of the dbx fitted
(in addition to Dolby- B) to their latest decks
and dbx introduced their model 22 in- car decoder: Dolby- C was most noticeable on
Nakamichi, NAD, JVC, Aiwa, Hitachi, Pioneer,
Sony and Mitsubishi decks.
National Semiconductors ( who make ICs
used by Dolby, dbx, and CBS) were, apparently
perversely, showing their own noise reduction
system, DNR. This has evolved from the
Burwen sliding low-pass filter system ( see
HFNIRR Feb. ' 80) and is aimed primarily at the
video ( disc and cassette), ' Walkman', and incar, rather than hi-fi, markets. The audio S/N
ratio from video discs is not that impressive,
with the optical ( stereo) being just acceptable,
and the RCA ( mono) being appalling, a demonstration proved DNR surprisingly—at full
level the filter roll- off point is greater than
30 kHz but it progressively sweeps down to
800 Hz
with
decreasing
level—effective
(10-14dB CCIR / ARM NR quoted) without
being disturbing.
The British Presence
Perhaps Iam biased, but it does seem that UK
manufacturers are doing well in the US at the
moment. ( No one Imet commented on the
anomolous situation existing at the audio conference where the panel representing the major
American hi-fi manufacturers had members
from Akai, Kenwood-Trio, Onkyo, Sansui and,
oh yes, JBL.) America is belatedly waking up to
the necessity of acompany having to export as
well as maintaining its home market, but UK
companies, particularly loudspeaker manufacturers, have long known the importance of

exporting and in America have built up numerous bridgeheads. Mission, for instance, have
established afactory in Toronto from where to
attack the US market without the millstone of
Atlantic shipping costs hanging around their
neck, while Wharfedale have arranged with
Cicero Industries in California that they will
manufacture Wharfedale speakers for the US
market from Bradford- sourced drivers and
crossovers for much the same reasons.
Celestion, Mordaunt-Short, Rogers, KEF and
B&W all have astrong US presence, while Linn
and Naim seem set to repeat successfully their
UK marketing strategy: the American audiophiles may be fighting a valiant rearguard
action, with this turntable and that turntable,
but Linn are well ensconced and won't go
away. Rega, Nytech, and A&R Cambridge are
all examples of small UK companies that have
found an opening for their products in the US.

Speakers
As far as the products themselves are concerned, Meridian recently scored a notable
success with a rave review of their active M2
system in the magazine High Fidelity which
particularly commented on the superb stereo
those speakers can give. KEF's 103:2 was
picked for the Design and Engineering Exhibition while their Corelli and 104aB replacements, ( Caprice and Carlton), were also well
received.
Most talked about speaker at the show was
undoubtedly Peter Walker's new ESL- 63,
which Ithink offers the best stereo reproduction
Ihave ever heard. Although they are expensive
at $3300 per pair in the US, Iwould think that
Quad are going to be able to sell as many as
they can make for quite a while. ( There were
also rumours circulating about a new
electronics product from Quad!)
As at any show, new drive units abounded.
Both the Pyramid Ribbon and Magnat Ionic
tweeters ( see HFNIRR May) attracted listeners
in droves but we also spotted an interesting
Inexpensive, ($99) ribbon tweeter from Apature
which we believe Elite's Max Townshend will
be importing.
Celestion have been carrying out quite an
Intensive research programme into drive- unit
behaviour using a laser holography technique.
Unlike the other companies who developed this
technique,
Wharfedale
and
then
B&W,
Celestion use a stroboscopic scanning technique whereby an image of the vibrating cone
or dome, at one point of its cycle, is built up as a
picture consisting of 'slices' across the cone. By
taking, say, 12 such shots at regularly spaced
time intervals across one vibration cycle, and
storing the scan information in floppy disc
form, a micro- computer can then flash the 12
scans up on aTV screen much as it would video
frames. The result is an animation of
cone/dome behaviour at the selected frequency: bell modes, rocking modes, diaphragm
breakup etc can all be seen with quite astonishing clarity. Celestion thus have a powerful
diagnostic tool to enable them to get a controlled change of radiating area with frequency
(to give an optimal dispersion pattern) and also
to identify and control resonant behaviour. As a
spin-off, the drive- unit itself can be made
to contribute much of the desired crossover rolloff mechanically, so the electrical crossover
can be simple, giving increased efficiency.
As well as two small speakers, the Ditton 100
and 110 which use anew 1in. dome tweeter, a
completely new 'flagship' speaker, designed
with the help of the new technology, is on the
way, and will possibly be introduced at Harrogate. Ihad a brief listen ( in hotel bedroom
surroundings, unfortunately) to a prototype
and although the system as a whole needed
some slight tidying, the speaker's HF end was
refreshingly free of 'sizzle' and not a million
miles away from that of the ESL- 63. The stereo
was also excellent, but what is most surprising
about the speaker is that, as Celestion have
decided that there is not a great deal of
economic mileage to be obtained from a £ 1000
flagship, they are hoping to price the new
model at under £ 200!
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NAD, as well as an impressive cassmte deck in corpoiating both Dolby- C and B, the 6150C which
appears otherwise similar to the Dolby-HX equipped
6140, were showing avery cheap preamp, the 1020,
based on their best selling 3020. If one assumes that
the 3020 preamp, performance defects —unflat RIAA,
poor volume control tracking etc--are due to cheap
components, then the 1020 could be an inexpensive
start to a worthwhile DIY upgrading process.
Suppliers
of
metal
oxide
resistors
and
polypropylene/polystyrene capacitors had better start
laying in stocks.

Left is the interior of the EAR valve preamp, showing that with good design and modern thinking—after
all, doesn't all traditional valve amp design derive from
manuals published in the ' 30s and ' 40's, or
something?—tubes can still deliver the goods ( with a
little help from solid-state components on the power
supply side of things).

The Oracle was the big turntable story last summer and
this summer, turntables claimed to be ' better' than the
ubiquitous Linn, were apparent around -every corner.
Many of the decks, however, either are insufficiently
thought out, commercially compromised, or rely on
brute force rather than elegance of design to achieve a
satisfying sonic performance. In the meantime Ivor
Tiefenbrun goes on doing woe .he's doing, taking care
always to put the requisite number of backs up.
- One turntable which did catch our ear was the
'Sapphire' from the Berkeley company of SOTA, seen
above witin ' The Arm'. An inverted bearing is used, a
sapphire disc at the top of a sintered bronze sleeve
attached to the platter resting on aball bearing at the
top of astationary thrust shaft. This is the opposite of
normal practice, but it does place the centre of rotation
effectively at the CG of the rotating system, leading to
increased stability. Wear of the sleeve or bearing will
not therefore result in yaw. ( The Pink:Triangle also
uses this concept). Belt drive is from abrushless DC
servo motor- 33 and 45 rpm—and the heavy zinc
alloy subchassis ( loaded with lead and damping) is
suspended on 4 rather than 3 springs.
Now Ihave always worried that any increase in the
degrees of freedom available- to a system), such as
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mould be introduced by increasing the number of
springs, is a bad thing: so many more ways for the
system to misbehave. However, Isuppose with the
correct attitude to design, four springs needn't be
more unstable than three, and might even be more
stable, and this is what SOTA designers Rod Herman
and David Fletcher ( cf Sumiko and ' The Arm' fame)
have done. Exciting the sub- assembly vertically certainly didn't seem to cause complex rocking and
torsional modes to develop when Itinkered with it, so
their claims of stability would seem to be justified. Rod
went further than Idared, however, and clamped a
disc down while arecord was playing— not atrace of
flutter resulted, which would seem to suggest that the
arc traced by the stylus is at a point of dynamic
balance. SOTA hava also introduced a less expensive
turntable, the ' Gem', which is dedicated to the Grace
707/747 arms. We await the reaction of the US
audiophiles with interest: after all, SOTA in their
literature do say that ' up to now America has never
produced a turntable worthy of their electronics and
speakers; the Sapphire will thus be the turntable for
the ' 80s.' However, they do pay compliments for the
design to Isaac Newton— the first of many Englishmen to contribute to the art of the phonograph!'

B&W put on art excellent ( as usual) dem. cevealing
the audible differences between the old ( wood) and
new non- resonant midrange heads tor their Model
801. The new head ( above), made from what B&W
call ' fibre-crete', makes a significant improvement to
mid- range clarity. B&W also got afillip because their
successor to the OMB, the DM16, was selected for toe
CES Design and Engineering Exhiblition. This features
what apanel consider to be the year's most innovative
consumer electronics products, but as only one
member of the panel ( Peter Dobbin, High Fidety
Editor) is involved in hi-fi journalism rather than in
marketing, video, or ' leisure electronics' journalism,
selection for the exhibition doesn't offer as much
audiophile kudos as perhaps it first might be thought.
Nevertheless, well done John Bowers and his team at
Worthing.
Rather than show the rather smart cosmetics of David
Hafler's new DA -110 preamp and DH - 500, 255
watts/channel power amp, as these are both available
in kit form Ithought it best to show their interesting
innards. The DH - 110 offers several refinements over
the DH - 101 ( the ' basic black' which will stay in
production) and is matched by a new headamp, the
DH - 112, which is claimed to have even lower intrinsic
noise than the already extraordinarily quiet model DH 102 which Gordon King reviewed for HFAHRR 18
months or so back. The DH - 500, like the cheaper DH 200 a MOSFET design, uses a fully tested amplifier
module with avariable speed fan and can cope with
low impedance and reactive loads; it can drive more
than 20 amps into a short circuit before e thermal
breaker shuts it down. A bridging card is avaiiable to
turn it into an 800 watts into 8 ohms mono amp. The
DH - 500 is probably the most powerful kit amp
available and it, too, was aproduct to be selected for
the Design and 'Engineering Exhibition.

As always, a visit to IAR publisher Peter Moncrieff's
room in the Pick Congress proved stimulating. As
well as providing some food for thought with some
measurements of a simple voltage step response
applied to speaker cables, which showed some unexpected differences, Moncrieff was carrying out an
interesting experiment on image perception. A single
electrostatic array ( shown below), placed in the centre
of the room, had ashort wooden screen projectmg at

Having satisfyingly stood the amplification world on
its head with his Sonic Holography preamp and
Magnetic Field Amplifier, Bob Carver introduced an
AM/FM tuner ( above) which might well do the same
for tuners. Based on what he calls an ' Asymetrical
Charge Coupled FM Detector', the TX- 11 is claimed to
'virtually eliminate multipath distortion, weak signal
hiss and noise Says Carver
if the incoming signal
is weak, it will emerge as strong as if the station were
just a few blocks away. All this with full stereo
separation!", but he's not telling how it works. For the
technical, 50dB quieting sensitivity is quoted as
2'8 pV ( mono) and 3.5 pV (stereo)! As if this wasn't
enough for one show, he also introduced a 750
watt/channel magnetic field power amplifier which
weighs only 11 lbs!

right angles from its centre. Listening to amono signal
with the screen aligned with your left ear gave cancellation of the signal in the right ear so the sound
source appeared to be far left—and vice versa. Thus
from a mono source, a continuum of stereo image
positions could be created.
Two things bothered me, however. The cancellation
did cause some kind of aural discomfort to the appropriate ear, similar to the ' pressure' sometimes felt with
speakers out of phase. Secondly, and more importantly, the actual image position was very sensitive to
slight head movements, an almost imperceptible
sideways motion swinging the image from far left to
centre left, for instance. I felt, therefore, that the
experiment was interesting rather than practical, but it
did remind me that very little work, in general, has
been carried out on the psycho- acoustic effects of
speaker directivity patterns; the legendary horn ›zistern
used up to 1978 by HFNIRR Editor John Crabbe
being the only system I've experienced where some
attempt was made to use reflecting surfaces to
optimise the speaker dispersion for stereo listening.

IMF Electronics, this year as last, were putting on an
excellent Ambisonics demonstration: their decoder
was yet another English product selected for the
Design and Engineering Exhibition. An improvement
in sound quality and imaging was apparent, due to the
use of ' dedicated rear speakers ( see ' News' p. 36)
and an evolved Reference Standard Professional
Monitor, the ' Specie! Application Control Monitor' the
head of which is shown above. The SACM will only
be made to special order by IMF's Special Applications Division and doesn't replace the RSPM. The
transmission line bass enclosure uses IMF's own
wedge polystyiene/fibre-glass woofer while the
wedge-shaped mid cabinet, tailored for an optimum
dispersion pattern, uses IMF's Bextrene coned midrange driver. Tweeter and super- tweeter are effectively
in free space. Crossover is complex with sensible
tilt/slope controls.
With their range of relatively heavy stereophones, Koss
might have been thought to have been under siege
from the new generation of Japanese ' micro' cans. If
you can't beat them, join them, seems to be John
Koss's motto, however, and at CES they launched
their ' Sound Partner' ( left) which usefully folds into a
handbag or pocket size package. Launched in conjunction with the Sound Partner were the ' Music Box',
aWalkman sized FM/AM stereo radio, and perhaps in
opposition to it, the top- of- line PRO/4X headphones
which combine amoving- coil light diaphram unit with
apiezo-tweeter. Iwouldn't go along with Koss's claim
that, at 10 oz, these are particularly light, but on the
other hand, they don't have the PRO4/A series' mike
stand bush, which Ialvliays assumed was meant to
enable one's head to remain held up after a long
session of headphone listening.

One does feel acertain degree of patriotic pride at the
headway the revitalised AR company are making in
the US—both Ron Fone, President, and Tim Hall, VP
in charge of Engineering, are English. AR introduced a
new 3- way 35-5 litre design at CES, the AR 48s,
which will complement the 18s, 28s and 38s models
launched earlier this year. Woofer is a 10 in. paperconed unit, crossing over at 400 Hz to 4in. midrange
unit using anew mechanically inert ie, highly damped,
fibre cone, crossing over to a 1in. dome tweeter,
apparently similar to that used in the 28s. AR, as one
would expect, have paid a great deal of attention to
the interaction between the speakers and the room in
the design of the 48s and it did sound good.

Aiwa showed this neat Dolby- C deck which must be the slimmest around.
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THE ACTIVE REFERENCE
MERIDIAN /112
The M2 active loudspeaker is a 2 way integrated loudspeaker system. Careful alignment of the
enclosure and the electronic crossover with the two high power long throw bass- mid drivers has
resulted in atotally new low frequency system giving an 8order BesseII response. This provides a
smooth firm bass response down to 37Hz with accurate transients. The dome tweeter is time adjusted
with respect to the bass drivers. This clever loudspeaker system benefits from our years of experience
in the design of loudspeakers, amplifiers, and active loudspeakers and represents a true systems
approach. The M2 incorporates an adjustable stand for floor mounting but is equally at home on a
bookshelf. The power amplifiers, power supply and crossover are contained within the cabinet. The
M2 stands just 30 inches high, is 7inches wide, 15 inches deep and can be ordered in Black Ash or
aselection of veneers. The product is ideally driven from the Meridian 101 Control Unit or any other
suitable quality pre-amplifier.
BOOTHROYD STUART LTD., 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON.
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Neutralisation
As if in answer to the vitriolic accusations of
'rip off' in the letters columns of this and other
magazines, Linn Products introduced the Basik
arm/cartridge at the Cunard show. Forty quid for
an arm this good ( with acheapo m- m cartridge
thrown in) is more of a steal from the
consumer's point of view. Someone whose
name Iforget commented that at its best it gets
pretty close to aGrace 707, and if Ican trust my
memory of said device they are probably about
right. Flying in the face of fashion ( again), the
arm uses an S-shaped tube and detachable
headshell, and bears a passing similarity to
certain ADC models. Though detachable,
effective mass is medium rather than high
(c.13 gm), so it should be more universal in
application than the Rega arm which is often
fitted in a ' budget Linn' system.
Compared to IttoklAsak, the sample Iheard at
Studio 99 did show some limitations in dynamic
range, and in control and extension at the
frequency extremes. Although rather brash and
bright, the bass and midrange were nicely integrated. The HF limitations may have had to do
with a cartridge/preamp interaction, and were
certainly not helped by the cartridge's limited
tracking abilities. However, this cartridge is
expected to change shortly, and these comments should not be taken as neccessarily
representative.

The Basik concept looks like good news for
the poor consumers, though there are no plans
currently to produce aBasik turntable. A skeletal
object shown at Las Vegas was merely one of a
number of prototype design studies; although
Linn feel they could make a very competitive
cheaper turntable, they are unwilling to make
the necessary compromises. They did point out
that a 60% production increase has enabled
them to hold their price for over ayear, and they
hope to be able to maintain if for some considerable time. Meanwhile Naim Audio, who
introduced the most elaborate and expensive
British tuner since God- knows- when at
Cunard, are reportedly carrying out design
studies for a Basik type integrated amplifier,
though product is unlikely to appear for at least
12 months.
If the introduction of the Basik represents a
refreshingly egalitarian move from Linn Products, the legend of the ' black Wok' in contrast,
is more characteristically elitist. Maybe one
should not mention it at all, on the grounds of
its unavailability and silly price. But those with
their ears well tuned to their virtual earths are
already wagging their tongues, so Ithink it is
better to set the record straight now, before we
hear how the bearings have been cunningly
crafted from the jewels of the Czars ( won by
Ivor during a13- day poker game with an ageing
Russian Countess on the Trans-Siberian
Express en route to the Tokyo show).
Reality is a little more prosaic. Linn have
produced a limited experimental run of Ittoks
(less than 40), most obviously distinguished by
all- black finish. The more fundamental difference is that certain bearings have been made
by themselves prior to assembly in Japan. To
make matters very difficult, these bearings can
only be made at the expense of turntable bearings, as the same machine tool is involved. So
the world's continual craving for Sondeks
makes the black arm non-viable at the present
time, if not something of an embarrassment to
Linn. Those not needed for their own development work from this small batch have now been
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SUBJECTIVE
SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

sold, largely to owners of tri-amped systems
and other hi-fi manufacturers, the official retail
price being awhisker under £ 500. Jingoistically this will give British amplifier and speaker
manufacturers further assistance in asserting
their superiority, but it does leave Linn in
something of adilemma. They have decided to
avoid having a 'two-tier' range with an
expensive 'super Wok', and intend to concentrate on their continuing development of the
standard model with the lessons learnt.
Trying to put the black arm into perspective
isn't easy, because the standard Wok has
already improved significantly over my sample
from the first batch ( 18 months ago). The
combination of black with '
T' type cartridge
shows not only the expected improvements in
the perceived resolution of dynamic range and
bandwidth, but also effectively dispels the
slight criticisms of ' hardness' or 'fierceness' in
the upper midrange / presence region, which
was the most obvious expression of 'character'
on my original sample. The silky smoothness
that made the Breuer so attractive is awelcome
addition to the Ittors splendid dynamics.
Ipromised to return to ESL- 63 as soon as I
had tried a pair at home, but have decided to
take a ' rain check', for this month at least. This
new electrostatic is sufficiently different from
even its predecessor, let alone dynamic designs, that instant appraisals are doubly dangerous. Particular differences include adispersion/distribution pattern that is quite unlike
anything else around, and on- board protection
circuitry that is quite sophisticated and complex, to keep the diaphragm well within its
design limits. Ican report that a number of
experienced acquaintances have shown reactions varying from ecstasy to rapture ( laughing
all the way to my Bank Manager', says Captivated of Croydon). My own reaction has been
closer to bafflement at this juncture: it is more
satisfying with classical than rock, and ' magic'
on acoustic guitar; it is very critical of its
sources ( software and hardware) and surprisingly critical of both the listener's and its own
placement ( not that the treble disappears off-.
axis to the extent of the original ESL, but rather
that for proper stereo there is, inevitably, a
'sweet spot'). More anon.
It was somewhat more than ayear ago that I
started getting involved in video, carrying a
piece in this column about the B&O 8800 and
(now obsolete) Philips 797 TV sets. The latter,
in particular, touted a ' hi-fi' sound circuit, a
claim which was more or less borne out in
practice. ( It still has the best sound Ihave heard
from aTV set, though now the Germans are to
have stereo sound on TV there are indications
of more manufacturers paying closer attention
to sound quality.)
Now, alarge number of video recorders later,
these two television sets remain the high spots
of my video experiences. The trouble is that
domestic VCRs aren't very good, either on
picture or sound quality, and there are really no
parallels at all with hi-fi. To put it bluntly, the
sound ranges from the dire to the dreadful, the
picture from the snowy to the vague and
smeary.
Maybe this doesn't matter for enjoying TV
programmes; as a nation we seem to have
happily suffered dreadful TV sound for decades.
But in hi-fi terms, VCRs today are operating at
the levels of those fifties quarter- track
reel-to-reel machines, or the earliest Compact
Cassettes. This probably doesn't matter too
much for run of the mill entertainment
programmes, because the TV medium makes a
similar sacrifice to the cinema, which the
programme makers usually take into account.
However it is still quite anasty shock when one
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transfers from broadcast to tape quality, and the
limitations do matter for some types of
programme ( music, sport, wildlife etc.).
One thing that Ido find depressing is that
no attempt has been made to offer anything
other than this lowest common denominator
standard. On acouple of occasions Ihave been
at shows where the domestic formats have
been displayed alongside U-matic ( semiprofessional) machinery. The visual difference
is really chalk and cheese: the U-matic looks
close to broadcast standards, while the domestic formats look really mucky. The latter have
been designed above all for low tape feeding
costs and long running time, so their compromises are quite severe, and Ishudder to think
what it's like in the US where the tapes run
even slower for even more continous playing
time.
Isuppose low feeding costs are useful for
archiving purposes, or for making a lot of
programmes while away. My problem is finding
enough time to watch the tapes anyway, and it
is surprising how rarely Ineed afull three or four
hour tape. More usually half an hour, an hour,
or an hour and a half, is all that is needed for
simple ' time- stretching', which Ifeel is really
the main use for a VCR. So perhaps some
enterprising manufacturer will give us domestic
machines with alternative tape speeds that
allow aplaying time/fidelity choice for the user.
(Yes Iknow there are engineering difficulties
and compromises, but I doubt if they are
beyond the engineers' abilities.) Alternatively,
why not equip aU- format machine for domestic use, with on- board tuner, timer, etc ? And if an
autochange mechanism along the lines of
Sony's Betastack can be offered, then running
time is no longer a problem either. Otherwise,
perhaps aslower speed option could be offered
without excessive compromise.
Iam a little saddened to see so many supposed hi-fi shops jumping on the video
bandwagon. Isuppose business is business,
but the two fields have no philosophical
common ground, and merely reflect the fact
that most of hi-fi is now part of the ideological
desert of consumer electronics. And to any
accusations of calling the kettle black, Ishall
reiterate that the latest and best TVs are hi-fi of
a sort; domestic VCRs are not ( even though
they look quite like overgrown cassette decks).
The only real similarity is that they are just as
badly designed, over- complicated and difficult
to operate, so the family techocrat is left to get
on with it.
If the last paragraph seems gloomy, these are
depressing times for hi-fi. The promise of
Compact delights(?) to come seems to have
filled major manufacturers with a desire to kill
off the LP prematurely. Having missed Cunard
this year, Iattended some the May trade shows
instead, where the hi-fi equipment is almost
exclusively sold on the basis of features, appearance and price. Yet if subcutaneous appearances are anything to go by, the latest
generation of ' hi-fi' turntables are likely to make
even an SP25 sound like a ( so-called)
'quantum leap forward', particularly when they
are perched on top of those flimsy tower
structure things. And if that isn't bad enough, I
understand that at the US CES show CBS
played God again, laying acloud of gloom over
the future prospects of the analogue LP. Now I
accept that they gave it to us in the first place,
but Idon't think that gives them the right to take
it away again now, nor lure RCA and WEA into
going along with some harebrained scheme of
a single inventory with 20dB of compression
built-in ( see p. 40). It is noteworthy that the
healthiest record industry around at the
moment is in Japan; they also have the best
reputation for pressing quality, and operate a
very 'clean' market, with virtually no discounts
or cheap / remaindered lines. The only ray of
sunshine seems to be that the musicians are not
too happy about cx. If that is the case Ishould
certainly like to offer any revolting musicians
my warmest support (HFNIRR might perhaps
offer a specially commisioned little something
in Daman Thermolactyl to the most vitriolic
letter published over the next three months?)
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VACUUM STABILISATIONTHE FACTS:

Luxman PD300 Sub Chassis

1. What is it?
A new method devised by Lux of creating avacuum
between disc and
AIR SUCKING RESPONSE
turntable surface,
which has the effect of
firmly bonding the two
together so that in
effect the disc becomes
part of the turntable.

6. Where can Ihear these turntables?
Nowhere! Both turntables are practically noiseless in
respect of both rumble and the addition of unwelcome
signal modulations, but we will send you alist of the Lux
dealers who will be pleased to demonstrate the unique Lux
Vacuum Disc Stabiliser.

Sets,

2. What does it do?
It eliminates colouration caused by vibration and
resonance giving ameasurably cleaner signal than any
which can be obtained from ordinary turntables.

3. Can this effect be demonstrated?
Yes, simply place arecord on any turntable then
rest the arm and cartridge on the record without
rotating the turntable. Turn up the relevant
amplifier volume control to around half way and
give the record asharp tap — you will hear
afairly loud boom through the speakers. Try
the same demonstration on the PD300 or
PD555 and you will note the boom has been
almost entirely eliminated. However
with the vaccum released the same boom
can be heard on both units.

Luxman PD555

4. Will the vacuum pump make a
noise during playing?
No — The vacuum is created prior to the
commencement of playing by an automatic
electronic pump in the PD555, and by the flick
of abellows switch in the PD300, and the
vacuum can be released when the record has finished.

Luxman PD300

Id LUXIVIAN

5. Vacuum Stabiliser apart — are these
just ordinary turntables?
Like most units from Lux, the turntables are
far from ordinary — as you can see from the above
illustration of the sub chassis. We'll send you a
leaflet on request showing just how extraordinary they
are and giving full specifications — space precludes
further details here.

To: Howland-West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
Teh 01-609 0293.
Please send full details and list of Lux dealers.
Name
Address

Loudspeakers and rooms
Room acoustics and sound
reproduction

Parti The room by
Peter Mapp*

Before looking at listening room acoustics in
detail it is perhaps worth thinking for a
moment about what an ideal listening room
should do.
Personally, Ithink that agood listening
room is one which imparts little or none of its
own character to the perceived sound, le, it is
acoustically neutral. Then, and only then, can
we correctly perceive the true nature of the
recorded sound. However, the listening
environment must also be acoustically
comfortable and non- fatiguing. For example,
it could be argued that the ideal listening
environment would be an anechoic
chamber—but anyone who is familiar with
such environments would readily agree that
he would not want to live in one, the total
absence of any reflections being aform of
sensory deprivation. Our ears evolved in the
reverberant cave dwellings of our ancestors
and have been conditioned by today's semireverberant equivalent to the cave—the
rectangular living room.

W

HAT HAS A dynamic range of about
55dB ( or less), afrequency response
from about 30 Hz upwards within ± 15dB or
so, adds colorations throughout the audible
range, significantly alters the harmonic
structure and timbre of reproduced sound,
reduces clarity and precision, distorts stereo
imagery and perspective, alters perceived
frequency balance and loudness, and has a
transient response about as fast as atortoise
with awooden leg? Answer—the typical
domestic listening room.
That the room in which we listen to hi-fi
can dramatically alter the sound quality we
hear has been recognised for along time
now, but the exact mechanisms by which this
occurs are still not yet fully understood.
Indeed, the acoustics of the way in which a
room and aloudspeaker within the room
interact are not yet fully comprehended, let
alone the added complication of introducing
areal listener into the situation. Start to take
into account even some of the most basic
psychoacoustic aspects and the complexity of
the problem gets very much greater.
For example fig. la shows the familiar
anechoic response of awell-known two-way
loudspeaker system. Now re- measure the
response in atypical listening room and the
rather horrendous curve of fig. lb is the
result. And yet despite this apparently absurd
(for hi-fi) response we still manage to hear a
reasonably satisfactory sound when music is
played through the loudspeaker—it is certainly not perfect, yet neither is it as bad as the
curve would suggest. In this short series of
articles Ihope to show you some of the ways
in which the listening room can affect the
sound we hear and why it is that adjusting
the position of aloudspeaker within aroom—
even by just afew inches—can dramatically
improve or degrade the sound quality.
However, to do this we really need to think
simultaneously in five dimensions: frequency,
time and 3- dimensional space!
In Part One we will begin by looking into
the acoustic characteristics of the listening
room, whilst in Part Two we will examine the
loudspeaker room interface itself—and see
how the two combine to produce the sound
we hear.

tat
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Top: FIG 2. Bottom: FIG 3

Fig. 1showed what happens to the steady
state response of aloudspeaker when measured in atypical domestic living room, but
figs. 2and 3show what can happen to
transient sounds—such as music and speech.
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some loudspeakers suit different rooms better
than others. Henning Moller of B & Kclearly
showed that the rank order between five
loudspeakers was very much afunction of the
listening rooms in which the tests were
conducted. Iwas recently discussing this with
ahi-fi dealer in London who has two shops
with very different demonstration rooms. He
has found that while loudspeaker X is the
most popular model in one shop, very few are
sold from the other. Although there are many
factors which could produce this effect, the
most significant is probably the different
acoustic characteristics of the two demonstration rooms.
The best ' loudspeaker destroyer' Ihave
come across is the hotel bedroom as used in
the majority of hi-fi exhibitions. In such
rooms Ihave heard many awell liked and
respected product virtually destroyed!
If then we can accept, for the moment at
least, that rooms do significantly alter the
perceived performance of aloudspeaker, Ihad
better get on and answer the all-important
question: what can we do about it? But to
answer that we need to know just how the
effects occur in the first place.

Loudspeakers and room
acoustics

(b)

FIG.1
RESPONSE OF MORDAUNT
SHORT PAGEANT (a) IN AN
ANECHOIC CHAMBER AND
(WIN DOMESTIC ROOM

To help clarify the situation in figs. 2and 3, I
have used asimple tone burst test signal, the
resultant room sound being picked up with a
B & K microphone whose output is displayed
on adigital storage scope.
Fig. 2shows the effect of alow frequency
tone burst exciting aroom mode, whereas
quite what was happining in fig. 3 Ihaven't
yet managed to sort out, but Iincluded it as a
rather nice example of this form of transient
distortion.
Now you may be thinking so what?—
normal people listen to music not
tonebursts—but the point is, if aroom can
distort such asimple sound in such agross
fashion, altering its attack and decay and
duration characteristics which in turn leads to
asignificant change to the perceived sound's
loudness and timbre, then what chance does
acomplex waveform such as apiano note
(fig. 4) have? To hear the piano note accurately its complex waveform must be kept
intact—some hope in that listening room!
Apart from this aspect of the room affecting
what we hear, it is now very apparent that
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Fundamental to the loudspeaker- room
problem is the realisation that when aloudspeaker is placed in aroom we no longer
hear just the sound from the loudspeaker
itself, but also many reflected and
spectrally distorted versions of this sound as
well—and it is these reflections which cause
all the problems. Figs. 5and 6 illustrate the
basic features of the situation. There are
actually several types of reflection sequence
occurring and Igenerally break these down
into 6 or 7acoustic regimes. Two such are
47

Reverberation and reverberation time

Direct sound
(initial impulse)
Early reflections

o

FIG
Reverberation

Time ( mi liseconds)—e-

reverberation and room modes ( eigentones),
usually the only two aspects discussed in the
majority of articles on listening room acoustics. To these Iwould add:
1. Low frequency boundary reinforcement
2. Early reflection effects
3. Specific reflection sequences and
acoustic faults
4. Structural resonances.
5. Background noise levels
In this country at least, the hi-fi industry
generally seems to think in terms of steadystate response measurements and this line of
approach is often transferred to loudspeaker
room measurements eg, fig. 1, whereas in
fact we really ought to be thinking mainly in
terms of the transient response and perhaps
the quasi- steady state, these being better
measures of listening room performance—
although measurement and interpretation
become rather more difficult.

Direct and reverberant soundfields
Traditionally, room acoustics have been
broken down into just these two aspects,
although later research has shown that we

need aconsiderably more detailed analysis.
As its name implies, the direct sound is the
sound that we hear directly from the loudspeaker, effectively its anechoic response. It
has generally been assumed that the listening
room does not affect the direct sound at all,
but this, in fact, is not quite the case. More
recently for example we have become aware
of boundary reinforcement, whereby the room
boundaries je, walls and#loor effectively
boost the power output of loudspeaker at low
frequencies.
As Ishall show next month, other effects
also occur—but for the present let us assume
that the direct sound reaches the listener
intact—assuming of course that there aren't
any large objects in the way.
In the free field (
eg, under anechoic
conditions) the sound intensity level decreases with the square of the distance
moved away from the loudspeaker (
je, the
inverse square law giving a6dB reduction for
every doubling of distance—once you have
got away from the near- field of the loudspeaker). In the enclosed space of aroom,
however, this law is substantially modified,
such that after acertain distance (the critical
distance) the sound level does not decrease
any further but remains substantially constant.
We are then in what is termed the reverberant
field. Fig. 7 illustrates the effect, and it can be
seen that the more acoustically ' dead' the
room, the better the inverse square law holds.
The reason for the modified characteristic is
due to the build-up of sound energy which
occurs in an enclosed space formed by the
interaction and addition of the multiple
reflections which take place.

If the room surfaces are hard and sound
reflecting (
eg, brick, plaster) asoundwave
emitted by a loudspeaker may undergo many
reflections before it eventually dies away. On
the other hand if the surfaces are mainly
sound absorbing, then energy is soon removed from the reflections and they die away
at afaster rate. This is the concept behind
'reverberation time', which is essentially a
measure of the rate of energy removal or
sound absorption within aroom. The longer
the reverberation time, or RT, the more
reverberant or acoustically ' live' the room.
Reverberation time was originally measured
by ear with the aid of astopwatch, being the
time taken for asound to die away to inaudibility. Nowadays we have a rather more
precise definition which is the time taken for
the sound level to decrease by 60dB. We
measure room RT by either measuring the
decay time of an abruptly switched off sound
source, eg random noise, or the decay of an
impulsive noise such as agun shot or balloon
burst. Occasionally tonebursts are also used
when looking at specific room features. Using
an impulsive sound or toneburst is avery
instructive method, as it allows us to see the
room's attack and decay time—which can
dominate the recorded/reproduced sound.
Figure 8 shows atypical decay for asmall
listening room.
Because the reverberation decay is essentially exponential, it is usual to pass the
signal picked up by the measuring microphone through a log amplifier before displaying it or recording it on ahigh speed pen
level recorder, as this should produce a
straight line curve—allowing the decay rate to
be more readily calculated.
Because different materials absorb sound in
different ways and with greater efficiency at
some frequencies than at others, it follows

that room reverberation times will also be
frequency dependent. Therefore, to characterise aroom we need to measure at a number
of frequencies—though discrete tones are not
generally used, however, filtered random
noise or an impulsive signal being preferred.
Alternatively, reverberation time can be
calculated if one has aknowledge of the
room dimensions and types of sound absorbing materials present. Several formulae now
exist to calculate reverberation time to a
greater or lesser degree of accuracy, the
simplest and most readily understandable
being:
0.161V
RT —
Eqn. 1
A
where V = room volume in m3
and
A = the total absorption present in the
room in m2
(A = Sa where S is total surface area and a is
the average absorption coefficient of the
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surfaces—for the particular frequency band of
interest).
Ideally the reverberant sound field within a
room would be exactly the same throughout
the space ( except close to the loudspeaker)
and we would have what is termed adiffuse
field. In adiffuse field we would find that the
decay rate or reverberation time would not
alter with location. However, in typical living
rooms this is far from the case as we shall
see. Therefore, in order to arrive at an accurate RT we must measure the decay rate at
several positions and take an average value.
Before Ilook at why normal domestic
listening rooms are not perfectly diffuse, it is
perhaps worthwhile first to take a look at the
significance of RT values and what they can
tell us.
The concept of reverberation time has been
with us for quite awhile now ( since 1894 in
fact) and was originally conceived as a
measure of the acoustic performance of a
concert hall ie, a large room. It is also based
on the premise that the room is reasonably
diffuse. The domestic living room, however,
is, in the acoustic sense at least, only avery
small place, and the statistics governing its
reflection sequences and decay rates are
rather different from the concert hall. Nevertheless, reverberation time is used extensively to
describe the acoustics of small rooms.
To put the situation into perspective, a
cathedral has areverberation time of around 7
seconds or so, alarge concert hall would be
around 2s, atheatre about is and a living
room about 0.5s—though large variations
around this average value do occur. For a
listening room a reverberation time of between 0.3 and 0.4s is generally regarded as
being about optimum. The particularly
important feature about the reverberation time
of agood listening room is that it should
remain substantially constant over the audio
frequency range. Variations of only 10% are
quite noticeable.
As we shall see later on, it is particularly
difficult to maintain control over the reverberation time below about 250 Hz and
above about 8kHz, and in my experience few
domestic listening environments meet the
above standard unless specifically treated—
variations of 100-200% not being untypical!
But what does a poor reverberation characteristic mean from a hi-fi point of view? As
we have seen, reverberation time is essentially
a measure of the amount of absorption
present in a room, so alarge imbalance over
the frequency range means that some reflections will be absorbed more quickly than
others—which in turn results in an imbalance
in the reverberant field—which is where most
of us do our listening. Thus some frequencies
become over- emphasised due to lack of
absorption, whilst others do not build up to
the same extent so that we hear less sound
energy in this part of the spectrum, ie, the
frequency balance of the sound we hear is
altered.
We can see how this is brought about by
reference to equation ( 2) which relates the
sound pressure level at a point in a room, to
the acoustic power input and room
characteristics.
1 0 4
SPL = SWL + 10 log,
I... Eqn. 2
Acoustic power output
4nr
2 R
of loudspeaker

direct
sound
component

reverberant
sound component

(inverse squarelaw)

where Q = directivity factor
R = the room constant
Sa
R= —
1-0
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S = total surface area
=average absorption coefficient
We can see that any variation in the reverberant component brought about by an uneven
room absorption will cause avariation in the
received sound level. An even reverberation
time characteristic is therefore obviously
desirable. Equally important is the dispersion
characteristic of the loudspeaker which feeds
the reverberant field—but more of that next
month.
Additionally, if we do have an even characteristic, the room's attack and decay times will
be essentially constant over the audio band—
again maintaining sound quality. Most music
reproduced in the home will have either been
recorded in aconcert hall or studio having a
reverberation time of about 2s, or alternatively
reverberation may be artificially added when
recorded in a less lively environment. As long
as the reverberation time of the listening room
does not exceed about 0.3 to 0.4s, it will not
unduly degrade the reproduced sound,
provided that areasonably diffuse sound field
can be produced.

Diffusion
A diffuse sound field is one in which sound
waves travel with no preferred direction and
we have an even sound energy distribution
throughout the space. To achieve this one
needs amultiplicity of reflecting surfaces and
an even distribution throughout the room of
sound absorbing surfaces. In practice this
doesn't happen except in specifically designed listening rooms. For example, in the
domestic environment the most absorbent
surfaces will be the carpet on the floor and
upholstered furniture. Apart from curtains the
walls will be basically reflecting unless a rug
has been specifically hung up. So we see that
in the majority of domestic living rooms we
have avery poor distribution of absorbing
and reflecting surfaces, most of the absorption being at low level, which means that
the diffusion in such aroom is not going to
be very good.
Conversely, areflecting surface, just
because it reflects sound, does not mean it
will automatically produce diffuse sound.
Indeed, certain surfaces can do the exact
opposite ( fig. 9). Of particular interest is the
concave surface which tends to focus reflections, causing a local acoustic ' hot spot'.
Care must be taken to minimise this problem
by making sure that either the loudspeaker or
listener is kept well clear of such asurface. If
this cannot be avoided, then the surface
should be treated with an absorbing material.

FIG 9
Whilst the flat surface shown in fig. 9 does
not usually cause any particular problems,
placing a loudspeaker between two flat
parallel surfaces (
eg, walls) can give rise to a
phenomenon known as a 'flutter echo' (fig.
10). This can have quite a pronounced effect
on the perceived sound quality—adding a
metallic ring and an edgy harsh quality.
Many hotel bedrooms used for hi-fi demonstrations do just this. The problem can be
overcome by either ' breaking up' the parallel
reflecting surfaces eg, by modelling or by
bookshelves etc., or by hanging up patches of
sound absorbing material on the offending

surfaces eg, rugs, acoustic tiles, curtains etc.
Large glass panels can also be a problem,
producing strong mid and high frequency
reflections—the bass frequencies being
absorbed by the panel being forced into
vibration, afeature we will be looking at in a
future issue.
A third and most important aspect of room
acoustics which can produce quite serious
coloration is that due to room modes and
standing waves, or eigentones.

Room modes
Room modes are aspecific form of reflection
rather like the flutter echo, in that they can be
generated between two parallel surfaces ie,
the walls, floor and ceiling of aroom, but
they occur at specific frequencies, tending to
reinforce or attenuate certain notes. This is
brought about by interactions between the
direct and reflected sound within aroom.
Consider fig. 11. Here we see aseries of
pressure wavefronts being emitted by a
loudspeaker and travelling down the room to
the wall at the far end. Here they undergo a
reflection, changing direction by 180*, and
travel back up the room, undergoing afurther
reflection and change of direction at the other
end wall. Now, if this reflected wave arrives
back at the loudspeaker just as another
pressure pulse is being emitted, the two will
combine, resulting in asoundwave with a
greater amplitude than before being sent
down the room. The cycle then repeats
itself, allowing certain specific frequencies
either to build up in amplitude or decrease
depending on the relative phases of the
wavefronts.
The effect occurs at the frequency where
the wall-to-wall distance is exactly one half
wave length or a multiple of this. We therefore get awhole series of resonances set up
between the two walls, illustrated by fig. 12.
In addition to this series, we will also get
further resonances set up between the other
set of room walls and between the floor and
ceiling of our normally rectangular listening
room. Typically, the first resonances occur
between about 25Hz and 75Hz depending
on the size of the room concerned. Ishould
point out at this stage, that the above expla49

Raising
standards
The Quad
ESL-63 at Harrogate
For aquarter of acentury
leading recording,
broadcasting and
loudspeaker engineers have
used the Quad electrostatic
loudspeaker as astandard of
reference. Its influence on
the quality of reproduction
which we have come to
expect has been
considerable.
The introduction of its
successor, the Quad ESL-63
is an event of great
significance, destined to set
the standards for the future.
It is no coincidence that the
first customers for the Quad
ESL-63 have been recording
and broadcasting engineers
and loudspeaker
manufacturers.

QUAD us aregistered trade mark.
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The Quad ESL-63 will be
on demonstration at the
Harrogate International
Festival of Sound August
15th- 18th in the Duchy
Room-Cairn Hotel.
Complimentary tickets
for demonstrations
may be obtained in
advance
by writing
to or
telephoning
The Acoustical
Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., stating
day and time preferred.
Demonstrations will be
held every twenty minutes
from 11.00 a.m. to 7.40 p.m.
on Saturday 15th and Sunday
16th August and at the same
times on Friday the 14th.

Please note that the
exhibition is not open on
Friday the 14th, but by
kind permission of the
organisers we are opening
aday early to give
members of the public
an opportunity
to listen
to the Quad
ESL-63 in
comparative
tranquility.
The Acoustical
Manufacturing
Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon,
Cambs., PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561
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for the closest approach
to the original sound

Speaker

FIG 11

D = Direct Wave Front
R = Reflected Wave Front

spec rum and fewer problems. In most
listening rooms, room mode problems are
generally restricted to the range up to about
500 Hz or so, unless poor room dimensional
ratios produce adverse bunching ( fig. 14).
Low frequency room modes increase the
reverberation time of aroom in avery uneven
way, particularly in rooms with concrete
floors and brick or blockwork walls, where
little low frequency sound absorption is
available. Rooms with suspended wooden
floors can offer asuperior performance
because of the increased amount of LF
absorption afforded by the floor acting as a
panel absorber. However, the air space
beneath such afloor, or the floor itself, can
be driven into resonance, producing serious
midband coloration unless well controlled. An
increase in low frequency reverberation time
can produce excessive hangover—resulting in

aloose woolly bass sound, particularly with
loudspeakers which offer awell extended low
frequency response. Again, isolated modes
tend to over- emphasise certain bass notes.
Additionally, during the decay process, low
frequency energy tends to concentrate in the
modes—and the perceived frequency of a
note can alter, the frequency associated with
the mode tending to predominate and cause a
note to go off tune!
Room modes are most strongly excited at
their anti- nodes ie, at pressure maxima, and
moving aloudspeaker away from such a
point can often help. But apart from overemphasising aparticular frequency, astrongly
excited mode can also result in considerable
attenuation of sound level if you happen to
be listening in the wrong place, or if you have
positioned the loudspeaker at anodal point
where its radiation is substantially reduced.
Fig. 13 clearly shows the former effect, and
was produced by traversing ameasuring
microphone along the length of alistening
room, which was being excited at its fundamental axial resonant frequency ( upper) and
3rd harmonic ( lower trace).
Modal frequencies can be readily calculated
using either the simple formula for axial
modes:
172
fm =
where Lis the distance between the room
boundaries, or for those with amathematical
bent or large calculator:
fr.n.
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FIG.12 TYPICAL AXIAL ROOM MODES
(1 DIMENSION ONLY)

nation is agrossly simplified version, but it
will serve our purpose. In addition to the axial
modes described above, two further sets of
modes can be set up within aroom, firstly
between all four walls (tangential modes),
and secondly between all six room boundaries ( oblique modes). In most domestic
listening rooms it is the axial modes which
are the most important, as they produce the
highest energy build-up. Room modes
generally produce most problems at the lower
and lower mid frequencies—particularly in
modern buildings where little absorption
occurs at low frequencies. This is compounded by the large interval between the
resonant frequencies, an inevitable effect in
the average sized living room—particularly if
the room dimensions are such as to produce
alimited spread, giving rise to groups of
modes with similar frequencies, the relative
isolation of one mode ( or group) from
another only serving to further draw attention
to aparticular frequency. At higher frequencies, not only does there tend to
be more absorption available to help damp
out the modes, but there is agreater density of
modes ( the number increases as afunction of
frequency cubed) giving rise to acontinuous
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distribution of axial mode, note how irregular shape alters symmetry and aids diffusion.
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BELGIUM ( La Revue des
Disques de la Haute-Fidelite)
46 It is no longer recorded
music, The orchestra is there in
front, with the ambience of the
concert hall all around!ee
DENMARK ( Hobby Bladet
& Lyd & Tone)
46 The 901 can produce deeper
bass than any other speaker
Ihave ever listened to. ee
UNITED STATES (Audio)
44 There is no doubt that the
much abused and overworked
term "breakthrough" applies to
the Bose 901. ee
HOLLAND (Toon En Beeld)
44 The Bose 901 will make
your amplifier sound 2,000
guilders more expensive. The
most natural sounding system
on the market,'
ITALY (Audiovisione)
46 The high efficiency and
dynamic range of the Bose 901
will impress even the most
sceptical listener.
FRANCE ( Hifi Stereo)
44 The Bose 901 may well be
the finest speaker in its class",

JAPAN (Swing)
44This Bose loudspeaker
displayed the best performance,
not only in the purity of its
sound and realistic presence,
but also in its powerful
reproduction of high volume
sources.ee
GERMANY (Stereo Play)
46In comparison with the 901,
aconventional loudspeaker of
the same size sounds thin and
insubstantial.ee
UNITED STATES ( Hi Fi
Stereo Buyers Guide)
46In terms of sheer musicality,
this speaker ranks with the
finest, and in spaciousness of
sound is unsurpassed.”
UNITED KINGDOM ( Hi Fi
For Pleasure) jiiv 1
,
7,
461 must admit Ihad some
preconceived notions of how
these speakers would sound.
Iexpected apoor and diffuse
stereo image in my room but
that was not the case. In fact
the 901s produced one of the
most natural sound fields
Ihave heard. ee

We've gripped the best ears in the world.
Judging from these reports we must be
doing something right.
Of course it hasn't been easy. The
controversial concepts of abalance of reflected
and direct sound, 9matched full range drive
units, active equalisation and uniform power
response, was hound to be greeted with some
scepticism. Even though the first 901 direct/
reflecting loudspeaker introduced in 1968 was
the result of 12 years research at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology under
the direction of Dr Amar GBose.
But, as you see, the sound produced by this

new technology has gripped the ears
of some of the most hardened critics
in the world. Today, this performance
and technology is available across
awhole range of speakers for the
hi-fi enthusiast, professional musician
and now Bose in-car hi-fi for lovers of music
on the move.
Contact us at Trinity Trading Estate,
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD
(Tel: 0795 75341)
Sound by
if you want to
hear more.
Hi Fi and Pra-AudioProducts

Sole distribution in Eire by Audio International Ltd., 71, Dame St., (beside Olympia Theatre) Dublin 2.
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OUNDINGS
Donald Aldous

T camera dangling around her neck, stopped
HE visiting American lady, complete with

an elegant gentleman near Covent Garden
market and asked ' How do Iget to Covent
Garden?' The reply was: 'Twenty years of hard
work, madam!' Probably an apocryphal story
told by opera singers, but it does have relevance
to the theme of this month's ' Soundings'.
In the last month or so several letters have
reached me, all asking the same question in one
form or another: ' How can Ibecome an audio
equipment reviewer or an audio journalist?'
Today's economic problems and the need to
augment one's income or, indeed, get money
from any source if unemployed, has certainly
stimulated audio hobbyists to ponder whether
their interest could be made lucrative. Better
still, could audio become a career for some
enthusiasts?
Apart from my own lifetime fascination and
occupation with sound reproduction and
music, my investigations have led me up many
byways and revealed the backgrounds of some
renowned names devoting most of their time to
this sonic area.
All the top- fliers in this field appear to have a
dedication to the subject, from that remarkable
man Angus McKenzie, who lost his sight in the
middle 50s, Gordon King—whose commitment
to audio and electronic developments is total,
and John Borwick—a rare combination of engineer and expositor ( with aBBC background),
to the inquiring ' workaholic' journalist Barry
Fox, formerly known as Adrian Hope.
Of course there are others, for instance James
Moir, acoustician and engineer, Clement
Brown, originally a physicist leading to a
coming- together of music and audio technology, and Roger Driscoll, with impeccable
academic qualifications. Then we could add
such names as Martin Colloms, Noel Keywood,
Denys Killick, and others whose outpourings are
published regularly. ( For the present I am
concentrating on British reviewers and audio
writers, without referring to the audio specialists
abroad.)
This introduction may be a trifle off-putting
to any audiophile hoping to break into the
world of equipment reviewing or journalism.
But do remember that the paying customer—
readers of all the hi-fi magazines—in most
instances set great store by the views and
verdicts of the ' professionals'. As Clem Brown
hás said, 'There is some evidence that personable young fellows can get into publishing
houses on the strength of six weeks' vacation
work behind the counter at Bodgitts for Hi -Fi.'
John Borwick comments: 'The more senior
members of this profession are not blinded by
the latest technology and what it is claimed to
offer the purchaser, as their experience and
memories can put the developments into perspective'. If they do reveal an improvement, the
critics will say so.
Barry Fox rightly states that it is not possible
to become a freelance technical journalist or
equipment reviewer overnight. It is necessary to
ease in slowly over aperiod of years, whilst one
builds a credit of trust with editors. This is the
reason that Barry Fox used his Adrian Hope
pen- name, for he was working in a Patent
Agency drafting patent applications for inventors, and started to write articles first as a
hobby, and only later as acareer.
Barry says that the best advice he ever got
was from afeatures editor on The Times, ages
ago: ' Specialise in one field', he said, 'and then
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you can branch out into other fields'. He specialized in hi-fi and patents, and then in video.
Fleet Street is full of hacks—sometimes
called ' ball-point cowboys'—who will turn
their hands to any topic that the editor demands. But most specialist magazine editors do
not want articles from freelance scribes which
cover a subject only superficially. Again Barry
remarks: ' Editors are unlikely to be interested in
"think pieces"—like "What Ithink about the
latest loudspeakers", unless the author is
already very well-known for his or her
expertise.'
Finally, to quote acomment made to me by
Barry, Sony have a motto—' Research makes
the difference'. This should be the maxim for
reviewers and technical journalists. Any percipient reader can tell an under- researched article at a glance. Admittedly, to research an
article so that it offers at least some new
information can be incredibly time-consuming,
and that's why so few people persist with
freelance technical journalism.
Any audiophile planning to try freelancing in
the world of audio must recognise how much
work is involved in earning areasonable living.
Of course, if the reviewer is willing to
and earn money from manufacturers for consultancy or PR advice, life becomes a little
easier. But once you've sold your soul to commerce, your writings may become suspect.
In case any veteran reader with afile of early
hi-fi and record magazines turns up an advertisement for Whiteley WB loudspeakers accompanied by photographs of Percy Wilson,
John Gilbert, Fred Judd and myself, let me say
at once that no money changed hands for this
privilege!
Let's take alook at how that volatile personality Jimmy Moir achieved the success he undoubtedly has. He has always had a burning
interest in engineering and in really understanding what makes things tick, allied to a
hearty disregard for ' black magic' as an explanation of anything. This attitude was coupled
with a conviction—at the age of about ten
years—that engineering was the only career
worth following, plus astrong interest in music.
Hi-fi had to be a logical hobby for him.
In the early days one had to build one's
own's equipment, so hi-fi was an interest that
could be pursued at home. Jimmy says that a
few lucky decisions in mid-term and the good
fortune to work in the BTH Research Laboratory for anumber of years led to aprofessional
career in sound reproduction dealing with all
the varied problems involved in the design of
equipment and auditoria. This experience and a
free- flowing fountain pen led him to start writing for the journals, particularly Wireless World
and later the IEE Journal. And so today Jimmy

finds himself an authority', which description
amuses him.
James Moir, Angus McKenzie and Gordon
King have poured back much of their earnings
into test equipment. For example, JM and
Angus have test gear and recording equipment
worth around £ 50,000, and Gordon King
equally has many thousands of pounds
wrapped up in his test systems. Yes, we all
know that we listen with ears and not voltmeters, and this approach will suffice until
such time as the would-be reviewer can beg or
borrow some test equipment, or alternatively
get it on loan for review. This latter method is
not as easy as it was in the pioneer years.
What other attributes are needed to become a
reviewer? Obviously the ability to think clearly
and transfer these thoughts into understandable English for the non- technical or
semi- technical
reader,
according to the
magazine involved. JM says it helps to know
how to spell—or have a secretary with this
facility. His final comment to me was that a
capacity for converting differences that are
barely audible into mountain- size improvements seems to be a help in getting the
message across!
If after reading this piece you have not given
up in despair of ever becoming an audio reviewer or technical writer, do note that an
engineering degree, preferably in electronics,
will provide adiscipline that should assist you
in getting into the business. Yes, the chickenand- egg situation applies, as elsewhere. How
does one get into hi-fi without experience, and
how does one gain experience unless you can
get a job? Obviously a musical interest is essential, plus a pair of good ears. The other
requirements Ihave listed already, and there are
some worthy hi-fi stores dotted around the
country that could provide the experience, if
one gets on the staff—even part-time.
What are the advantages, then, of working in
the hi-fi industry, outside of the research departments? When you are known, you'll get
invited to many free lunches, exhibitions and
demonstrations of new products, and have an
opportunity of testing the new items before the
public gets access to most of them. The Press
people are afriendly bunch, and if you can get a
job on one of the hi-fi papers you will be able to
eat modestly but regularly. If you already have
some other job, but audio is ahobby, keep the
source of regular income. There is no one
golden road to success in audio. If you make it,
you must be able to meet the stress of deadlines
and the boredom of packing, storing and returning the items of equipment you have been
sent to test. If none of these suggestions
appeals, wrap it all up and open a take- away
food shop.

LOUDSPEAKER INTERFACE
x, y, zare integer numbers 0, 1, 2, 3 etc.
Within agiven room with fixed dimensions,
there is not agreat deal that one can do to
eliminate coloration due to poor mode
spacing, apart from carefully introducing
specific sound absorbers to reduce the
resonance effects, bringing the mode build-up
and decay more into line with the rest of the
frequency range. However, if a new listening
room is being built, it is possible by careful
choice of the room dimensions to produce a
reasonably even spread of the modal
frequencies—though in small listening rooms
the lowest frequency modes will always be

walls can help modal distribution and improve sound diffusion—but care must be
taken to ensure a basic symmetry if
stereo imagery is not to be adversely affected.
Fig. 14 shows some typical room mode
frequency distributions. The figure takes on
particular significance when we realise that to
achieve areasonably diffuse field ie, good
acoustics, we need at least 10 modes per ¡octave. With axial modes we get avery
predictable and regular sound pressure
distribution throughout the room—forming
planes of equal sound pressure. However,
with the higher orders of room mode a
considerably more complex pressure distribution results ( fig. 15). We now begin to see
some of the reasons why making only asmall
change to the listening position or loudspeaker locations can bring about quite a
large change in sound quality. But apart from
influencing the loudspeaker end of the hi-fi

fairly isolated, tending to stick out like the
proverbial sore thumb.
Over the years various 'golden ratios' have
been formulated to achieve optimum mode
distributions, typical ratios would be
1.6:1-25:1 or 2.5:1 - 6:1 ( L:W:H). Alternatively, building aroom with non- parallel
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We've got one thing to say about

SANSUIE...

Hi Fi reviewers have had agreat deal to say
about Sansui. Remarks like " Deservedly
Popular;' "Above average;' " Exceptionally good
sound;' " Outstanding value for money" have
become commonplace.
Laskys are pleased to welcome Sansui into their
stores — so now you can drop into your local
Laskys and hear just what the reviewers have
been enthusing about. You'll find amps, tuners,

turntables and cassette decks on show — all at
special Laskys prices and all carrying the free
Laskys 2year parts and labour guarantee.
So to Sansui — and to you — there's only one
thing to say...

•

elcome!

•••••

'

FRD55 turntable
Computerised direct drive tumtable programmable to
select individual tracks on arecord in any order. Fully
automatic. Has Sansui's straight D-O- B tonearm to
minimise irregular arm resonance. Includes cartridge.
Laskys Price £179.90

AUD5 amplifier
Highly specified 80 watts RMS amplifier. LED power
meters, four tone controls with defeat switch, MC head
amp, tape dubbing and loudness control head the
features. Laskys Price £189.90
5000 system
Built around thp A5 amp which produces 30
watts RMS per channel, plus T5 AM/FM tuner
with LED tuning meter, FRD35 auto- return
direct drive turntable and D95M metal
compatible cassette deck housed in asmart
walnut finish cabinet with glass doors.
Laskys Price £359.50
PRICES INCLUDE IS% VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF
GOING TO PRESS. ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY.

Laskys, the retail division of the Ladbroke Group.

0550M cassette deck
Sansui's top deck is a3- head, 2- motor unit with full
metal compatibility. Feather touch controls, bias fine
adjust, MPX filter, auto and memory repeat/play, rec.
mute and much more. Laskys Price £209.90

7000 system
Sophisticated system comprising 50 watts
RMS A7 amp, the T7 AM/FM tuner with pushbutton tuning, FRD35 auto- return direct drive
turntable and D300M metal compatible
cassette deck with full- logic controls all in
stylish walnut finish cabinet with glass doors.
Laskys Price £469.50

Lidatve
The leaders in Hi-Fi.

Laskys Superstores: London 01-636 0845 Barrungham 021-632 6303 Bristol 0272 20421 Chester 0244 317667 Eenburgh 031 556 2914 Glasgow 041-226 3349 Ktngsion 01-546 1271
Liverpool 051-236 2828 Luton 0582 38302 Manchester 061-832 6087 Nottingham 0602 415150 Preston 0772 59264 SI-effect ' 1742 750971 Stough 0753 24401
And Nationwide: London 6branches - nng Teledata 01-200 02001e nearest Caren 0222 374893 Chatnam 0634 407104 Colcheeer 0206 62636 Croydon 01-6813027 Dartford 0322 73481 _
Lecester 0533 537678 Medstone 0622 678165 Manchester 061-834 4381 Northampton 0604 35753 Oxford 0865 722870 Reacting 0734 595459 Richmond 01-948 1441 Romlord
IF%
0708 20218 Southend 0702 612241 Watford 0923 47488 Wolverhampton 0902 23384
Some stores may not yet have stock Rog fast io avoal disappOeftroebt

LAIKIN

aservIce ',melded

essociolion

with Urecrecle Fmance Ltd Ptease
ask lot aleaflet APR 29 8%11 you
Pay by Bankers Order 134 5% for
other methods of payment)

Discs and mats
difference, whether it be caused by amodulation in the groove or ' reflected' vibrations. It
is easy to detect the vibrations produced by
resonances in the turntable by listening
directly to the whole assembly. They become
even clearer if you use astethoscope.
The cutting of atypical stereo record is
affected by these resonances. The vertical
component of the cut ( 25-30% of the lateral
amplitude on average) has aconsiderable
effect on the openness and stability of the
stereo image.
As shown in fig. 1the resonances produced by the stylus tip propagate energy in
all directions throughout the turntable. These
vibrations are then reflected at differing
angles, with differing time- delays and
changes of amplitude. The resonant characteristics of the record are therefore very
important. This rules out the use of ' special'
records, such as lacquers or the JVC UHQR
type ( which can have improved stereo
separation of as much as 8 to 10dB), when
testing. They would give results different
from those obtained using a ' normal' record
when attempting to measure aturntable mat's
performance.
One method using a ' normal' record is that
which requires aturntable fitted with two
tonearms. The first arm is used to play a
track on which asignal is recorded and the
second, which plays an unmodulated
groove,is used to pick up the vibrations
produced by the stylus tip of the first
cartridge.These vibrations travel through the
complex paths of the disc, the mat, the
platter, the plinth and the arm. It is obvious
that in picking up these resonances with
another arm it will be difficult to isolate one
parameter clearly as the second arm is never
'perfect' and is, moreover, coupled firmly to
the structure being measured. However, by
the use of cross-checking, correlation and
reciprocating results it can prove useful as a

translated by
Paul Crook
THERE HAS ALWAYS been controversy
II over the effect aturntable mat can have
on sound quality. Measurements, like listening tests, involve some risk of error, misinterpretation, or omission, and as a result, some
turntable mats, developed using impulse
measurements for example, don't always
give satisfactory results when listened to. In
the same way other mats, developed by
ear alone, may only give mediocre results
when measured. Although the best should
fulfil both these conditions, there are nevertheless exceptions. Setting aside myth and
magic, there are numerous phenomena that
are very difficult to isolate and control in
order to find the best compromise.
This helps to explain many of the difficulties involved in trying to develop agood
turntable mat. It is very hard to isolate just
one parameter which can be measured under
conditions as close as possible to a normal
listening situation, which will then give
meaningful results.
It is all too easy to forget that the pressure
exerted on the groove wall of arecord by a
typical stylus is greater than 1 tonne/cm 2
( = approx 6 tons per sq. in), which is enough
to deform the groove both statically ( platter
not turning) and dynamically, an effect which
is directly audible—we call it ' needle talk'.
The cutting amplitude can be as great as
90 pm laterally and up to 50 pm vertically,
which is large enough to set the whole
turntable in motion when the groove is being
traced. Despite the groove being very small it
contains so much information that avariation
of 0.1 pm is sufficient to produce an audible
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FIG.1 Vibrational disturbances are excited
by groove being dragged past the stylus. Note
the effect of these vibrations as they traverse
the player: plinth. platter, mat, recrrd, arm etc.
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STYLUS TIP
DIRECTION OF MOTION

by Jean Hiraga*

measurement technique. However, picking up
the effect of resonant vibrations at a point
different from that of the first cartridge is a
problem. Also, the normal level of rumble is
such that the measurements are too unstable
to give convincing results.
Another measurement technique involves
exciting the whole turntable assembly using a
loudspeaker. This method is widely used and
will serve for this particular test of mat
performance. To do this the loudspeaker is
mounted above the turntable ( fig. 2). This
allows the whole assembly to be vibrated
without the need for adirect mechanical link.
Another method is to place avibrating table
beneath the plinth. However, both of these
methods are compromises, as ideally vibration
should be induced ' directly' by the stylus tip,
which would also have to serve for the
detection of resonances.
With this test, aspectrum analyser shows
fairly blatant differences. It is therefore
desirable to find the type of mat which most
effectively absorbs any resonances. However,
this might lead us to think that there would
be loss of some of the recorded information
by absorption as a result of the transitory
bending of this 'disc support'. If it is fairly
easy to prove that certain turntable mats give
aclear improvement in rumble, due to the
mechanical decoupling of the record from the
platter, it would seem that this could also
lead to some loss of subjective sound quality,
or ' loss of information', which would
produce such effects as arecessed mid- band,
a loss of subjective level and even a loss of
dynamics.
The photographs of fig. 3 show, therefore,
the effect of external vibrations picked up by
the cartridge, that is resonances more or less
absorbed by the different mats used. Three
mats were used for this test, and were
compared to a reference. For some tests the
record was placed directly onto the platter.
For these measurements it is possible to use
fixed frequencies, but here afrequency sweep
from 0 to 2.5 kHz was used.
The sound pressure level at the record was
87dB. Each of the photographs taken on the
spectrum analyser allows us to compare each
of the mats to a hard rubber one. The spectrum analyser was set to abandwidth of 0 to
2.5 kHz. Tó check these results each spectrum
is accompanied by a plot of the noise level
taken using a 13 & K test rig.
The three mats were as follows. The
Audioref Le Mat', designed by Valois Distribution and marketed in..the UK by Moth
Marketing. It is 2mm thick and although it
looks like asheet of normal rubber it is in fact
acomposition of silicone mastic and acarbon
based substance. This mat, which is electrically conductive, has amechanical resistance
of 1280/cm 2 and, according to its inventor,
represents the best compromise between
resilience and conductivity ( resilience being
the degree 'of rebound measured on apparatus
such as that developed by Zwick). According
to the manufacturer, the mixture comprises
approximately 60% conductive material and
40% silicone mastic which provides the
required compromise and gives asatisfactory
overall subjective result.
The ' Dumpa' ( previously called the
'Spectra') from the same firm. It is also a
composition of silicone mastic but contains
"Reprinted with permission from Nouvelle Revue du
Son. Sept 1980
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other more flexible materials. This mat,
although highly praised by many users,
exhibits some subjective failings such as a
slight loss of mid- band level or aslight
'fattening' of the bass, faults which remain
difficult to quantify by measurement.
The third was made of butyl rubber. This
substance is useful and yet difficult to take
advantage of as it can give good or bad
results according to its thickness and shape.
Some mats made with it have produced some
promising, if not excellent, results. An example is
the one developed in Japan by Pioneer.
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The reader will note that for the results
obtained using the B & K plotter, the noise
levels at frequencies below 100 Hz are not very
consistent for each curve. In fact, the spectrum analyser shows that the level of rumble
is rather unstable, and this is made worse by
the resonance produced by the external
excitation provided by the loudspeaker. One
must, therefore, only take the curves that look
fairly similar into account. Whether you have
a hard mat or no mat at all, it is evident that
there is amajor resonance at 1.4 kHz. On the
other mats this resonance is sometimes totally

absent, as is the case with the ' Dumps' and
the 'Audioref'.
A resonance at about 270 Hz is also clearly
visible, due, it would seem, to the measurement technique. As stated above, this uses an
external source of excitation, so to isolate the
measuring rig from external vibrations the
turntable was mounted on foam supports. It
seems that for agiven frequency, here
270 Hz, the whole assembly begins to resonate. This demonstrates that the various
accessories available for isolating the turntable from external vibration, particularly
feedback, do not always give good results.
These accessories, which are intended to
provide mechanical decoupling, can introduce
resonances as aresult of their ' spring' effect,
which is accordingly more or less well
damped. It can be observed, however, that for
this resonance the levels do vary slightly
according to the mat used, levels which are
otherwise stable for repeated measurements.
Below 100 Hz and above 2Hz the levels are
not the same for each curve due to instability,
but numerous measurements help to produce
agood average, something the spectrum
analyser does for us elsewhere.
With regard to the photographs taken on
the spectrum analyser, the reader should note
that the ' reference' used was a hard rubber
mat, for which the whole of the curve is
visible. However, at the bottom of the photograph you can only see the top part of the
curves obtained for the other mats, the lower
limit of the screen. This is not amajor problem as you only need to note any variations
in vibratory phenomena that are repeatable.
Another method would consist of either
superimposing the two curves
(reference+mat tested) or taking separate
photographs of each curve, but this would
take up a lot of space.
The main aim, however, is to establish that
for these types of measurement the differences between various turntable mats are
obvious and may be as large as several
decibels.
Distortion Measurements
For this measurement atest record compromising several bands of recorded sine
waves is used. As the frequencies used are
recorded at various different levels, it is
interesting to compare the performances of
the different mats. Note, however, that the
distortion level, which should normally remain
unchanged, is in fact altered by the vibratory
characteristics of the mats. Fig. 4 shows, in
table form, the results obtained directly from
the screen of the Hewlett Packard spectrum
analyser. This automatically calculates and
displays the distortion level of the different
harmonics, using acursor which can be
moved along the curve at will (the final curve
being an average of 32 memorised sweeps).
These measurements show that one of the
mats, the 'Audioref', gives the best overall
result. For the different mats measured, the
one which gives the lowest level of distortion
is shown in heavy type. As can be seen, the
differences are not insignificant.
Measurement Using a Musical Signal
This is avey interesting test, although it is
difficult to analyse the results. Even when
differences can be identified by measurement,
it remains much more difficult to predict the
subjective effects. For this test, which allows
both normal playing conditions and the use
of asingle cartridge to excite and pick up
resonances in the system, there are two
possible techniques:
You can, as has been done here,memorise
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Dumpa mat
the mean level from 0 to 20 kHz for agiven
period of time. Fig. 5shows the results
obtained using this method. In order to be
able to see the results of each measurement
more clearly with respect to the reference ( a
hard rubber mat) it has been necessary to
separate the two curves. Although these
differences look small they are in fact relatively large, as the curves show average and
not instantaneous levels. The Audioref once
again appears to give the best results.
Another method, which has previously
been used for cartridge testing ( measurement
of transients) involves memorising the
maximum instantaneous levels on areal-time
analyser, anormal record being used to
provide amusical signal. This measurement
technique is equally interesting, although
there are possibilities of error, such as an
increase in level due not to greater dynamics
but to square- wave overshoot.
The main aim is to show whether the differences perceived between the mats are not
only audible but also large enough to be
detectable by measurement.

Listening Test Results
To state an opinion on the results of listening
tests performed using different turntable mats
is arather delicate matter. The differences can
be large or small according to the test method
used, and the quality of the system employed
is not particularly important.
Thus certain systems of moderate quality
which have amediocre performance can
nevertheless show up the subjective characteristics of agiven mat quite clearly. Other
very highly developed systems can only reveal
small differences, perhaps due to bad matching
of the component parts. In certain situations
this is due to the speaker which, although it
may have aflat frequency response and
produce excellent measured results, can be
completely indifferent to changes of arm,
cartridge or mat.
For this type of listening test the turntable
used is very important. Indeed, aparticularly
badly damped platter, one prone to ' ringing',
can be improved by the use of afairly thick,
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soft mat. In other circumstances avery thick,
well damped platter could sound better
without amat. This is why some highly
developed turntables do not use mats at all.
Thus the results obtained can vary according to the turntable used, and many experiments under many different conditions are
necessary to establish clearly whether agiven
mat improves, alters or degrades the sound
quality of aturntable.
There may be some compensation between
the different elements of the system. A
relatively hard mat in asystem with arecessed mid/upper mid can produce abalanced result. But this same mat could give bad
results in adifferent system. This seriously
complicates matters, since listeners can no
longer agree on what they think the groove
really contains. It is important that readers
should be aware of these difficulties.
On aThorens TD- 160 fitted with an
Ultracraft arm and AKG cartridge, the Dumpa
seemed to produce aslight increase in the
bass, recess part of the mid and raise the
extreme HF. The resulting sound is not
unpleasant, perhaps due to the HF/EHF
balance.
Without amat alarge part of the mid/upper
mid is emphasised such that it becomes
unpleasant at high levels ( with an apparent
increase in intermodulation distortion). As
stated previously, this sort of effect can benefit
some systems and it depends largely on what
turntable is being used.
The butyl rubber mat seemed to drop the
level over the whole spectrum but at the same
time causes an extra loss of EHF.
The 'Audioref' mat gave the best definition
over the whole spectrum, and excellent
balance, all without the usual problems of a
louder bass or aloss of EHF. Listening to
many records, often repeating them many
times to confirm our first impressions, proved
that overall the 'Audioref' gave the best
results. Being slightly conductive it also
avoids the problem of static discharges when
you remove the record. Its thinness and the
judicious choice of materials used in this mat
give the best compromise between measured
and subjective results achieved so far•
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Butyl rubber mat
Fig 5: Measured amplitude vs. frequency
for arecord whilst playing, music extract
from " Le Boeuf sur le toit". ( Display
averaged over 64 measurements)

LOUDSPEAKER INTERFACE
from page 53

chain, MORI modes can also affect the input
end-namely the turntable. As the above
figures show, the sound field within alistening room at low frequencies is far from even,
with pressure maxima always occurring at
room boundaries, and corners particularly.
This increase in sound pressure level will
increase the acoustic breakthrough and
feedback to the turntable-which in some
cases can be considerable. However, by
moving the deck away from such positions
the situation can often be improved.
The sound pressure distributions shown in
fig 15 are of the room's steady state response. However, with real input signals such
as music the room rarely reaches its steady
state condition. Plots such as figs 15. 14 and
12 do however give us avaluabPe insight into
how aroom will behave and which frequencies are likely to be the most affected
and require attention.
But room modes are by no means the be-all
and end-all of room acoustics, and next month
we will see how the loudspeaker, room and
listener interact together and how to optimise
loudspeaker positioning•
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ANNOUNCEMENT
nrecent years, many dramatic
improvements have been made in
studio recording techniques. These
improvements include digital recording
and half speed mastering.
CBS are proud to introduce
MASTERSOUND, aseries of audiophile records and cassettes which
utilise the most advanced techniques
resulting from these developments.
All classical recordings in the
MASTERSOUND series are digital.
This revolutionary process of
transmitting the original music to the
master tape eliminates the problems
of limited dynamic range and tape
hiss, and results in asound more
faithful to the original performance
than any disc created from
conventional analogue master tapes.

All half- speed mastered and digital
cassettes are produced on high
quality chromium dioxide tape.
These advanced cassettes are
duplicated at alower speed, giving
outstanding clarity of sound.

Other recordings in the
MASTERSOUND series are halfspeed mastered. Here the master
lacquer is cut from the finest quality
original tape at half speed, to ensure

CBS MASTERSOUND presents a
giant step forward in recorded sound
and you will hear the difference
when you buy your first
MASTERSOUND recording.

Digital recordings
include:

Half-speed Mastered
recordings include:

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No.5
Bernstein CBS 35854*
BOCCHERIM: String Quintets
John Williams CBS 36671*
RAVEL: Sheherazade, etc.
Von Stade/Ozawa CBS 36665*
PROKOFIEV: Symphony No.5
Bernstein CBS 35877*
SAINT-SAENS/LALO Cello Concerti
Ma/Maazel CBS 35848
THE POWER & THE GLORY
Mormon Tabernacle Choir
CBS 36661*

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
Bridge Over Troubled Water
CB14 63699*
MEATLOAF
Bat Out Of Hell EPCH 82419*
BARBRA STREISAND
Guilty CBSH 86122*
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
Born To Run CBSH 80959
BILLY JOEL
The Stranger CBSH 82311*
NEIL DIAMOND You Don't Bring
Me Flowers CBSH 86077*

maximum accuracy in the transfer
of the original signal to disc.

'Available on cassette

TRUE, PURE and ACCURATE
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READERS LETTERS
... about a Japanese Fox hunt
From: G. Hill, Manager, Nottingham Hi Fi Centre, 156 Alf reton Road, Nottingham NG7 3NR
Dear Sir, Iwas astonished and a little annoyed
to read.Barry Fox's extraordinary diatribe ( p.41
June issue) against Japanese manufacturers in
general, and Trio in particular. Iagree that in
many cases minute changes in circuit _topology
have been trumpeted from the roof- tops as
major innovations in design, but surely this sort
of thing is not exclusively. the province of the
Japanese?
Mr. Fox criticises the plethora of different
cassette- based noise- reduction systems that
the Japanese have brought on the market, yet
Dolby- C, Hi- Corn, and dbx are not of Japanese
origin. As far as the micro- cassette is concerned, I am in partial agreement that this
complicates matters, but, referring back to the
launch of the original Philips cassette, was
there not also the ill-fated Grundig ' cassette'
around at the time, and how about the 8track?
As far as conflicting standards are concerned,
the British are among the worst offenders,
especially as regards the provision of DIN tape
outlets on many domestic amplifiers which do
not in any way conform to the DIN standard.
Mr. Fox says that the Trio theories on magnetic distortion are 'dubious and formula- ridden'.
Both Mr. Fox and myself, among others, were
present at aseminar in February 1980 when the
Trio engineers presented their findings, but Ido
not remember him criticising them thus on that
occasion. As Irecall, Trio set out to prove that
heavy current AC waveforms were more distorted when in close proximity to ferrous materials
than non-ferrous. The presentation seemed
straightforward, their methodology unexceptional and their conclusions reasonable.
Whether or not this distortion is audible Iwould
hesitate to say, but surely this does not render
the theory dubious? As for 'formula- ridden'.
Maxwell's electromagnetic equation'is not the
easiest subject to discuss in a non- technical
way, requiring pretty rigorous maths ( much of
which is frankly beyond my comprehension).
Mr. Fox's treatment of Sigma Drive is equally
strange. At the presentation of Sigma Drive
earlier this year at the Heathrow Hotel, the Trio
engineers made it abundantly clear that those
amplifiers that have Sigma Drive are standard
models of acircuit configuration that Trio have
been developing for some years, and that
Sigma Drive is merely an extension ( with certain safeguards) of the amplifier feedback loop
to the loudspeaker terminals. Any suggestion
that operating a Sigma Drive amplifier in the
conventional way is like running afour- cylinder
engine on two cylinders is nonsense. As to the
audible superiority or otherwise of Sigma Drive,
the individual will no doubt decide for himself.
Mr. Fox says that 'every year Trio-Kenwood
claim an audible improvement through some
new twist in technology'. Page 13 of the technical guide to Sigma Drive states boldly:
'Although improvements in amplifier performance have continually provided better specifications, the practical implication from the
listener's point of view is the actual performance of the speaker'.
Mr. Fox suggests that most technical innovations are capable of straightforward explanation in ' plain English'. Doubtless he is right, but
what are we to make of his usage of plain
English when he states that an amplifier is
ideally nothing more or less than a ' Straight
wire with gain'? This sloppy ( and erroneous)
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figure of speech which has been bandied about
for years is precisely what the ideal audio
amplifier is not. An amplifier has to be frequency tailored in its disc stage to account for
the RIAA characteristic, it has to be limited ( at
the very least) in the high frequency range to
eliminate external interference, amongst other
things, and no straight wire with or without
gain is capable of the impedance transformation necessary to drive speakers. ( It is of course
possible that Mr. Fox has discovered yet
another variation on Lenz's law and has developed the straight wire step-down transformer
with gain). If Mr. Fox is truly adamant about the
virtues of his piece of straight wire he has only
to connect aceramic cartridge directly to apair
of high impedance crystal headphones to
achieve the sixth heaven. When he can make
the combination amplify he will, no doubt, have
reached Nirvana.
Yours faithfully

... about some Ambisonic clarifications
From: Professor P. B. Fellgett, Dept of
Cybernetics, University of Reading, 3
Earley
Gate,
Whiteknights,
Reading
RG6 2AL
Dear Sir, It may be helpful to readers to add a
couple of comments to Mr. Ivor Humphreys'
welcome reference to Ambisonics in his report
on ' High Fidelity 81' ( June issue page 23).
Ambisonics, as is already known by most hi-fi
buffs, provides for two, two- and- a- half, or
three- channel working, or afour- channel mode
with reproduction of height. It also permits any
reasonable number of loudspeakers to be used
at the option of the listener; current decoders
mainly cater for four- speaker layouts, but at
least one provides a six- speaker option. The
Boots demonstration was in fact two- channel
surround reproduction using four loudspeakers.
This does not make it 'four- channel sound'; it is
an old ' quadraphonic' mistake to confuse
channels with loudspeakers.
The various decoders now being marketed by
a number of firms, as Mr. Humphreys mentioned, have been designed by Dr. Geoffrey
Barton working in the Department of Cybernetics at Reading University, in collaboration with
Mr. Michael Gerzon at the University of Oxford,
and the individual firms concerned. In addition
to implementing the specifically Ambisonic
features, Dr. Barton has been at pains to realise
the highest level of general audio quality consistent with the budget constraints, which of
course vary between one manufacturer and
another according to the part of the market they
are aiming at.
Yours faithfully

. . about that damn'd, elusive,
pimpernel
From: H. Wilman, 76 Mount Grace Road,
Potters Bar, Herts EN6102
Dear Sir, Headphone listening to binaural recordings can offer experiences that are uncannily real, almost frighteningly so, but unfortunately these heights seem to be attainable
all too rarely. The mystery is why?
The 'elusive pimpernel' I refer to is front
imaging. One reads that people vary in their
ability ( is that really the right word?) to sense or
'reconstruct' images in front of them when
listening on headphones. This may well be so,
but it does not evade the fact that there are
individuals who do succeed in perceiving the

effect sometimes. This implies either avariable
hearing condition in the individual or an- as- yet
random, unidentified and uncontrolled characteristic of binaural recording ( or transmitting),
or both.
I first
tried
binaural
listening
using
Sennheiser's first ( 7- inch) ' Dummy Head'
record—the one where a male speaker walks
round -his room giving a commentary plus
sound effects. English on one side of the disc,
German on the other. Ifound this very convincing indeed, as did all my friends and family who
tried it. Fired with enthusiasm, I bought a
number of binaural recordings: one from
Germany direct, and several from Mr Skeet
whom all your readers know. However, none of
these enables me to hear sounds out in front:
they all emanate from each side, above or
behind me. Likewise, Ihave listened to most of
the BBC's binaural broadcasts and all failed
similarly. ( Ishould point out that, in all cases,
the sound quality was superb—it was only the
directionality which failed). But whenever I
return to my first ( the Sennheiser) disc it always
is convincing.
The final mystery is this: about ten years ago,
long before I had heard or even heard of
binaural recording, Iwent hunting for aquality
tape- deck, in London. During my searches I
tried a Sony ( I forget which model) in
Tottenham Court Road. It was convenient to try
it out on headphones, being abusy shop. Ishall
not forget the terrific impact that the sounds I
heard made on me. The orchestra was spread
out in front of me over a wide angle, just like
sitting centrally in aconcert hall adozen or so
rows from the front. There were no spurious
sounds above, behind, or sideways! I wish
now, of course, that Ihad details of that tape
recording ( reel-to-reel, by the way) and of how
it was recorded. Certainly, Ihave not had a
comparable experience since—except,
of
course, at a live concert!
Surely somebody out there knows the
secret ...
Yours frustratedly

... about a weighty (but
weighted) comparison

un -

From: Denys Killick, Kingsacre, Crown
Hill, Llantwit Fardre, Pontypridd, Mid
Glam CF38 2NA
Dear Sir, Ihave been reading with interest the
fascinating article in your June issue entitled
'25 Years Ago ... ' by Geoff Jeanes, which
reviewed some of the advertisements and
editorials in the first issue of HiFi News dated
June 1956. There is, however, one comparison
between the performance characteristics of a
famous open- reel tape recorder of that era with
the performance of amodern cassette deck that
does less than justice to the memory of a late
and sorely missed friend, Sidney Brown of
Vortexion uq.
Mr. Jeanes rightly quoted that the 1956
advertisement for the Vortexion referred to
'total hum and noise at 71- ifs, 50 Hz to 12 kHz,
unweighted, better than — 50dB'. However,
your colleague then goes on to point out that
amodern Dolby cassette deck using very much
narrower track widths and running at aquarter
of the tape speed produces anoise performance
of — 60dB, which we now take for granted.
Unfortunately he is not comparing like with like
in his terms of reference.
In fact, if we take the unweighted noise
measurements from a modern cassette deck
(using modern tape of course) the result is
likely to be about, or alittle worse than, — 50 dB
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Our July issue carried an article by Noel
Keywood reviewing two Japanese turntables,
the Lux PD300 and Pioneer PL 1000. Mr.
Keywood has complained that in editing this
piece we wrote and inserted most of the
fourth and fifth paragraphs, expressing views
in his name which he did not hold. We have
agreed to allow Mr. Keywood this page in
order to set out his own position, but because
of pressures on space and time our reply is
printed as part of Editorial Comment on page
35. However, when experts disagree the field
is open for debate, so readers are welcome to
send us their thoughts on the points raised.
We would also draw attention to the article
on page 55.— Ed
MY ORIGINAL explanation of the thinking
behind the Lux PD300 vacuum deck outlined
the benefits of clamping adisc against aplatter.
Iwill explain in more detail here the behaviour
of adisc, both undamped and clamped in this
fashion.
The stylus and cantilever of a cartridge
possess mass and this mass must be accelerated by the modulation of arecord groove.
Although
the
effective
mass
of
a
stylus/cantilever assembly can be low, at 0.8
milligrams or less, high accelerations of 1,000g
or more are exerted, involving accelerating
forces of up to 0.8 gm ( 8 milli- Newtons). The
action of accelerating the stylus assembly provokes areaction in the disc, in exactly the same
way that agun jumps backwards when firing a
shell. Because records are warped to adegree
that they are not fully supported by the turntable platter, and because they are compliant,
the disc surface is able to move or vibrate in
sympathy with the motion of the stylus, as
shown in fig. 1. These vibrations are heard from
the disc surface as ' needletalk'.
A disc weighs about 120 gms, but vinyl
compliance effectively decouples an area
beneath the stylus that is of considerably less
mass than that of the entire disc. The diagrams
illustrate this point in elementary terms, with
40 gms of disc material shown decoupled from
the rest. Let us assume that it is this area near to
the stylus that will be in motion. The fact that
this motion occurs, and that the surface is in
movement at all frequencies except the lowest,
was proven by recording the needletalk signal
with asensitive, high quality condenser microphone for this report. Because the microphone
can get close to the area under vibration,
around the stylus, this is far more sensitive than
listening by ear.
Clamping the disc against the platter of the
Lux by vacuum, which causes an even pressure
to be exerted across the disc surface, effectively
increases its mass—as far as the stylus reaction
is concerned—to that of the platter and subchassis. The platter weighs 3,500 gms, but the
massive cast sub- chassis, which includes the
arm carrier and arm, must weigh at least
5,000 gms, giving a conservative estimate of
8,500 gms total mass. If we were to speculate
that 40 gms ( one third) of the disc were in
movement—a rather large simplification of
what is happening—then the effective mass
increases from avalue of 50,000 times greater
than that of the stylus ( OS mg to 40 gms), to
over ten million times greater, afactor of 212:1.
For the same reason that a gun accelerates
backwards more slowly than the projectile it
fires is accelerated forward, due to the differences in mass, so disc acceleration in reHI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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in a reduction factor of 212. This is the extra
energy delivered to the stylus in the example,
and it serves to increase stylus velocity, as
would be expected and as the kinetic energy
equation tells us.
However, the really important point is not
just that this energy is directed into the stylus
and the hi-fi signal, instead of being uselessly
dissipated as vinyl vibration or sound in the
form of needletalk, but that selective losses
leading to tonal imbalance and coloration are
eliminated. Moreover, this energy must be fully
recovered in the manner explained, through the
principle of coupling the disc to a large mass,
not dispersed in order to be lost somewhere
else. We do not want to dissipate this energy by
other methods, as the inserted passages in my
review suggest, but to recover it in order to
improve fidelity.
Finally, there is a misunderstanding about
generator efficiency that needs to be cleared
up. High efficiency is not needed and is not an
important factor in pickup cartridge design.
Getting more efficiency just means getting a
greater proportion of what we already have
from a cartridge, or increasing overall signal
level. This doesn't result in abetter signal, just
more of it, and as we all know, high output
budget cartridges do not sound better than low
output high quality ones.
Noel Keywood

action to the stylus is retarded by a factor of
over 200 times in the above example due to the
increase in mass effected by clamping ( since
F = m xa).
Again, listening to the disc when clamped
showed that except at the highest frequencies
most of the needletalk signal had disappeared,
proving that movement or vibration had ceased.
If the disc ceases to move at audio frequencies,
then the resultant stylus movement will more
faithfully represent the waveforms recorded in
the groove. In other words, the mechanical
energy of the modulation, imparted by groove
motion due to rotation of the platter (the turntable drive motor indirectly supplies this
energy), is more effectively transmitted into the
stylus instead of being partially dissipated as
vibrations in the disc surface, which cause and
are detected as needletalk.
In the example, if disc acceleration is reduced
by afactor of 212, since y= at ( accel xtime),
velocity yis reduced by the same amount. The
net loss of kinetic energy into the disc
(k = mv 2)is I. 212 m (v/212) 2,which results
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LETTERS continued
(ref. Standard Reference Level 250 nWb/m)
depending upon whether the Dolby circuit is in
or out of operation. Noise levels of — 60 dB (and
better) are weighted with Dolby switched in.
Within my measurement experience Iwould
suggest that modern cassette decks using the
very latest highly publicised tape formulations
are in some respects only now beginning to
approach the kind of performance standard that
Sidney Brown achieved 25 years ago—albeit
he had the advantage of wider tracks and
higher speeds. A more fair comparison would
be between the 1956 Vortexion specification
and that of its closest present relation, the range
of Ferrograph Super 7 recorders. Referring to
the same tape speed of 7I- i/s and the same
track width (itrack on
in. tape), the un weighted noise measurement for the Vortexion
e

was, as stated, — 50 dB ( believed to refer to 3%
third harmonic distortion), but that quoted
today for anew Ferrograph, using vastly improved heads, tapes and circuitry, shows an improvement of only 5dB to — 55dB ( ref. 2%
distortion).
Within the field of domestic recording equipment it could be said that the benefit of the
dramatic progress that has been experienced
over the last 25 years can be enjoyed rather
more in terms of convenience and cost/
efficiency relationships than in the startling
improvement to sound quality that was implied.
May Iadd in conclusion that Iam personally
acquainted with individuals who are proud still
to be using with affection their much loved,
though ancient, Vortexion open- reel recorders,
which they would not exchange for amodern
cassette deck ( with or without noise reduction)
at any price!
Yours faithfully
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The NfW Micro Mass Technology
Cartridge Range from AKG

1

Diamond Vlass

AKG has suceded in reducing
the mass of the diamonl , by removing the
diamond rod and bondi gonly the tip— all
that
is
needed f > r the
replay
process— directly onto --->
ecantilever arm.
A micro- saving in m ss and bonding
material at the very poi it of contact with
the disc surface!

bteus t,u
Conventionalh cut styli can lose
contact with groove walls at certain
deflection points. Result— signal
deterioration and groc.../e damage. The
new ' Analog 6' cut
as six laser cut
surfaces guaranteeing >ptimum tracking

at all : imes during the playing pr‘cess,
improing signal-to-noise ratic and
reducing surface wear.

The Suspension
The patented AKG T.S. ustem
is a angle pivot point knife edgc type
which provides extreme flexibility br the
cantileuer in all directions and guar ntees
constrit, even contact betwee
the
stylus Ina groove wails.

4

sound and ultra-lov -distortion.

5

The Housing

An ele trically conductive
lightweight plas ic housing ensures
freedom from vibetion and the essential
prevention of stati charge build up which
can seriously impk. rtracking efficiency.
AKG Micro Mass Technology
Cartridge Assembly

The Transducer

A newly designed rare earth
sama ium cobalt cylinder magnet
provii es a dramatic reductii n in
inducrvity, coupled with transparent

With the continuing improvements in recording techniques, selection of the
right cartridge for your hi-fi system becomes increasingly critical and
countless models are available that promise " the finest sound ever" due to an
astonishing new design feature or two.

Three cartridges in the Micro Mass
Technology range, to ensure the perfect
match for your system.

CARTRIDGE DESIGN ISN'T LIKE THAT.
There are a number of components in the complete unit and the efficiency
of each MUST be maximised to ensure that the final assembled cartridge is
able to retrieve a totally clear, uncoloured signal, across the entire audio
spectrum, from your records. At the same time, surface wear must be
reduced to an absolute minimum.
The new AKG Micro Mass Technology range has attained astonishing
improvements in each of the five basic component areas of the stereo
cartridge. They are briefly discussed here and more detailed information is
available from your AKG dealer or by filling in the reply coupon on this page.

AKG
OCOUSCICS

AKG Acoustics Ltd
191 The Vale, London W3 7QS
Tel: 01-749 2042 TX: 28938 akgmic g

P25MD/35 The Jtimate for lightest weight tone arms and top
qualny systems.
Pl5MD Advanced quality design incorporating the essential
Micro Mass Technology design features ( available with
optional matching headshell).
P1OED Micro Mass Technology for the more robust system
guaranteeing superb sound quality.

(Send this coupon for information about
AKG products

1---1

CARTRIDGES
ni MICROPHONES
I I HEADPHONES
Name
Street
Town
Postcode
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âhier:

Edward Seckerson
considers the
`Wunderhorrisymphonies
E CANNOT SEE how any of his music
can long survive him wrote one
soured New York critic afew days after
Mahler's death in 1911, and for a time it
looked very much as though this seemingly
rash prophecy might well prove all too
accurate. But for the efforts of a distinguished
group of ' devotees' ( Walter, Mengelberg,
Klemperer and Barbirolli among them), the
dearth of Mahler on record or in the concert
hall continued well into the 60s. Admittedly

vv

the 60s did bring to the catalogue a number
of revelatory and, in some cases, first stereo
recordings, among them the Walter and
Klemperer readings of the Second, the
Bernstein Third and the Walter Ninth, but
their rate of arrival was nothing compared to
the veritable flood which began in the 70s. Of
course, glancing now over a catalogue which
currently lists 16 recordings of Symphony No.
1, nine of No. 2, eight of No. 3 and 13 of No.
4 ( to take only those under discussion here)
it seems inconceivable that Mahler should
ever have been in short supply. Yet such was
the case.
Ithink perhaps the key to this cult- like
upsurge in Mahler's popularity has a
sociological origin rooted way back at the
beginning of the century. Gradually the tightlipped conservatism and inhibition that had
previously rendered his music unfashionably
self-indulgent, disappeared. Creative artists
could more acceptably give vent to their
private emotions in public, as it were. People
began to regard the likes of Mahler as a
mirror in which they might see their own
neuroses reflected, and through which they
might escape from the harsh realities of an
increasingly automated and materialistic
society into worlds of fantasy and heightened
vision. The space-age technology of the 70s
only intensified the need.
Mahler himself spent a great deal of his
youth retreating from the miseries of unhappy
surroundings, be they family or otherwise. His
wife Alma later wrote of how he ' dreamed
his way through childhood', of how music
came to provide him with both an outlet and
a refuge from his frustrations. Fundamental
among the influences on him during these
formative early years, and for which he
quickly developed an insatiable appetite, was
a very particular brand of literature. ' Des
Knaben Wunderhorn' ( Youth's Magic
Horn)—an anthology of German folk poetry
something akin to the Grimm fairy tales in its
quirky, surrealist fantasies—was one work
with which he felt a particular affinity. He
identified closely with its strange mixture of
fairy-tale charm and grim irony; its images of
dead soldiers responding to the roll- call, St.
Anthony preaching to the fishes, adrummerboy in the shadow of the gibbett, a song
contest between cuckoo and nightingale. It
was, in fact, this extraordinary juxtaposition of
the sublime and the ridiculous, of pathos and
bathos, tragedy and comedy, that went on to
make so indelible an impression upon the
character of his music. And, of course, there
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Were the associations that he was able to
make in reality. The tov.vn of lglau, where he
grew up, was full of such associations: the
brazen military strains emanating horn the
local barracks, Saturday nights' raucous
dance tunes, a wealth of regional folk music
and, most important of all, the richness, peace
and tranquility of the surrounding countryside
to which he would always turn for a kind of
spiritual purification. It gave birth to the very
sounds of his music—its inherent grandeur,
its folkloric rusticity and, above all, its
universality.
Symphonies 2, 3 and 4 have generally
come to be classified under the umbrella
heading of the Wunderhorn symphonies
because of their links with Mahler's separate
settings of the Wunderhorn poems. Each uses
a Wunderhorn song as a kind of emotional
climacteric to the whole, and each, too,
carries a ' programme' cf sorts, though
Mahler's plainly ambivalent attitude towards
descriptive tactics of this nature was such
that no sooner had he provided explicit notes
for any of his works ( usually against his
better judgement) than he would hurriedly
disown them as nothing more than a ' crutch'
for the unimaginative.
Strictly speaking, the first symphony does
not officially belong with the Wunderhorn
works because it was inspired, thematically
and emotionally, by Mahler's early song cycle
Lieder cines fahrenden Gesellen (
Songs of a
VVsyfarer). In every other respect, though, it
innabits very much the same world, the
trappings of Mahler's youth richly ; n evidence
from first to last: the distilled purity and
infinitude of nature—so matchlessly conveyed

in the dawn of the opening pages by way of
a hypnotic seven- octave A in me strings; the
stomping peasant dance of the second
movement; the weird grotesqueries of the
third movement funeral march with its ghostly
round on the popular nursery rhyme ' Frere
Jacques', grimly scratched out at the start on
double bass an later intruded upon by sleazy
'cafe' music in Mahler's sourest vein; and,
finally, the .sheer bravado of the finale,
moving as it does from truculent conflict to
unassailable triumph. Already Mahler's
command of an uncommonly sizeable
orchestral apparatus was remarkably assured.
He even threw in a final flourish of youthful
theatricality decœeing that the horns ( 7 or 8
or more) should stand for the final statement
of their chorale in the coda so as to ' drown
everything, even the trumpets'.
The first symphony has been handsomely
rearesenteri in the catalogue over the last few
years. Of the earlier stereo arrivals, Imust
confess that Ihave never shared the general
enthusiasm for Soiti's brilliantly manoeuvred
but, to my mind. u.ndercharacterised Decca
recordino oft964. Haitink and Kubelik, who
both superseded their excellent first attempts
with even better re- makes, offer considerably
more in the way of atmosphere and stylistic
authenticity. No should one overlook
Bernstein ( though currently unavailable as a
separate issue) whose personal charisma and
temperament have always found asympathetic outlet in Mahler's music. Indisputably in
a class of its own as far as Iam concerned—a
truly echt piece of vintage Mahler conducting
—is Bruno Walter's controversial second
account of the work with the Columbia
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Symphony, now on CBS Classics
61116. Most of the critical
consternation which initially
greeted the performance was
centred around Walter's very
deliberate ( some felt, ponderous) tempi in the
finale. Imust say
that Ihave never
shared these
reservations. It
seems to me that
in bringing
additional
weight to some of Mahler's most bFatant
rhetorical gestures Walter actually strengthened the dramatic coherence of the movement. Comparisons with his more conventionally paced earlier account with the
New York Philharmonic on Philips ( mono)
are hardly relevant. One is simply an extension, a re- thinking of the other. In either case
there is no mistaking the insight of one who
had worked in close proximity to the
composer. Both are classics. Incidentally,
Walter's CBS version is the only performance
Ihave come across which extracts an
appropriately nasal tone from the double bass
in his third movement solo ( though why CBS
still split this movement across the sides
when they could have rectified the flaw for
the reissue, is acomplete mystery to me).
Another veteran conductor whose Mahler
performances during the 60s and 70s were a
great source of inspiration to everyone was
Jascha Horenstein. His Unicorn recording of
the first with the LSO ( RHS 301)—though
sounding a little boxy and constricted
nowadays—is full of very special things, not
least among them aquite unique delivery of
the finale's triumphant coda. Here, at the
point in the score marked ' Pesante—
triumphal' where Mahler directs his horns to
stand, Horenstein dramatically opens out the
tempo to aperfectly show- stopping breadth.
The effect of so radical atempo change is
stunning in that it elevates the chorale to
another level altogether and further intensifies
what is actually an unashamedly banal but
gloriously liberating thematic idea, provided
no apology for it is implied in the performance. One distinguished conductor—none
other than Paul Kletzki—actually imposed an
absurd 25- bar cut here in both his Israel
Philharmonic ( Columbia) and Vienna
Philharmonic ( HMV) recordings. How and
why from such asensitive Mahlerian ( witness
his endearing HMV recording of the 4th—
now sadly deleted) Ihave no idea. Mercifully,
nobody else has decided to follow suit.
Moving now to comparatively recent
versions of the first, brings me to James
Levine and Klaus Tennstedt, both of whom
have embarked upon complete cycles ( for
RCA and HMV respectively) and both of
whom undoubtedly rank among today's most
distinguished Mahlerians. The six years that
have elapsed since Levine's outstanding
recording arrived have certainly not diminished its freshness. Everything that was
remarkable about it then—its exuberance and
crystalline clarity above all—still holds true.
Soundwise, too, it was one of RCA's most
convincing products of the period: a natural,
open perspective, but incisive and generous
in its dynamic range ( would that the
engineering on the rest of his cycle to date
had continued along these lines). Fri contrast,
the Tennstedt recording of two years ago
probes more deeply into the elements of
wonder and magic which pervade the score.
No-one shrouds the opening, for example, in
quite such a mysterious haze or imparts so
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ghostly an ambience to the third movement.
EMI's warmly rounded recording, though
perhaps atouch on the opaque side, is the
perfect complement to Tennstedt's impressionistic sense of atmosphere. If Iwere
pushed into suggesting just one recording
(and achoice between Tennstedt, Levine and
Walter is not one Iwould care to make, so
utterly convincing are all three in their very
different ways), then Ihave afeeling that my
instincts would sway me towards Tennstedt.
One final word on the First. For curiosity's
sake, it is apity that both recordings of the
original version, incorporating Mahler's extra
'Blumine' movement—one from Ormandy, the
other from Wyn Morris (neither very
commendable)—have been deleted. Whilst
the considerably pared- down orchestration is
less imaginative in many respects, the
beautiful second subject of the finale—which
is, in fact, the ' Blumine' movement theme—
makes far more emotional sense returning, as
it were, in the form of areprise.
The three Wunderhorn symphonies, proper,
do form adistinctly emotional triptych in
Mahler's symphonic output. In them he
explores the unfathomable mysteries of
creation and existence to an exhaustive
degree; the miracle of evolution, the wonder
of nature and, of course, the doubts surrounding man's ultimate destiny. Mahler's
quest for truth—for the meaning of life, for an
understanding of God—continued throughout
his life.
The visionary second symphony, the
'Resurrection', composed 1888-94, delved
spectacularly into the whole question of
immortality. Heavily armed with massive
orchestral and choral forces, such as the
musical world had hitherto not seen—an
outsize orchestra, two soloists, chorus, organ
and additional off-stage brass— Mahler set
about evoking in music man's perpetual
struggle towards the hope of eternal salvation. The questions he posed for himself
were plain: to what purpose was life's toil
and sorrow? Would the meaning of life be
revealed after death? His answers all but
turned the art of symphonic composition
upside-down.
Like the elaborate third symphony which
followed, the ' Resurrection'—many years
ahead of its time in conception—offers
unparalleled opportunities for exploring the
possibilities of modern recording technology.
The sheer logistics of the huge choral finale
alone—involving, in its graphic portrayal of
Judgement Day, a number of off-stage brass
effects, and climaxes of awesome ferocity—
pose the most exacting challenge to any
imaginative production team. To my mind, the
perfect sound representation of this great
score hasn't yet appeared on disc, though
with the digital process now under full sail
and new recordings due from Tennstedt and
Levine this is unlikely to remain the case for
very much longer. Indeed, if EMI can do full
justice—as I'm sure they will—to Tennstedt's
deeply considered and quite sensational
reading of the score ( as revealed in his recent
RFH performances), then they are likely to
lead the field for avery long time to come.
Unlike many of my colleagues Ifound little
merit in Decca's recent hypervivid digital
production with the Chicago SO under Solti
(D229D2)—the first digital account to have
appeared in fact. Thrills there may be in
plenty ( though anyone anticipating optimum
value from the big 'judgement day' set
pieces—the notorious percussion crescendos
and the great final peroration—are likely to be
disappointed by Solti's impatient tempi), but I
found the whole experience heartless and it

all sounds woefully manufactured right down
to the last portamento.
Of the other currently available versions,
the best by far from atechnical point of view
is Claudio Abbado's Chicago Symphony
account on DG ( 2707 094); not quite the
numbing musical experience Iremember from
his last LSO performance in London, but an
intense and noble reading, spaciously
recorded and with distinctive soloists in
Marilyn Horne ( marvellously dark- grained
colour in the fourth movement Wunderhorn
song ' Urlicht') and Carol Neblett.
Storming the theatrical potential of the
score like no-one else, though sadly brought
down by arecording of excruciating artificiality, is Leonard Bernstein ( CBS 78249). It
pains me that so exciting and individual an
account should not have been better
preserved on record ( the recording followed
Edinburgh Festival performances in 1974).
Garish internal 'spotlighting', absurd inconsistencies in the perspectives, and coarse tonal
quality make listening to it something of an
ordeal. For the performance, Imust confess to
savouring its sometimes over- expressive
mannerisms, if only because it somehow
comes closer to my idea of the hyperemotional charge that Mahler himself must
have generated in performance. Interestingly
enough, Tennstedt's reading bore marked
similarities.
Much enthusiasm has been voiced from
certain quarters for Zubin Mehta's Decca
recording ( SXL 6744/5 with Cotrubas and
Ludwig) and indeed it does boast an
undeniable stylistic advantage in the presence
of the Vienna Phil. If you can find aset of
some Japanese- pressed discs featuring an
historically fascinating 1948 ' live' performance, also with the VPO, under Bruno Walter
(Harold Moores Records imported some sets
at one point), you will take my point even
more readily. Basically, it all boils down to a
question of instinctive Mahlerian phrasing
and sound character, something for which
this orchestra—not least through the
inimitable Viennese sweetness of their
strings—is justly celebrated. Unfortunately, a
number of shortcomings and misjudgements
on Mehta's part tip the balance unfavourably.
Tension and atmosphere in the first and last
movements is apt to slacken, and what is
perhaps the most critical single moment in the
entire score is, to my ears, unforgivably
botched. Irefer, of course, to the heartstopping entry of Mahler's 'chorus of saints
and heavenly bodies', a capella, in the finale.
A firm double-barline separates the last
sustained chord of the flute and piccolo on
stage, and the extra brass off, from the
hushed entry of the choir—yet Mehta allows
himself no pause whatsoever, and the magic
of the moment is totally negated. His choir
are, anyway, far too loud. Compare the same
moment in either Walter's ( CBS) or Abbado's
performances. Of the sound, too, Iam less
enthusiastic than some. Tonally, Decca's
recording is sumptuous but balances are
inconsistent and it does suffer from what has
tended to become afamiliar Decca hallmark
in non- London- based recordings, ie, an
unduly close scrutiny of individual textural
strands. Here, for example, the timpani are
incisively caught but take on aslightly
disembodied cast in relation to the rest of the
orchestra. Conversely, the pungent woodwind
writing in the march section of the finale is
well under- par and swamped by the brass
and strings.
Imentioned just now Bruno Walter's 1961
CBS recording ( now on mid- price CBS
Classics 61282/3). Were it not for the inferior
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sound ( though perfectly adequate in itself) I
would surely place this at the top of my list. It
is, on every level, the most affecting, the most
durable of Mahler Seconds; for me, a more
arresting, disturbing experience than Otto
Klemperer's still treasurable recording of the
same vintage ( HMV SLS 806). Klemperer's
magisterial nobility, the visionary radiance of
his reading and the surpassing beauty of the
Philharmonia orchestra and chorus remain as
fulfilling as ever, though Istill wish he had
afforded himself greater expansion at the
close as Bernstein and Tennstedt fervently do.
But on re- hearing his and Walter's performances in relatively quick succession, what
emerges so vividly from the Walter is a
sharper realisation of the music's emotional
drama and, in particular, its uglier manifestations, its torment. So whether you decide to
wait for the forthcoming Tennstedt or invest
now in the Abbado set, the Walter is
sufficiently modest in price to be regarded as
an essential supplement.
The Third symphony remains Mahler's
definitive celebration of nature. When he
retreated to Steinbach in the summer of 1895,
he was mentally and physically exhausted
from the series of events which had been
closing in upon him for some months.
Completion of the mighty ' Resurrection'
symphony, to say nothing of his crippling
responsibilities at the Hamburg Opera and the
tragic suicide of his younger brother, Otto,
had thoroughly sapped his reserves of
strength. The prospect of perfect peace and
isolation was never so welcome. In fact, the
weeks that followed found him in the grip of
the most feverish creative energy.
Mahler often spoke of moments when he
was utterly incapable of grasping how the
notes he was writing were actually finding
their way on to the page. 'We do not
compose: we are composed', was how he
once put it, and never, Ithink, were those
words more startlingly borne out than in the
evolution of the third symphony. By all
accounts the spectacular alpine vistas that he
so cherished took on a new dimension that
summer. He suddenly found himself totally
overwhelmed by their awe-inspiring grandeur
while, simultaneously, visions of the great
god Pan, of Dionysus, of every elemental
force in the universe seemed to converge on
him in ' one great hymn to the glory of every
aspect of creation'. To use Deryck Cooke's
well chosen words, the idea behind his work
blossomed into ' aconcept of existence in its
totality. The vast first movement (' Summer
marches in.') was to represent the summoning
of nature out of non-existence by the god
Pan, symbolised by the emergence of summer
out of the dead of winter; and after this, the
five shorter movements were to represent the
'stages of being' ( as Mahler expressed it in
another letter), from vegetable ('What the
meadow flowers tell me') and animal ('What
the creatures of the forest tell me') life,
through mankind ('What night tells me') and
the angels ('What the morning bells tell me'),
to the love of God (*What love tells me')'.
The bracketed subtitles are, of course, those
originally provided by Mahler as aprogrammatic guide to each movement, though
characteristically, he disavowed them once
the piece was finalised. A seventh
movement—the Wunderhorn song ' Das
Himmlische Leben' ( Heavenly Life)—was
eventually dropped from the plan of the third
and used instead as the final movement of the
fourth. Most commentators seem to agree
that it is important to know how each
movement was initially conceived and for this
reason alone one should be grateful, Ithink,
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that the subtitles still appear on our concert
programmes, in spite of Mahler's instructions
to the contrary.
Deryck Cooke described the gargantuan
first movement of the symphony as ' the most
original and flabbergasting thing Mahler ever
conceived'. To be sure, few movements in the
history of symphonic literature, save perhaps
the finale of Mahler's own Second symphony,
have conjured so visual an aural spectrum
from the resources of an augmented, but
otherwise conventional, symphony orchestra.
His depiction of nature burgeoning out from
wintry, primeval landscapes, through spring
into summer simply transcends all musical
technique. Listening recently to the newest of
the recordings to have arrived—that of the
LPO under Klaus Tennstedt ( HMV SLS
5195)—brought home to me once again that
it really is only now that recording technology
has reached the point where it can fully
encompass the enormously wide sonic range
of Mahler's scoring. HMV's digital production
is quite remarkable, for example, in clarifying
the lower orchestral frequencies which
dominate the opening pages. Those eerie bass
drum solos and shuddering upsurgings in the
basses take on apresence that one might
previously have thought impossible from a
gramophone record. Superb, too, is the
spaciousness and separation of the sound,
opening up Mahler's fantastic landscapes to
breathtaking effect and giving them achance
to breathe. The evocative third movement
posthorn solos are beautifully distanced.
Tennstedt understands this music instinctively and, once again, coaxes from the
LPO their finest playing. The eight- strong
horn section, for instance, are quite magnificently on top of all Mahler's demands, while
the strings respond most elegantly, for
example, to Tennstedt's delicate Viennese
rubato in the second movement minuet. My
only reservations concern the finale—arguably
Mahler's greatest adagio movement, certainly
his noblest, his most Brucknerian in spirit. It
seems to me that Tennstedt allows his acute
awareness of the neuroses in Mahler's music
(a notable trait in all his Mahler's performances) to colour his approach to this
movement. The latter pages struck me as
impatient, its climaxes pushed forward with a
modicum of nervous urgency that at once
seemed inappropriate. It could be that Iam
over- reacting to one aspect of what is
otherwise amarvellous performance, superbly
engineered, but the fact remains that Ido not
experience here the reverential atmosphere of
heightened spirituality that Bernstein ( CBS
77206) and Horenstein ( Unicorn RHS
302/3) bring so memorably to their respective
recordings.
Take the magical passage for flute and
tremolando strings just prior to the entry of
the pianissimo trumpets which herald the
gradual build to Mahler's blazing penultimate
climax. Not even Bernstein encapsulates the
transcendental stillness of these bars as does
Horenstein, yet his glowing account of this
final movement—courageously paced at the
kind of tempo that only amaster could hope
to sustain with such total conviction—has
always been held in the highest esteem.
Bernstein's was the first stereo recording to
appear (justifiably to universal acclaim) and
since then it has stood as something of a
yardstick. Incidentally, compare the sound here
(excellent even by today's standards) with
the CBS ' Resurrection'. Now there is an
example of techniques regressing when they
should have progressed.
Horenstein ( with the LSO) holds aspecial
place in my affections. In the late 60s he gave

what Iam sure many others will also
remember as probably the greatest single
performance of the work that London has
ever heard. Thanks to the enterprise of John
Goldsmith, the Unicorn sessions followed
shortly afterwards. In some ways Iwish that
Festival Hall performance had been recorded
live. Not surprisingly, something of its heatof- the- moment daring, particularly in the first
movement, was unavoidably lost in the
transition to disc. It remains, though, amoving
documentation. The recording has its
problems, and again it is the first movement
which is primarily afflicted. Most disturbing of
all is the dismally backward placing of the
lower strings and one or two other unaccountable ups and downs in instrumental
prominence. Overall, though, the immediacy
of the sound is vivid without being claustrophobic. More than compensating for earlier
deficiencies in the first movement, for
example, is the jubilant arrival of summer
itself—the brazen procession of Dionysus that
Mahler had envisaged from his earliest
sketches. Anyone who is at all familiar with
the piece will know exactly where Imean
when Irefer to the moment only seconds
before the close of the movement where a
blinding swell of brass opens up unimaginable vistas before us ( fig. 74). Only
Horenstein effectively grades the brass
dynamics here from fortissimo, through piano,
to ashattering triple forte. The effect of that
fff chord is quite hair-raising, as are the wild
closing moments of the movement, rollicking
horns and pounding percussion to the fore.
One other performance should be added to
my short- list—James Levine and the Chicago
Symphony on RCA ( RLO 1757)—though I
do stress that by omitting them from my
discussion Ihave not disregarded the likes of
Haitink, Mehta or Kubelik, each of which has
very positive virtues. Levine's ultra- coloured
reading is striking, above all, for exactly that
quality. The terrific kick with which the
Chicago cellos and basses bite into their
upward flourishes in the opening pages, each
note clarified, typifies the rapier- like definition
with which Levine focuses in on all Mahler's
broadest brush strokes. There was atime
when Iwasn't so sure that sections of his
performance didn't come close to self- defeat
by virtue of their gloss and brilliance. Revisiting it, though, has convinced me that
there is really nothing superficial about it.
RCA's recording is in perfect accord with the
reading: richly analytical without seeming
self-consciously so and, of course, there is no
orchestra better equipped towards realising
such an approach than the Chicago
Symphony.
There is little to choose between the vocal
movements of the four performances that I
have discussed. In the ' Midnight Song', I
marginally prefer—as Idid in Abbado's
second—the distinctive timbre of Marilyn
Home ( Levine) to the others, and am perhaps
least happy about Ortrun Wenkel on the
Tennstedt,
whose vibrato is a —
touch obtrusive.
Everyone, Ithink,
should hear the Tennstedt, not least for its
sound ( if you can find
aquiet pressing), but
Bernstein and
Horenstein are
essential
listening too.
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MAHLER WUNDERHORN continued
Icould not be without either.
Ithink it is generally agreed now that the
would-be seventh movement of the third
symphony—the aforementioned Wunderhorn
song ' Heavenly Life'—was the seed from
which the fourth symphony germinated. So
fascinated was Mahler by the very idea
behind this poem—that of heaven seen
through the eyes of achild—that he decided
to take the whole concept further and
conceive the entire work as if viewed through
the eyes of an innocent, as it were. The fourth
is too often dubbed the happiest, the least
troubled of Mahler's symphonies. Indeed one
suspects that this has probably had as much
to do with its enormous popularity as the fact
that it is shorter and more instantly tuneful
and accessible than the others. The illusion is
adeceptive one. Far from being ' untroubled',
its pastoral freshness and general air of
contentment conceal no end of darker
shadows, except that one sees them—as
Deryck Cooke again so eloquently put it—
from out of this innocent, pastoral world 'as
figures moving behind aveil, which obscures
their naked horror and makes them like the
bogeymen who appear in illustrations to
books of fairy tales'.
Recordings of the fourth, as Ioutlined in
my preamble, no longer dominate the Mahler
discography as they did afew years ago, but
there is still agoodly list. At least seven of the
13 currently available performances ( SzeII,
Horenstein, Levine, Abbado, Mehta, Previn
and Karajan) have something very positive to
recommend them, though plainly Iwill be
unable to detail all their virtues here.
Ithink one needs to centre first on the
relative assets of the various sopranos,
because in some cases—whether by coincidence or design—they tend to reflect the
nature of the performances overall. Take Edith
Mathis for Karajan ( DG 2531 119), for
example. Miss Mathis is astylish vocal artist
to be sure, but the sophisticated womanly
elegance of her singing is somehow a million
miles away from Mahler's conception of
unaffected innocence. That goes, to some
extent, for Karajan's whole reading. Ravishing
though the playing of the Berlin Phil is, there
is no escaping an element of the selfconscious about it all: an air of calculation.
Take the yearning string portamenti of the
slow movement. Unlike, say, Levine ( RCA
ARL 10895) or Mehta, one feels that they are
there because the score says they are to be
there, not because this is the only really
spontaneous way of playing the notes.
In stark contrast to Miss Mathis and
Karajan are Barbara Hendricks and Zubin
Mehta ( Decca SXDL 7501). Miss Hendricks
is absolutely ideal. The voice possesses
precisely the right fragile purity of tone and
her delivery is totally uncluttered with
performing affectations. Frederica von Stade
for Abbado ( which Iwill come to in a
moment) successfully simulates something
very much along these lines, but one senses
that she is having to work at it—by which I
do not mean to denigrate what she does
achieve, just to point the rarity of encountering a ' natural' such as Miss Hendricks, whose
singing of the dreamy closing stanzas is
something to cherish. Mehta's splendid
performance was quite asurprise. Just where
one might have anticipated something overinflated and theatrical came instead the most sensitive, the most home- spun of readings—
endearing, warm and affectionate. If the Israel
Philharmonic fall someway short of technical
perfection, to say the least, this is as nothing
compared to the sincerity of every bar. More
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and more Icome to feel that this is the
performance with which Ican most happily
live. Decca's digital sound is beautifully
transparent.
Returning to Abbado and the Vienna
Philharmonic ( DG 2530 966) after Mehta is
tantamount to a kind of culture shock. This is
dazzling beyond reproach on a purely
technical level, with playing of quite luscious
bloom from the VPO, opulently recorded. It is,
though, very theatrical and very dynamic in a
way that eventually alienated me after
repeated hearings. Certainly no other
performance on disc is quite as exciting or
revealing texturally, but in the final analysis I
actually found the first movement, for
example, unyieldingly over- driven and his
extremely slow tempo for the third, dangerously close to becoming mannered and even
atouch vulgar, which is most uncharacteristic
of Abbado's work. There is, Ithink avery
narrow dividing line between savouring the
searing beauties of this movement and simply
wallowing in them. Abbado, Ithink, just
crosses that line, and whilst one would be
inclined to join him given the beguiling lure

TAPE Douglas Brown
MATTERS
THE ACQUISITION recently of one of the
new breed of midget stereo recorders using
the standard Compact Cassette format has been
the most exciting event in my recording career
since Iset my hands on my very first tape
recorder—a 'joystick' - controlled
Wyndsor
Regent ( who remembers those?)—about
twenty-five years ago. The fact that Ibought
my Aiwa TP-S30 in Singapore at about half the
price applicable in England naturally adds to my
satisfactionl Ican say, however, that it is worth
every penny you may have to pay for it here.
It measures 139-9 x80-8 x26.8 mm and
weighs 365 gms complete with batteries. An
ordinary cassette measures 100 x63 x10-2 mm
and weighs nearly 50 gms, so that the Aiwa
machine is equivalent to about four and a half
cassettes in volume or about seven in weight.
This means that it really does fit snugly into the
side pocket of an ordinary jacket; even better, it
comes in astrong plastic case so designed that
it can be looped over one's waist belt, where it
is so small and light that one does not notice it
in the course of normal activity.
Miniaturisation is not everything: what
makes this machine so attractive is its performance. It has virtually every facility available on
afull-sized cassette recorder. One can monitor
what one is recording through headphones,
varying the listening level without affecting
recording levels. The latter are taken care of by a
built-in automatic level control circuit. .I recognise that this may have some drawbacks for a
professional recordist, but it is one of the
features which makes this type of machine ideal
for the amateur recordist of documentary
material. The Aiwa TP-S30 has a built-in
electret condenser microphone, which produces good, crisp mono recordings. But it is,
essentially, a stereo machine. Aiwa supply a
coincident stereo microphone ( CM30) cleverly
designed for use as a hand-held, table or•
pocket- lapel type. Alternatively, there is provision
to
record
in
stereo
using
twin
microphones.
A pause switch, a quick review/cue facility
(which can he operated in either record or play
mode), atape counter, abalance control and a
red light indicator when operating provide all
the facilities necessary for simple and efficient
use. There is an auto-stop mechanism to release

of the VPO, one then loses touch with the
inward concentration of the music. In this
respect, Mehta's modicum of restraint is that
much more moving.
Iclose with aclassic, happily retained in
the catalogue ( on mid- price CBS Classics
61056), which should grace any collection:
George SzeII and the Cleveland Orchestra.
Here we have one of those rare occasions
where absolutely everything comes together
perfectly. The ( original) Columbia recording,
remarkable for the crystal clarity of its
definition, is no less of a model product now
that it was in 1967. SzeII, of course, is
endlessly illuminating. Towards the close of
the first movement, shortly after the clangour
of its nightmarish climax has subsided, the
music peters out to an eerie silence. Suddenly, as hushed as can be, the carefree
opening theme creeps back in the violins as if
waking from adream and continues on its
way as though nothing has happened. To
hear SzeII's timing and phrasing of this one
string entry ( astatic, barely audible ppp) is to
experience an object lesson in conductorial
mastery•
the function controls at tape- end in record or
playback mode. On playback only, the machine
copes with metal and chrome tapes. Power is
provided by two UM- 3 dry cells, but there is a
DC jack so that mains power can be used with
an adaptor. There are the necessary jacks to
enable the machine to be connected to the rest
of one's hi-fi system, which helps with editing
procedures and makes possible stereo recordings from radio or other non- microphone
sources. There is even aspecial telephone pickup accessory.
The manufacturer's specification claims afrequency response of 40 to 12,500 Hz. Ihave not
checked this, but Ihave no reason to doubt it.
Having bought myself the machine in Singapore, Iused it daily for a month during a
6,000- mile tour through the Far East and it
secured for me ' actuality' recordings such as I
have never been able to make before. Sitting in
a trishaw being pedalled furiously through
Singapore's Chinatown, or balanced rather precariously in a long- boat power- driven along a
klong in Thailand, one cannot concentrate too
carefully on recording techniques, and the
simplicity of operation—particularly the fact
that the whole of the equipment can be easily
held and operated with one hand—made the
Aiwa ideal. Iused it, too, when Irode the
Tokaido ' bullet- train' in Japan and made abrief
foray into Communist China, and the tapes I
have brought back are already more potently
evocative of my travels than the two hundred
photographs Itook.
Ibelieve that one or two other firms have
produced similar stereo recorders. Iam surprised, and sorry, that the manufacturers are not
promoting them more energetically: all their
concentration seems to be on the playbackonly midgets. This new breed of stereo recorders could give an enormous fillip to
amateur recording, given energetic manufacturer and dealer promotion.
THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Federation
of British Tape Recordists, which took place
while Iwas away, saw the introduction of some
new blood into the leadership, which is agreat
encouragement to we old veterans of the
founding era. John Willett is the new Chairman
and Jim Purcell, of 20 Plantation Close, Saffron
Walden, Essex, takes over the honorary secretaryship from Jeremy Hicks, who has made a
great contribution to keeping amateur activity
alive. Dennis Goodwin, who has been Chairman until now, was elected honorary treasurer.
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A REALLY GREAT NEW OFFER
HIRSCHMAN/STOLLE ROTATORS—£39.95
CORNELL DUBILIER ROTATORS ( USA)—£64-95

10% off aerials.

VAT IS INCLUDED IN ALL PRICES
Promotion offer 15% off "Margon

TV

aerials"

MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES UK ONLY

Specialists in Advising and supply:ng the man who wants to
rotate and seek long distance reception.

AMBISONIC
SURROUND SOUND DECODERS
Ambisonic surround sound gives a realism in the reproduction of
music that is hard to describe without using hackneyed expressions like natural' and ' being there'. Positioning of the performer
becomes obvious and the acoustic of the original environment
comes through to the listening room. The Minim decoders also
provide enhanced results from conventional stereo material.

Minim Audio — make a note of
our name!
And don't forget our other products
*DT 3000 PROGRAMMABLE WEEKLY TIMER.
*FM 1000 STEREO FM TUNER
*DT 1204 SIMPLE-TO- USE DAILY TIMER.
*TV 1000 TELEVISION SOUND TUNER.
Please send me further information on Minim Audio Products.
TV 1000/FM
1000/DT
1204/DT
3000/Ambisonics
Name
Address
HFN/8

Minim

Audio

Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham,
SL1 7NY. Tel: Burnham 63724

Slough

IMPORTANT. Quota HN 80.
For attractive highly graphic
lists and brochure send 52p
postal order.
30p refund on first purchase.
Stockists of the finest

FUBA UKA8
Now in stock as
well
FUBA UKA9

aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials (W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials (E. Germany)
MARGON TV aerials (Holland)

OPTIMAX FM aerials ( Malta)
Antiference TV/FM aerials ( UK)

Our 26th Jubilee Year

ASTRA (QUALITY D.I.Y) AERIALS
Backed by 26 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK

ASTRA'S 5 STAR PLAN

* IT SAVES HALF ANY AERIAL INSTALLATION COSTS.
* EVERY IMAGINABLE ANCILLARY AERIAL PART STOCKED.
* FREE BEFORE AND AFTER ADVICE ( WHAT NOT TO DO).
* ADVICE ON RECEIVING ALTERNATIVE TWFM PROGRAMMES.
* ROTATING OR DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIED SYSTEMS PLANNED.
(PLUS SIMPLE SCHEMATICS SUPPLIED ON REQUEST).
Our golden anodised, hard wearing, continental aerial range are really something. Both TV &
FM arrays have built in baluns. They're economical, effective, eye catching, atouch of class
in a plastic age.
Over 3,000 aerials stocked: all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators, clamps, wall
brackets; amplifiers; diplexera: triplexers; Wens; low-loau coax white or brown, also
super lowdosis coax and 300 Ohm cable

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

Open 9.00-5.30. Tues-Sat.
Closed lunch 12.30-1.30pm.
No lunch close - Sets.
Closed all day Monday.

Near Gloster Pub and Garage.

01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering service.

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

FOR A MONTH,OUR
DEM. ROOM WILL SOUND
LIKE A BUILDERS YARD.
The Audio T Dem Room is acknowledged as one of the few where the best
hi-fi equipment can really be
appreciated without interruption. Even
so,we think it is time for achange.
Mainly because we feel dem. room
acoustics and furnishings are too often
ignored for appearances sake.So we're
building ano compromise dem. room,

not with studio acoustics, but more like
those of agood domestic listening room.
We still have up to 50 pairs of speakers
available for audition but our new dem.
room will be smaller and will only
contain those being listened to.Just like
home. But unlike home,Audio Twill
continue to stock the widest selection of'
the very finest equipment available.

Audio T

The Audio Consultants.

190 West End Lane, West Hampstead,
London NW6 1SQ. Tel: 01-794 7848
Mon-Wed 11-6 • Thurs, Fri 11-7 •Sat 10-5
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Angus McKenzie
AST month I wrote somewhat excitedly

Labout the BBC's remarkable relay via sat-

ellite of the BBC Symphony Orchestra's concert from Shanghai, but Ihad to be very brief
because the event occurred only just before
going to press. The BBC have now been most
helpful in sending me all the details Irequested
concerning the set-up, including even the types
of mike used, for they clearly appreciate the
interest that HFNIRR readers have in some of
the more technical points in radio broadcasting.
The Concert was held in the City Hall,
Shanghai, and included Vaughan Williams' 4th
Symphony and Beethoven's Eroica Symphony,
ending with an astonishing encore in which the
orchestra really let themselves go, called
'Bearing the Good Tidings from Peking to the
Mountain Villages'. The balancer put one stereo
pair of AKG 414s just behind the conductor on
atall Keith Monks stand, whilst afew feet back,
but in front of the audience, two more 414s
were positioned so that they could face the
audience ( but quite high up) to capture audience reaction and a certain amount of reverberation. Two Neumann KM84s were placed
fairly near the woodwind, and finally a4104 lip
mike was used by the BBC commentator. The
mike outputs were mixed via two 6- channel
Glenn Sound MX/3 mixers, the outputs feeding
into the DK 2/21 output unit, the signal from
this feeding directly into the Nicam-3 digital
converters. The signal from the hall was taken
over a mobile radio link in digital form to the
Shanghai broadcasting centre, and thence via
RF links some 750 miles to the Peking satellite
tracking station. The digital signals then
hopped around the world via the Indian Ocean
'Intersat geostationary satellite to the British
Telecom receiving station in Madley, Herefordshire, and thence via normal routes to the
Broadcasting House control room where it was
decoded.
Listening to my tape in retrospect, Iam still
just as impressed as Iwas the first time, not only
with the playing of the orchestra, conducted by
Norman Del Mar, but with the remarkable
sound quality of the new digital link system.
Perhaps there was slightly too much of some
form of artificial reverberation, or the presence
of too much signal from backward facing reverberation mikes in the balance, but this did not
really matter, for it was not overdone and the
'presence' of the occasion was so well maintained. Imust congratulate Tony Scotland for
giving an excellent introduction, with a very
picturesque account of the hospitality received
by the whole BBC team whilst in China.
It is not easy to describe the sound itself, for
at times it seemed quite hard and had aflutterecho obviously produced by the hall, whereas
at other times it sounded alittle constrained and
clammy. Perhaps later broadcasts will reveal
more of the hall's acoustic. Igained the impression that Iwould have preferred suspended
mikes a little further back, without any reverberation mikes faded up during the music, but
the balancer was clearly well able to deal with
the many problems that he must have had. The
BBC took their own equipment with them and
taped most, if not all, the tour's concerts, and it
will be interesting to see how these sound as
and when they are transmitted.
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The Nicam-3 digital system incorporates a
14- bit A- to- D converter, followed by adigital
:ompander which reduces the number of bits to
10 per channel; thus six channels can be distributed in digital format over aline which accepts
just over two megabits per second. It therefore
becomes possible to use the equipment either
with wide response microwave radio links or
video links of any type, provided the associated
modulation and demodulation equipment is
available to put the digital data onto a video
waveform. Geoff Atkinson of the BBC's
Communications Dept was responsible for coordinating the communications facilities for the
concert, and explained that the Nicam-3
(Nearly Instantaneously Companded Audio
Multiplex) system was first field-trialed on
experimental video links between the BBC

studios in Birmingham and London. The equipment was then taken to Shanghai by Mike
Rushmere of the Communications Department,
whilst all the audio engineering was looked
after by Frank Howard, Geoffrey Purrier and
Colin Hayles of the radio Outside Broadcast
Dept, an able crew indeed.
Whilst the Nicam-3 system is extremely complex, a brief technical description is quite important, for possible future applications of the
system are extremely wide, as will be seen. A
Nicam-3 digital bit stream contains just over 2
megabits per second, and includes the information from six audio channels—thus three
stereo ones. In the encoder each indicated
stereo pair, after being submitted to an
extremely steep 15 kHz filter, is sampled 32,000
times per second, and the signals converted to
14 bits. These are then converted to 'trains' of
32 10- bit words, together with ' housekeeping'
signals which contain information as to which
of five separate dynamic ranges have been
encoded. Thus, if aquiet signal only used the
bottom 10 bits of 14, these bottom 10 bits only
are sent, together with information as to the
placement of the 10 bits in the 14 total. The
actual ' dynamic placement' bits, together with
other housekeeping and error- protection information, are in fact sent as additional coding,
which is repeated 3 times each 96 samples,
once for each 32 samples, the extra bits being
distributed along the samples in away which
better combats any errors.
After many years of experiment the BBC have
not only chosen this method for what will be the
main distribution and contribution system of
the future, but are pushing the system very
strongly internationally, as its format matches
agreed international standard 2048 K bit/sec
digital rates which are used by many of the
telephone and satellites companies. Some HF
pre- emphasis is used by introducing a loss of
6.8dB at 800 Hz with respect to peak level,
which has been established as equivalent to a
line level of '7' on a PPM. The encoding
equipment also contains pre- emphasis limiters,
so that the system itself cannot be driven into
clipping distortion. The workings of the digital
converters include circuits which can hold in-

formation such as to assist the equipment in
making a decision every millisecond as to
where the 10- bit range should be allocated, so
that the sudden onset of asharp transient will
result in areallocation of the 10- bit coding just
before the transient.
It remains to be seen whether anyone will be
able to hear the effects of this very clever digital
compansion, and Iam slightly concerned that
the BBC have made astatement that the entire
system will be incorporated on all future feeds
to transmitters not yet fitted with the established and well- tried 13- bit PCM link system
which has been used for about adecade. The
fact that complete feeds to transmitters will be
in digital format, and retained in this format
throughout the chain from Broadcasting
House's control room to transmitters, should
mean that all listeners will get the same quality.
But the system will also be used heavily for
contributions to Broadcasting House and it will
be possible to employ any of the spare channels
for input contributions from outside broadcasts.
The BBC have been very concerned about
the difficulties of synchronising the sampling
oscillators in the encoders used at the outside
broadcast site with the sampling of the
complete chain, and since they do not want to
reduce the digital signal down to audio and
back again when inserted, they have considered anumber of alternatives for synchronisation of the internal digital clocks in the equipment. The most awkward scheme would be for
the outside broadcast engineers to be sent the
synchronisation signal from the nearest transmitter, on perhaps amicrowave frequency, but I
rather liked two other possibilities.
The first is for the outside broadcast team to
take afrequency standard with them, operated
by batteries, and synchronised before the team
leave for the location. Whilst this would normally be very satisfactory, the reliability aspect
could be difficult, and the equipment would be
extremely expensive, as the internal clock
would have to be unaffected by temperature
and humidity. A more reasonable solution appears to be for the outside broadcast team to
pick up the Droitwich Radio 4transmission on
200 kHz and lock the digital equipment clocks
to it. However it, seems to me that 200 kHz is
much too low afrequency for synchronisation,
but perhaps Iam wrong. The Droitwich transmitter frequency is held to extremely accurate
limits, being one of the most accurately controlled in the world, since the frequency source
is actually based on the oscillations of a
Rubidium atomic clock, one of the most accurate frequency standards known. Incidentally, quite a few manufacturers have made
standard frequency output generators which
have their crystal source phase- locked to a
Droitwich receiver which has within it a
bandwidth filter as narrow as 1Hz, so that only
the carrier is received and not the Radio 4sidebands. Ihave one of these standards, which
seems to keep within four parts in 10 9
successfully.
Returning to digital synchronisation, this is
vital to allow all the digital components to be
transferred into the main chain at excctly the
right moment, for if the sequence were too early
or too late pandemonium would break out!
Such acontribution and distribution system is
likely to be of tremendous benefit throughout
the UK, and the cost of installation is apparently
much less than that of the existing 13- bit
system. If it is also taken up internationally, it
will make contributions to and from satellites
much easier—but will there be any side- effects?
Ilook forward to writing that no side- effects are
audible, but Imust admit that Iam just a little
frightened. Nevertheless, Ihope Iwill be convinced, for the advantages will be so enormous.
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Building one of the best selling car stereo
systems is no reason for complacency.
On the contrary to keep ahead of the
latest improvements in car stereo, we are
constantly testing and developing new ideas.
The KE-5300 is just one example.
That simple digital display conceals some
of the most advanced car stereo technology
Car stereo technology sophisticated
enough to use aquartz oscillator for the most
precise ' drift-free' tuning, and an electronic
memory to pre-select fifteen stations.
Car stereo technology so advanced that
the KE-5300 has both automatic seek and
scan. Seek for instant
tuning to the next
station, and scan for a
polite pause at each
station as the tuner
sweeps across the
waveband.
All built around a
cassette deck that is nothing less than you

would expect from one of the world's leading
manufacturers of hi-fi equipment.
The KE-4300 and KE-1300 are also
electronic. Both have fifteen-station
memories, and both are built to the same
exacting standards.
For continuous cassette play, the KE-4300
has auto- reverse. And for acontinuous smile,
the KE-1300 has been designed to fit your
pocket, as well as your dash.
The Pioneer'electronics'. Complex
certainly, sophisticated definitely, the best
undoubtedly.

(41) PIONEER'
Nobody does it better.

Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB.) Limited, Pioneer House, The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire. Telephone: Iver ( 0753)652222. Telex 847533.

SUPER DEALERS

For Demonstration, Installation
and After Sales Support.

GREATER LONDON
Stereo Rept Street. 245 Regent St.. WI.
Audiocar Equipment. 351 Lea rtdge Rd. Les ton. London E10.
Atkinsons Kensington)
at:7Pembridge ' Bras, WI I. 82 84 New-Kings Rd.. SW6.
Car Radio Services, 1144 High Road.. N20.
Car Radio Station at:60,61 Albert Embankment. SEI.
299 Edgware Rd.. W2.
45 Lordship Lane, East Dulwich,SE22.
Car Sounds at:- 325 London Rd., MITCHA:t1.
119 Addington Rd. SELSIX)N.
Cavendish Sales. 279 283 Whitechapel Rd.. El
Chelsea Car Stereo.559 Kings Rd., Chelsea. SW6.
Dawnfern Ltd., Auto-Audio Installations.
The Arches,Wood Lane. W12.
Kaymar,70 High St, Edgware.
London Car Radio Centre at:25 Taunton Place, NW I.
Lion House,Tottenham Ci. Rd., WI.
Hi.Fi Care, 245Tonenham a Rd., WI.
Budget Sound. 242 Tottenham a Rd., \X'1.
1
,2Bensham Lane, CROY DON.
Mr. Cad„Bromley High St., BROMLEY.
Molson Distributors. 345 347 High Rd., ILFORD.
Ncasden Elect ronics, 51 Dudden Hill Lane.Willesden.
London NW10.
Sextons ICE. at:23 York Rd.,Waterloo, SE I.
180 Grays Inn Rd.,WCI.
Stereo City, 370 Grays Inn Rd., WC I.
Stereo on Wheels, 22 Chiswick Lane. '114.
ABERDEEN. Reids Motor Supplies. Froghall Rd.
Rov Thomson Lid.,Cults,
ALDERSHOT. Roadsound,182 Victoria Rd.
BALDOCK. Baldock Car Radio Co.. 3Hitchin St.
BANBURY. Car Radio & Sound Services, 21 North Bar.
BASINGSTOKE. Drivesound, 193 May St., Queens Rd.
BELFAST. Paddy Hopkirk Ltd., 20Trench Rd., Hydepark
Industrial Estate, Mollusk, Newtonabbev.
BIRMINGHAM. Studio Monica. II
The Grosvenor Centre,
Northfield.
Studio Musica,140 Sandy Lane. Camp Hill
Midland Car Audio,1772 Pershore Road,Cotteridge.
BOLTON. M. Bell Electronics, IDaffodil Rd., Famworth.
BOURNEMOUTH. Autoradio. 106 Castle Lane West.
BRADFORD. Autosound Services.15 17 Spring (ldns.
BRIGHTON. Dials Car Radio, 117 Lewes Rd.
BRISTOL R.T.Grabbc, Lawnwood Rd., Easton.
BURGESS HILL. Road Rad io, 41 Station Rd.
BURNLEY. Burnley Car Radio, 392a Colne Rd.
CARLISLE. Rickerby Lid,Currock Rd.
CARDIFF. B. & B. Ain, Services, 4Romillv Cres, Canton.
CASTLEFORD. Eric Wiles, 64 Beancrofi Rd.
CHELMSFORD. Molson btu ributors, 61 Broomfield Rd.
CHELTENHAM. Regent Components,2 Gloucester Rd.
CHESTERFIELD.
Radio Centre, 390 Derby Rd.
C.HIPPENHAM. J. D. Stereo Cent re, Station Hill.
COLNE. Weeks & Davies, Brakel House, Khyber St.
COVENTRY. The Parkside Garage Ltd., Warwick Rd.
CRAWLEY, Road Radio, 4, ! field Rd.
DERBY. Autolec,234 Normanton Rd.
DINNINGTON. Motor Sounds, 916 Laughton Rd.
DONCASTER. Autosound Services, Carr House Rd.
DORCHESTER. Autoradio ( VRS), North Square.
DUDLEY. F. H. Jennings,Cinderbank, Netherton.
Studio Music,,, I
TheTrident Centre.
DUNDEE. Express Ignition, 49151 Queen St., Bolughty Ferry.
EDINBURGH. Eastern Car Radio, 3Costorphine Rd.
George Thompson. 25 Rodney St.
EGHAM. Thames Car Rad io,158 High St.
EPSOM. Car Sounds, 176 East St.
GAINSBOROUGH. Sound Services, Ford House, Sout holme.
GLASGOW. Motorsound Ltd., 134 Lochleven Rd.
GLOUCESTER. Moons, Shell Show House, Eastern Ave.
GRIMSBY. C. H.Turner,1/5 Corporation Rd.
GUILDFORD. Norman Richardson, Reliance House,
Walnut Tree Close.
HADLEIGH. Molson Distributors, 313 London Rd.
HASTINGS. In Car Radio, 117 Sedlescombe Rd. Nth..
St. Leonardo.
HAZELGROVE. Car Home Staco,219 London Rd.
HIGH WYCOMBE. Motolec, Desborough Rd.
HOLMFIRTH. R. E. Ward, Woodside Walks,Woodhead Rd.
HORSHAM. Road Radio, 31 Springfield Rd.
HUDDERSFIELD. Autosound Services, 89/91 Bradford Rd.
HULL A.C.0 Ltd., 38 BoothferrY Rd.
IPSWICH. Ipswich Car Radio, 313 Woodbridge Rd.
KENDAL Andrew Brown Ltd„Wildman St.
KIDLINGTON. Hartwel Is of Oxford Ltd.. Oxford Rd.
LEAMINGTON SPA. Clarendon Ltd., 75 Clarendon St.
LEEDS. Autosound Services, Ila Cherry Row.
-Car ( Leeds) Ltd.,11 Kirkstall Rd:
LEICESTER. A. B. Butt Ltd., Frog Island.
Castle Motor Co., Abbey Lane.
Car Radio Services, Wet ford Rd.
I.EIGHTON BUZZARD. Camden Car Radio, Lake St.
LINCOLN. Ea stern Tapes Ltd.. 173 Burton Rd.
LUTON. Motolec, Dallow Rd.
MACCLESFIELD, Car Home Stereo, 44 Sunderland St.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. British Engine, Ltd., St. Peters.
Dennis Car Radio,18 Seotswood Rd.
K. G. Metcalfe Ltd., Dinsdale Place.
NORWICH. Norfolk Car Audio, 120 Dereham Rd.
NOTTINGHAM. PCP Electrical, Broadholmc St.
Audiovision, 27 Hayworth Road, Sand iacre..
Autosound Services, Mansfield ltd.
London Car Radio,191 Canal St.
London Car Radio Cent re,Leisureonics, 30 Market St.
OLDHAM. Autosound Services, 2Huddersfield Rd.
OTLEY. Autosound Services, Walkergate.
PAIGNTON. Mobile Sound Centre, 248 Torquay Rd, Preston.
PERTH. Car Radio Services, 9Greiff Rd.
PETERBOROUGH. Auto Sound Cent re,I110 Lincoln Rd.
PLYMOUTH. Tumbulls Garage, Bretonstde.
PORTSMOUTH. Car Entertainment, High St.,Cosham.
PRESTON. Car Radio Preston, 290 Blackpool Rd.
READING. Motolec, 139 Caversham Rd.
REDHILL. Road Radio, 93 Brighton Rd.
RIPON. Ripon Auto Electrics, Blossomgate.
ROMFORD. Molson Distributors, 187 South St.
SALE. Car Radio Cent re, 183 Washwav Rd.
SCARBOROUGH. A.C.C. Ltd., 35 ,43 Trafalgar Rd.
SHEFFIELD. A = sound Services, 306 310 Shalcsmoor.
Technicar, 332 Abbey Dale Rd,
Technicar, 130 Unwell Rd,
SLOUGH. Motorlec, Kelpatrick Rd„Cippenham.
SKIPTON. Car Radio ( Skipion), Unicorn Buildings,
Devonshire Place.
SOLIHULL. Studio Musica,182 Stratford Rd, Shirley.
SOUTHAMPTON. Anglesea Car Radio, 23-27 Church St, Shirks.
Sextons ICE., 37 Bedford Rd.
STAFFORD. G.T. Autos, Drummond Rd„Aston Field bd. Est.
STRETFORD. Amosound Services, 708 Chester Rd.
STOCKPORT. T S.A. Car Radio, 33 Greek St.
Specialized Equipment Ltd, 341 Wellington Rd. Nth.
SUNDERLAND. Auto Save, 11WindsorTerrace, G3own.
TAUNTON. H.N. Hickley Ltd„Castle St.Tangier.
UXBRIDGE. S.K. Radio,3 New Broadway.
VIRGINIA WATER. Wentworth Car Radio, 409 Stroud Rd.
WATFORD. Auto Sound Services, 80 Queens Rd.
WELWYN GARDEN CITY. Inca Car Audio,
Woodhall Shopping Centre.
WEYBRIDGE. Thames Car Radio, West field New Haw.
WOKING. S.K. Radio, 45 Chobham Rd.
WOLVERHAMPTON. CharlesClarke, 52 Chapel Ash,Clifion St.
WORCESTER. Mobile Elect rics Ltd., Gregory s. Mill St.
YEOVIL Yeovil Autosound, Addlewell Lane.
YORK. Autosound Services,Tofi Green.
F. & S. Motor Accessories Ltd., 148 Micklegate.
CHANNEL ISLES
JERSEY. Selecta Vision, 20 Beresford Street, St. Helier. ,
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Geoff Jeanes

LOOKING
BACK
H. WHITE provides the information that
T some
two hundred years ago ' London' was
pronounced ' Lunnun' and ' balcony' stressed on
the second, not first, syllable. And the majority
of scholars agree, readily quoting his own
verses to prove it, that John Donne pronounced
his name ' Dun' rather than ' Don'. How did
Elizabethans speak, or for that matter sing?
'English Ayres and Duets, sung in authentic
Elizabethan pronunciation', it says hopefully on
the sleeve of Hyperion A66003. Glenda
Simpson and Paul Hillier, with lute and bass
viol accompaniment, give virtuoso performances of Anon, Campion, Danyel, Dowland—
his Flow my tears (' Flo moi tares"), among
others—Ferrabosco, Hume, Jones and Pilkington in what we must hope an Elizabethan
gentleman would have recognised as the
English of his day. The sleeve- note points out
logically enough that such agentleman, transported to aWigmore Hall Dowland vocal concert, would have a hard time making out the
words. So a noble effort has been made to
reconstruct his language for our day, in parallel
with efforts elsewhere ( perhaps equally
doomed to lack total success in the absence of
first-hand knowledge) to represent early
music's instrumental sounds. The result is fascinating if often barely comprehensible: usefully, an English text is provided. Wonderful
and strange, these broad accents make a delightful listen of what may be asomewhat futile
exercise. ( Present-day Wigmore Hall audiences
are largely made up of people who speak
modern English.) All oddly impressive, however. And radio interviews have certainly established that Miss Simpson's speaking accent
is nothing like that at all.
A no- problems Elizabethan recital appears
on Saga 5479, ' Elizabethan Social Music'.
Consorts, Lute Duets and Solos with a refinement and elegance to suggest the cultured
goings-on in the great houses of the time. T. H.
White too, a ' nostalgic Tory' if ever there was
one, would have regretted the echoing
silence—disturbed now only by the riffle of
guide- books and the clatter of tourists'
footsteps—where once such harmonies held
sway. James Tyler and members of the London
Early Music Group enlivened Bromley Arts
Centre with these splendid sounds, rather than
some appropriate Elizabethan great house:
which seemed just a little sad.
Coventry Record Library, nearly twenty years
ago, provided my Wagner on disc: HMV COLH
series 78- reissues of Melchior, Leider, Schorr,
Austral, Widdop and so on in truncated Ring
extracts, Brünnhilde's Immolation- monologue
dovetailed straight onto the Redemption Motif
with no intervening thematic catalogue, that
sort of thing. Soon afterwards their stereo department provided me with the Konwitschny
Dutchman and Tannhauser, followed by the
even- now- unrivalled Kempe Lohengrin, all
with aselection of the great Wagner singers of
that
latter
day:
Frick,
Fischer- Dieskau,
Grümmer, Wunderlich. Tannhäuser was a
partial disaster owing to the turgid and strangulated Hans Hopf in the title- role, but the
Dutchman remains aclassic of its time. A World
Record Club issue when Ifirst had it, now it
recurs on HMV SLS 5226 ( 3 records), and
Fischer-Dieskau, as in memory, steals the
show. Gottlob Frick, likewise still going strong
in Solti's Parsifal of 13 years later, magnificent

too. Marianne Schech, as one critic unkindly
put it, emits some sounds more appropriate to
the Flying Scot than the Flying Dutchman, but
never mind. Good old-fashioned no- messing
sound quality, aconsiderable relief from multimono horrors of more recent years, makes for
relaxed operatic listening. The story of the
opera is no less absurd ( or, at least, crudely
handled) than ever—though much less absurd
than Tannhäuser. He still had some years to go
before making grand opera obsolete and inventing modern music, introduced with an E
flat pedal chord in 1876.
A.K. - was most impressed by a Karajan
Roussel/Stravinsky record ( HMV XLP 60003),
going so far as to give the 1953 mono Jeu de
Cartes a B rating. Remembering the astonishing 1955 stereo Prokofiev Love of 3 Oranges
etc on SXLP 30437, Ihad fairly high expectations, temporarily dashed by listening ( through
force of circumstance) on one speaker only. It
seemed thin, limited and piercing, quite disappointing: not at all ' good' by today's standards.
So Itried the Prokofiev, still on one speaker—
and it sounded much the same. An interesting
test of how much the extra stereo dimension
adds to a basically restricted sound, as the
Prokofiev has superb stereo imagery. Back with
the Stravinsky, this time on two- speaker mono,
the disembodied central effect together with
some ' room blurring' and spread ( which told
me usefully that ESL- 63s, in my room, needed
rugs on the wall behind), improved matters
greatly. It now sounds as good as the Prokofiev
record when that's switched to double- mono,
and considerably better than Stravinsky's 1965
stereo recording. Except for those who can't
take mono at any price, this is afine documentary recording.
1 can remember a time when each new
Mahler symphony recording was awaited with
panting eagerness. Now almost every journeyman conductor joins the queue to do acycle of
his own instead of, or as well as, the obligatory
Beethovens, and for a long period we seemed
to have one or more of the symphonies issued,
or reissued, every month. Exceptional readings
are therefore the more to be welcomed. Solti
has the distinction, with his 1966 ' Resurrection'
Symphony, of the first Dolbyed commercial
recording and now, in what could be the first of
a digital remake of the cycle, comes his 1981
'Resurrection' ( Decca D229D2). Tempi, and
some gestures, are often astonishingly similar to
the older set, showing this conductor's legendary consistency ( and even the sound balances
in the first two movements, surprisingly alike),
but there is now a deeper, more committed,
involvement. This and the sound—one of the
most impressive digitals—make, for, me, one of
the great Mahler recordings. Perhaps a onesided approach, but ( as might be expected) a
powerful and convincing one. He has deepened
and intensified the approach of his 1966
recording—though no doubt those who dislike
Solti's Mahler—or Solti's Mahler 2—might unkindly say ' accentuated the mannerisms'. ( An
interesting postscript: after being overwhelmed
by its sonic splendours, Ilistened with a colleague to the 1967 Bernstein Song of the Earth
now on Decca JB13, and we had to agree that
this is amore rewarding sound in terms of natural
depth, image solidity and acoustic surround. As
so often, the older ones can beat least the equal of
the new.) From Karajan in the same month,
analogue Mahler. His Ninth, on DG 2707 125,
reaches the heights of interpretation one would
expect after that remarkable Fourth ( 2531 205)
two years ago. From opening relentless inevitability to closing exhausted resignation, amonumental reading. The sort of oasis that makes a
gramophile's pilgrimage worth all the forced
marches in the desert.
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Whether you are seeking to reproduce the full
dynamic range in the grooves of today's new
superdiscs, or simply to obtain maximum listening
pleasure from treasured "oldies" in your record
collection, you need apickup cartridge that
will deliver optimum trackability with minimum
distortion.
Because the pickup cartridge is the only
point of direct contact between the record and
your entire stereo system, its role is critical to
faithful sound re-creation. That's why upgrading
your pickup cartridge is the single most significant ( and generally least costly) improvement you
can make to your stereo system.
To that end Shure now offers the Hyperelliptical Stylus Tip configuration— first introduced on
the critically acclaimed V15 Type IV—in afull line of
cartridges with abroad range of prices.
The Hyperelliptical stylus tip is probably
the most significant advance in tip geometry in
decades. It has anarrower and more uniform
elongated contact area that results in significantly
reduced intermodulation and harmonic distortion.
Look over the list at left to see which Shure
HE cartridge best matches your tracking force
requirements.

For more information about Shure pickup
cartridges please write to us at the address below
quoting reference IFS-1.

Setting the World Standard in Sound

°FA

1--1 LJ 1=1

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road
Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881
M75HE Type 2
.1-11 grams

M75HE-J Type 2
11-4 grams

THINGS I
David Pickett HEAR
D EGULAR READERS of this magazine will

be familiar with the way the major record
companies keep reworking the same repertoire
in their search to record the definitive performance in ever- improved sound. The thinking
behind such moves is that performances
become out of date and, to be fair, if the
interpretation is influenced too much by the
playing style of its period and if recording
technology has subsequently moved on, the
argument is very strong.
The musical academic world has its own form
of obsolescence in the shape of new written
editions of the classics. It all began in the midnineteenth century when musicians like Mendelssohn and Brahms began to investigate the
music of the (then) past. Much of the music of
previous generations ( Bach's St. Matthew
Passion is perhaps the most famous example)
was unknown to the public, or even to most
musicians. The first step was obviously to make
it available in written form ( including two- and
four- handed piano arrangements which were
the equivalent of gramophone recordings in
those days). Thus with the publication of a
series of scores of the complete works of Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, etc, and other supporting
documents like Kóchel's monumental catalogue of Mozart's works, the subject of Musicology was established. Many of these scores
may still be bought today and the orchestral
materials derived from them are still in use in
most orchestras. At regular intervals during the
last 100 years new discoveries have been made
and new editions of music have been published
containing the fruits of more up-to-date research. Naturally the lack of agreement between different editions has fuelled many arguments between musicologists, but performing
musicians have generally stood aloof and followed oral tradition and the nineteenth century
editions. Re-examination of sources since the
last war has been particularly stringent and,
among other benefits, has resulted in the discrediting by Robbins Landon of almost all
previously printed Haydn material. Performing
practice has begun to catch up with modern
scholarship and the gramophone has played its
part, particularly for those who do not read
music, in bringing this scholarship before the
public. Compare a Beecham or Furtwängler
recording of a Haydn symphony with one of
the more recent Dorati ones and the difference
is striking, though even Robbins Landon himself would be the last to claim that Dorati's
performance is the only authentic one.
In this postwar musicological period the
buzzword is Urtext, meaning the original text,
usually the composer's manuscript. But composers do, on occasion, change their minds
even after the work is established in print and
they often communicate their revisions to their
friends and colleagues by letters, or by writing
in printed scores, or by word of mouth. Generally, following the second law of thermodynamics, they choose the way which will cause
greatest confusion to subsequent generations,
and keep the largest number of musicologists
busy. Robbins Landon having cornered the
market in Haydn Urtext publications, other
musicologists have turned their attention to
Mozart, Bach, Handel, etc. In terms of musical
value the results of their work are varied, since it
is quite obvious that many musicologists are in
fact of the genre described by Klemperer when
he said: 'They know nothing about music, but
everything about - ology'. At all events they
have now turned their attention to Beethoven's
orchestral works. There are already at least two
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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authoritative Urtext versions of the piano
sonatas, but it may surprise you to learn that so
far the only symphony to have been published
in a modern authoritative edition is the fifth.
Perhaps Beethoven's notoriously uninviting
handwriting is partly to blame for this lack of
interest; it certainly created alot of the problems
in the first place. We can only hope that further
scrupulously edited scores will be published,
but the original instruments brigade have
already moved into the performing arena. I
hope that the recently televised travesty of two
movements of the Emperor Concerto was
neither seen by many nor prophetic of Beethoven performances in the 21st century, since it
was amost unedifying spectacle. The orchestral
instruments were well played and unobjectionable in sound, but Idoubt if Ihave heard a

less musical instrument than the authentic
piano which was presented and which was
tuned (?) in a temperament unknown in the
history of music, even before the time of Bach.
On the evidence of his performance of the finale
one of two conclusions might be reached about
Kenneth van Barthold, the pianist: either he has
discovered many new and questionable readings of the text, or he just can't play the notes.
The breakneck speed for the second movement
was naturally approved of by the conductor on
technical grounds, since it made his job considerably easier.
Exactly what the 'adviser on orchestral
layout' contributed to the mono sound I'm not
sure, but he got abig credit at the end. The title
'The Emperor's New Clothes' would have been
most apt in the circumstances.

(AUDIO PATENTS
A NEW PATENT from Philips of Eindhoven ( BP
1 568 026) contains a couple of surprises.
Firstly it names two Japanese, Masaki Harada
and Tokuhiro Mikami, as inventors. Secondly it
suggests that a radical re- think on motional
feedback loudspeaker design may be imminent.
So far, Philips motional feedback loudspeakers have relied on a piezo transducer
inside the loudspeaker cabinet which ' hears'
the reproduced sound, compares it with the
electrical audio signal and corrects transduction errors in a feedback loop. The disadvantages of using a mechanical piezo sensor are
obvious, and it seems that several people have
already suggested the use of an optical sensor
instead. A Japanese patent has proposed that a
mirror should be mounted on the central dustcap of the speaker diaphragm. In this way a
light beam falling on the dust- cap mirror will be
modulated by diaphragm movement. The disadvantage here is also obvious: the mirror
creates an acoustic obstacle for the loudspeaker
sound- field.
The new Philips patent suggests that asmall
LED should be centrally mounted on the inside
of the dust- cap. An optical fibre rod is inserted
in abore- hole through the loudspeaker magnet.
In this way an optical sensor at the far end of
the rod 'sees' the LED. Over at least part of the
sensor operating range there is alinear relationship between light intensity and LED distance.
From there it is ashort step to determining the
postion of the dust- cap. This in turn gives realtime monitoring of diaphragm motion and a
more accurate feedback signal than would
normally be obtained with apiezo transducer.
Because the LED can be made very small and
light, its presence on the inside of adust- cap
should cause no significant acoustic problem.
But the system would still seem incapable of
monitoring distortion caused by cone break-up.
BRITISH PATENT 1565 858 from Karl Stahl of
Sweden must surely rate as one of the most
obscure documents ever processed by the
British Patent Office. The aim of the invention is
to extend the bass frequency response of a
loudspeaker down to the lower limit of the
human ear, i.e. 20 Hz. In fact the patent covers
the generally well received Ace Bass subwoofer developed by Stahl and currently being
marketed in the UK by Audio Pro of Cheshire.
There are several pages of esoteric formulae and
claims which Iwill do my humble best to
translate into intelligible English.
Essentially, the idea is to use electronic circuitry which modifies the apparent mechanical

Barr y Fox
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properties of the loudspeaker driver. It has
always been difficult to produce undistorted
bass from anything other than a large box
because the designer is in a cleft stick. The
speaker cone or diaphragm and electric coils
which move it have acombined weight which
is known as the moving mass. In practice this
mass must be kept low if the cone is to follow
all the physical movements necessary to reproduce music accurately. But alow mass means a
high natural resonant frequency for the loudspeaker cone, and very little sound can be
produced below this frequency.
In the Stahl- Audio Pro design the mass, and
with it the resonant frequency, is artificially
doctored by use of amodified amplifier. At low
frequencies the electrical impedance of the
voice- coil can be considered as almost entirely
resistive, and the modified amplifier has an
electrical impedance at its output which is
tailored to appear to the voice- coil as if it were a
negative resistance equal in value to the resistance of the voice- coil itself. This is claimed
to make the loudspeaker cone behave as if it
had a much higher mass than it really has.
According to the patent a 12 in. loudspeaker
mounted in a37 litre closed box will have an LF
cut-off at around 70 Hz under normal operating
circumstances, but with negative resistance
circuitry, according to the invention, the lower
limit drops to 20 Hz. Incidentally, in the Ace
Bass aloudspeaker diaphragm with areal mass
of 38 gis made to behave as if it had amass of
260g.
It's worth recalling here that Acoustic
Research have aBritish patent ( BP 1542 264)
on another approach to the downward extension of bass response. This patent was filed in
April 1975 and claims aprinciple which is, as
they say, not amillion miles from that employed
by KLH in their new range of 'computer'
speakers. Essentially, according both to the
Acoustic Research patent and to KLH, the
sound signals fed to the bass unit are continually monitored and avariable filter or equaliser
is controlled in dependence on their content.
While the LF content is at safe levels the signal
is left unaltered, but when the bass content
swings too high for the bass drive unit to
handle without overload distortion (
eg, hitting
the end stop) the dangerous low frequencies
are briefly reduced in level. In practice slight
trimming of the LF signal response is far less
noticeable than the sound of overload distortion. And of course it's highly preferable to
damaging an expensive bass unit by driving it
too hard.
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WARWICKSHIRE

NIERVIEW
of how to open
THEan PROBLEM
interview has always been
an awkward one. To wade in with
what one hopes are intelligent
musical observations may leave the
interviewee marooned with ' yes'
and ' no' replies; on the other hand,
one uses the predictable 'Wereyour- parents- musical' tactic with
caution, bearing in mind the
hundreds of occasions on which
the poor artist must have trotted out
the same tired responses. With
Lynn Harrell there are no such
problems. Clearly he is still fascinated both by new approaches to
familiar questions and by his early
musical background—and so, as a
result, is the listener. Whether as
performer, rehearser or raconteur,
his is alively and receptive personality whose interests range beyond
music to sport, chess and films.
Lynn
Harrell's parents were
indeed musical. His father, Mack
Harrell, was a well-known singer
with the Metropolitan Opera, his
mother an accomplished violinist. I
wondered how much paternal influence had rubbed off on his personality as acellist. 'That's aquestion which fascinates me. Idon't
remember my father ever singing at
home when I was very young.
Even from the age of six to when I
was about 15 ( when my father
died) he hardly ever sang there—
perhaps a few notes before a concert, but that was all. On the other
hand Ihave to admit that when I
heard Wozzeck for the first time
(which he was probably working
on in the first five or six years of my
life) it didn't sound, and has never
sounded, at all 'contemporary'—it
sounded as easy for me to listen to
as Mozart. And Lulu never has. So I
suspect that way back in the subconscious Idid hear a lot without
realising it. How far that's affected
my work and development it's impossible to say, but on the conscious level Idiscovered he was a
great singer and artist when Ilistened to some of his recordings.
And Iwas just so thunderstruck by
his phrasing, colour and sensitivity
to language that Igot together all
the tapes of him Icould and conscientiously applied their musical
fundamentals to string playing. I'd
listen to a phrase for the vibrato
only, then for intensity, then
colour—to try and isolate the separate components that seemed to
make up the emotional effect.
That's the value of any recording,
of course, but especially of vocal
artists where the instrument is the
pysche and the body of the person.
So Iwent on to study other performances of lieder and opera, and I
think now my vocal record collection is larger than any other part of
it.'
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Lynn Harrell's first cello teacher
was Heinrich Joachim, who taught
in Larchmont, not far from New
York. ' But Iwas far more interested
in basketball [ he is over six feet]
and tennis, too. Even recently I
fantasised about becoming some
kind of Jimmy Connors, and realised with great sadness that it
wasn't going to happen! Anyway,
then our family moved to Dallas, as
my father wanted to phase out the
Met. and do more oratorio, lieder
and teaching, and Istarted studying
with the principal cellist of the
Dallas Symphony, Lev Aronson ( he
was
also
Ralph
Kirshbaum's
teacher). He had tremendous heart
and soul; as a youngster Ithink I
had great difficulty in showing my
feelings for music, especially to my
parents, and Aronson picked this
up and gave me that kind of outlet.
He still jokes about coming to my
parents and saying that I'd got great
talent, and having my mother reply
"Oh come on, Lev, you don't have
to be so nice, we'll give you another
piece of roast beef anyway!". I
don't know why Ifound it so hard
to share my affinity for music with
my parents. Iwas the third child,
and by the time Iwas growing up I
was left alone a great deal more
than my brother and sister, and
although this can be lonely, Ihad a
lot more time to develop my
imagination. And my parents were
such intense pros—so good that I might both start at the same time,
found it very hard to relate to them but even then, you've got to move
musically. It was asafer bet against together on that opening rhythm.
failure just to learn the cello as a Anyway, Ithought, it's his problem;
sideline to becoming a doctor or /can lean into the note, but once
whatever, and it's only in the last he's actually started, everyone
few years that I've found some knows it! Anyway, it was perfect
comfort for those frustrations of my ... it must have been something to
teens!'
do with body rhythm, a feeling
It was inevitable that our conver- which as agreat chamber musician
sation should eventually turn to he picked up. Then, I've formed a
chamber music, of which Lynn piano trio with Ashkenazy and
Harrell would like to play consider- Perlman, and we play just four or
ably more. However, after leaving five concerts a year. 'The relationhis position as principal cellist in ships in some string quartets are
George Szell's Cleveland Orchestra based on pure democracy. Ibelieve
his career tended largely towards that these chamber music groups
solo work. ' Most of the chamber often don't get as much work done
music Ido now is in the form of because there are too many differrecitals with pianist. But I've played ent vantage points one can take,
at the South Bank for four or five and so what often happens is that
summers—that's areal 'fountain of there are too many compromises.
youth' feeling for me; drink at the When Iplayed the Schubert quintet
South Bank and one stays young with the LaSalle Quartet we must
for ever! Marvellous friends and have rehearsed for a total of 125
wonderful musicmaking.' One col- hours—that's how they work—and
league at the South Bank was I've known each of them individuChristoph von Eschenbach, whom ally for many years, so that the level
Lynn describes as one of the on which one works gets down to
greatest chamber music players he its purest, most distilled. On the
has worked with. 'We were playing other hand, the advantage of musithe Beethoven Fmajor Opus 5and cians who get together for the first
he said to me " Don't give me asign, time and have only one or two
just
start
playing".
I said, rehearsals is that there's another
"Whaddya mean, don't give me a kind of distillation—you don't have
sign? Are you crazy?" Anyway, you to worry about different personknow what that opening's like. You alities, different philosophies of
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Lynn Harrell
meets Andrew Keener
music. You just work with the pure
music you have in front of you.
Then it's a distillation of intensity,
of what has to be done quickly and
as thoroughly as posskile. This
'revving- up' of motors can be very
good for the music and the musicians, because each person gets
into contact with a different viewpoint and with the personalities
each of the others is turning out to
be.'
If Lynn Harrell plays less chamber
music than he would like, the
record
catalogue
nevertheless
offers a fair indicatiorr of his sympathies. There is a vital and
imaginative set of the Beethoven
Sonatas ( ARL2 2241) with James
Levine as pianist, Schubert's String
Quintet with the LaSalle Quartet
(2531 209) and the two Brahms
Sonatas with Ashkenazy for Decca
(expected next year). The partnership with Ashkenazy amd Perlman
is also represented by aforthcoming cycle of the Beethoven Piano
Trios for HMV and last month saw
the release of the Tchaikovsky
Piano
Trio
on
ASD4036.
Substantial fare for a discography
which, until recently, has been filling out at a surprisingly measured
pace ( it began four years ago with
the Dvorak Concerto with Levine
and the LSO—ARL1 1155). Lynn
Harrell has voiced some strong res 75

BUSS - Piano Concerto

Philip Fowke, Piano
March of Homage Welcome the Queen
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra
Conductor. David Atherton
DKP 9006 pressed in Holland rrp £5.99 (inc. VAT)
The first new recording for many years of this outstandingly fine
concerto. The record also marks the concerto disc début of an
immensely gifted young British pianist.
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MESSIAEN ORGAN WORKS - Vol I

Les Corps Glorieux - Jennifer Bate plays the
Grandes Orgues de la Cathedrale Saint Pierre
de Beauvais.
DKP 9004 pressed in Holland rrp £ 5.99 (inc. VAT)
Ambisonic UHJ recording using the Calrec ' Soundfield' Microphone.
stereo compatible.
Announcing the first release in an exciting planned recording project of the
complete organ works by this fascinating composer, played by Jennifer Bate.
Of Miss Bale's interpretation of his music the composer has said " It is with
great pleasure that Ihave heard Jennifer Bate play my works for organ. She is
an excellent organist, not only for her virtuosity, but for her musicianship and
sensitivity in choosing her timbres. She is areally accomplished musician who
loves what she plays and knows how to make others love it too." A quite superb
recording made in the great Cathedral of Beauvais in France.
Vol II will be issued during the Autumn.
Digital Film Score Series Vol HI
The Western Film World of
DIMITRI TIOMXIN
UN1CORN-KANCHANA

DIGITAL

Music from - Giant, Red River, Duel in the Sun.

High Noon, Night Passage & Rio Bravo
The John McCarthy Singers with the London Studio Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Laurie Johnson.
DKP 9002 pressed in Holland rrp £ 5.99 (inc. VAT)
Aniline,. UM recordinit usina the Calrer • Soundlield microphone. stereo compatible.

Along with such names as Bernard Herrmann and Miklos Rozsa.
Dimitri Tiomkin. who died in 1979, was firmly in the forefront of great
film music composers. The music recorded here from these classic
westerns is amongst his finest and is thrillingly played and recorded.
Vol I - Herrmann/North by Northwest DKP 9000

PETER MAXWELL DAVIES —
Renaissance & Baroque Realisations
UNICORN-KANCHANY1
The composer conducts The Fires of London
KP 8005 pressed in Holland rrp £ 5.85 (inc. VAT)
Ambisonic UHJ recording using the Calrec ' Soundfield' microphone.
stereo compatible..
Ingenious and wonderfully inventive arrangements by Peter Maxwell
Davies of music by Bach, Purcell, Dunstable and others. Performed by
"The Fires" with great virtuosity.

Vol It - lohnsontFirst Men in the Moon etc DKP 9001

We distribute in the UK all of the leading audiophile and
other specialist labels UNICORN, UNICORN-KANCHANA, CRYSTAL CLEAR,

TELARC

BEETHOVEN Symphony No 5 and Egmont Overture
Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted by Seiji Ozawa
Telarc 10060 pressed in Germany rrp £ 8.98 (inc. VAT)
Dramatic performances, wonderful playing and a beautiful
Telarc ' Soundstream' recording.
HANDEL Water Music

DMS
DELOS

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra

conducted by Gerard Schwartz
DMS 3010 pressed in Japan rrp £ 8.98 (inc. VAT)
A delightful record and a lovely Delos Soundstream'
recording. Fast rising young American conductor Gerard
Schwarz directs a performance combining style and vitality.
ROY HARRIS ( d. 1979)

Quintet for Piano and Strings

& Quartet No 3 The Blair Quartet - fohana Harris, Piano

CENTAUR, CRD, CHALFONT, CITADEL, DELOS, DENON,
ENTR'ACTE, FINLANDIA, HYPERION, IMF
ELECTRONICS, IN SYNE, MOBILE FIDELITY Iby
arrangement with the importer MFSLI, SAGA,
SHEFFIELD LAB, TELARC, VARESE SARABANDE,
MERLIN AND PHOENIX.
Available from leading record shops and agrowing
number of hi-fi dealers. In the event of difficulties we
will supply direct, cash- with- order please plus 98p
towards postage and packing on orders for less than
four LPs, otherwise p pfree.
Unicorn, Unicorn - Kanchana and Telarc records are also
available to the trade from Lugton Fr Co and
H. R. Taylor.

VC 81123 rrp £ 5.99 ( inc VAT)
Following the recent fine BBC television documentary film on
Roy Harris, here is the third Varese Sarabande recording
devoted to the music of this outstanding American composer.
The Piano Quintet is amongst his very finest works and has
been described as " Arguably the greatest single chamber
work by any American composer" - Fanfare Magazine, U.S.A.
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UNICORN

RECORDS LTD.

The Manor House, Markfield,
Leicester, LE6 OUN
tel: Markfield 00530513138

RAMOPHILE
Supraphon at home
While attending this year's ' Prague
Spring' Iwas invited to the Supraphon studio housed in the east
wing of the Conservatoire. No recordings were taking place, but I
was privileged to hear excerpts
from two of their latest operatic
productions, a stunning From the
House of the Dead directed by
Vaclav Neumann, a conductor not
closely associated in our minds
with Janacek, and asofter focused
Excursions of Mr Broucek conducted by Frantisek Jilek who is very
much a part of the Janacek tradition. If these transfer to disc with
anything like the immediacy of the
tapes, Decca will have serious
competition.
As
with
almost
everyone else in the recording business, digital recording is currently
occupying the thoughts of the
Supraphon team and both these
operas have been recorded using
the technique. In From the House
of the Dead the engineers have
deliberately brought the voices into
sharper focus since they hold the
view that in this opera, particularly,
the words are most important.
Supraphon, who have an arrangement with Nippon Columbia,
are currently having to rely on the
Japanese to edit their digital product, though they are negotiating
for their own editing equipment,
and the Soundstream System has
been mentioned. Several digital recordings from Prague have already
found an outlet through Nippon
Columbia's label, Denon, and it is
expected that a digital Bartered
Bride and a new Ma Vlast will be
available soon, though the Czechs
hope to be able to market •these
themselves and are at present busily
deciding on asuitable logo for their
digital recordings. Martinu's The
Greek Passion is the latest venture,
and the recording, with members of
the Welsh National Opera's recent
British production, was due to
begin in Brno the week following
my visit. The conductor will again
be Sir Charles Mackerras. Unfortunately our schedules prevented
us meeting, but Sir Charles, who
has already established a strong
international reputation for his interpretation of Janacek, is said to
have become interested in espousing Martinu's cause which, after his
London success with Julietta and
now with The Greek Passion, is
good news indeed.
Supraphon's sister organisation
Penton also has an international
outlet through Japanese RCA, and
a limited selection of their catalogue is imported by Bond Street
Music ( 100 New Bond St, London
W1Y 9LG), who look after both of
the
Czech
catalogues
here.
Panton's
catalogue
contains
several items of interest, and while
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it includes music of earlier times, its
chief preoccupation is the dissemination of recent and contemporary
Czech music. In this its role echoes
those of Donemus in Holland and
CRI in America, and with its improvement in pressing and packaging we may see further evidence of
Panton's brighter image here,
though serious efforts will be
needed to improve the literary side
of things, as many of the Czechs are
aware.
Supraphon's chief engineer is
satisfied that their analogue equipment is as good as anything in the
West. Much of their equipment was
built in the UK, and the editing
panel expressed themselves delighted with their battery of Tannoy
speakers installed for the now
largely
defunct
quadraphonic
experiment. Money is aproblem, of
course, and the general opinion in
Prague now is that what liquid
capital is available should be invested in digital equipment, for the
Czechs intend to keep abreast of
the field. It is a policy they have
followed for many years now, and
as the impressive display of international trophies adorning the
walls of Dr Roman Skokan's office
testifies, it is apolicy which has paid
handsome dividends.
KO

Van Cliburn
Competition
Whatever it may be, Texans do it on
a bigger and grander scale. So, it
should come as no surprise to learn
that the Sixth Van Cliburn International Quadrennial Piano Competition, held in Fort Worth, Texas ( May
17-31) provided the richest prizes,
unsurpassed hospitality and the
widest television coverage ( finals)
Lynn Harrell

of any musical competition.
First prize, awarded to AndreMichel Schub,28 ( France/US) encompassed: S12,000 cash; a gold
medal; a recording contract; and a
two-year tour of the US, Europe
and Far East, playing recitals and
orchestral engagements. And, if
that is not an embarras de richesses.
Schub also captured the $1000
prize for best chamber music performance ( with
Tokyo
String
Quartet) and agold watch for best
interpretation of Touches, composed for this prestigious event by
Leonard Bernstein.
Two second place prizes, $6500
each, a New York recital debut
and US concert tour were won
by
Santiago
Rodriguez,
29
(Cuba/US) and Panayis Lyres, 27
(Greece/US). This tie served to
bypass the third place award.
Fourth place prize of $4000 was
won by Jeffrey Kahane, 24 ( US).
Fifth place prize of $3000 went to
Christopher O'Riley, 24 ( US) and
the sixth place $1500 award to Zhu
Da Ming, 29 ( China).
Unable to agree on the recipient
of the discretionary $ 1000 scholarship for the most outstanding
younger pianist, the jury took the
unusual step of making a personal
contribution of $100 each to enable
$1000 scholarships to be awarded
to
both
Kathy
Selby,
18
(Australia/US) and Barry Douglas,
20 ( Northern
Ireland/England)
who reached the semi-final group.
Starting with 128 pianists from
23 countries, this number was reduced to 39 contestants who were
then invited to Fort Worth. This
initial screening '... only applicants
who have accumulated formidable
music credentials are accepted into
even the earliest stages of the
competition ' ... was achieved by
20- minute video-taped auditions
conducted at several locations in
Europe and the US. Noticeably
absent from the competition were
contestants from the Soviet Union.
Eli Sammett

which I'd never even played, and
that's something Iwouldn't have
ervations about venturing into the done ten years ago ( ASD 3899).
recording studios too frequently in And of course in that music energy,
the early stages of acareer, while at beauty of sound and articulation go
the same time admitting that it was a long way. But if you have only
an approach not shared by col- these things in, say. Brahms or late
leagues such as Pinchas Zukerman. Mozart you haven't begun to
'Well, Pinky's viewpoint is that he approach the problems of what the
wants to record as much as he can pieee demands.'
in his early years, so that when he
The Elgar Concerto is, in Lynn
has achance to record things again Harrell's view, one such work. He
he'll have those early discs as ref- recorded it a year ago ( with
erence points. He feels that today a Tchaikovsky's Rococo Variations)
record is to be made as adocument with Maazel and the Cleveland
of acertain moment in a life and it Orchestra for Decca after having
doesn't matter whether the disc played and studied it for six years.
Igot togcomes at the early, middle or late (See review last month.) '
point of a person's growth. My ether as many recordings of it as I
viewpoint is that this document could ( 1can see in retrospect how
should be taken at a time when lacking my knowledge had been in
there's a finished product. Now, certain areas)-12 or 15 different
taken to extremes this'd mean I renditions from Beatrice Harrison
wouldn't make any records till Iwas with Elgar right through to today.
651 So it's asort of compromise of There's abeautiful one by Anthony
two vantage points. Pinky and I Pini where it sounds as if he's using
recorded some Vivaldi concertos gut strings—alovely warm, mellow
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New Label
Cambridge Records Ltd is a new,
independent classical label set up
to
explore
comparatively
untouched repertoire and/or give
exposure to outstanding artists who
have yet to gain widespread attention. A small number of projects
will be undertaken .each year and
will include works by such as
Dohnanyi, Medtner and Suk. In addition, Cambridge Records have
negotiated with EMI to release various historical recordings from the
78 era. These will appear on the
'Imprimatur' label and the first releases are expected in the autumn.
The first release on the house
label is a Chopin disc by Cecile
Ousset ( see reviews) and includes
the Second Sonata, the Etudes
Op.10 nos. 4,8 & 12, the Nocturne
Op. 27/2 and Ballade No.4. Price is
£5.49 and distribution through
Gamut, All Saint's Passage, Cambridge,
CB2 3LT ( tel:
0223
358669).

Gramophone
Exchange
For 75 years now gramophiles from
all over the world have used the
services of London's Gramophone
Exchange in the West End. The stock
included avast repertoire of records
of all types, from opera, religious
music, Eastern and Oriental church
music, to children's records. An
exchange and buy service was especially popular and an impressive
collection of 78s enticed many enthusiasts to browse for rarities.
Sadly, economic problems have
dealt adeath blow to ' GRAMEX', its
unfortunate situation amid the ever
growing film and porn centre of
Soho together with competition
from discount record shops, increases in rates, rent, packing, and
the postage on export orders leading
to a £75,000 liquidation loss. A sale
of stock was held recently to help
raise funds to pay creditors and
suppliers.
sound which Ithink is just right for
that piece. There's something
wonderfully earthy and unaffected
about that playing.'
There are also performances of
several contemporary concertos in
prospect '. . . although it's difficult
to programme this music. People
just don't want it. Iplay aconcerto
by Donald Erb which he wrote for
me; it's a wonderful piece and it
always gets good audience reaction. There's a whole lot of good
stuff for the cello. But of course
today it's so easy to write music
which is just sensational, new and
which titillates the nerve ends for
one or two performances, but
which doesn't really have anything
behind it structurally or whatever.
The audience will be kindly disposed, as they'll remember that
Mozart died penniless and they've
felt guilty about it—they'll try not to
let it happen again! And for that
reason Ithink it's easier to write
rubbish today than it used to be.'
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T partly starred for sound quality in reviews

WENTY-SIX items this quarter, all starred or

published beween March and June this year,
and covering the customary wide range of
musical genres, from solo guitar to grand opera,
but ( as it happens) with a larger than usual
number of records in the chamber and solo
instrumental categories. Order of treatment
largely arbitrary.
The QM team were given awelcome opportunity to hear the Rossini string sonatas—in
their original two violins, cello and double- bass
form—when PG gave aqualified recording star
in May to the Philips boxed set of Rossini
chamber music played by avirtuoso group led
by Salvatore Accardo ( 6769 024). PG withheld
afull technical star because of aslightly echoing acoustic, but on the whole we feel that that
glow of ambience suitably complements the
warm, accurate instrumental tones. Without it,
it would have been too artificially smooth. The
famous Duet for cello and bass ( with Alan
Meunier, on cello, not Marriner as we wrongly
stated in the heading) is particularly enjoyable
and the accompanying piano on two short
pieces from his ' Sins of Old Age' is also convincingly set back in abelievable acoustic. Up
to A*, therefore, and aset to be recommended.
Following their excellent Schubert Octet,
lona Brown's ASM Chamber Ensemble recording of the Beethoven Septet ( Philips 9500
873) was given a qualified recording star by
P.T. in March. He commented that the sound
has 'just the right amount of "air" around it and
the balance is exact' but was a little worried
about the lack of weight to the bass instruments. We, too, missed the ' bloom' that the
double- bass gives to the live sound and were
bothered at times by the rather close perspective of the violin, compared to the other
instruments. An excellent disc but not quite in
the top grade, so A*/A it remains.
Huguette Dreyfus' recording of the complete
J. S. Bach two- and three-part Inventions &
Sinfonias ( Denon OX- 7150- ND) was starred
by S. D. in May. Recorded in 1978 with the
latest Denon PCM recorder, the sound is immaculately clear, if alittle close for some tastes,
but that seems less of a reason to downgrade
with the harpsichord than with other instruments. Star confirmed, therefore, and the flat
silent Japanese pressing should be an objectlesson to British manufacturers.
A strikingly unusual sonic score of A*/C was
given by P. G. in March to the Alban Berg
Quartet's version of Schubert's G- major string
quartet ( No.15) on ASD 3882. This split rating
arose from the contrast between what P.G.
regarded as a ' richly full-blooded sound . . .
good string tone with true bite to it' and some
'hard clashes of tone at more exuberant moments', the latter possibly resulting from a
combination of close miking and avery reverberant setting. There is certainly a marked tendency at fortissimos for the instruments to
become both more steely- bright in character
and apparently closer, while in quiet passages
the quartet recedes into aless brash ambience,
at the same time seeming to become too widely
spaced for its apparently greater distance.
There's certainly something alittle odd happening ( artificial reverb?), but at the same time
there's no doubt about the biting clarity, and
beautiful delicacy, of string tone. PG's mixed
rating confirmed.
John Shuttleworth, the man behind Meridian
Records, has long been an advocate of singlepair mike techniques, and his recording of a
selection of works and songs by William Croft,
with David Thomas ( bass) and the Parley of
instruments ( Meridian E77038) was, not altogether surprisingly, given a recording star by
P.T. in May. Recorded with an AKG C24 mike
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Recently starred discs
reassessed for sound quality—
using various high-grade
replay systems

feeding a Nagra IV- S tape recorder, the sound
is open, with anatural balance. In the songs the
voice is a little loud, there is aslight pulling of
imagery to the sides in the instrumental pieces,
and we don't altogether like the acoustic of the
particular venue, Eltham College, which has a
tendency to ' hardness'. To set against these,
however, is the refreshingly undoctored, almost
delicate overall sound, which persuades us to
confirm the A*.
The first digitally recorded opera from Philips
was starred by B. S. in March: Verdi's Falstaff,
with the VPO, Vienna State Opera Chorus and a
starry vocal team under Karajan ( 6769 060,
3LPs). This is aglorious issue, one of the finest
opera recordings we have ever heard. A superbly specious acoustic provides the setting for a
production that combines a huge dynamic
range with great clarity. The orchestra reacts
with the hall to quite splendid effect, while the
vocalists, who seem on the whole to be in front
of the orchestra but never obtrude unreasonably, are given as much depth as width and
always sound utterly convincing, whether near
or .far, loud or soft, singing or speaking ( sometimes even nearly whispering). B.S.'s one slight
sonic doubt concerned the brass, which does
seem just a touch strident at times—trumpets
mainly—but the overall impact of this fastidiously handled and often very beautiful recording is terrific. Star confirmed with great
enthusiasm.
K.D. awarded asplit rating to Decca's recording of Bartok's piano concertos 2 and 3 with
Ashkenazy and LPO/Solti in March ( SXL
6937), describing the results as possessing
'natural brilliance and warmth'. Certainly the
balances are well managed in this Kingsway
Hall presentation, but though fine in the
delicately scored passages we feel that the
piano sounds rather tubby and somewhat congested in the louder music—as if the various
little pockets of ambience were vying with one
another for room to breathe. The slow movement of 3is indeed marvellously captured and it
comes over with a clarity rarely heard on disc.
Perhaps astraight A more accurately places the
overall results in proportion to the sounds we
have come to expect.
Meriel and Peter Dickinson's fine ' Dreamscapes' recording of modern works for mezzosoprano and piano ( by Dickinson himself,
Harvey, Panufnik and Lutyens) was highly
rated by B.S. in May ( Unicorn UNS 268). One
of Bob Auger's best situation recordings, it
captures nicely the atmosphere of the hall:
plenty of ambient detail which doesn't obscure
the direct information or the imagery. Very good
piano sound overall, although it does tend to

spread according to the level. One or two of the
more urgent vocal incidents cause some audible pinching and will tax trackability. Astraight A
would denote a little room for improvement
here, but it's avery fine recording nonetheless.
A splendidly full and well balanced recording
of Trio Sonatas by J. S. Bach from Musica
Antigua Köln was highly recommended by S.D.
in June ( DG 'Archly' 2533 448). ' Clear and
clean' it certainly is, but not to the exclusion of
awell-rounded ambience—often these seem to
be mutually exclusive. It isn't necessarily true,
though, that period instruments are easier to
record than their modern counterparts. Perhaps
they do demand less in terms of overall dynamic
contrast, but to capture intact the transients of
plucked strings or the 'edge' of the baroque
bow, for example, is by no means straightforward. This reading makes it seem so, however,
and the rating is confirmed.
In May P.T. starred aDenon digital recording
entitled ' Historical Guitar Collection' ( OX7013- ND), commenting that it was ' outstanding for subtlety and clarity'. The eight historic
guitars featured occupy roughly the central
third of the stereo stage, but although varying
from instrument to instrument the miking is
overall somewhat close. On some tracks one
definitely feels the lack of an acoustic to
'solidify' the image when, for instance, compared to the Sheffield Michael Newman record
(Lab 10) ( see QM May ' 81) which, although
dry, is ' real'. The instrumental sounds here are
very lifelike, though, so the slight inconsistency
in recorded sound requires aqualified star, we
feel.
A different approach to recording the guitar is
shown in aSwedish recording ( BIS LP- 176) of
baroque suites by Bach, Buxtehude et al,
played by the Finnish virtuoso Jukka Savijoki,
which was starred by S.D. in April. BIS use a
pair of Sennheiser mikes feeding a Revox A77,
and tend to go for a ' wetter' sound than most.
This disc, recorded last August at Wik Castle,
Sweden, though more reverberant than the
Denon above, is exceptionally clear—with unambiguous imagery. BIS are lucky in being able
to find a venue where the acoustic complements the instrument so well—A* confirmed
and agood contrast to the Sheffield recording.
In April P.B. awarded Karajan's long-awaited
digital Wagner Parsifal (DG 2741 002, 5
records) an A* for a sound of 'almost unbelievable purity and richness . . . Naturalness
throughout the very wide dynamic range . . .
The blend of instrumental forces with each
other, and with the voices, is compelling in its
impact. From softest timpani- tap to mightiest
orchestral outbursts the fidelity is as remarkable
as it is unforced . . . in scene after scene the
sense of space, stage movement and disposition is utterly convincing'. Indeed, yes. Perhaps
the engineers did go a little over the top with
the specified ' peal of bells, swelling and dying',
which do sound more bell- like than in any
other LP recording, consisting of an electronicsounding boom with alighter bell- like clang on
top: at its height, the ' boom' comes close to
swamping the proceedings. And in the Act 1
Transformation Scene where these bells first
occur, the brass cuts through the heavy texture
as if spot-miked: the acceptable face of the
engineer's art?
'Digital clarity' shows up slight studio
sounds—occasional page- turning, a few clatters early on in the Prelude, and what may be
Karajan singing! ( See ' Looking Back', June)—
which could annoy on repetition if Parsifal
were the kind of work one plays frequently, but
of course it isn't. Only very rare pre- echo, only
one significant edit ( asudden jerk in the strings
before the men's chorus entry near the end of
Act 1) and only a little swish and very quiet
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ticks here and there to remind us that this is not
yet real digital. An oddity must be mentioned,
as it has now occurred on two sets we have
heard: some 5 minutes of Amfortas Side 10
monologue were quite crackly on first playing,
but clean on—in this case immediate—
replaying. But the surfaces were generally
superb, totally scratchless and very near the
limit of practical mass-produced vinyl quality,
putting the average English pressing to deep
shame. Altogether asuperb sonic achievement,
one of the highest triumphs of great music on
record.
The
thirtieth
recording
of
Berlioz's
Symphonie Fantastique to be reviewed for
HFNIRR by J.C., from the Lille PO under JeanClaude
Casadesus ( Harmonia
Mundi
HM10072), was given a qualified recording
star in May. After so many recent hyped- up
orchestral recordings, it comes as arelief to hear
the natural instrumental sounds and realistic
depth captured on this recording. For once the
violins aren't under your nose and yet one does
wish Harmonia Mundi had chosen a slightly
drier acoustic in which to record, as the wind do
tend to get alittle lost in the murk. Perhaps the
clarity of a digital recording better suits the
more recessed stage given by a simple mike
technique, the normal analogue process tending to obscure too much in the way of spatial
detail. More important is the fact that this disc
has been cut at a low level so as to accommodate both the length of the work and its
wide dynamic range without apparent compression ( although Rêveries seems to have less
wide dynamics than the other movements). The
overall low level makes the pressing quality
critical: the GM copy had tolerably good surfaces, but even so the peak level of the loudest
climax was only 21 dB above that of the rustle
and ticks, implying a negative S/N ratio for
nearly all quiet passages. This is less extreme
than it reads because the good recorded depth
places the orchestra definitely behind the
speakers, whereas the snaps and crackles are in
the plane of the speakers, enabling them to be
aurally 'tuned out', as it were. Even so, without
aJVC or similar pressing, we feel that astraight
A would be afairer rating.
A.K. gave astar in June to adigital recording
of Debussy and Ravel transcriptions for an
ensemble of 20- string Japanese kotos ( Denon
OX- 7155- ND). Passing over the aesthetic
problems raised by such transcriptions, we
were bowled over by the sound. The percussive
sound of the koto— a sort of horizontal harp
with moveable bridges under the strings to
change the tuning—has been superbly captured, and the pinpoint stereo, total absence of
background noise, and the warm bloom to the
overall sound make this aperfect dem record.
A* indeed, but recommended only to those
who enjoyed the notorious 1976 ' Koto Vivaldi'
record, EMI TWOX 1062, which shares the
same artistic director and arranger, Minoru
Miki.
A.K. gave aqualified star to adigital RCA disc
of some more conventional Ravel in March ( RL
13686, Dallas SO/Mata) for 'a recording of
pinpoint clarity and depth' with a ' magnificently wide' dynâmic range. The famous Bolero
is backed on this issue by Rapsodie Espagnole
and Alborado del gracioso, and the whole
concert is indeed most impressively recorded—
and presented on impeccable ( German
pressed) surfaces in our sample. The reviewer's
slight suspicions about the quality of dying
reverberation at the ends of works prevented a
full star, although we were not quite sure about
this point. But in case others might share A.K.'s
reservations, we leave his A*/A intact.
After some very brilliantly recorded Ravel
orchestral sound we were intrigued to hear the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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same composer ( in his role as orchestrator of
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition) on a
Philips digital release ( 9500 744) featuring the
Concertgebouw
Orchestra
under
Davis,
coupled with Night on the Bare Mountain. In
his April review E.S. starred this record, commenting that 'the very best examples of the
Philips Concertgebouw sound have cultivated
...the ideal marriage of natural concert hall
perspectives and superb inner definition'. We
agree, but unfortunately cannot accept this
particular issue as an example of that 'very
best'. Full-bodied, spacious and detailed, certainly, but despite the digital origins we sensed
adistinct lack of brilliance and dynamic impact
in comparison with the above RCA record.
There have been one or two other slightly dim
sounding Concertgebouw recordings in recent
times, and while it's arelatively subtle point we
cannot really say that this issue deserves more
than aplain A—but that still means 'very good'.
In May, P.G. devoted a long review to two
Crystal Clear direct- cut discs entitled ' Sonic
Fireworks' Vols. 1 and 2 ( CCS-7010/7011),
featuring organist Richard Morris with the
Atlanta Brass Ensemble in music for organ,
brass and percussion by ( or rather derived
from) eleven composers ranging from Couperin
to Copland. An odd set of arrangements, this,
but frequently offering considerable sonic
impact and no doubt suitable for hi-fi show
dems if not for regular domestic replay. These
pieces were given aqualified recording star to
go with an unenthusiastic reception for the
music: 'Admittedly there is plenty of A* sound
about and plenty of spacious silence when noone is playing'. That's just about it, but worth at
least a listen if you love the sound of deep
organ pedals, mighty drum beats, crashing
cymbals and braying brass.
Philips' recording of Beethoven and Brahms
clarinet trios from Pieterson with members of
the Beaux Arts Trio was enthusiastically reviewed by P.T. in March ( 9500 670). A fine
sound, certainly, and in the Philips tradition of
setting it up and playing without in-flight adjustments to the balance. Excellent lateral imagery, but marginally less convincing as regards
depth, we feel. This probably has to do with the
number of mikes employed, although the piano
is notoriously difficult to capture in perspective.
Balance in terms of level is just, but the piano
image looms alittle close at times. A split A*/A
rating allows for this, but don't be put off—this
is areally marvellous sound.
Presumably on account of the very low frequency thumps which pervade the disc, A.K.
gave asplit rating in March to DG's recording of
Rostropovich and Agerich in works for cello
and piano by Chopin and Schumann ( 2531
201). A 'tonally generous' recording it undeniably is, slanted alittle to the advantage of the
cello, which generates agood, solid image to
the left of the sound- stage. The piano has aless
tangible presence, but this effect is noted more
in comparison with the general trend in recordings of this scale rather than to the live event,
which this closely approximates—probably
more closely in fact. Generally it's an excellent
recording, with few vices and no hardening of
the tone at climaxes. The overall level is on the
low side, which places some demands on the
pressing quality. The thumps will irritate on
systems with adequate LF extension, but apart
from that the rating remains A*/A.
'The sound surges impressively from the
speakers, the bite of bowed string- basses, true
viola timbres, violins with arealistic weight and
spread ( still rare on records) . . . A superb
Kingsway Hall production . . .' Thus C.B. on
Ashkenazy's starred Philharmonia Sibelius
Symphony
4/Luonnatar
(
with
SOderstrâmlfintandia, on Decca digital SXDL

7517 ( May). Superb trumpets too, assertive
and rounded. Altogether an unexaggerated orchestral tapestry of transparent depth and detail
in a background of virtual silence, for which
Decca's magnificent Dutch pressing must take
as much credit as the PCM process. A winner.
'Flamenco Direct' Volumes 1and 2appeared
on Crystal Clear digital 6004 and 6005 in May,
greatly impressing P.T. in the process. Carlos
Montoya plays a ' mean' guitar in a recording
that is ' crystal clear indeed, with utter accuracy
of focus and the last twang of overwrought
strings perfectly caught'. A* happily confirmed
for this solid, central guitar sound with no
smearing or blurring and with a tremendous
capture of dynamics. One only misses an audience, which seems called- for in such avirtuoso
display.
K.D. awarded Dvorak and Tchaikovsky String
Serenades A* in May ( Sofia CO/Kasandjiev on
Denon OX- 7078- ND digital), and we find a
sound of great clarity, in arather thin and dryish
acoustic that counterbalances the
lush
approach more frequent on record. These come
across here as very much chamber works. K.D.
praised the sweetness of the high violins in the
Dvorak, but on the whole we find what seems a
'filtered' quality to the strings—which could as
easily be the hall used—and alack of ultimate
distinctness. A, we think, on consideration.
By no means all Denon PCM recordings are
balanced to suit European ears. Often, it seems,
rather indifferent performances are allied to
'spectacular' mikings of extreme clarity but little
plausibility. Few such criticisms can be labelled
at the splendid disc of C.P.E. Bach flute sonatas
from Adorjan and Dreyfus on OX- 7082- ND,
given the highest rating by S.D. in May. The
performances are splendidly alert and tasteful
and the recording matches, yielding an excellent open and detailed quality with good, stable
imaging. The sound is very close, with little
sense of the surrounding acoustic, and this—
with the vanishingly quiet surfaces—tempts
one to listen at too high alevel. With suitable
restraint, however, it all falls nicely into place,
so the rating is confirmed.
As T.H. remarked in his May review, an
unexaggerated string quartet is unlikely to produce 'the kind of sonic thrills which will show
off expensive equipment', even though the
recording be digital and the background ever so
silent. Nevertheless, astar was granted to the
Smetana Quartets coupling of Beethoven
quartets Nos. 9and 10 ( Op. 59/3 and Op. 74)
on Denon OX- 7188- ND for an 'exceptionally
clear and natural' sound. The players, who
appear to occupy about three-quarters of the
sound- stage and are set in a pleasant but not
too obtrusive ambience, are indeed always remarkably clear and convincing. As so often
happens with quartet recordings, upper violin
passages seem more prone to excite hall reverberation than the lower parts, but otherwise we
have nothing but praise for sonic aspects of this
fine issue—and how super and sensible are
those shaped Japanese inner sleeves!
Finally, adigital Mahler 4th on the Chandos
label ( ABAD 1025) was starred by C.B. in May
for natural sound balances, ' wholly praiseworthy' engineering and asoprano ( Margaret
Marshall) 'credibly in perspectiiœ'. The Scottish
National Orchestra under Alexander Gibson is
captured with beautifully smooth and airy precision on this recording, our only doubt concerning the dynamic range, which does seem a
little restricted on the few really big climaxes.
Peak modulation levels are on the low side,
which no doubt contributes to asense of sonic
ease, while silent German pressings hold noise
well at bay. However, we think it only fair to
modify the rating to A*/A in view of the
dynamic aspect—but it's still alovely sound.
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An offer for Classical Music lovers
who are not prepared to sacrifice
quality and choice for price.
To become a
Society Member...
select any three ofthese
notable albums
for only £. 99
(plus p&p)— asyour
intn9ductim to the
Classical Collectors
Society.

on price alone. It all adds up to quite a
challenge. But one which we have decided
to take up.

All at Special Members Prices

To join the Society you simply accept our
introductory offer to Society Members. So
confident are we that you will find the
albums that you really want for your
collection that we ask for no minimum
commitment. We feel sure that you will
order enough selections each year to ensure
the Society's success.
To retain your support the Society will
rely purely on the quality and diversity of its
monthly programme. And every album
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A New Look Society
There have, of course, been other
classical record 'clubs'. But none have
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Bach's Hercules auf dem Scheidevvege: Schreier
Leonhardt's best old- instrument Brandenburgs
Karajan: delicate/climactic digital Bruckner 3
Franck/Greig of note from Cohen/Vignoles
Franck/Szymanowski with Danczovvska/Zimerman
Richard Rodney Bennet plays Gershwin
Complete Handel for Wind & Basso Continuo
Dorati's Haydn Infedelta Delusa etc
Mendelssohn for strings from Maksymiuk
Harnoncourt's admirable Mozart Idomeneo
Digital Karajan: Strauss Waltz collection
Tchaikovsky Third: Haitink series completed
Tippett Symphony 4: double- starred Solti
Hill/Johnson's French Collection
Alfreda Hodgson: Britten/Rubbra/Moeran/Brahms

RECORD PRICES (EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £5.00, ' Mid' £3-50, ' Low' £2.00). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD, AQ; 9500; 2530, 2531, 2533; 35/72/73/76000;
RL; DCA/ACA; Ades
MID PRICE
ESO, SXLP, HOS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 6527; 61000; RL,
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
SPA, DPA(2), ECS, OLS, NS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL
J. S. BACH: * Hercules auf dom Scheidewege'.
Drama per Music& BWV 213
Mathis I Watkinson I Schreier I Lorenz I Berliner
Solisten IBerlin CO ISchreier
DO 'Archive 2533 447
Bach subsequently adapted much of this work for his
Christmas Oratorio. The Oratorio, however can be no
substitute for this very individual secular cantata in
which there are significant differences in key, vocal
scoring and instrumentation. And of course the subject of the cantata is so very different. Written in
honour of the young Elector- Prince of Saxony, it tells
the legend of Hercules, challenged to choose between
a life of unrestrained sensual indulgence and one of
virtuous endeavour. The piece demands and gets a
brisk, well- articulated performance, directed by Peter
Schreier, who also sings the role of 'Virtue', quite
breathtakingly in places, and notably in the stratospheric aria, 'Auf meinen Flügeln'. The colourful
instrumentation is splendidly captured in a spacious
acoustic, and there are only traces of fiddled focus, in
which the solo voice is placed rather nearer thé
microphone than is compatible with a realistic perspective. Strongly recommended. [
A:1*]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: Brandenburg Concertos 1-6 ( BWV
1046-1051)
Frans Bruggen (fit) IClaude Rippas (tpt) ISigiswald
Kuijken, Lucy van Dee (vins, vlas) IKees Boeke (rec
II I Anner Bijisma (vIc)letc I Leonhardt (also cent
and obbl hpd)
RCA 'Soon' RL 30400 (
2 records)
At last readily available in the United Kingdom, this

RETAIL PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, most of the major companies
have abolished a retail price structure. We will continue to quote retail prices where supplied to us, but
would otherwise refer readers to the box above, which
relates price- range to label prefixes.

1976/77 recording is welcomed, and should be
snapped up while obtainable. Recording and performance are the best on old instruments, and for me the
best all round. Some of the movements are taken fast
(I think rather too fast). Some of the solo lines are
slightly incompatible; even, occasionally, textures are
less clear than they were, say, in the old Vienna
Concentus Musicus set (still available, and an interesting comparison, if now alittle long in the tooth). But
generally, this is the most polished, the most carefully
thought-out, among the best in tune and rhythmic
control of all sets of records of this remarkable music.
Time and again Ihave noticed new details, wondered at
new interpretative nuances. Ihave lived with these (via
an import set) for ayear, and I
grow to enjoy them more
and more. The recording is admirably clear, proportioned and realistic; balances really reflect the
sounds of the performers; the German pressing is
excellent.[A*:A1*)
Stephen Davy

BACH: Trio Sonatas in G ( from BWV 1039 for
two
flutes);
in
c ( from
the ' Musical
Offering')/attrib. BACH: Trio Sonata in G
(BWV 1038)
James Galway (fit) I Kyung-Wha Chung (yin) I
Moray Welsh (vie) IPhillip Moll (hpd)
RCA RL 25280
Lightly diverting: enjoyable, but in no way stirring.
Galway and Chung, both blessed with an apparently
effortless technique, sound as though they really
enjoyed playing together, and as though they wanted
their audience to share in the active pleasure they felt.
Moray Welsh is an extremely effective continuo cellist,
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and Philip Moll atidy harpsichordist, with avery good
sense of ensemble.
However, there are snags. The music of the two real
Bach items here isn't merely entertainment music; it
may be elegant, but it is eloquent as well. Artists of this
calibre might have made very effective use of the
bittersweetness of the two- flute trio; they might have
made more poignant play with heartbreaking affectations of the Offering Sonata. In effect, the other work
(probably the only preserved composition of Johann
Bernhard Bach, Sebastian's somewhat fickle third son,
who is known to have played the traverse) is the most
successful; this, too, is prettily played; but that suits its
rather lightweight "galant elegance well. Clear and
well-balanced stereo, with the two upper voices well
forward in the focus; too close for the cosiness of the
approach. [
13:1/2]
Stephen Dow
J. S. BACH: 6 Suites for Unaccompanied Cello
(BWV 1007-1012)
Anner BijIsma (baroque cello)
RCA 'Soon' RL 30369 (
3 records)
Bijlsma is asuperb cellist on both modern and historic
instruments (and in this respect something of ararity).
He plays with strong interpretative individuality—
almost romantically, in his application of rubato and
coloration—but his slightly gruff, gutty timbre reminds
us consistently of more obviously ' baroque'
characteristics.
The recording has apparently been extremely closemiked. Not only does the attack on those rather gutty
(harp?) strings jump out of one's speakers; there are
breathing and finger- noises too. Iam worried, however, by the scale of the cello sound, which is too
broad and dominating to be acceptable, although
extremely clear.
Documentation is unorthodox in its claim that the
Suites are preserved in an autograph copy, not by any
means generally accepted; the main source was
copied by Bach's second wife Anna Magdalena.
Interested parties should not hesitate; the recording
comments above are far less worrying than the interpretation is stimulating. [
13:1*]
Stephen Dew
BARTOK: Quartets 3 and 4
Lindsay Quartet
ASV DCA 509 digital ( PRT Sales)
The consistent aggressiveness of No. 4 and the involved and concentrated counterpoint of No. 3 are
among the severest challenges to the players' ability to
present the music articulately. It was this ability that
was such an impressive feature of the Lindsay's first
recording ( Quartets 5 & 6, July), and if it is rather less
evident here the problem lies as much with the music
itself as with any shortcoming on the part of the
performers. The recording itself is also less helpful
than in the previous issue. Balance tends to favour the
viola and cello, who appear at times to be unable to
match the whispery pianissimo of the leader whose
contribution, notably in the Prestissimo of No. 4, is
occasionally obscured. And in general the sound is too
full, too forward, so that some of the elusive contrapuntal detail becomes confused in resonances. As
performances, however, these qualify for high marks,
being musically literate, emotionally rich and technically assured. [
11:1]
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK: Violin Sonatas 1 and 2
Yehudi Menuhin ( vin) IJeremy Menuhin (pno)
Adis 14.021 (
Import Music)
In away, Yehudi Menuhin at least, plays in what can
perhaps best be described as an old-fashioned style.

RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
findings, but should preferably be noted in conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a guide
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Recording
A
B
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D
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Very Good
Good
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(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
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This is not meant to be apejorative remark in any sense,
rather the contrary since many modern performances of
these two works tend to emphasise the astringent
qualities of the music. Menuhin's tendency to run
phrases together in a manner that almost suggests
portamento is something we do not hear much nowadays, especially in this sort of music, and the effect is
to make it sound warm, even romantic. There is an
empathy between father and son here and a special
kind of affection in Menu hin's approach to Bartok that
no-one else quite has, and this puts this record in a
category of its own. You may or may not care for the
interpretation, but that is neither here nor there. The
recording, itself warm and vibrant, seems to echo or
perhaps enhance this unusual quality. For those who
approve add a star for performance. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK: For Children
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)
Hungaroton SLPX 12304 / 5 (
2 records) (£ 9.60)
(Parnote)
In many instances the sheer brilliance of Kocsis'
playing must depress utterly any young aspirant who
listens to the records. Zoltan Kocsis, unlike his compatriot Derso Ranki, has remained associated with the
Hungaroton label and has not yet received much
recorded exposure in this country except in his partnership with Ranki in Mozart and in some Bach. This
set shows something of his prodigious technique
which is allied to an intensity of expression that some
may feel is too great for such small pieces. The effect,
however, is dazzling; even in the many slower items he
contrives to inject a measure of pathos or reflectiveness that seems to lift the music high above Bartok's
expressed objective. And for those who do not know
the music it should be said that it is highly listenable
stuff; no five-finger excercises here. The recording is
lively, slightly reverberant perhaps, but catches the
spirit of the performances admirably. [
A:1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK: Allergo barbaro
15 Hungarian
Peasant Songs IIImprovisations on Hungarian
Peasant Songs, Op. 20
Three Folk Songs
from the Csik District
Quatre Nenies, Op. 9a
Esquisses, Op. 9b
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)
Philips 9500 876
To the casual listener the predominantly melancholic
lyricism may seem monochromatic, but closer attention reveals a wider spectrum of emotion. The
Allegro barbero is an obvious exception, and Kocsis
attacks this with controlled ferocity which fully
justifies the title, and with stunningly secure technique. But it is perhaps in the rarely heard Quatre
Nenies (
4 Dirges) and the Esquisses, which together
make up Op. 9, that he shows the range and depth of
his understanding of Bartok's music; and in the more
commonly heard 15 Hungarian Peasant Songs, his
poetic insight into the well- springs of Bartok's inspiration. He is recorded in a resonant studio and the
piano tone is larger than life. It is possible to adjust
this, though not the resonance of course. Bearing in
mind Bartok's views on recording incorporated into
Kocsis' short but perceptive note, it is a pity that the
composer could not have lived long enough to have
enjoyed some of this improved engineering. [
A:1 /1*]
Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Six String Quartets, Op. 18
Smetana Quartet
Supraphon 1111 2731/3 (
3 records) (£ 11 - 25)
(Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Over the years, we have had quite a few excellent
sets of Op. 18 and, not unexpectedly, the highly skilled
and vastly experienced Smetana Quartet here give us a
series of outstanding performances. Technically, their
playing is almost flawless while, from amusical point of
view, the performances are immensely attractive, with
perfectly judged tempi, shapely phrasing and plenty of
rhythmic vitality.
The recording, a co- production with Japanese
Columbia and first published in 1979, eschews the
'close-up' effect often favoured in the West and,
instead, provides the players with a warm, slightly
reverberant acoustic. The resultant sound more closely
resembles that experienced in a pleasant concert hall
than is often the case, so that the four instruments
blend finely while yet retaining their individuality. The
stereo image, too, is very satisfactory, although those
who prefer sound of greater 'immediacy' with asharper
sense of separation will probably favour the Philips set
by the Quartetto Italiano, whose superb performances
may, however, strike certain people as somewhat
clinical next to these. [
A/B: 1]
Thomas Heinitz
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BEETHOVEN: Quartet in e, Op. 59 No. 2 0
Quartet in f, Op. 95
Talich Quartet
Calliope CAL 1634 (£ 5-50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Once again highly accomplished, but Iam not wholly
convinced by the interpretations. Everything sounds a
mite too calculated, even cerebral, almost as though
the players are afraid to show their feelings. In the E
minor Quartet, the earlier movements contain much
that is admirable, but the sparkling Finale is too
rigorously disciplined and thereby robbed of its natural
exuberance.
When it comes to the concise marvels of the Fminor
Quartet, this is by no means the first ensemble to be
daunted by the almost epigrammatic terseness of the
opening Allegro con brio. One or two slightly mannered touches are introduced as though to lower the
tension and, throughout this work, the playing seems
curiously 'spiky'.
The recording, too, is not ideal for, while the sound is
very clear, with ample ' presence' and good but not
exaggerated stereo separation, there is aslightly rough
edge to the treble which some listeners may find alittle
fatiguing after awhile. At present, however, there is no
alternative disc for those who require this particular
coupling. [
A/B:2]
Thomas Heinitz
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 14 in cliOp. 27,
No. 2 ' Moonlight' 013 in Eb Op. 27, No.1 08 inc
Op. 13 ' Pathetique.
Emil Giles (pno)
DG 2532 008 digital
This will convince many of Gilels' pianistic authority
— albeit within a slightly older school aesthetically
than some of his contemporaries. His playing is very
clean, exquisitely controlled, and seems to speak
through the music. Gilels' first- movement Moonlight
has aradiantly gentle atmosphere with soft- toned, yet
clear, triplet figuration and a beautifully balanced
melodic thread, though slightly too held- back for my
taste. The dynamism one would expect is there in
plenty too, although still with that rubato. The Grave
introduction to the Pathetique is faster than many, as
is the Adagio cantabile of the second movement—
certainly compared with Kempff and more extremely
Barenboim—and Gilels too gives some motifs unusually individual gestural characteristics.
The digital recording gives the piano sound a very
precise edge and avery wide dynamic range. The lowto- middle frequencies are very appealing but the
sound acquires a hard edge further up the scale.
[A/B:1]
Roger Bowen
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas Vol.
24-32
Malcolm Binns (f-pno)
Decca D 185 D3 (
3 records) ( mid price)

4:

J. A. BENDA: Concertos for Harpsichord and
Strings in G. D, C. g, G, F
Josef Hala (hpd) I Antonin Novak ( yin) I Vo/tech
Jouza ( yin) IKarelSpelina ( via) IFrantisek Slama ( vIc)
IFrantisek Poste ( d-bss)
Supraphon 1111 2761/2 (
2 records) (£7-50)
(Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Here are welcome, clean, musical performances of
thoroughly distinguished works. The present six all
probably date from the 1760s and '70s, when Benda
was Kapellmeister at Gotha. Some of them are backward- looking, though never less than striking; others
impress as entirely worthy of comparison with the
works of their younger contemporaries Haydn and
Mozart. The
major concerto is strikingly dramatic,
urgent, in its first movement; and its slow movement is
abeauty. The Fmajor is especially brilliant and cogent.
If there are doubts about the authenticity of the G major
'Divertimento' on the second side, it too is well worth
hearing. Icannot help regretting the choice of solo
strings rather than string orchestra—the distinction
between solo and tuffistri ngs goes for nothing—but in
almost all other respects the performances are lively,
stylish and poised. Hala is just occasionally inclined to
fussiness, but his playing is strong and nimble throughout. The recording is rather cavernous, as if to make up
for the lightness of the solo string texture; but the issue
is nevertheless thoroughly desirable. [
B:1]
Peter Branscombe

BERLIOZ:
Requiem ( Grande
Messe
des
Morts)
Robert Tear (ten) ILPO & Choir IPrevin
HMV SLS 5209 digital ( 2 records) (full price)
Placido Domingo (ten) I Paris Orch & Choir I
Barenboim
DG 2707 119 (
2 records) (full price)

Nos.

We are treated to seven different early pianos in as
many sonatas! And a fascinating selection they are
too—each with its own distinctive timbre and sound
of attack. There is the same high quality of playing
from Malcolm Binns as has been remarked upon in the
reviews of earlier sets, and these measured and
thoughtful performances contrast very interestingly
with the more headlong and impetuous sounding
performances by that other proponent of early keyboard instruments, Badura-Skoda.
All the sessions were recorded at Kingsway Hall
between November 1978 and June 1979 and given
this, and the considrable diversity of instruments, the
sound is really very consistent. We are placed at a
reasonable distance from the soloist—certainly further
than the Astrée recordings of Badura-Skoda's Beethoven sonatas(to be reviewed soon)—and the whole
effect is clean and very fresh. [
A:1] Roger Bowen

BEETHOVEN: Romance in G. Op. 40 0
Romance in F. Op. 50 / MOZART: Violin
Concerto 5 in A, K219
Shmuel Ashkenazi ( vIn) IZurich CO IStouts
Tudor 73026 (£ 5-50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
The violinist has been around several years and is a
player of fine technique and a remarkably sweet and
secure tone which he deploys to great effect in these
three works. It is not clear why the concerto has to
spread over since virtually everybody can get it on one
side of a record now. That must be something of a
disadvantage, for the Beethoven pieces are quite short
and occupy only half a side. The Zurich Chamber
Orchestra under Edmond de Stoutz is a better little
orchestra than it sounds on the Turnabout recording of
Haydn's First Mass; in fact its playing is quite polished
and lively. The sound is well- focused, full and rich but
without too much reverberation, and the soloist is
nicely placed in relation to the accompaniment. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Previn's digital Requiem (
which seems, alas, to have
displaced Frémaux's fine version from the EMI catalogue) does greater sonic justice to this mighty work
than all the earlier recordings. For sheer impact, clarity
and dynamic range it rates a star, with the most
convincing arrangement yet for the four brass groups
in the Dies lrae, and afine overall balance of orchestral
and vocal forces. Yet Iwould have liked to hear just a
little more ambience, a suggestion that the performance could be aliturgical event set in agreat cathedral.
Also, several woodwind contributions seem unduly
prominent, while the parallel trombone/flute passages
in Hostias and Agnus Dei could have been more
recessed with advantage—especially the flutes, which
lose some of their intended ethereality.
But if EMI could have produced an even better
sound while yet being very impressive, DG have not
served Barenboim's team at all well. My first impression was that this Paris production is poor, with
everything so distantly set ( especially the choruses)
that details are lost. However, the hall acoustic is
much more pervasive here, and quiet choral passages
are in conseqence often very ingratiating ( as in
Sanctus); yet whenever the chorus sings fortissimo it
loses all sonority and becomes uncomfortably shrill. It
could be that this is how the performers really sounded
in the Maison de la Mutualité, and that EMI's
Walthamstow recording is strictly artificial by comparison. Nevertheless, a general lack of impact at
all the great climaxes ( the bass drum, though, is a
sure indicator that something mighty is going on) is
not really acceptable. Also unacceptable is the forward
placing of Domingo for his Sanctus solo, which thus
seems far too operatic.
Regarding performances, the differences here are
generally ones of approach rather than of absolute
value. Previn has aremarkable rhythmic drive, asense
of pulse which propels him through this huge work
with musical aplomb. But he fails to elate or move me
in the way that Frémaux always does—and Bernstein
too in places. Perhaps this could best be summarised
as afine performance with some splendid peaks, but
not especially penetrating in the quieter movements;
also, Robert Tear sounds somewhat stressed in the
Sanctus. In contrast, Barenboim seems hesitant, with
a much wider range of tempi which tend to give the
work an episodic feel. Yet while Previn and his
Londoners excel in the extravert sections, Barenboim
and his Parisians dig more deeply into the contemplative parts, with an Offertorium (
for instance) whose
pure beauty matches the splendour of Previn's Rex
Tremendae.
Each performance is very good in places, but neither
has the architectural grasp of Davis (
A:1), the
supreme choral devotion of Frémaux (
A:1*) or the
passionate beauty of Bernstein (
18:1/1*). For recorded sound, though, the new EMI is superb. Previn
[A*/A:1/2], Barenboim [
B/C:1/2]. John Crabbe
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BLISS: Piano Concerto 0 March of Homage
Welcome the Queen
Philip Fowke (pno) IRLPO IAtherton
Unicorn DKP 9006 digital ( C6.75)

The performers capture not only the zest of the writing
in the outer movements but also the almost Elgarian,
nostalgic peace of the Adagietto second movement. If
the occasional brashness from the orchestra can be
called a fault then it must lie with the orchestral
writing rather than with interpretation. The March of
Homage in honour of a Great Man was composed for
the funeral of Sir Winston Churchill in 1965, and the
march, Welcome the Queen, for the conclusion of Her
Majesty's Commonwealth tour, in 1954. Both works
receive lively, idiomatic readings, though little can be
done to add interest to some of the less inspired
sections. The recording gives agood, stable image of
the performers and efficiently reproduces the performances' extended dynamic range. The low level of
recording, however, means that when a realistic
volume setting is selected noise becomes intrusive in
the quieter passages. Although the acoustic feels a
little 'enclosed' it is generally acceptable, despite not
being typical of the recording venue, Liverpool's Philharmonic Hall. Recommended. [
A/B:1]
Doug Hammond
BRAH MS: Symphonies 1 0 2 0 3 0 e ill Haydn
Variations, Op. 56. o Tragic Overture, Op. 81
Philharmonie I * A1P0 IGiulini
HMV SLS5241 (
4 records) ( low price) Syms 1-3®
These 1962-3 Philharmonia recordings are Electrola
imports, boxed with an unfamiliar Fourth in more
modern sound—rather than the 1970 Chicago version.
Iassume that it is an earlier recording, since it flows
less smoothly than the American performance, and is
surprisingly even brutal in the scherzo attack. The
rather stark effect of the slow movement is exaggerated by the extreme stereo separation; the triangle
in ( iii) is much too prominent here, but well balanced
in Giulini's ' remake'. Other reservations concern the
relatively opaque transfer characteristic (set against
the EMI originals), and a Second Symphony with
disappointingly imprecise ensemble in the Allegretto,
and a drawn-out coda. In general, one feels Giulini
would achieve greater precision nowadays on records.
Nos. 1-3 are given without first- movement repeats.
More positively, these discs are exceptionally cheap,
and there is an outstanding Third: passionate, warmly
expressive. Throughout, Giulini's expressive manner
brings out points of interest; with as many as twentytwo alternative cycles to hand, Iwelcome this box as
richly rewarding. ÍB/C:1]
Christopher Breunig
BRAN MS: Theme and Variations in d /
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas D.537 in a 0 D.664
in A D Sonata movement 0.571 in f.
..;
Luc Devos (pno)
Nimbus 2129 (£4.85)
It was interesting programme planning to use two
little-known, single- movement works as fillers between the more famous Schubert sonatas. The single
sonata movement in fl ldates from 1817 and is an
incomplete movement from an unfinished sonata, here
performed in the realisation by Badura-Skoda. The
Brahms variations are an arrangement by the composer of the slow movement of his Op. 18 Sextet,
written in 1860 for Clara Schumann. Luc Devos gives
refined performances, and while he is unable to match
Ashkenazy's starry performance of the D.664 sonata in
A ( on SXL 6260), Schubert's melodic outlines are
carefully articulated by the younger pianist and the
momentum of the sonatas and variations is nicely
maintained. The Variations from the Sextet transfer
well to the piano medium and, even though there is
inevitably a slight loss of richness, sound convincing
as set for solo.
The placing of the instrument is well in focus but
relates more to asmall concert hall than to achamber
setting, the resonant image emphasing this. This piano
sound is pleasantly soft- edged although there is some
loss of quality in the upper registers. [
A/B:1/2]
Roger Bowen
BRUCKNER: Symphony
version)
8P0 IKarajan
DO 2532 007 digital

3

in

d

(
1888/89

For his first recording of Bruckner's Third, Karajan has
elected to use the Nowak edition, and there is much to
be deeply thankful for in this burnished, majestic
account of what in any version is an imperfect yet
magnificent work. DG give us on Side 2 without loss
of quality the last three movements ( here playing for a
good 35 minutes). The sound- quality throughout is
splendidly clean and natural, with wide dynamic range
and clear focus. If the brass chorale fragments in the
finale hardly stand out as they often do, the choice is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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surely Karajan's. He unleashes his full forces in the
grand climaxes; often elsewhere there is an entirely
appropriate delicacy and intimacy. The Adagio is here
a movement of great poignancy and uncommon
breadth, all the finer for being unbroken. The scherzo
is fleet yet rugged, the trio tender. And the finale
emerges strong, integrated yet with internal variety. If I
had to choose between this and Jochum ( last month),
Iwould go for Karajan and the BPO—but how happy
one could be with either! [
A:1*]
Peter Branscombe
BRUCKNER: Symphony 7 in E ( ed. Haas)
Cologne Radio SO
Wand
Harmonia Mundi 153-99877/8 (
2 records) (£ 9.00)
Brucknenan readers who have heard Günter Wand's
earlier releases of Symphonies 4, 5and 6 ( reviewed in
December 1978) will know roughly what to expect
from this issue. It is a rather old-fashioned performance—not principally in that it eschews the disputed
'big bang' at letter W in the slow movement, whereas
the majority of conductors use the Nowak score; rather,
Wand produces the kind of performance which in
earlier days would have been all one could reasonably
hope for in respect of integrity of purpose and decent
standard of orchestral playing. The LP has perhaps
spoilt us—we would have enjoyed this account much
more twenty years ago. It has excellent qualities—
warmth, commitment—but the orchestral playing is
below the standard we are nowadays able to take for
granted, especially from the brass; and it's one thing to
follow Haas in the most obvious respect, but it would
have been another to follow his score in respect of
avoidance of changes of tempo. The recording has
fairly steady background noise and some rather muddy
textures. [
B/C:2]
Peter Branscombe
BULL: Fantasy & Variations on a theme by
Bellini n Adagio ( Violin Concerto in e) CI Adagio
religioso
Polacca guerriera ri Nocturne El Visit
to a Summer Farm D In Lonely Moments (' La
Melancholiel
Arve Tellelsen ( yin) IBergen SO IAndersen
NKF 30041 (
Import Music)
The music of Ole Bull ( 1810-80), all of which features
the violin, sounds decidedly old-fashioned now, and
very much of the salon as some titles suggest. The
most restrained, and consequently to modern ears
possibly the most acceptable, item is the Fantasy and
Variations, with the rhapsodic Visit to aSummer Farm
running it close. This includes the once- famous
Herdgirl's Sunday. The programme is a useful cabinet
for the display of the violinist's skill, and Arve Tellefsen, an artist not much known here, plays it with
conscientious conviction, occasionally with pronounced enthusiasm. He is well supported by the
orchestra and fine conductor. As usual the recording is
generally satisfactory as far as internal balance and
sound spectrum is concerned, though the soloist is
perhaps slightly too prominent. [
8:11
Kenneth Dommett
CHOPIN: Sonata 2 in bb—* Funeral March' D
Sonata 3 in b
Henri Barda (pno)
Calliope CAL 1880 (
f550) ( Harmonia Mundi)

Of the two performances on this record. Ienjoyed the B
minor Sonata the more. Those familiar with Lipatti or
Perahia will detect in their playing agreater readiness
to concede an expressive point ( Barda all but hurtles
into the sostenuto second group of the first movement,
and the opening of the Largo, with single dots as
crisply defined as their double neighbours, could, I
think, have melted more). Yet 1must also point to some
beautifully judged rubato elsewhere, and tender
expressiveness.
The Second Sonata, on the other hand, left arather
nervy impression, with more than one instance of
'going through' the piano's tone. At the end of the first
movement exposition, for example, the first LH note of
each bar positively jangled. But make no mistake;
there is much to admire in Barda's Chopin. For all its
advantages, though ( among which Iwould count the
clean, full sound quality), Iwould hesitate to press
the claims of this newcomer over Perahia's similar
coupling. [
A:2]
Andrew Keener
CHOP I
N: Piano Sonata 2in bb', Op. 35—' Funeral
March' 12 Etudes, Op. 10, nos. 4, 8 & 12 D
Nocturne in M., Op. 27/2 o Ballade 4 in f, Op. 52
Cécile Ousset (pno)
Cambridge CAM 1 (£5.49) (
Gamut)
Cécile Ousset here enters the lions' den, competing
with Argerich, Rubinstein, Perahia, Ashkenazy and
Pogorelich ( reviewed July). The opening of the
Sonata immediately proclaims a powerful and forthright personality. There is, Miss Ousset seems to be
saying, no time to lose after those opening octaves,

and even on asecond hearing Iwas surprised by the
sudden velocity of those 'till ready' bars before the first
theme. Exciting, most certainly, and no less tigerish an
approach than that of Argerich ( 2531 289) or
Pogorelich ( 2531 346). Where, then, lies the distinction? The answer was immediately apparent with
the second subject, in which both DG pianists offer a
corresponding willingness to relax ( Pogorelich arguably too much so), to allow tone and phrase to 'melt'
in a way which I do not detect here. The edgy
impression is compounded by rather more fingerslips
than should really be granted everlasting life on disc
(one fluff near the beginning of the Sonata makes an
identical appearance with the exposition repeat; did
Miss Ousset really allow the same mistake to occur
twice on the finished product, or did limited time for
re- takes necessitate some judicious tape copying?).
No, Isuspect that Cécile Ousset is more faithfully
represented by her other discs; on those, the impression is of an altogether more assured, disciplined
artist at work. Recording bright, but rather bass- light.
[B:2/3]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Etudes, Op. 10 & 25
François- René Duchâble (pno)
Erato STU 71406 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer) digital

No mistaking here the strong personality behind the
accomplished fingers. What I
miss—and I
feel confident
that this will come—is a sense of response and
tenderness in some of the slower, quieter pieces. There
is little of Ashkenazay's quiet tradegy in Op. 10/6, for
instance ( in the Russian's hands a stealthy, veiled
utterance), and 10/3 lacks the tonal radiance, the ebb
and flow of Vasary ( 2535 266—he also allows the
climax more time to grow and expand than Duchâble
does). The Frenchman is admittedly not helped by an
acoustic which tends to lay bare such things as the
melting textures of 25/1, or the staccato LH at bar 22
of 10/3, and which in 10/6 puts Duchâble's pedalling
skill under an aural microscope.
Yet how lucidly the recording renders Duchâble's
steady, controlled account of Opp 10/4 and 10/12
(Revolutionary)—you can hear exactly what's going
on at any point, and the result, in the former especially,
is more absorbing than a more hot-headed reading.
Duchâble is at his best in the pieces which demand
both gentleness and fluent rapidity: Opp 25/2 and
25/9, for example, are beautifully spun, the echo in the
last four bars of the former understated but duly
noted—very appealing.
A formidable strength, as Isay, both of intellect and
fingers, but not yet. Isuspect, the whole story. [
9:2]
Andrew Keener
COSTE: Music for Guitar and Oboe
Simon Wynberg (gtr) IJohn Anderson (obe)
Chandos ABR 1031 (£5.50) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
Napoleon Coste ( 1806-1883) was apupil of Sor, and
also an instrument- maker. His music was little-known
until Simon Wynberg edited and published what had
been largely confined to a collection of manuscripts.
There are six fascinatihg works in this collection: four
for guitar solo and two for duet with oboe. The two
performers are excellent, and from asympathetic and
effective duo. The Rosslyn Hill Unitarian Chapel is
used as the studio, and here its resonance is not,
seemingly, tamed at all. The guitar is closely-miked,
producing a perspective one would never normally
have; yet when the oboe joins in the guitar is pushed
back to a more natural perspective and the oboe
brought out. Here the resonance casts an echo round
the notes which seems to defocus them, producing an
ethereal effect which is not disagreeable, but not
accurate either. A somewhat overblown recording,
then; but a musical feast. [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner
DEBUSSY: La mer oNocturnes'
Strasbourg PO ILombard
'w. Rhine Opera Chorus Women's Voices
Erato STU 71158 (£5.75) (Conifer)
There is afreshness and urgency in the opening pages
of this new La mer which Iinitially liked very much; a
perfectly acceptable alternative, I reflected, to
Karajan's earlier, remarkable DG ( 2542 116), with its
feeling of a veil being gradually lifted, of sounds
wafting evocatively over remote spaces. Soon, however, I was less certain. Lombard is, to be sure,
admirably faithful to Debussy's specified tempo
changes, yet whereas Karajan and Giulini ( the latter's
Los Angeles account of De l'aube àmidi sur la mer is a
full minute longer than the newcomer) apparently see
these directions as a guide to inflection, gently
expanding or quickening the tempo in asubtle, natural
way, Lombard's reactions to them are often very sharp
indeed. Peu à peu adds Debussy to the En retenant
shortly before Fig. 12 of the first movement. Turn the
page, and you read Encore plus retenu. The trouble is
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that Lombard has already slowed to such adegree that
any further decrease in speed is out of the question.
The overall impression, to my ears, is rather uneven,
energy alternating with enervation.
Although bright and well- upholstered enough, the
recording occasionally favours violins at the expense
of the rear orchestra. Icertainly thought so at Fig. 10 in
the first movement and after Fig. 34 in the second,
while the forte cornets six bars before Fig. 58 in the
Finale hail from avast distance. Conversely, the muted
trumpets in the second Nocturne sound forward and
unatmospheric beside those on Abbado's DG ( 2530
038)—a breathtakingly evocative performance beside
which, for all its clarity of rhythm and texture,
Lombard's sounds atouch lacking in mystery. [ B:2]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: Symphony 8 in G, Op. 88 0 Scherzo
capriccioso, Op. 66
LPO IRostropovitch
HMV ASD 4058
Despite the sympathetic and responsive playing of the
LPO and the brilliant impact of the sound this is a
mannered account of the symphony. As in his
performance of the ' New World', Rostropovitch goes
all out for the expressive effect, leaning heavily on the
rhythm and phrasing in the process. The result is more
Tchaikovsky than Dvorak, the Bohemian sparkle
having been exchanged for alugubrious Slavic introspection, particularly noticeable in the Adagio. The
work really does not need this kind of emphasis; it has
its own inherent nobility which shines out in Kertesz's
performance ( highly regarded by the Czechs, incidentally) and in the recordings by the two Devises. All
of these offer a more rounded and satisfying option.
The Scherzo capriccioso is rather more relaxed yet still
manages to sound ponderously overweight. Once
again it is Kertesz who provides the best alternative,
and by coincidence that performance is coupled with
his version of the symphony .[ A-21
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances Opp. 46 and 72
Czech PO IKosler
Supraphon 1110 2981/2 ( 2 records) (£7.50)
(Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Surprisingly there does not appear to be much competition in complete recording of the Slavonic Dances,
arecent favourite of mine, that by Neumann on Decca's
Phase 4 ( transferred from Telefunken in 1977) having
been deleted, and now only available in a 3- record
Telefunken boxed set. Another fine performance, by
Kubelik on DG, reappeared recently on a 2- record set
(see ' Deja Vu"). Beside these Kosler stands up well
though he only occasionally allows the orchestra to
really let rip, while some of the slower Dances sound
langorous and slightly limp. The directions of the score
are observed for the most part, and where they are not
the relaxation can be excused on the grounds that this
is orchestral dance music, not Victor Sylvester. All the
same there is a lack of tension at times which works
against total acceptance. The recording is not one of
Supraphon's best either. The string sound is dull at
normal volume level and the balance between wind
and strings tends to favour the latter. Choice would still
tend to favour Neumann. [ B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR: ' From the Bavarian Highlands' and
other Part Songs
Donald Hunt Singers IKeith Swallow (pno) IJeremy
Ballard & Paul Smith (yin) IDonald Hunt
Abbey ABY 821 (£ 5.49)
Much of this music has more charm than profundity,
and may well be more enjoyable to perform than to
hear; but Elgar was never less than a skilful wordsetter, and there are felicities here.
The Donald Hunt Singers produce likeable, wellshaded performances, though they do not, to my ears,
rise to heights which arrest the attention and compel
admiration. They have a well- judged balance among
themselves though, as with so many English choirs,
there is some lack of atruly firm bass support for the
other voices.
The recording is as reliable as all Abbey issues seem
to be. In the few songs in which the piano accompaniment is joined by the two violins, there is atendency
for the instruments to take over, and that last bloom of.
presence is lacking. Perhaps the Chapter House at
Worcester presents difficulties? [ 13:2] Peter Turner
ELGAR: Church Music
Paul Trepte and David Hill (org)
Cathedral Choir IHunt
Abbey ABY 822 (£ 5.49)

I Worcester

Solo passages are sparse in the programme selected
for this recording, and the choir is not arranged
antiphonally. Ifound the sound of the choir more
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impressive than on some previous occasions; and
when the organ is present, it has a full and splendid
effect. The standard of singing is high, with excellent
ensemble, though Ihave heard better diction ( a full
text is supplied, for some reason not in the order of
presentation and including the words of two pieces
which are not on the record). A very different Elgar
from the one who emerges in the part- song issue!
On the recording, voices and organ are nicely
balanced. The sound is full without being overresonant, giving a front- nave perspective. This is a
representative selection from Elgar's liturgical output,
and will give pleasure to many to whom Worcester
Cathedral is no more than a name. [A/B:1]
Peter Turner
FRANCK: Sonata in A / GRIEG: Sonata Ina Op.
36
Robert Cohen (irk) IRoger Vignoles (pno)
CRD 1091 (£ 5.50) ( Unicorn)
The Franck piece is driven along in great sweeps
which, in less skilled hands, might well get out of
control. Not here: Robert Cohen's tone remains true
and beautiful despite his assaults upon the strings: in
full cry, as well as in more thoughtful moments, his
playing is memorable. Both works offer agreat scope
for the pianist, and Roger Vignoles, whom one had
tended to look upon as a sympathetic accompanist,
demonstrates his right to appear as soloist.
Fortunately, the recording is worthy of the occasion.
Ifelt that the lower treble of the piano tended to sound
a shade wooden at times, but overall piano- tone is
very accurate. The cello is well rendered throughout its
range, and the balance is generally exemplary—some
bass notes from the cello being occasionally obscured,
but no more than they would be if one were present.
Rosslyn Hill Unitarian Chapel provides a moderately
resonant acoustic, which is never allowed to interfere
with the sound, and it provides ablessedly traffic- free
background. A notable issue. [A:1*] Peter Turner
FRANCK:
Violin
Sonata
in
A/
SZYMANOWSKI: Mythes, Op.30 D R
Song o Kurpish Song
Kaja Danczowska (yin) IKrystian Zimerman (pno)
DG 2531 330
Even in this age of instant virtuosos one would have to
go a long way to hear playing of more sustained
passion and secure brilliance than this. Throughout
her entire range Kaja Danczowska succeeds in producing sounds of unalloyed sweetness and strength
allied to atechnique equal to any of Franck's virtuoso
demands; and to the rather different and more elusive
magic of the Szymanowski Mythes, of which there
appears to be no other recording at present. These
three demanding pieces, of which The Fountain of
Arethusa is probably the best known, challenge the
expressive powers of the violinist quite as much as her
technique and the outcome fully endorses Zimerman's
opinion that she is probably among the best interpreters of Szymanowski around at present, and justifies
the choice of programme. The recording is full, well
balanced and warmly resonant. [A:111r]
Kenneth Dommett

FRIED: Guernica for Soprano- Saxophone and
String Quartet* D Clarinet Concerto 2 ( 1975/6) /
GLAZU NOV:
Concerto
in
E2
for
AltoSaxophone and Orchestra
Felix Slovacek (cft Is-sax Ia-sax) I * Kocian Quartet/Prague SO (with jazz extras for Fried Concerto)
Supraphon 1110 2760 (£ 3.75) ( Lugton's/H. R.
Taylor)
The Glazunov Concerto here in the romanticoccasional tradition (similar in that respect to the solo
concertos of Richard Strauss); it is played very tidily
and expressively here, but I have not heard any
competitors. Slovacek plays the alto instrument with
great suavity and, in the upper reaches, arare tenderness, which is most attractive. Even more striking is his
wealth of tonal variety on the soprano saxophone in
Fried's Guernica: here, his ability to blend and contrast
with the fine young quartet of string players shows
him off to excellent advangtage, and reminds us that
this by no means over- used instrument can be as
expressive as many more familiar ones. The Clarinet
Concerto is also well- played; the soloist has aslightly
opaque sound on this instrument which, in combination with the jazz orchestra and his national Czech
training, results in unusual contrasts for the Western
listener. This music is closer to the Glazunov in
function; it is entertainment music in a wellestablished idiom. The whole album is warmly recorded, though with a touch of electronic- sounding
echo. Well- documented, and well worth trying as an
unfamiliar dish. [ 13:1*]
Stephen Daw

GERSHWIN: Preludes Nos. 1, 2 & 3 13
Promenade
Merry Andrew D Jazzbo Brown
blues D Impromptu in two keys D 2 Waltzes in
C D Three-quarter blues D Rialto Ripples
George
Gershwin's
Songbook
(
18
solo
paraphrases)
Richard Rodney Bennett (pno)
HMV EMD5538
Several of the items here show Gershwin exploring
along paths that we should have liked him to follow;
demonstrating how the popular idiom could be
shaped into meaningful forms. In the Preludes he
remained rather more in the shadowland of pastiche,
not quite certain of his way. In Promenade and Rialto
Ripples he was asmart operator in Tin Pan Alley. As is
usually said, it is the eighteen superbly varied variations ( some tantalisingly short), which he put side by
side with simple transcriptions of his songs in the
Songbook, that illustrate the diversity of his imagination and technique. He was a natural pianist and he
simply wrote down what he improvised. On the whole
Imarginally prefer this new coverage of the repertoire
to William Bolcom's similar programme ( Nonsuch H71284, currently unavailable) for its more straightforward, popularly- slanted approach, which seems
nearer to the ragtime- cum- vaudeville style that
Gershwin himself revealed on record. Like most music,
played straight, it reveals more of the composer and
less of the interpreter—which we don't always want
but which is helpful in acase like this. Bennett plays
sensitively and nimbly and he doesn't mess about. The
rocording offers agood natural piano sound. [A:1*]
Peter Gammond
G LAZU NOV: The Seasons Ci Symphony 1*
Symphony Orchestra I 'Soviet State SO IGlazunov I
'Newt,
Pearl G EMM 195 G (£ 3.95) ( Parnote)
This, Glazunov's only recording, is a splendidly vital,
full-blooded account of his justifiably most popular
work, one which certainly belies the fact that he was a
frail, sick man when it was recorded. What is more, the
transfers are good and the sound, clear and remarkably
healthy in the bass, is not at all bad for its 1929
vintage.
The coupling—
s spirited old Soviet recording of the
16- year- old Glazunov's First Symphony—is of less
interest as a performance, but it does make for a
fascinating comparison with the maturer work on the
other side and no other account is currently available.
One can see why Liadov and even Liszt so enthused
over the piece. It was indeed an auspicious compositional debut if ever there was one: of afreshness and
inventiveness that Glazunov did not always recapture
in later years. [
H: '
The Seasons"-1 / the Symphony2]
Edward Seckerson
HANDEL: Complete Sonatas for aWind Instrument & Basso Continuo
Frans Brüggen (rec & fit) IBob van Asperen (hpd &
org) IAnner BijIsma (v/c) IBruce Haynes (obo) I
Hansjürg Lange (bsn)
RCA 'Seon' RL 30408 ( 3 records)
These period- instrument performances are wonderfully expressive. Frans Brüggen claims the focus of
attention, since he features as soloist in no fewer than
fourteen items. He is an accomplished technician,
equally versatile on both the recorder and the German
flute. His interpretations are stylish and scholarly and
his ornamentation is tasteful yet not excessive. Praise
must, however, be reserved for Bruce Haynes, who
produces some magnificent sounds on his baroque
oboe. The contribution of a delightfully varied continuo, which employs bassoon, cello and organ in
addition to the harpsichord, adds much colour to
Handel's accompaniments.
As a bonus, a recorder sonata and an oboe sonata
from the Fitzwilliam collection, both in Bb, are thrown
in for good measure. This addition compensates for
the omission of the sonata Op. 1 No. 1awhich is an
alternative arrangement of Op.1 No. Ib. The recording
is generally well balanced and extremely lifelike.
Unfortunately there is some high note distortion evident in fortissimo passages on Side 1which prevents a
star rating. [
11:1*J
Victor McAloon
HAYDN: L'infedeltà delusa D Supplementary
arias and trio
Mathis I Hendricks I Ahnsj6 I Ba/din I Devlin I
Lausanne CO IDorati
Philips 6769 061 ( 3 records) ( mid price)
Wonderful gramophone material! The cast, with Edith
Mathis outstanding in the principal role of the servant
Vespina ( brilliant yet touching in her disguises, apart
from inevitably unmusical coughing as the crone), is
as strong as any even Dorati's Haydn series has
assembled. Barbara Hendricks as the simple Sandrina
is a charming foil, Michael Devlin in the solitary bass
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dassical.

role is strong and warm- toned. In the two tenor parts
Ahnsjii and Baldin are excellent, though not always
readily told apart. There has been some pruning of
recitative, and there is room on the sixth side for four
additional numbers: Devlin sings the reasonably familiar aria for Neptune in the 1773 revival of Haydn's
Acide, Ahnsjiti. and Baldin give us superb arias which
Haydn wrote for his productions of Traetta's Ifigenia in
Tauride and Sarti's Ifinti eredi respectively, and the
three men join in a delicious trio for the pasticcio La
Circe. The virtues of the Lausanne Chamber Orchestra
should by now be familiar to the Haydn lover; our
indebtedness to Dorati and Philips cannot be calculated, and the quality of these discs cannot be
faulted. [
A:1*1
Peter Branscombe

Haydn's keyboard writing at its best. The C minor
Sonata dates from the ' Sturm und Drang' years of
Haydn's early maturity ( 1771), the one in Eflat from
nearly two decades later. They make a nicely contrasted pair. These thoughtful performances are generous in terms of repeats, and even more in terms of
insight and directness of response. Nothing mechanical here—conventional- looking passages of figuration reveal firm musical argument and delicate variety
of phrasing, and the copious written- out ornaments
are not only very neatly thrown off, their expressive
functions are fully appreciated. Philips have provided
absolutely silent surfaces and anatural yet lively piano
sound which, but for attenuation in loud passages
might be in your room. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: Symphony 48 in B l3 Symphony 47 in G
ECO IBarenboim
DG 2631 324

HINDEMITH: Sonata for Clarinet & Piano /
POULENC: Sonata for Clarinet and Piano iD
Sonata for Clarinet & Bassoon
Thomas Kelly ( clt) IMartin Gatt ( bsn) ILeslie Pearson
(pno)
Merlin MRF 80701 (
f585) ( Unicorn)

With this coupling Barenboim completes his recording
of the six magnificent if rather artificially- named
'Sturm und Drang' symphonies, though 44 and 49
(February 1977) have disappeared from the catalogue. 46 and 47, superb pieces both, are unwarrantably overlooked in favour of their named neighbours—
currently neither is listed outside Dorati's big box
which covers nos 35-48. The rich, warm sound of
these performances will delight those who prefer their
Haydn full- toned ( no harpsichord continuo). The
lively bass- line and alert, clear wind detailing are
matched by clean textures; faster tempos are urgent
but unforced, with sprightly rhythmic feeling. The
fascinating Adagio of 47 is finely shaped, though
perhaps ashade languid; towards the end Barenboim
is inclined to hasten in what is a very long
movement—though not a bar too long. 1772 was a
marvellous year for Haydn, and these glowing performances of two of its masterpieces will be generally
welcomed, not least in such well-balanced and fresh
recordings. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphony 101
Symphony 102 in Bb
Concertgebouvv IC. Davis
Philips 9500 679

in D ' The Clock'

Symphony 102 in Bit for long my own favourite
Haydn symphony, surely ought to be in most people's
'top ten', and probably would be, were it ' named.' The
only other recordings—Beecham and Dorati—both
have 'The Clock' on Side 2. Davis makes much of both
these works, providing awelcome continuation to his
occasional late Haydn series with the Concertgebouw.
In 101 he contrasts excitingly the broad Adagio and
tingling Presto, builds up a splendid Andante, whips
into the menuet, and makes much of the vivid finale. In
102 the crisp attack and the clarity of the bass- line
make for an unusually trenchant first movement. The
Adagio has all the solemn beauty and clarity of windwriting one could wish. Alas, the menuet is ruthlessly
fast; but the finale is again poised, spirited. The
orchestral playing is grand, the sound- quality fresh
and forward apart from some roughness in sustained ff
passages. [
A:2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Zingareee D LiondierG Notturni etc
Ensemble Bella Musics, Vienna IDittrich
Harmonie Mundi HM 1067 (£5.50)
A strange yet enjoyable record. The works it includes
are the Eight Zingarese, Hob. IX/28 ( for piano, here
orchestrated by Michael Dittrich, the editor and musical director of the recording); Six Landler taken from
choruses in The Seasons, originally published by
Artaria for piano, but here played in a string arrangement; Five Contretânze and Quadrille, Hob. IX/29, plus
the Menuet IX/24, again arranged for chamber ensemble; and on Side 2the first six of Twelve Menuette,
Hob. IX/14, the curious yet delightful ' Notturni' for
pairs of flutes and horns, Hob. II/D5, and finally—for
once thoroughly underscored--six of the twelve large
scale Deutsche Tânze, Hob. IX/12. The Gypsy Dances,
complete with cymbalon, make asplendid and surprising effect; Haydn would probably not have disapproved of the liberties taken. In general the high spirits
and fresh sonorities outweigh the occasional untidinesses in the performance.. The recording is adequate,
though over- resonant and with restricted dynamic
range. [ B/C:2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Sonata in c, Hob. XVI:20 13 Sonata in
Et?, Hob. XVI:49
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 9500 774
Brendel is more closely associated with the other three
of the great Viennese masters. With this coupling of
the Sonatas in C minor ( no. 33 in the Christa Landon
edition) and E flat ( Landon no. 59) he serves us a
valuable reminder of the majesty as well as the wit of
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The recording quality here is satisfyingly bright and
immediate, with tape hiss so low as to be practically
inaudible. Ifind the instruments a little too close for
comfort, however. The suspicion is borne out by such
distractions as the silence before the Tres calme of the
Poulenc first movement, which is alive with faintly
vibrating piano strings—short of inclining one's head
beneath the piano lid, such things would normally go
unnoticed. And, pace the claims of the sleevenote, my
pressing was sadly bedevilled by numerous, startlingly
loud clicks.
Perhaps the close balance is accountable for some
apparent want of atmosphere in the performances. The
musicmaking is, of course, accomplished, with sensitive phrasing and warm tone, Kelly's focused, bright
toned vibrato which sounds especially appropriate to
this music; and his account of the Hindemith—
otherwise unavailable in the UK—is agile and authoritative. He sounds especially imaginative in the busy
rhythms of the second movement, with gentle, warm
tone in the long- breathed writing behind rapid figuration. A welcome disc, then, but try to sample before
buying. [
13:2]
Andrew Keener
JANACEK: Glagolitic Mass
Soloists ICzech Phil Chorus IJan Hora ( org) IBrno
State PO IJilek
Supraphon 1112 2698 G (£ 3•75) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
Kempe's Glagolitic Mass is a highly competitive
one, lacking perhaps the last ounce of brilliance in the
brass-dominated Introduction and final Intrada which
echo the Sokol fanfares of the Sinfonietta. Jilek has a
slight advantage here and his trumpets blaze out a
shade more brilliantly, though they seem to have
caught the engineer off- balance, for there is a noticeable drop in level between the first and the succeeding movements. The important solo organ part—
the penultimate Postludium—also comes over well,
though it has obviously been recorded much closer
than when the organ forms part of the orchestral score.
The soloists, of whom only Vilem Pribyl, the tenor, is
likely to be known here, are reasonably good, though
the contralto, Eva Randova, has a wider vibrato and
coarser tone than is likely to recommend itself to most
British listeners. On the whole Kempe's soloists will
please better. The chorus too is satisfactory without
being outstanding and again Kempe's forces tend to be
preferable, and on balance his is the version to go for.
[B/C:2]
Kenneth Demme«
LEHAR: ' Friederike'
Fuchs / Donath IDallapozza IFinke IGrabenhorst I
Rüggeberg IBavarian Radio Chorus IMunich RO I
Wallberg
HMV SLS5230 (
2 records) ( full price)
Friederike has a light rustic style, avoiding operatic
development and drawing on many old dance- forms
such as the gavotte and the Lândler. Music alternates
with dialogue and there are several speaking parts. It
might simply be said that it is a musical comedy as
distinct from an operetta, but Lehár's finely wrought
music raises it above this level; and singspiel ends up
as the best description. Tauber, although steeped in
operetta, was also agreat Mozart and Schubert interpreter and he must have revelled in this perfect vehicle
with five superb solos, one song based on Goethe's
own ' Mailied'. Lehár revealing the full force of some of
the telling themes in a gradual unfolding during the
course of the work.
The recording, as if respecting the work's merits, is
less glossy than some of the EMI Electrola products.
The overall sound is nicely balanced and controlled,
unobtrusive in that it doesn't go in for any gimmicks
(apart from afew bird and animal effects), the words
very clear, the orchestral sound smooth and warm; it

deserves at least half astar for being tasteful even if it
is not demonstration hi-fi. A fine cast have been
assembled, Adolf Dallapozza nobly romantic in the
Tauber role as Goethe, Helen Donath a sweet and
intelligent Friederike; the rest adequate in a wellrounded if not actually great performance. But it is the
music that wins our interest; especially where we can
compare 20th century Lehár with Schubert in Goethe
setting. [
A*/A:1]
Peter Gammond
LISZT: Sonata in b o Dante Sonata n Rigoletto
Paraphrase
Daniel Barenboim (pno)
DO 2631 271
After Barenboim's admirable record of Liszt's
Consolations, Liebestrâume and Petrarch Sonnets I
had hoped that this new disc would give us adefinitive
version of the B minor Sonata. Owing to a certain
amount of waywardness in the tempi here and there it is
not quite that, but it is undeniably impressive.
Barenboim is at his best in the lyrical passages, but he
can be powerful too, and his technique is of course
impeccable. This is certainly among the best performances of the work on disc. For the performance of the
Dante Sonata Ihave nothing but praise; he captures the
atmosphere of mystery at the beginning of the work
admirably, and he is sensitive in the lyrical passages. In
many of these Liszt calls for acertain amount of rubato,
and Barenboim follows his instructions faithfully. The
Rigoletto Paraphrase also comes off brilliantly. The
recording is full and round, but there is some lack of
brilliance in the top register. [
A/B:1]
Humphrey Searle

MARCELLO: Psalm 50 ( 1726)
René Jacobs ( c- ten) IGuy de Mey ( ten) IKurt Widmer
(bass) IJaap Schrôder, Sterling Jones ( via) IMichael
Jappe ( vIc) I Yasunori Imamura (theorbo) I Rolf
Junghanns ( org)
Harmonie Mundi 056-99899 (£ 5.50)
Despite the sorrowful text, Psalm 50 has much
warmth, as well as an introvert quality. It is also rich in
attractive melodic lines, and while it does not appear
to be particularly demanding in terms of vocal virtuosity, it has long melancholy phrases in many of the
vocal parts which must be ajoy to sing. Some parts of
the music, particularly the recitatives, could almost
have come from contemporary Italian opera, yet
Marcello makes it clear that this was not his intention.
It doesn't really matter, for the music is utterly
compelling.
The vocal work is fine, although Isuspect that some
listeners may find that René Jacobs sometimes sounds
a little too intense on this recording. There is fine
control from the singers, and careful shaping of the
phrasing: as with the string ensemble.
Although the sound has astriking clarity, both voices
and instruments seem alittle on the close side for my
taste, which at least creates an intimate, appropriateseeming atmosphere. [
A:2]
Colin Evans
MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 2, 3, 5 & 6 for
Strings
Polish CO IMaksymiuk
HMV ESD 7123 digital
The playing here is the épitome of tasteful and musicianly control. Phrasing is especially telling, being
carefully graded but not overdone, and exact ensemble combined with technical assurance produces
relaxed interpretations of great charm. These features
are well preserved by the engineers, who have set the
orchestra in a pleasantly reverberant acoustic that
does not blur textural detail. Most of the better
features of digital recording are present here ( though I
found the surface- noise level no better than acceptable). The upper strings take on a slight edge at
higher volumes but as the dynamic range of these
performances is appropriately restricted this is not very
important. Perhaps of most interest is the detailed
placing of the instruments in the sound stage, giving a
very realistic impression of the relative strengths of the
sections within the orchestra. Altogether this makes a
satisfying and worthwhile issue. [
A/A*:1*]
Doug Hammond
M ILHAUD: Cantate de l'enfant et de la mère
La Muse ménagère'
Madeleine Milhaud (diseuse) I Juillard Quartet I
Leonid Hambro (pno) I ' Darius Milhaud (pno)
CBS 61130 OD
Less than 31 minutes actual playing time, and no
information about the date and circumstances of
recording. The cantata consists of settings of twelve
short poems by Maurice Carême, telling the story of a
child's relationship with its mother from the womb
onwards. I'm not sure that Milhaud's settings actually
illuminate the individual poems, but the parlando
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declamation by the composer's wife is to my ear
certainly preferable to conventional vocal setting in
this case. Milhaud himself plays his solo piano pieces
entitled The Household Muse: fifteen short, thinly
textured, light romantic pieces with titles like
'Cooking', ' Laundry', ' Music together'. The mono
sound is quite adequate with touches of flutter and
rumble and abrupt changes in background level at the
ends of pieces which seem to authenticate the age of
the recording rather than detract from the music. Very
enjoyable, despite the brevity of the pieces and a
useful addition to the, unfortunately, still small representation of Milhaud on disc. [
H:1] David Pickett

MONTEVERDI: Madrigals: Lamento d'Arianna
O Bel pastor CI Eccomi pronta and others
Marjanne Kweksilber (sop) IRené Jacobs (c- ten) I
Marius van Altena (ten) IMichiel ten Houte de Lange
(ten) I Floris Rommerts (bass) I Gustav Leonhardt
(hpdldir)
RCA 'Soon RL 30390
The Lamento d'Arianna is of course the madrigal
setting of the sole surviving piece from the opera
Arienne, and is given a moving and quite powerful
performance by the Leonhardt singers. However, it
strikes me sometimes as just a little over- inflated, and
is one of those cases in which the performance seems
to try a bit too hard. The other madrigals seem much
more successful. René Jacobs' solo contributions are
delightful, especially °him& ch'io cado, which is
given adelicate touch by the singer's agile yet smooth
tone quality. The musical portrait of the shy stammering youth in Ardo escoprir is especially well done by
the two tenors, and nicely timed in the halting phrases
at the end.
The recording is alittle close, but the overall balance
is pleasing. There is an effective stereo image in
Lamento della Ninfa in which the male voice narration
on the far right is contrasted with a distant nymph's
voice. A worthy issue. [
B:1/2]
Colin Evans

MOZART: ' Idomeneo', K366
Trudeliese Schmidt IRachel Yakar IFelicity Palmer I
Werner Hollweg IKurt Equiluz IRobert Tear ISimon
Estes IChorus of the Zurich Opera IMozart Orchestra
of Zurich Opera IHarnoncourt
Telefunken GX6.35547 digital (4 records) ( full
price) ( Polygram)
The extensive Mozart research of recent years has had
its spin-off in several recordings which have made us
reassess our attitude to familiar works. This new
ldomeneo is acase in point. Based on the New Mozart
Edition prepared by Daniel Heartz, this recording gives
us all the music as heard at the first performance in
Munich on 29 January 1781, that is, without the cuts
made by Mozart after the rehearsals and shorn of the
additions made for Vienna in 1786.
There is also one notable change in the singing
voice. Idamante, atenor in the Vienna revival, reverts to
a soprano, sung here with depth and insight by
Trudeliese Schmidt. The ldomeneo is Werner Hollweg,
who grows in stature with each new Mozart role he
undertakes. But note should also be taken of the
general excellence of the rest of the cast, particularly of
Felicity Palmer's dramatic Electra and Rachel Yakar's
tormented Ilia. In preparing the vocal parts careful
attention has been paid to performance practice in the
18th century, especially over the singing of recitatives.
A remarkably successful compromise achieved, no
doubt, by the skill with which Harnoncourt has harnessed the forces involved to the production of a
performance which combines sensitive singing, fine
playing and admirable scholarship. The result is the
best recording of the opera so far, and probably one of
the best opera recordings of the year. [
A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART:
The
Symphonies
Volume
2—
Salzburg 1766-1772
Academy of Ancient Music ISchrüder IHogwood
Oiseau -Lyre D168D3 (
3 records) (full price)
Despite Neal Zaslaw's questionable assumption that,
except for the last few. Mozart's symphonies aimed to
be little more than pleasing diversions, the players, by
studiously observing every repeat, seem to be laying
great stress on architecture—every pavilion apotential
St Peter's. And the compulsion to be exhaustive has
driven the compilers to gather in the overtures to a
number of Mozart's early stage works and the symphonies derived from the orchestral serenades. The
purely legitimate symphonies are represented by K73,
75, 110, 114, 124 and 128-9. The middle three are
perhaps the finest of this bunch and come over very
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well in performances which, recorded in 1978 and
1979, contained verve and spirit eroded from some of
the later symphonies. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Andante in C, K315 7 Concerto for
Flute and Harp in C, K299' n Rondo in D. KA184
Flute Concerto in D, K314 CI Flute
Concerto in G, K313
Frans Vester (fit) I Edward Witsenburg (hrp)* I
Mozart- Ensemble Amsterdam IBrüggen
RCA 'Seon' RL 30386 (
2 records)
In general the playing here is attractive, and the
evidence of the limitations of some instruments,
though apparent, is not intrusive. Vester, the soloist,
uses two different flutes, a 1796 Genser in the solo
works and an 1800 Millhouse in the double concerto.
The harp, asimple pedal harp, is an 1802 Erard whose
delicate sound is pleasing in this context. Tempi in this
work are more restrained than usual and the concerto
seems less brilliant in consequence. The Genser flute
is more incisive in tone than the British one and adds a
touch of edginess to a recording already inclined to
coarseness, and the soloist is placed a little too far
forward for an ideal balance. [
13:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade in E-, K375 G Serenade in c,
K388
Members of the Danzi Quintet and others
RCA 'Seen' RL 30342
The period instruments used here impose certain
changes in performance, though almost everyone realises that the instruments are only asmall part of the
problem, and this has yet to be tackled in aconsistent
fashion. The effect here is slightly anachronistic, for
though the reed instruments, particularly the oboes,
are secure in pitch they cut into the ensemble in away
that threatens the balance. The recording, made in the
Lutheran Church in Haarlem in 1977, is clean and well
focused, and without too heavy aresonance. Scholastic criteria aside, the recently reissued Netherlands
Wind Ensemble version offers a good alternative to
which is added the bonus of the great Partita, K361
which is also included in the reissued album by
Klemperer. Others are the fine performances by the
London Sinfonietta players on Argo and, for K375, a
more historically stylish version by The Music Party on
Oiseau -Lyre. [
A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: String Quartet in 13 ,,K589
Quartet in F, K590
Me/os Quartet
DG 2531 320

n

String

Having completed their series of Mozart's ' Haydn'
quartets, the Melos Quartet are now apparently
moving on to the last four. K499 and K575 have not
appeared . yet, but these two, the last examples of
Mozart's writing for this medium, give agood idea of
the Quartet's quality, afirm sense of rhythm and line,
and in the Larghetto of K589 a rich cantabile that is
rather spoiled by the overall stridency of the string
tone, especially of the leader who appears unnaturally
wiry. This effect is unusual in DG's recordings, which
tend to favour a warmer, softer acoustic. These sharp
outlines bring the music into close-up, emphasising
detail but at the expense of naturalness. [
13:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Flute Quartets
Aurele Nicolet MO IMunich String Trio
Tudor 73019 (£ 5.50) ( Harrnonia Mundi)
Aurele Nicolet has been around along time—he once
recorded K285 with the Kehr Trio for Telefunken. It is
something of a surprise that he has not come to the
Mozart quartets before now, but since he has it must
be said that his recording has much to recommend it.
Not least is the support he receives from the Munich
String Trio, with whom he appears to enjoy a wellbalanced rapport. The recording, which originates in
Switzerland, is very lively and resonant, but not too
much so, and places the flautist nicely in context.
Good clean sound and muscular performances make
this a competitive version to set beside Bennett,
Adeney and Blau. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

1772-3, its authorship is still not firmly established.
Leonhardt plays aWalter piano of about 1800, similar
to the one in Mozart's birthplace. It is a delicate yet
full-toned instrument whose antiquity only becomes
apparent when the pianist switches to the 'moderator',
the knee- operated system which imparts a pearly
sound to the sotto voce passages though with the
accompaniment of mechanical clattering. The violinist, playing a gut-stringed violin of the mid- 17th
century, produces a more vibrant and slightly more
pungent sound than modern fiddlers, which goes
nicely with the piano sound. The subdued rattle and
the occasional intake of breath may deter the most
fastidious. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Sonatas Volume 3:7 In C, K309
9 in D, K311
Maria Joao Pires
Denon OX-7053- ND digital ( V.50) ( Unicorn)
In my earlier review of Volume One in this series I
expressed the view that some listeners may find Pires'
rather fastidious playing lacking vitality—the sort of
criticism that was levelled at Ingrid Haebler in certain
quarters. The charge has validity and is borne out to
some extent by the rather flaccid finale to the D major
sonata although, to be fair, the style of the performance
is set in the first movement and is consistently followed
throughout. Since the first real challenge to her interpretative skill will be the A minor sonata K310,
which appears in Vol. 4, we must reserve some
judgement about Pires' ability to combine sensitivity
with drama. Within her chosen emotional parameters,
however, these performances continue to please, and
in the C major, even to delight. The light and delicate
touch gives the piano asilvery sound which has been
nicely caught by the recording. [
A: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
RACH MAN I
NOV: Suites for 2 Pianos
Gither & Süher Pekinel
DG 2531 345
The most striking feature of these performances—
most impressive from atechnical point of view—is the
unfailingly seamless interplay between the two keyboards; in particular, the Second Suite with its more
subtle, indeed ingenious, deployment of the two instruments. Take, for instance, the intricately textured
third movement Romance: dynamics and rubato here
are beautifully complementary, each interweaving
phrase elegantly clarified in relation to its neighbour.
This might easily be asingle player, not two.
The recording certainly helps in this respect.
Separation between the channels is kept to aconvincing minimum, both instruments blending as one,
though with no loss of potential antiphonal excitement. Where Ifeel the present issue falls short in
comparison
with
its
predecessor,
the
Previn/Ashkenazy disc ( Decca SXL 6697)—and
theirs must be the version to have. Ithink—is on
personality. The youthful First Suite—little more, after
all, than an attractive group of character pieces— can
really use all the imagination it can get. [
A:2]
Edward Seckerson
RUBINSTEIN: Piano Sonatas 1 in e CI 3 in F
Leslie Howard (pou)
Hyperion A66017 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / Unicorn)
Anton Rubinstein's reputation has lapsed or at least
been overshadowed by other—more European—
Romantic piano writers, and his language lies much in
the Mendelssohn Schumann mould, although he
does occasionally anticipate later harmonic trends.
Parts of the Andante of the Third Sonata, for example,
anticipate Brahms in his treatment of harmonic and
figurative developments, and the textural patterns of
the Allegretto con moto of the same sonata sound
much later than its 1850s date. Leslie Howard is a
persuasive advocate for the revival, and he not only
plays up the virtuoso and original aspects of these
sonatas but serves the less- than- inspired passages
equally well.
There is good clarity of sound but Iwould have liked
a longer reverberance for these Romantic sonatas,
particularly No. 3with its large, grandiose effects. The
dry acoustic suits occassional passages, such as the
scherzo- like Allegretto of the Third Sonata, but other
movements could have done with more support, particularly for louder sections and fortissimo endings.
[8:1]
Roger Bowen

MOZART: Violin Sonatas in Et), K58 0 in e, K304
O in Et', K481
Sigisvvald Kunken ( yin) IGustav Leonhardt (f-pno)
RCA '
Seon' RL 30335

SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony 3 in c—'Organ'
Noel Rawsthorne ( org) IRLPO I Tjeknavorian
Chalfont SDG 312 digital (£7.97) ( Unicorn)

The ( attractive) earlier of the two Eflat sonatas on this
record is almost certainly not by Mozart. Originally
thought to have been composed in Milan together
with five others ( K55-60) during the winter of

Sonics first. Like Telarc, Chalfont present intact a
highly reverberant acoustic, yet woodwind in the
newer recording seem slightly better- focused and
more firmly placed ( nosmall achievement in Liverpool's
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Anglican Cathedral), and the massive degree of resonance sometimes comes as asurprise.
But is either version worth its price- tag? Ithink not. It
would be unfair to suggest that Tjeknavorian's is abad
performance, yet Ifind it ultimately undistinguished
both in execution ( there are simply too many fleeting
instances of sluggish rhythm and dicey ensemble) and
in imagination. Tempi are generally faster than
Ormandy's, yet the adrenalin still fails to flow at the
essential points—the recapitulation of the first movement, for instance, or that thrilling point in the Finale
where horns and trumpets echo each other's singlenote rhythm. In short, Idetect alack of both electricity
and atmosphere, and the achievement of the latter
quality is not helped in the slow movement by some
poor tuning between organ and woodwind. Analogue
or not, the sound on Barentroim's disc ( 2530 619—
orchestra in Chicago, organ in Chartres Cathedral)
combines warmth, depth andclarity; the disc is cheaper
and the performance commands attention throughout.
[A:31
Andrew Keener

corded on a very hot evening after a long day—
perhaps it was. Notes fade away, piano and voice so
often seem to be merely tagging along. Hokanson, on
this occasion at least, is clearly no match for Moore
and adds very little of intelligence to the proceedings.
The Prey of the Philips recording is absolutely firstrate, lithesome of voice, alert to meaning. The new set
has nothing comparable to offer. [
B:2/3]
Peter Gammond

SATI E: Cinema Entracte from ReNiche O
Sonnerie pour réveiller le roi des singes CI
Musique d'ameublement L.] Vexations'
Ensemble Ars Nova I Constant I ' Michel Delbert°
(pno)
Erato STU 71336 (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
The composer of this music would like you to buy the
record and play it on all suitable occasions. It is not his
intention that the music be listened to. Were IErik
Satie Ishould no doubt confine my review to such true
statements, which do, in fact, explain my dilemma; but
if readers insist on more information . . .
The recording is beyond reproach, the performance
excellent and the music must be declared perfect for
its intended purpose, that of existing as musical furniture and being used as such without drawing attention to itself. The titles are in the best Satie style:
Trumpet call for waking up the nice fat King of the
Monkeys (who always sleeps with one eye open) for
two trumpets; A wrought iron carpet (for the arrival of
the guests—large reception—to be played in a vestibule; Vexations (
I). When some of it was first performed the public actually listened to it: and poor
Satie rushed around uttering the immortal words:
'Mais parlez! Mais parlez done Try it on guests who
ask to hear your hi-fi, since these invariably do talk all
through the music. [
Al]
David Pickett
SCHUBERT: ' Die Freunde von Salamanka',
0326 u '
Der Spiegelritter', D11
Mathis I Moser I Prey I Holl I etc I Chorus and
Orchestra of Austrian Radio, Vienna IGuschlbauer
DG 2707 126 (
2 records) ( full price)
Der Spiegelritter ( The Looking- Glass Knight) is a
mere fragment of a singspiel that Schubert wrote in
1811 soon after writing his first song and before he
studied with Salieri. The prime concern here is the
singspiel Die Freunde von Salamanka which Schubert
wrote in 1815 with other stage works behind him and
greatly influenced by Mozart's Magic Flute. There is
much of the tone of Mozart's masterpiece in the vocal
writing and there is never any question of this being
grand opera. The elusive 'singspier quality is clearly
there. This work is also afragment in that Mayrhofer's
libretto has been lost, but Schubert's score is complete
and it proves to be an entirely likeable, continually
interesting work.
A very satisfactory presentation with good orchestral backing and a nice balance between singers
and orchestra; and a remarkable lack of audience
noise. Sensibly the discs are banded so that individual
items can easily be found. Ineed hardly add that this is
a treasure trove for the Schubert collector and it is a
great boon that it should have come in such an
acceptable performance and recordings. (
A/B:11
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Schwanengeseng, D957
Hermann Prey (bar) ILeonard Hokanson (pno)
DG 2531 325
Recorded live at the Hohenems Schubertiade of
1978, the same occasion that produced the recording
of Die Freunde von Salamanka (
above). It so often
seems that the temptation to record live performances,
in the enthusiasm of the time, should be resisted. Prey
recorded the 'cycle' before ( although it appears to be
no longer available) in 1974; astudio recording with
Gerald Moore as his accompanist. The comparison
had to be made and it is quite an astonishing one.
What can have happened to Prey during that short
time? Where is the maturity that one would like to
report as an asset gained through the years? On the
Philips recording Prey was light of voice, full of
vitality, rich in meaning, radiant and intelligent. Here
he sounds languid, tired—as if it was all being reHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata ' Fantasy' No. 18,
D894 2Scherzi, D5930 German Dances, 0366
CI Allegretto in c, 0915
Jeremy Menuhin (pno)
Adis 14.017 (
Import Music)
Disappointing. At moments Jeremy Menuhin reveals
flashes of insight but for most of the time the spirit and
style of Schubert, as Iunderstand it, seems to elude
him. Menuhin plods through the Dances. The Scherzi,
however, he appears to find a bit too straightforward
and starts to pull them about agreat deal, ending the B
flat on an almost perfunctory note. Imention the
smaller pieces first for it seems to me that the various
faults found in small degree here are to be found on a
bigger scale in the sonata. There are moments that
seem dull and plodding, moments when the playing is
too fiddling. With Brendel the enlightenment and
Schubertian sense were for me so markedly superior
that there seemed little point in rooting around for
small points in favour of this recital. The piano is well
recorded with a nice airy quality and it makes a good
programme as laid out here. Of course, the playing is
technically excellent; but the performances left me
unmoved. [
A:3]
Peter Gammond
SCHUMANN: ' Frauenliebe und Leben' o '
Lied
der Suleika' D 'Weft, weit' D • Liebeslied•
'Schmetterling' D ' Hinaus ins Freie' D '
Der
Sandmann' D '
Kindervvacht' D ' Die Blume der
Ergebung' o 'Singet nicht in Trauertiinen'
'Mond, meiner Seele Liebling' D '
Reich' mir die
Hand, o Wolke' -* Die letzten Blumen starben''Frühlingiusf
Edith Mathis (sop) IChristoph Eschenbach (pno)
DG 2531 323
A fine Frauenliebe und Leben, its only real rival the
Baker/Barenboim recording ( with Liederkreis) on
HMV ASD 3217. Personally Ijust prefer the warmer
tones of amezzo-soprano in the song cycle, but on the
other hand Edith Mathis sings with great feeling and
deep commitment while Christoph Eschenbach is
quite superb as an accompanist, playing the long
postlude most beautifully. Among the songs on the
reverse side I particularly liked the treatment of
'Schmetterling', but the whole of the recital is really
excellent. Occasionally when she sings forte, Edith
Mathis' voice is less than ideally steady, but the overall
result is arecital of exceptional interest. The recording
too is very good, with the voice and piano well
balanced, an excellent dynamic range and just the
right amount of reverberation to suggest aconcert hall
acoustic. [
A:1]
John Fr
ne
SCHUMANN: Davidsbündlertânze Op. 6 0
Humoreske Op. 20
Lydia Artymiw (pno)
Chandos ABR 1029 (£ 5.50) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
This is Lydia Artymiw's second Chandos recording,
and her first ( Chandos ABR 1013), consisting of
variations by Beethoven, Haydn, Mendelssohn and
Mozart, was enthusiastically received. P.B. in his Sept.
'80 review applauded her technical and intellectual
powers, and certainly the promise of that earlier set has
been realised here. Interestingly, this young American
pianist has again opted in the Davidsbündlertânze for
a work in essentially variation form, and her ability to
cohere and articulate such alarge-scale form, and one
which can so easily disintegrate, is greatly to be
admired. Throughout, and also in the Humoreske, her
tonal palette is well prepared and she can produce a
lovely deep, singing legato even at high dynamic
levels. This is avery appealing Schumann sound and
one well matched to her serious approach.
The recording, too, has a mellow edge and a very
good response in the middle and lower registers. The
upper end of the range lacks a little sparkle, though,
which may account for some loss of ' punch' in certain
of the more dramatic passages. [
A:1]Roger Bowen
SINDING: Piano Quintet Op. 5
Eva Knardahl (pno) IAme Monn-lversens Quartet
NFK 30033 (
Import Music)
Although he wrote other chamber music, the Piano
Quintet of 1885 remains Sinding's major achievement
in this field. The piano writing is intricate and difficult
but the argument is clear, while the interplay between

dassicaL

piano and strings is handled with great skill. The
influence of Tchaikovsky is evident, but so is that of
Norwegian folk music. Anyone acquainted with the
composer's Second Symphony ( also available on this
label) and his Piano Sonata Op. 91, which Eva
Knardahl recorded for BIS, will appreciate that Sinding
was capable of something more profound than Rustle
of Spring. Miss Knardahl shows in this performance
too that she has agenuine feeling for Sinding's music
and she and the quartet give the Quintet powerful
advocacy. The recording is clear and well balanced.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
J. STRAUSS I: Radetzky March / J. STRAUSS
II: Emperor Waltz - Tritsch-Tratsch Polka I
Roses from the South D '
Der Zigeunerbaron'Overture o Annen Polka D Wine, Women and
Song C Auf der Jagd—Polka L Perpetuum
mobile D Tales from the Vienna Woods 1 ' Die
Fledermaus'—Overture D Vienna
Blood
D
Napoleon March 0 Ellen a Magyar L Accelerations iPersian March D The Blue Danube D
Artists' Life C Thunder and Lightning Polka /
JOSEF STRAUSS: Spharenklânge D Delirien
BP° IKarajan
DG 2741 003 digital ( 3 records) ( full price)
The Berlin Ph ilharmonic/Karajan factory, which turns
out recordings faster than you would think possible,
has, of course, done most or all of these before. They
must now be on overtime doing it all again digitally.
The only thing that has any rarity value at all here is the
Napoleon march, and even that is available elsewhere
from the Boskovsky factory ( now closed down).
These are predictably sumptuous, rich, sweeping,
even at times sensitive and probing performances,
played to perfection. The digital sound is impressively
correct in its capture of awhole orchestra sound; that
is, without any attempt to zoom instruments out of the
orchestra. To some ears this may seem to lack analytical detail, but this is how an orchestra sounds in the
concert hall if you shut your eyes to visual help. So,
excuse my lack of joy, but here is a superb album of
Strauss performances. [
11*:1*/1] Peter Gammond
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 3 in D, Op. 29,
*Polish'
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam IHaitink
Philips 9500 776
With this recording, Philips' Tchaikovsky cycle featuring Haitink and the Concertgebouw Orchestra is now
complete. Haitink's lively yet markedly disciplined
performance might strike certain Tchaikovsky- lovers
as being a shade on the sober side yet, to me, his
avoidance of self-indulgent extremes of passion or
frenzy brings to the work a welcome poise and
shapeliness. Thanks to the fine playing by the Amsterdam orchestra, this is also a performance of exceptional clarity, while the recording maintains the very
high standard established by other discs in this series.
With its lifelike instrumental timbres, its full-bodied
tutti and well-defined stereo image this issue can be
warmly recommended for its sonic excellence no less
than for its musical delights. [
A*:1]
Thomas Heinitz
TCH A I
KOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet 0 Francesca
da Rimini, Op. 32
Concertgebouw Ide Waart
Philips 9500 745 digital
The Fantasy- Overture Romeo and Juliet has enjoyed
such outstanding popularity in our day that its original
failure to please seems hard to grasp, while Francesca
da Rimini is also a splendid piece, notable for the
tenderness of the music depicting the love between
Paolo and Francesca, even if the composer's vision of
hell and its tormented souls may strike us as too selfindulgent by half.
Both these colourful scores are admirably performed
by the Concertgebouw Orchestra under Edo de Waart
(whose attractive, Hockney like portrait by Willem van
Veldhuizen adorns the disc's sleeve). The playing as
such is excellent, while de Waart's readings =ire crisp
and direct, if not as passionate or as exciting as some I
have heard. The recording is very fine, but no better, in
my judgement, than many a recent non- digital issue
from the same source. [
A:1)
Thomas Heinitz
TIPPETT: Symphony 4 C Suite in D ( for the
Birthday of Prince Charles)
CSO /Soft/
Decca SXDL 7546 digital
The Chicago SO is in magnificent form for both works,
playing with complete technical assurance and fine
musical insight. Solti's interpretation of the Symphony
is well conceived and brilliantly realised: the opening
is not as heavy or tense as in some performances
already broadcast in this country, yet this approach fits
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admirably into the conductor's lórigterm pacing of the
work; he controls the weighting of the various sections of the orchestra with great skill, keeping the
textures clear and the thematic lines distinct. In the
Suite both conductor and orchestra warm to the high
spirits of the piece and produce aperformance of great
verve and ¡
oie de vivre.
The recording captures spectacularly the full impact
of the orchestral sound. The bite and rasp of the brass
are tellingly authentic, the woodwind timbres realistically reproduced, and the dynamic range, despite
aslightly low level of recording, is awesome. This may
all add up to a disc that is a little 'technicolor', but I
think it totally appropriate in this instance. The rather
artifical sound of human breathing specified by Tippett
for the Symphony sounds alittle unconvincing to me as
an effect. [Or:111
Doug Hammond
VERDI: Ballets from ' Aida', ' Macbeth — and ' I
Vespri
'Ambrosial, Opera Chorus I "John McCaw (eft) I
"Gordon Hunt (obo) INPO I Philharmonia IMuti
HMV ASD 4015
The ' Dance of the little Moorish slaves' and ' Grand
March and Ballet' from Aida were recorded as far back
as 1974. The two extracts from Act Ill of Macbeth date
from 1976 and the ' Four Seasons' ballet from Act Ill of
Ivespri Siciliani was recorded this year. This last is a
very richly orchestrated piece which occupies the
whole of Side 1. Muti and the Philharmonia play with
panache and a strong dramatic drive. The recording
too is an extremely fine one with great bass power,
fine perspective and treble clarity. [Alk:11/]
In comparison, the extracts from Macbeth are much
less well- focused. The playing has an indulgent freedom which is striking at first, but becomes more than a
shade irritating and does not invite repeated listening.
The sound is good, but has moments of shrillness too.
Similar comments seem appropriate for the Aida
pieces. Here the sound is at times compressed and
uncomfortable—so too is the speed at which Muti
drives the orchestra: it proves that they can cope, but
makes little sense and is annoyingly 'showy'. In all this
side merits [ B/C:2/3]. An educative mixture!?
Benedict Samaker

VIVALDI: 6 Concerti Op. 10
Frans Bruggen (fit & tac) ILucy van Dee! & Francois
Fernandez (vins) IBruce Haynes (obo) IDanny Bond
(bsn) INicholas Pap (Violone) IAnner Berne (v/c) I
Staas Swierstra ( via) IBob van Asparen (org & hpd)
RCA 'Soon' RL 30392
Although the title of the opus 10 describes the continuo as being for organo a violoncello, Bob van
Asparen has judiciously divided the part between a
harpsichord and a chamber organ, thereby lending a
greater tonal variety to the overall production. Mr. van
Asparen is an expressive keyboard player who is most
adept at varying his accompaniments to the changing
modes of the individual concertos. Frans Brüggen's
playing is colourful and agile with plenty of light and
shade. Iparticularly enjoyed his sinister G- AL, & D- El'
trills in ' La Notte'. The brilliant finale of the sixth
concerto also invites admiration. The D Major,
appropriately performed on the transverse flute, receives ahighly individual reading with ornamentation
suitably designed to ensure that del gardellino fulfills
all expectations. The recording is natural and realistically balanced, thereby permitting the period instruments to achieve their greatest impact. There are,
however, some extraneous and irritating clicking
sounds on Side 2. [A:1]
Victor McAloon

VIVALDI: 'The Four Seasons'
Sigiswald Kuilicen (yin) ILa Petite Bande
RCA 'Soon' RL 30397
These are gloriously exhilarating performances.
Sigiswald Kuijken brings out all the drama, exploiting
to perfection the vividly picturesque episodes of
Vivaldi's fabulous score. His tone is silvery and his
technique assured, with tempi and dynamics nicely
judged. La Petite Bande provide alert and buoyant
accompaniments which make the music irresistible.
There is some splendid pizzicato playing in the largo of
the Fminor and the Danza Pastorale of the Emajor is
crisp and eloquently pointed.
All the instruments, with the exception of the harpsichord, are of period origin. The recording is resonant
and clear. Occasionally, however, Ifelt that the soloist
could have been positioned alittle more closely to the
microphones. Ialso found that the bass tended to be
sometimes a little too predominant in the tutti sections. Nevertheless, afine production which compares
favourably with the numerous alternative versions
currently available. [
A:1]
Victor McAloon
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WEBER: Overtures:
Abu Hassan' E Der
Freischütz' n ' Euryanthe' D ' Oberon' D
'Preziosa' D '
Invitation to the Dance'
Budapest MAV SO IOberfrank
Hungaroton SLPX 12175 (£4.80) ( Parnote)
The chief attraction of this issue for someone wanting
to acquire arepresentative selection of Weber overtures
is the inclusion of that to ' Preziosa', otherwise available
at present only in an old Ansermet version. The record
opens with a rather raw- toned performance of the
'Invitation to the Dance' in Berlioz's orchestration;
indeed, the ruthlessly hard-driven reading, with shallow aural perspective, gave me limited pleasure. The
overtures fare better, with Géza Oberfrank keen to
characterize the disparate material of which they are
compounded, though the chording is not always exact,
and the importance of inner parts is occasionally
exaggerated. There is not much depth or quality to the
string playing, and the gritty surfaces and generally
rather coarse sound- quality hardly persuade me to rate
the issue highly. [ C:31
Peter Branscombe

cLassicaL
collections
Vocal
PASQUALE AMATO VOL. 3
Nine operatic arias and duets
Pasquale Amato ( bar) I Various supporting artists
Rubini I3V 581
(£ 3.99) ( Parnote)
The excerpts on this disc all show Pasquale Amato
in magnificent voice and singing with an authority and
a dramatic conviction which place him among the
foremost artists of his generation. He is well partnered
by the soprano Johanna Gadski in a duet from Aida
and by Frieda Hempel in an excerpt from La Traviata,
but apart from some splendid solos the outstanding
band is probably his duet with Marcel Joumet from /
Puritani, which must surely have brought the house
down when they sang it at the ' Met'. The sheer
splendour of the voices is quite electrifying.
The transfers, apparently made from mint Victor
originals, have been meticulously carried out, and the
whole selection gave me enormous pleasure. [
H:1]
John Freestone
PETER ANDERS—LI EDER RECITAL
R. STRAUSS: 'Verführung' Il ' Liebeshymnus' 0
'Ilfaldseligkeif
D 'Traum
durch
die
Dlimmerung' o ' Morgan' D '
Standchen' / VON
SCHILLINGS: Four 'Olookenlieder'
Peter Anders (ten) I Various orchestras & conductors
Amnia BB 23185 e (£5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Power, good clean enunciation and a-broadness of
conception which suit the songs. Anders was a true
tenor of wide range, but unable to charm one in the way
that Tauber could. Thus his version of ' Morgen', while
musicianly and accurate, lacks that magical something
which afew artists have achieved. The Strauss recordings were made in 1942, and the Von Schillings ones in
1953, and the later ones show amarked improvement
in quality. Peter Anders had also developed as an artist
in the decade or so which separates the two groups,
and it was atragedy that he died in 1954 just at the peak
of his career. The transfers are well done, but the earlier
recordings sound rather hard in quality and somewhat
'peaky'. [
II:2]
John Freestone
MARIAN ANDERSON: RECITAL
Eleven songs, arias and negro spirituals
Marian Anderson ( con) I Various accompanying orchestras and pianists
Pearl GEMM 193 (£ 3.95) ( Parnote)
Toscanini said of Marian Anderson ' It is a voice that
comes once in ahundred years', and certainly it was a
phenomenal instrument with luscious low notes and
brilliant high ones, and in addition to this she sang with
a nobility of style and a moving sincerity.
Her 'recordings show off the magnificent voice, but
there is occasionally asuggestion of throatiness in the
production. She does not appear to have been avery
dramatic singer, and her excerpts from Samson et
Defile, while beautifully sung, suggest amuch warmer
personality than Delilah! There is no ruthlessness here!
In the negro spirituals which conclude the recital she is
unique and marvellous, and the transfers have been
well effected with no attempt made to subdue arather
fierce surface noise in some instances. This is an

interesting souvenir of a fine artist and a great and
gracious personality. [
H: 1]
John Freestone
FRANCO BONISOLLI: VERDI RECITAL
Arias from '
Aida', Luisa Miller',
Rigoletto', ' La
Traviata' and ' II Trovatore' / Duets from '
Otello'
and ' La Traviata'
Franco Bonisolli (ten) I Mite fia Freni (sop) /
Staatskapelle,
Dresden
I
Philharmonisches
Staatsorchester, Hamburg I Staatskapelle, Berlin I
Garde/il IMolinari-Pradelli IMagiera
Amite DC 23088 (€ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
There is not doubt about the excellence of Bonisolli's
voice. It is afine lyric tenor of considerable power, of
extended range and with ringing top notes. He has,
too, the necessary technique to phrase elegantly, but
for much of the time he does not do so. For example, his
'La Donna è Mobile' is agraceless performance with
the rhythm hammered out and with a very clumsy
cadenza at the close. Similarly his ' Parmi veder le
lagrime' is too forceful. From time to time he shows
that he is perfectly capable of finely executed diminuendos of high notes, but on the whole the singing
is pedestrian.
Signor Bonisolli shows how well he can sing in the
°tell° duet but in this instance he is inclined to go all
out, too often! Very good, well-balanced recording.
[A:1/2/3/4]
John Freestone
MASTERS OF CZECH OPERA
Highlights from SMETANA'S ' The Bartered
Bride', ' Libusa', ' The Devil's Wall', ' Dalibor',
'The Kiss', 'The Iwo Widows' & ' The Secret';
from DVORAK'S ' Rusalka', ' The Jacobin',
& 'The Devil & Kate' and from
JANACEK'S Menufa', Katja Kabanova', ' The
Makropoulos Afsair' and 'The Cunning Little
Vixen'
Artists, choruses, orchestras and conductors of the
Prague National Opera
Acanta MA2218'1 (
8 records) (£30.00) (some
stereo)
The best of the singing comes from the male members of the casts. Three excellent tenors are Ivo Zidek,
Beno Blachut and Vilem Prybil. Ialso liked the baritone
Vaclav Bednar and the bass Jindrich Jindrak, but on
the whole the female voices are less acceptable to
western ears, more used to steadier, better- focused
voices. Two exceptions are Ludmila Cervinkova the
soprano and Vera Soukupova the mezzo.
The recording varies considerably, but in no case is it
sufficiently poor to spoil one's enjoyment of much
delightful music.
The booklet gives details of the casts and plots of all
the operas, but unfortunately only in German.
[B/C/D: 2/3]
John Freestone
DELLER CONSORT
Defier Consort IDeller Choir IKing's Musick IDeller
Harmonia Mundi H81498 (£ 2.50)
The first side of this record is devoted to sacred music:
Gesualdo's Benedictus and Miserere, written for the
Office of Tenebrae: plainsong alternates with basically
homophonic elaboration. The second side, in utter
contrast, gives us Purcell's Masque of Timon of
Athens, inserted into the second act of the play.
The Consort is equally at home in both worlds,
moving between the two with much the same ease as
the composers themselves. We get that standard of
excellence in performance which marked the work of
the late Alfred Deller ( now succeeded by his son,
Mark).
The recording is a very good example of the
Harmonia Mundi standard: clear and well- separated,
with the choir mingling in the Purcell with great effect
and excellent balance—as indeed do the instrumentalists. Here is fine music, beautifully reproduced. What
more can be desired? [A:1]
Peter Turner
A FRENCH COLLECTION
Songs by Bizet, Chabrier, Chausson, Délibes, Dupont,
Franck, Gounod, Paladilhe and Saint-Saëns ( 12
items)
Martyn Hill (ten) IGraham Johnson (pno)
Meridian E 77029 (£4-99) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
A delightful recital of relatively unfamiliar material. As
Graham Johnson points out in his interesting sleeve
note, the French ' romance' developed a great deal
later than the German 'lied' and can in no way be
considered of parallel importance, but nevertheless
many examples, as given on this disc, are quite
irresistible in their own essentially French way. They
require great sensitivity and elegance for their interpretation, and Martyn Hill has an ideal voice and technique for this recital. His French diction is admirable
and he has the sense of style and the necessary
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refinement to make this an enchanting release. He
uses his light tenor voice with great skill and his
command of pianissimo is particularly telling; Graham
Johnson is an excellent partner. The recording is clean
and forward, with good balance between the voice
and piano: Ienjoyed the whole disc tremendously and
have no hesitation in recommending it unreservedly.
[A:1*1
John Freestone
ALFREDA HODGSON
BRITTEN: A Charm of Lullabies, Op. 41 /
RUBBRA: Two Sonnets, Op. 87 / MOERAN:
Four
Shakespeare
Songs /
BRAHMS:
Miidchenlieder o Zwei Gesiinge, Op. 91
Alfreda Hodgson (con) I Keith Swallow (pno) I
Ludmila Navratil ( via)
Pearl SHE 559 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)
When acontralto can summon up the rich mahogany
tone that Alfreda Hodgson produces so effectively for
this recital, then the combination of voice, viola, and
piano becomes one of the most sensually seductive
there is. Such is her innate sensibility that in Brahms'
Op. 91 and Rubbra's Two Sonnets the sound never
becomes over- ripe, nor tone quality an end in itself.
This whole, well-balanced programme exploits both
the sheer beauty of Alfreda Hodgson's voice and her
ability to express, through tonal variety and sensitive
phrasing, profound levels of meaning inherent in the
music.
As far as Ican tell the Pearl recording adds nothing to
the sound produced by the performers except for ahint
of pre- echo in one place and slight, unobtrusive hiss.
Instrumental spacing is clear and without exaggeration, and the full dynamic range and tonal quality of
Miss Hodgson's singing are convincingly reproduced.
[A/A*1*]
Doug Hammond
ALLA TURCA
MOZART: Overture and Janissaries' March,
'Die Entführung aus devil Serail' / GLUCK: Overture, ' La rencontre imprevue' -1 Scythian Dance
ii Sinfonia, ' Le Cinesi' / M. HAYDN Incidental
Music to Voltaire's ' Zaire' o Turkish March
Co/leg/urn Aureum IMaier
Harmonia Mundi 065-99897 (£5.50)
The March for Die Entführung was intended for the
entry of Pasha Selim but was apparently cut and has
only recently come to light, so this is its first recording.
The Gluck pieces which complete Side 1are all typical
of the genre, which relied to avarying extent on exotic
percussion, and none of them is otherwise available.
The Overture to Le rencontre imprévue, better known
as Die Pilger von Mekka, is the most exotic; the
Scythian Dance from the ballet music to 1phigenie en
Tauride, the least flamboyant. The Michael Haydn
music for Voltaire's Zaire is perhaps the most consistently attractive and offers more variety. Indeed, this
generally boisterous idiom can become tiring to the
ear heard all at once, particularly when played as
vigorously as it is here. The recording is lively and
makes the most of the battery which gives this *turkish"
music its special appeal. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
HOW TH E WORLD WAGS: Social Music for a
17th Century Englishman
The City Wailes: Barbara Grant, Douglas Wootton,
Keith Thompson, Nicholas Hayley I Wootton
Hyperion A66008 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / Unicorn)
This recital includes consort music as well as songs,
sometimes of the kind which a street- corner band
would have performed. The subject- matter is predictable: the glories of drink, bawdy incidents ( including
an astonishing one from Henry Purcell, whom Ialways
knew to have been a versatile composer; but this
one...) and the miseries of unrequited love.
The renderings are splendid: vigorous, animated,
hilarious—but also polished and skilful. Here are accomplished, professional musicians really enjoying
themselves. So do we, unless inhibited by puritanical
reservations which suppose human nature to be other
than it is.
We are given avery nice recording, too: separation is
of afine order, the overall clarity aided by the excellent
diction of the singers (though the text is given, except
for that piece by Purcell, which is more of noises than
of words). The period instruments are very well delineated in their rich variety. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
MARCEL JOURNET VOL. 2
14 operatic arias and duets
Marcel Journet (bass) I Supporting artists and
orchestras
Rubini 13V 562 €0 (£ 3.99) ( Parnote)
All bands show afine artist with asplendid voice, but
they cannot compete with recordings by Plançon in the
case of the Rossini ' Pro Peccatis' and the ' Porter Song'
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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from Marta, while the Mefistofele titles are not in the
same class as Chaliapin's versions. The transfers have
been well carried out, although there is atendency to
'blast' in the duet from / Puritani with the baritone
Ancona. These are good standard versions of popular
bass arias, but the artist was not able to convey his
personality to the wax as well as some of his rivals.
[H:2]
John Freestone
THREE TENORS OF THE OPERA— COMIQUE:
Leon Beyle- 7titles / Louis Cazette- 11 titles /
Eugène de Creus- 10 titles
With various supporting artists and accompaniments
Rubini GV 558 / 7
(
2 records) (£ 7.98) ( Parnote)
I consider Louis Cazette's version of the ' Dream
Song' from Manon to be one of the finest Ihave ever
heard. The voice is of most sympathetic timbre, and is
beautifully controlled, while the diction is immaculate.
Eugène de Creus is more lightweight but quite
charming and the voice is capable of considerable
agility. His repertoire too is refreshingly unfamiliar on
the whole. Ihave never been particularly impressed by
the singing of Léon Beyle. It is musical and correct and
again the diction is fine, but the voice itself, as
recorded, sounds rather second-rate.
The transfers have been expertly carried out, there is
an interesting and informative sleeve note by Patrick
O'Connor, and the album can be highly recommended
to collectors of historic material. [
11:1/3]
John Freestone
IRMGARD SEEFRIED: LIEDER RECITAL
35 titles by Mozart, Schubert, Schumann and Wolf
lrmgard Seefried (sop) I Walter Klein (pno) I Erik
Werba (pno)
Pearl SHE 556/7 (
2 records) (£ 11-00) ( Parnote)
lrmgard Seefried recorded these titles some time ago,
when she was in excellent voice. She is at her best in
the lighter, happier songs like ' Die Forelle' and
Seligkeit and rather less successful in 'Gretchen am
Spinnrad' and ' Der Tod und das Madchen'. This is
primarily due to the fact that her voice is naturally a
lightish lyric soprano, and she is most at home in songs
where she can radiate joy and happiness. Everywhere,
though, she sings with fine musical understanding and
lovely tone.
The stereo sound is quite good, with satisfactory
balance between the voice and the really excellent
accompaniments of Walter Klien and Erik Werba, and
with just the right amount of reverberation to give a
natural acoustic. The voice is well reproduced with
clarity and awide dynamic range, but the piano tone,
while quite good, is perhaps a little lacking in body.
[13: 1/2]
John Freestone
SERATE MUSICALI
Songs by Adam, Bellini, Bizet, Campana, Chaminade,
Cimara, Dalayrac, David, Délibes, Donizetti, Fauré,
Godard, Gounod, Hahn, Lalo, Leoncavallo, Mascagni,
Massenet, Meyerbeer, Ponchielli, Respighi, Rossini,
Saint-Saëns, Thomas, Verdi ( 41 items)
Joan Sutherland (sop) IRichard Bonynge (pno)
Decca D 12503 (
3 records) ( full price)
The recital opens with the eight solo songs which
Rossini included in his 1835 'Soirées Musicales'. The
rest is devoted to songs by Italian and French composers, for the most part comparatively unknown, and
therefore welcome, works. Joan Sutherland was in
good voice when the recordings were made, but
unfortunately her diction is almost non-existent. This
is particularly unfortunate in the French songs where
the tradition demands perfect clarity of enunciation.
There is plenty of warm, well rounded tone, but little
feeling for words, and the whole recital comes out as a
little monotonous. Richard Bonynge is the reliable
accompanist, and the recording of the voice and piano
is well balanced and clean. There are one or two
moments, particularly in // Trovatore by Ponchielli,
where the high notes are sung forte and are very
heavily recorded, but the wide dynamic range is well
contained. Iwish Icould be more enthusiastic, but I
find the diction aserious handicap. [ A:2]
John Freestone
FRANCESCO TAMAG NO: Complete published
recordings plus three unpublished ones
Francesco Tamagno (ten)
Pearl Gemm 208/9 €è ( 2records) (£7.90) ( Parnote)
Tamagno was the unchallenged king of dramatic
tenors in the last two decades of the nineteenth
century. He was chosen by Verdi to create the title role
in (
hello, and his huge voice and brilliant upper register
enabled him to electrify his audiences in such roles as
Samson, John of Leyden in Le Prophète and Manrico
in II Trovatore. By the turn of the century he was in
semi- retirement, and his recordings made in 1902-3
show him past his prime when he was beginning to
suffer from angina pectoris.
Nevertheless he retained many of the attributes

dassicaL

which had made him famous, and his recordings are
precious historical documents. The fine diction, the
massive phrasing and the brilliant upper register are still
there, and these excellent transfers now make it easy for
all collectors to hear the artist for atiny fraction of the
outlay which his rare originals would cost. This is surely
acollectors"musf. [
H:1]
John Freestone

Not Vocal
BRITTEN: Lachrymee, Op. 48 / REBECCA
CLARKE ( 1886-1979):
Sonata /
HENRY
ECCLES ( 1670-1742): Sonata in g
Josef Kodousek (via) IKveta Novotna (pno)
Supraphon 1111 2694 (£3.75) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
Perhaps this issue will bring Eccles' excellent sonata
(only some nine minutes long) to the attention it
deserves. Rebecca Clarke is another rather obscure
and unprolific composer. The sleeve- note describes
her Sonata in G minor as 'one of the best works ever
written for the viola', while Britten's Lachrymae, his
only composition for viola, is in my view a small
masterpiece.
Nor is the music let down by the playing: here are
two superb artists, who combine exquisitely and provide absorbing, eloquent and technically masterly
performances. The recording could be better, but offers
no bar to enjoyment. The acoustic is somewhat dry,
and lacks warmth—not least because the piano,
though rendered very accurately, is ungenerous in the
bass register. A splendid issue. [
13:1]
Peter Turner
CELLO ANTHOLOGY ( Florilège du Violoncello)
Music by Dvorak, Fauré, Granados, de Falla, Nin,
Mendelssohn, Popper
André Navarra (v/c) IErika Kilcher (pno)
Calliope CAL 1876 ( f5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
What we get here is a range of mostly very familiar
pieces—even 'Songs my mother taught me', Dvorak's
Humoresque and Fauré's Après un réve. If this musical
temperature should suit you, there is a great deal to
admire: André Navarra's glorious tone soars out with
power and eloquence, with irreproachable back-up
from Erika Kilcher.
My copy is rather right-hand biased—easily corrected. The sound is atouch short of treble extension,
which is particularly noticeable in the piano, which
does not tinkle and ripple in the upper register, though
providing a rich and full sound in the bass. The cello
being by nature a baritone instrument, the overall
sound seems bass- heavyand lacking in brilliance. This,
however, does not prevent the issue's being well worth
hearing. The cello being my preferred instrument, Iwas
quite happy to revel. [
6:1]
Peter Turner

CONCERT AT THE LINCOLN CENTRE, NEW
YORK
Jean-Pierre Rampal (flt) IAlexandre Lagoya (gtr)
Erato STU 71306 (
2 records) (£11.29) ( Conifer)
The programme consists of generally short concertpieces, dating from Caspar Sanz in the 17th century
(and including the Canarios used by Rodrigo in his
Fantasia para un Gentilhombre) to Ravi Shankar in our
own ("The Enchanted Dawn", originally for flute and
harp, rearranged by the present performers; but a
guitar cannot truly substitute for aharp). One gets the
performances, warts and all. The warts ( mainly guitar)
are not numerous; but there are times when a retake
would certainly have been made in astudio session.
The fourth side gives encores, including ( need Isay?)
Debussy's 'Syrinx' and Tarrega's Recuerdos de la
Alhambra.
The recording doesn't help much. There are numerous and frequent audience- noises, though we are
spared the applause until the end of each side, when
we are deafened by it. The balance is reasonable,
favouring the flute occasionally too much. The sound
is representative without being thrilling or full of
presence. Rampal is felicitous throughout, if not inspired; Lagoya far from his brilliant best: making for a
rather lacklustre effect. A continuous backgiound,
possibly from the air-conditioning plant, does not
help. [
C:2]
Peter Turner
CONCERTI PER OBOE, ARCH IE CEMBALO
VIVALDI: Concerti in F ( RV 485e) and in C ( RV
447) / MARCELLO: Concerto in d / PLATTI:
Concerto in G
S9

Bruce Haynes (obo) IBarock-Orchester (Amsterdam)
IBrüggen
RCA 'Soon' RL 30371
The orchestra is directed by Frans Brüggen and led by
Lucy van Dael; Bob van Asperen plays continuo
harpsichord, and the 1979 recording was made in
Haarlem. Documentation and recording are good.
Bruce Haynes plays best in the Marcello; his rather
high volume is at its most controlled here, his fine
intonation more dependable, and although the
virtuoso- challenges are slightly less problematic than
in the Vivaldi Fmajor Concerto ( or so it sounds), the
playing is pleasant on the ear throughout. The Plani
also goes better than the Vivaldi, and although the
music is light in substance, its grace and charm have
been well captured by the whole ensemble. In the
Vivaldi, Haynes' playing is much more variable in
pitch, his volume strikes me as forced ( maybe atuning
problem is revealed herel) and, although Iadmired his
rapid tonguing and his excellent coordination in
rhythm, Iwas rather more impressed here with the
orchestra than Iwas with the soloist. [
13:1*11]
Stephen Davy
ELIZABETHAN LUTE RECITAL
Music by Byrd, Dowland, Milan, Milano, Morley,
Philips, etc
Brian Whitehouse (l(e)
Lachrimae LR 1034 (£4-99) ( Conifer)
Professor Whitehouse has naturally made up his mind
about performance- technique in his period, yet Ifeel
that a recital to be heard by 20th- century listeners
would be more persuasive were it more expository,
with greater shading and variation of tone- colour.
The recording was made in the 17th- century
Ludstone Hall, Shropshire. One senses the spacious
and panelled room, but the miking is so close that
much of the atmosphere is lost. The level adopted is
high, and everything sounds much better turned
down. The actual sound of the lute is accurate
enough, in a sense, but over- large and with a tendency to go 'wide'. Further, and worst, the tape- noise
is insistent and continuous, with a large element of
hum. Here we have a fine artist, performing in a
beautiful room which is exactly in period. But the
recording could easily be outclassed on good- quality
amateur equipment. Nevertheless, there are so many
riches here that it would be mere audiophilia to avoid
the issue because it isn't, in the true sense, ' hi-fi'.
[C:1]
Peter Tumer

FRENCH ORCHESTRAL PIECES
BERLIOZ: Roman Carnival Overture o Beatrice
& Benedict Overture 7. Hungarian March /
SAINT-SAENS:
The
Deluge ( Prelude)
o
Samson et Dalila ( Bacchanale) E Danse
Macabre / DUKAS: Sorcerer's Apprentice
Parts Orch IBarenbotm
DG 2531 331
This would have been a more enjoyable concert had
Barenboim felt able to bring a little more verve to the
proceedings, and DG a little more realism to the
sound. The first Saint-Saëns item ( apleasing trifle for
strings) and his Bacchanale from Samson et Dalila are
both well presented, but The Sorcerer's Apprentice is
really rather too staid—it lacks that essential quality of
panic as magical things get out of hand—while an
otherwise reasonable Danse Macabre is almost mined
by an absurdly close solo violin, which sounds like an
amplified instrument stuck out in front of the orchestra. The Berlioz pieces are not helped by somewhat restricted recorded dynamics, while an otherwise
good rendering of Roman Carnival suffers from some
over- lugubrious cor anglais playing. Beatrice &
Benedict and the Hungarian March are both routinely
'good', the latter, incidentally, apparently excerpted
from Barenboim's complete Damnation of Faust.
[B/C:2]
John Crabbe
GUITAR RECITAL
Music by de Falla, Albeniz, Tarrega, Villa-Lobos, Sor
Narciso Yepes (gtr)
Acanta 23289 (£ 5.50) (Harmonia Mundi)
'This recital contains many well-worn concert- pieces
which are represented on many recordings. Yet another
version requires the justification of something new to
say about these works; and Iam sorry to say that, with
the exception of some of those seemingly wilful
oddities in which Yepes often indulges, we don't get it
here. Of course a performer of Yepes' standard is
enjoyable to hear, even if he were playing Three Blind
Mice; but one will need to be afan to desire this one.
This unhappy conclusion is reinforced by a
thoroughly nasty recording. For what reason Iknow
not, the guitar sounds metallic and nasal. The player is
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'accompanied' by akind of tizzy, swishy background;
the instrument is over- wide, and the first side of my
copy ( the worse in every particular) has astrong righthand bias. Sound like this cannot be recommended.
[C/D:2]
Peter Turner
IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI VOL. 5
CHOPIN: Mazurka in D, Op. 33, 2 Mazurka in
A
Op. 59, 2
Mazurka in c.1, Op. 63, 3
Nocturne in E,,Op. 9, 2n Polonaise in 0,,Op. 26,
2 / STRAUSS-TAUSIG: One lives but Once /
DEBUSSY: Preludes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 12, Book 1 /
WAGNER-SCHELLING:
Tristan &
Isolde
Prelude / BRAHMS: Hungarian Dances 6 & 7 /
WAGNER-LISZT: Flying Dutchman Spinning
Chorus
Padetcorsio who)
Pearl GEMM 196 8 (£ 3.95) ( Parnote)
As with most Leschetizky pupils, Paderewski's control
of piano tone was remarkable and perfectly adapted to
meet the expressive requirements of not only the
Romantic music presented here, but also the subtleties
of the Debussy preludes included; his beautifully
controlled and idiomatic use of true rubato makes
one wonder why more authentic performances of
Romantic music are not common today. Only in
Brahms' Hungarian Dance No. 6 is the performance
less than typical, with clusters of wrong notes, overmannered pauses and awful balance— Paderewski in
Polish party spirit. Ithink.
The recording quality is, of course, poor, with
lashings of crackle ( and unpleasant wow from afew
of the originals) but, in general, enough can be heard.
For anyone interested in outstanding pianism,
this record is a must. [
H:1*/1/4] Doug Hammond
KREMER COLLECTION
SCHUBERT: Fantasia in C, Op. posth 158 /
F.X.W. MOZART: Grande Sonate in E /
BEETHOVEN: 12 Variations Wo0 40
Gidon Kremer (yin) IElena Kremer (pno)
Philips 9500 904
Schubert's late piece combines widely differing
moods, lyrical passages alternating with daunting
virtuoso displays. Mozart's youngest son certainly
inherited some of his father's gifts; while Beethoven's
early variations on 'Se vuol ballare' from The Magic
Flute, though not exhibiting the mastery of his later
variation- technique, completes a very enjoyable
programme.
Ifound the work of the Kremers highly satisfying,
particularly in the way in which they combine to
express the music rather than themselves. Here and
there contact between bow and string seems ashade
insecure, but overall the technique is relaxing and
inconspicuous.
Here is another example of the distinguished Philips
manner in recording chamber- music. The balance is as
near perfect as one is ever likely to get, with the violin
slightly forward of the piano without seeming to
dominate it. A notable issue, with superb surfaces.
[A:1]
Peter Turner
PRAGUE CO
HONEGGER: Concertino in one movement' /
POULENC:
Aubade /
ROUSSEL:
Piano
Concerto, Op. 36
Boris Krajny (pno) IPrague Co IMacura I * without
conductor
Supraphon 1410 2706
(£3-75) ( Lugton's/ H. R.
Taylor)

e

Boris Krajny is accomplished and lively, and the
recording, if a trifle over- reverberant ( the venue was
the ubiquitous—and seemingly vast—House of Artists
in Prague), is vivid enough to reveal some felicitous
playing. A word of warning, though, about the latter's
wide vibrato; which, however, together with the distant horn balance, is something to which my ears soon
became adjusted.
The other two works are both welcome additions to
the catalogue. This performance of the Honegger ( a
fluent, astringent piece of writing with outer sections
rather in the manner of some NeoClassical Stravinsky)
effectively
replaces
the
congested- sounding
Turnabout disc by Walter Klien. The Roussel, too, is
most persuasively done, its fresh, energetic invention
pointed with a far lighter touch than its Turnabout
predecessor. A word of praise is due for the current
standard of Supraphon pressings—afar cry from olden
days. [
13:1]
Andrew Keener
THE TRANSVERSE FLUTE IN THE GERMAN
ROCOCO
F. BEN DA: Sonata in G, Op. 3 / C.P.E. BACH:
Sonata in a / KLEINKNECHT: Sonata in c /
MUTHEL: Sonata in D

Manfredo Zimmermann (fit) I Renate Hildebrand
(obo) I Christopher Coin (v/c) Phi* Swanton
(hpd) IAline Parker (hpd)
Orpheus ORP 0702 (£4-99) ( Gamut)
This is a delightful recital of mainly quite unfamiliar
music, played on what are for the most part modern
copies of 18th century originals. Only the Bach Sonata
is likely to be duplicated in the average collection. It is
probably the finest of the four works here, and it is
done with mucti feeling—Zimmermann is more
inward, tender, and uses less vibrato than Galway. Of
the other works, the Benda (for harpsichord, with
flute) is charming, if in performance a shade earnest;
the Müthel (flute and continuo) is expressive, and
measured in its Allegro movement; and the
Kleinknecht ( for flute, oboe and continuo) also makes
a pleasing impression, if the recording here is close
and has more ambient noise. It is still perfectly acceptable: clear, well balanced. [
B:1/2]
Peter Branscombe

TRIO VELARDE-SANTOS-ARAMAYO
Yacco Ve/arde (quena, bombo) IFreddy Santos (gtr,
chu//u-chu//u) I Coco Aramayo (charango, toyon
celestino)
Tudor 76006 (£ 5-50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Picture if you will the first theme from Tchaikovsky's
first Piano Concerto, played on Bolivian folk.
instruments by three performers, the piano part being
taken by some kind of recorder which lacks some of
the necessary notes, in a strict- tempo arrangement.
(Percussion backing from time to time suggests that
there are in fact more than three musicians.) Add to
that ( for there is more) Mozart's Symphony 40 and
Turkish March ( or rather bits of them) similarly
treated, along with chunks of Chopin, Brahms,
Schubert, Falla, Rossini, Khatchaturian et al, and you
will have some idea of what is on this record—if, that
is, you include demands upon the performers for a
standard of virtuosity which they do not always attain.
The stereo wanders a little, and there is some lack of
the kind of presence which this sort of thing calls for.
[B/C:2]
Peter Turner

TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
BACH: Concertc in F / CLARKE: Trumpet
Voluntary / FISCHER: Concerto 1 in C /
KREBS: Fantasia in f
Maurice André (tpt) I Württemberg CO IFaerber
Erato STU 71383 (£5-75) ( Conifer)
'Henry Purcell... TRUMPET VOLUNTARY' it declares
in large letters on the sleeve; the wrong attribution
does not seem inappropriate to a record which is coy
about declaring the fact that its works are all more or
less suitable modern arrangements of—in the order
above—movements from Bach's cantatas 49 and 169
as a three- movement concerto, the Trumpet Voluntary, Fischer's first Oboe Concerto and a Fantasia by
the Bach pupil J. L. Krebs. Not surprisingly, the Clarke
is wonderfully brilliant here, and the Bach arrangement for trumpet, if a bit blatant, is undeniably impressive. So in a way is the Fischer too, though the
lovely slow movement is somewhat soupy. The Krebs
is unsuccessful, and here in particular there is a
roughness to the otherwise respectable sound- quality
which reminds me of pre- LP days. André is not
uniformly on top form, and the neat playing of the
orchestra is allowed to recede when the soloist is
playing. The harpsichord continuo is insistent rather
than sensitive. A mixed pleasure. [
B/C:1/2]
Peter Branscombe

THE WHISPERING WIND BAND
Michael Jeans, Melinda Maxwell (obo) I Brian
Sewell, David Nissen (bsn) I David Chatterton (cbsn) ISteven Reading, Graham Warren (hm) IPhilip
Edwards, Nicholas Bucknall (clt) IAlan Hacker
Music from York HMI 811 (£3-99) ( Lugton's / H.
R. Taylor)
The programme consists of Hummel's Partita in E- flat,
Debussy's Suite from Book 2, and Carl Davis' Searle
Suite, originally written as incidental music for a TV
documentary about the cartoonist of that name. The
only strenuous thing about this recital is the quality of
the playing, which is an absolute delight: the music is
good, agreeable and charming.
The Soundfield recording is a very beautiful one,
giving the impression of compatibility far beyond that
of older 'quad' recordings. Spread and separation are
excellent and natural; with high clarity and notably
absent distortion. There is nothing ' impressive' or ' hifi' about this presentation: it is what a recording
should be: it leads the ear to the music so that
equipment is ignored. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
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A reissue roundup by members of the record review team
Symphonies/Orchestral

nZAWA'S

performances of Bartok's
Miraculous Mandarin Suite and the
Music for Strings. Percussion and
Celesta with the Boston SO in fine form
offered the most exciting account of
either work when they appeared in
January 1978. Since then Ormandy has
come along with his digital RCA performance, but Ozawa remains highly competitive and now represents excellent
value financially as well as artistically
(DG Privilege 2535 454). The Mandarin
is perhaps over-emphatic and hectoring,
but the companion work's extraordinarily subtle writing is beautifully caught.
[A:1 /1*]
K.O.
Kubelik's characteristically perceptive
and
highly
polished
account
of
Dvorak's Slavonic Dances appeared in
1975 on two full- price records together
with a scintillating performance of My
Home and a rather restrained Scherzo
Capriccioso.
Reissued
now ( DG
Privilege 2726 122,2 records, mid price)
in an attractive format, the set represents
unquestionable value even when compared with other recordings. The
Bavarian RSO is aresponsive instrument
which reflects the conductor's rather
weighty view of the Dances, and the
recording, highly acclaimed first time
round, retains its ability to delight. [
A:1]
K.O.
A pleasant collection of Famous Overtures (
CFP40358, £ 1 . 99) conducted
by Sir Thomas Beecham is areissue of a
disc previously available as HMV
SXLP30158 and in earlier versions. The
performances, dating from Beecham's
last period ( 1957/8/9)when he was
getting good warm- sounding stereo recordings to enhance his art, include The
Ruins of Athens, La Gazza Ladra, A
Midsummer Night's Dream, Le Corsaire,
Academic Festival and
Poet and
Peasant. One is aware right away of a
controlling all- awareness in which every
minor part of the score is brought to life,
of rhythmic zest, an unashamed joy in
musical felicities; typical and excellent
Beecham, music- making such as we
rarely hear now. Immediately The Ruins
of Athens sets the tone, stirring Beethoven into glowing life; and minor works
are made into masterpieces. Beecham at
his most curvaceous. [
6:1*/1]
PG.
Neville Marriner's penetrating readings of Mozart's early symphonies with
the ASM reappear in an eight- record box
on Philips 6769 054 ( 8 recs, mid price).
There are 31 works in the collection
ending with No. 20 in D,K.133 and
including those symphonic movements
numbered 42-47 and 55, most of which
rest chronologically between nos. 10
and 12 (
circa 1768). The playing has all
the vibrancy and drive one has come to
except of the Academy, with impeccable
standards of ensemble and intonation.
The recordings, dating from 1973/74,
are crisp and clear if fractionally less
open in the reissue pressings. Marvellous stuff nevertheless, and at mid- price
not to be missed. [
A:1*/1]

Sawallisch's well-thought-of readings.
of Schumann Symphonies 1 and 4,
made with the Dresden Staatskapelle in
1973 and then issued in a box set with
the other symphonies and overtures,
now appear coupled by HMV on SXLP
30526. The performances still hold the
attention by their vigour and natural
balance of Schumann's sometimes problematic orchestral textures. The recording, though, is edgy and the sound of the
upper strings, upper woodwind and
metallic percussion lacks realism. On the
plus side, however, the distant, wellspaced orchestral setting has a pleasant
reverberance which makes the tiring
edginess more tolerable. [
C:1*]
D.H.
Winner of the first ( 1969) Karajan .
Conductors' Competition, Okko Kamu
recorded Sibelius' Symphony 2 as part
of his prize. Sumptuously recorded and
played, this version nevertheless strikes
me as not wholly compelling, and
Kamu's 1973 couplings with his own
Helsinki RSO were far more successful: a
restrained, poetic Symphony 1/The
Bard, a strongly competitive Symphony
3 with En Saga, with detailed sound,
clean and open: ' Privilege' 2535 457(1),
459(3); BP0 on 2535 458(2). [
A:1/2]
C.B.
Earnest Ansermet's last recording—
Stravinsky's complete Firebird ballet—
was made, not at Geneva, but in Kingsway Hall. Originally boxed with a rehearsal disc, this 1969 Decca production
now appears on Contour CC7500
(Pickwick) in exemplary pressings and
packaging, at only £ 2.25. The smooth
transfer is pleasing, but slightly reduces
the impact of the first release. Even so,
this
is
highly
atmospheric,
and
Ansermet's meticulous preparation with
the NPO secured considerable analytical
detail. [
A/A*1]
C.B.
Karl Beehm's LSO Tchaikovsky symphonies 4, 5 & 6have had rather amixed
reception and, truth to tell, the readings
can hardly be described as idiomatic.
Issued between January 1979 and April
1981, they now appear as a set ( DG
2740 248, 3recs, mid price), but, in spite
of the generally admirable recordings
(No. 5, the most recent, is digital), one
cannot really recommend the album in
so competitive a field. Balm, normally
unfussy and even self-effacing as an
interpreter, treats these symphonies in
uncharacteristically
idiosyncratic
fashion, almost as though reluctant to let
Tchaikovsky speak for himself, while the
orchestral playing seems somewhat
lacking in polish. For sheer excitement as
well as brilliant exiCution, a much earlier
DG set by the Leningrad Philharmonic
under Mravinsky remains unbeatable
despite dated sound; and for sonic competition. Haitink must be mentioned. [
A:
2/3]
T.H.

Concertos

C

LAUDE Monteux's programme of
flute music (
Bach's Suite 2 in b,
Gluck's Dance of the Blessed Spirits
and Mozart's Flute Concerto in D), in
which he is supported by the LSO, then

at the top of its form, is conducted by
Pere Pierre. The collection first appeared
in 1964 and was reissued on Ace of
Diamonds in 1976. Its reappearance on
one of Pickwick's subsidiary labels
(Contour CC 7504, £2.25) 'specially
pressed to classical record standards',
ought to ensure it another lease of life,
for the playing of the soloist is assured,
occasionally slightly breathless, and well
balanced in relation to the orchestra;
though in the Bach he is treated rather
more as a soloist than is really appropriate. Reasonably good sound.[B:2]
K.O.
Variously coupled on ' Privilege' discs,
two performances by David and Igor
Oistrakh appear together on DG 2535
176—Bach's Double Concerto, with
RPO/Goossens ( 1962), and Bruch's
first Violin Concerto. In this sensitive
1961 account by Igor Oistrakh, his father
conducted the RPO. The Bach boasts
harpsichord, but is ' post- Beecham, pre Harnoncourt' in style. The closebalanced recordings remain exceptionally clean in these transfers. [
A/B:1]
C.B.
Menuhin's recordings of the two
Bartok Violin Concertos were originally
attached to other music, and it was a
good idea to extract them and put them
together ( HMV SXLP 30533). Dating
from 1966 ( No. 2) and 1967, the orchestra is the New Philharmonia, the
conductor Dorati. Menuhin's playing is
warm and passionate, Dorati's contribution sympathetic, but alert and incisive, giving the music acorrective edge.
The recording is rich, a shade mushy in
climaxes, but not unpleasant. And the
playing is very persuasive. [
13:1]
K.D.
On DG 2707 127 ( 2 records, full
price) reappear Pollini's Brahma Piano
Concertos 1 ( with VPO/Biihm, 1980)
and 2 ( with VPO/Abbado, 1977). The
orchestra on 1 tends to congestion at
climaxes but is nicely detailed and spacious otherwise. Nice clean piano sound
on both discs, anot overwide instrument
with good balance and focus, especially
in 2, where the orchestra is more opensounding and rich. Noble playing
throughout from Pollini, and sensitive
refinement from the inimitable VPO.
Overall [
A/B:1 /1*].
EMI's decision to reissue Busoni's
massive Piano Concerto ( Ogdon/Alldis
Choir/ RPO/ Revenaugh ) ( SXDW3053)
may seem idealistic, but may prove a
hunch
that
this
neo Wagneriancrossed - with - Rachman inov - et al piece,
with its musical unevenness, its gruff
final Cantico, and above all its heroic
piano soloist, will exert awider attraction
than in 1968. The splendid production
will
certainly
appeal
to
sound.
enthusiasts, the first piano entry being
especially striking, and in many ways the
work has immediacy of appeal. Large.
scaled thinking matched here by a bold
response from all concerned. The star is
split only because the strings may seem
grainy on some systems: [
A/A*1]. The
original Faust coupling is replaced by
three Busoni piano solos—well engineered, some tape hiss—in which
John Ogdon is most at home in the
Variations on Chopin's C- minor Prelude.
In the Carmen Sonatina his brilliance is
outshone by NY pianist Paul Jacobs
(whose Nonesuch recording deserves
reissue). [
A:1]
C.B.
Such is the current state of the Reger
discography ( not one of his orchestral
works is available!) that the reissue on
CBS 61711 of his Piano Concerto in the
1959 recording made by Rudolf Serkin
and Eugene Ormandy with the Philadelphia
Orchestra
is very welcome.
Although it is a stereo recording, it
sounds pretty poor, with the piano
thundering
away ( complete
with
patches of echo) in the foreground, and
the orchestra taking its place in the tutti,
only to be banished to the dim distance
again when the piano is in action. It
sounds acommitted performance under
Ormandy; what one can say with confidence is that Serkin is commanding,

magesterial in the outer movements,
deeply poetic in the central Largo. The
work is intermittently striking but hardly
memorable, yet Reger and Serkin fans
who missed their chance in 1966 ( when
it was first issued) will surely not delay
now. [
C:1]
P.B.
The ever-increasing supply of versions
of Rodrigo's Aranjuez Concerto is augmented by the reissue of Siegfried
Behrend's 1966 DG performance with
the
BP()
under
Reinhard
Peters
(Contour CC7510, £ 2.25, Pickwick)
Tedesco's Conwith Castl
certo in D Op. 99 Behrend adopts a
breakneck tempo for the first movement
of the Rodrigo, and remains aboveaverage throughout. This approach
exhibits his breathtaking fingerwork, but
to my mind does violence to the nature
of the work: he is much faster than
versions which have the imprimatur of
the composer. The same approach
makes Castelnuovo-Tedesco's slighter
but attractive concerto even less weighty
than it is. The recording does not reveal
all the fascinating detail of Rodrigo's
masterly scoring, and the upper string
tone is sometimes acidic. This, then, is
for collectors rather than for oneversion- only buyers. [
6:2]
P.T.
From DG's 3- record boxed set of
Vivaldi's L'Estro Armonico reviewed in
March 1980 comes a single LP, 2531
334 ( containing concertos 5, 6, 7, 8, 10
& 12). Radiant and technically brilliant
playing from The Berlin Philharmonic
makes
this
a memorable
album.
However, ornaments are few and one
receives the distinct impression that this
is baroque music performed on agrandiose scale, and with little regard for authenticity. The recording is nicely engineered and set in a spacious environment. The harpsichord continuo, unfortunately, sounds rather remote, but
the overall perspective is acceptable.
[A/B1 /2]
V.M.

Solo/Chamber
THREE volumes of music for Baroque
Lute are reissued by RCA on the
Seon' label. The first two on RL
30385 ( 2 records, 1971/1972), played
by Professor Eugen Dombois, offer
works by Bach, Conradi, Kellner and
Weiss, all performed according to the
scholarly decisions of Dombois, who is a
major authority. Ifind the result a trifle
wooden and unshaded in interpretation,
but the technique is formidable, with
some of the most perfect trills Ihave ever
heard. The recording is close, set in a
resonant acoustic, and needs to be
played rather quietly, or it can sound
over- large. There is some traffic- noise in
a background never as silent as one
would wish: [
6:1]. Volume 3 is on Seon
RL30344 ( 1977) and played by Michael
Schâffer, a brilliant lutenist ( among
other things) who died at the tragically
early age of 40. His period is the French
High Baroque, with its 'broken' technique, for long condemned by critics—
how wrongly this delightful issue shows.
The recording has a better background
though a trace of pre- echo, and is also
resonant and something over- large. The
playing is exquisite. [
A/B:1]
P. T.
It is not often that one hears
Beethoven's six Op. 18 quartets played
with the blend of technical skill and
musical insight to be found in the reissued recordings by the Vegh Quartet
(Valois CMB 31, 3 recs, £ 13.50,
Harmonia Mundi). These are masterly
interpretations, full of subtlety, yet conveying the freshness and excitement of
music newly discovered. Sonically,
these discs dating from the early '70s
might conceivably disappoint those in
search of the highest fidelity, yet Ihave
to confess that, confronted with such
exhilarating playing, Isoon forgot about
the somewhat ' boxy' character of the
sound and simply revelled in the joyous
musical experience. [
13:1*]
T.H.
Spanish Harp Music of the 16th
1)1
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and 17th Centuries, played by
Nicanor Zabaleta on DG ' Privilege' 2547
049 ( 1970), might well be a new issue,
in terms of sound: there really is no
significant criticism to be made of it.
Zabaleta uses amodern pedal- harp, but
tuned to the period, and he confines
himself to the number of strings
common at that time. Doubtless we get a
fuller sound than acontemporary instrument would have had; otherwise all is
very authentic and carefully- researched.
The music is free from all the wellknown concert- pieces, and reveals once
again what asuperb period this was for
music: civilised, expressive, abundantly
inventive, pure, moving, satisfying. This
issue deserves a place in any collection.
[A:1]
FT.

appeared from EMI's catalogue, but is
now recut ( SLS5231, 2 recs, mid price)
with notes, texts, illustrations. The original test pressings were rather coarse
and, if anything, the remastering brings
an improvement to the reverberant
Glotz-Karajan sound-the post- echoes
after the overture are an exception. You
can still hear the passing traffic in the
opening dialogue ( reduced to a minimum in this set, which incidentally
omits Leonora 3), but the compression
does very marginally reduce the apparent stereo separation. Opinions varied
widely over the interpretation; Iadmire
the way in which Karajan seems to see
the whole in his mind's eye, and brings a
special kind of consistency to this
work-T.H., though, thought there was
adisturbing lack of empathy here. [
8:1]
C.B.
Barbi rol I
i's
performance
of
the
Purcell opera Dido and Aeneas (
CFP
40359, Et99), recorded in 1966 and
previously
reissued
on
HMV
SXLP30275, has never been upheld as a
virtuous example of period styling, so-

called, or the more intellectual approach
to such music. Instead, what we have is
a warmly lyrical performance in an
English tradition that has been discarded
for the present in favour of purity. The
strings play warmly, as well they might
with Barbirolli's eye on them; and
Victoria de los Angelos, then at her peak,
sings with that magical and lovely floating tone. It is an indulgent but very
likeable reading, with young Raymond
Leppard tinkling away at the harpsichord, no doubt musing on what he
would do with the work when his
chance came. Warm sound that tends to
lose a little of the orchestral detail, but
pleasant. [
13:1]
MG.
Three Telemann cantatas from the
Hamburg Monteverdi choir and ensemble under Jürgens make a very
welcome return on the Philips ' Living
Baroque' series ( 9502 026). The main
work is the beautiful funeral cantata Du
aber, Daniel, gehe hin and it is given a
splendid performance here with Liselotte
Rebmann
and William
Reiner as
soloists-perhaps not quite in the same

league as the Collegium Aureum version
(with Ameling) on Harmonia Mundi
(HM 065-99751), but very worthy
nonetheless. Reimer, particularly, is in fine
voice. Side 2 contains two chamber
cantatas with Rebmann again and Kurt
Equiluz. Recording is excellent with good
detail set in an ample, flattering acoustic.
[A:1]
I.H.
Reissued on HMV Concert Classics
(SXLP 30508), we have Giulini's recording of Verdi: Four Sacred Pieces.
This remains the finest performance of
these late works and, despite some
powedul modern opposition, the recording quality is still very good ( the original
recording was issued in 1963). As in his
recording of Verdi's Requiem, Giulini
brings so intense an aura of religious
feeling to these pieces that those cryptic,
eccentric technical features with which
Verdi toyed in these works become
direct, expressive emotion tangibly communicated. This same immediate communicative quality is offered by Janet
Baker's solo contribution. The transfer is
good and still deserves [
A:1*].
B.S.

view/'Average good. [
A/'B/C:1/'2]
MENDELSSOHN:
Overtures:
Hebrides 0 Ruy Blas O SchÔne
Melusine D Midsummer Night's
Dream
o
Mear
ille-LSO /
reviewed by Peter Gammend
Chmura-DG '
Privilege' 3335 460
D: 1977. R: Very warm, rich bass. P:
Although th is section uses the same technical rating system as our disc record sections,
Atmospheric, well- handled, sensitive.
readers should be aware that mass production techn iques can degrade cassette sound
[A:1*/1]
quality compared to discs KE Y: P-Performance;R-Recording;D-Original date.
MOZART: Symphonies 31, 32 &
39-L PO
I
Macal-CFP
TCCFP40354
J. S. BACH: Brandenburg ConcerHarp :I Syrinx-Boston Symphony
D: 1981. R: Congested, bass heavy. P.
tos 1,2 & 3-6720 IKarajan- DG 3301
Chamber
Players-DG
'
Privilege'
On the heavy side. [
B/C:2]
332 / Brandenburg Concertos 4,5 &
3335 455
MOZART: Oboe Quartet in F' /
6-8P0 IKarajan- DG 3301 333
D: 1970. R: Artificial tone and some SCHUBERT: String Quartet 14
D: June'80. R: A warm and rich quality
background. P. Marvellous. [
B:1*]
'Death and the Maiden'- Gabrieli Of
not usually associated with such music.
GREIG:
Norwegian
P
Ilan
Wilson (obo)*-CFP
TCP:
Broad- based,
non- period,
old Dances 0 Moods-McCabe (
pno)- CFP40356
fashioned. [
A/B:2]
RCA 'Gold Seal' GK25329
D: 1967/71. R: Good standard. P: Very
J. S. BACH: Preludes, Fughettas &
D: 1981. R: Clangorous piano tone. P: enjoyable/Good comparative version.
Fugues-Glenn Gould (pno)-CBS
Sensitive and lively. [
B/C:1]
[A:1/2]
CrO. Mastersound 41-76985
MOZART:
String
Quartets
GROFÉ: Grand Canyon Suite 0 A
D: 1961. R: A remarkable new hi- fidelity.
Day in the Grand Canyon"- André
K589/590 ' Prussian'-Me/os Qt-DG
P: Fascinating Gould. [
A*:1]
Kostelanetz and his Orchestra I 'Johnny 3301 320
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1 & 9- Cash-CBS 40-61835
D: 1981. R: Fine string tone, spacious, P:
LSO Donath I Berganza I Ochman I D: 1970. R: Strangely impressive but
Full of verve and feeling. [
A*/A:1*/1]
Stewart IBavarian RSO IKubelik-DG
unnatural. Close sound and reverberatNIELSEN: Symphonies 1 & 3'Privilege' 3372 112 (
2 cassettes)
ing bass. P: Highly atmospheric and
LSO/Schmidt-Unicorn-Kanachana
D: 1976. R: Pleasant open sound, well
romantic. [
13/C:1/2]
UKC7130
distanced. P: Sensitive and detailed.
HAYDN: Mass No.12 'Theresien'D: 1974. R: Exciting but reverberant. P:
[A:1]
Popp IElias ITear IHudson IChorus I Idiomatic, interesting, vital. [
A:1*/1]
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 2 & 4- LSO .
I
Berstein-CBS
Cr02
NIELSEN: Symphonies 4 & 6Concertgebouw IIsrael PO IKubelikH MT35839 digital
LSO/Schmidt-Unicorn- Kanachana
DG ' Privilege' 3335 441
D: May '81. R: Harsh, confused, noisy. P:
UKC7460
D: 1976. R: Well balanced, open. P:
Exuberant but unrelaxed. [
C:2/3]
D: 1974. R: As above. P: 6th especially
General high quality. [
A:11
J. HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in Et'
revealing; both good. [
A:1*/1]
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 8 /M. HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto
'Pathetique', 14 ' Moonlight' & 23
D / L Mozart: Trumpet Concerto in
3- Wild I RPO I Horenstein-RCA
'Appassionata' Ivan Moravec (pno)
D / etc- André IScherbaum IMunich
'Gold Seal' GK25292
-Connoisseur
Society
CrO.
CO I etc IKuentz I Ristenpart I etcD: 1977. R: Piano prominent, orchestra
uncompressed C4047 (
Unicorn)
DG ' Favorit' 3335 622
mushy. P: Sensitive virtuosity. [
B/C:1]
D: 1968. R: Individually duplicated;
D: 1963/8/9. R: Passable but on thinRODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez
utmost reality. P: Powerful and virtuoso.
nish side. P: Good average quality.
Fantasia para un gentilhombre[A*1 ]
[B/C:1/2]
Yepes I Orquesta Sinlonica RTV
ROLLING: California Suite 0 Suite
HOLST: The Planets-Philadelphia I Española I Alonso- DG '
Accolade'
for Flute and Jazz Piano-Elena Ormandy- RCA '
Gold Seal' GK13885
3342 150
Duran ( flt)I Laurie Holloway Trio-RCA
D: 1976. R: Powerful but lacking clarity.
D: 1969. R: Dry quality. P: Good, but
RK25348
P:
Impressive
at
times,
showy.
earlier Yepes better. [
B:2]
D: 1981. R: Clear, good balance and
[B/C:1/2]
SCHUBERT: String Quintet in Cseparation. P: Lively and expressive.
KREISLER: Tambourin chinois
Chilingirian Or I Ward Clarke-CFP
[A:1]
Schiin Rosmarin D etc-Wilkomirska
TC-CFP40355
BRAHMS: Symphony 4-Dresden
(yin) I Barbosa (pno)-Connoisseur
D: July ' 81. R: Balanced overall sound.
Staatskapelle ISanderling-RCA '
Gold Society CrI3 2 ( individually dupliP: Assured and probing. [
A:1]
Seal' GK25279
cated) C4039 (
Unicorn)
J.
STRAUSS
II:
Vienna
in
D: 1972. R: Generally good but inclined
D: 1971. R: Too reverberant to be enWaltztime, Vol. 3-BSO I VSO I
to thicken. P: Intelligent and unromtirely impressive. P: Good. [
A/B:1]
Stolz-RCA '
Gold Seal' OK25265
anticised. [
13:1]
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsody 4 0
D: 1966/70. R: Reverberant. P: Good,
BRAHMS: Piano Quintet in f
Les Préludes / BRAHMS: Hungaridiomatic, lively. [
A/B:1]
Eschenbach (pno) IAmadaeus Of-DG
ian Dances 1, 3, 6, & 6-BP0 I STRAVINSKY: The Soldier's Tale'Privilege' 3335 418
Karajan- DG '
Favorit' 3336 628
Gielgud I Courtenay I Moody I BSO
D: 1968. R: Good piano and string tone.
D: 1959/60/61. R: Good but lacks sepChamber
Players-DG
'
Privilege'
P: Piano sometimes too powerful, but aration. P: Well- handled excitement.
3335 456
generally satisfying account. [
A:1/2]
[6:1]
D: 1975. R: Admirably clear and crisp. P:
BRUCKNER: Symphony 3-BP0 I MENDELSSOHN:
Symphony
3 Good English version. [
A*:1*/1]
Karajan- DG Cr0 2 3302 007 digital
'Scottish' O String Symphony 10TCHA I
KOVSKY:
Waltzes
from
D: 1981. R: Controlled and undistorted Leipzig Gewandhaus IMasur ILucerne
'Eugene
Onegin',
Serenade,
over a wide range. P: Dramatic insight. Festival I Baumgartner-RCA '
Gold
Ballets, etc-various- DG '
Favorit'
(A*:1*)
Seal' GK25330
3335 653
DEBUSSY: Violin Sonata El Cello
D:
1974r1952
R:
Smooth &
D: 1960/69. R: Generally good standard.
Sonata 0 Sonata for Flute, Viola & warm/'Boxy, resonant. P: A balanced
P: Agreeable. [
A/B:1]

VIVALDI:
Various
ConcertosToulouse CO IAuriacombe-CFP TCCF P46353
D: 1968. R: Sharpish but impressive P:
Brightly intense. (
A/B:1/2]

Operatic/Vocal
vARAJAN'S 1971 BPO Beethoven
Fidelio (
Dernesch/Vickers/Ridderbusch/Kelemen/Deutsche Oper Chorus
etc) released as a3- disc set, quietly dis-

cassettes
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COLLECTIONS
DANIEL
BARENBOIM
ORCHESTRE DE PARIS: BERLIOZ:
Carnival Romain
2 Beatrice &
Benedict, etc I DUKAS: Sorcerer's
Apprentice /
SAINT-SAENS:
Samson et Dalila, etc- Orchestre de
Paris IBarenboim-DG 3301 331
D: 1981. R: Odd balances and dynamics.
P: Routinely good. [ 13/C:2]
'BOLERO': CHABRIER: España /
FALLA: El Amor Brujo / RAVEL:
Bolero /
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Capriccio espagnol- 8P0 / Karajan I
etc-DG '
Favorit' 3335 618
D: 1960/70. R: Generally good. P: Genrally good-Bolero a little languid.
[A:1/2]
RENATO BRUSON RECITAL: Songs
by Di Capua, Donizetti, Gluck, Martini,
Piccini, Tosti & Verdi-Bruson I
Sheppard- Chandos
ASTI 016
(Lugton's/Taylor)
D: June 81. R: Good balance. P: Well
phrased, good diction. [
A:1]
DONNA DIANA: Overtures by Bizet,
Mozart, Nicolai, Reznicek, Rossini &
Weber-various-DG '
Favorit' 3335
602
D: 1960-65. R: Generally clear and distanced. P: Good to very good. [
B/C:1/2]
FANTASIA: Music from the film by
Bach, Dukas, Mussorgsky, Ponchielli,
etc-Philadelphia IOrmandy- CBS 4061548
D: 1970. R: Hard and exaggerated. P:
Big- boned and crowd- pulling. [
B/C:2]
GREATEST HITS OF 1720: Music by
Bach, Albinoni, Campra, Pachelbel,
etc-Philharmonia Virtuosi of New York
IKapp-CBS 40-73897
D: 1979. R: Close, popular- styled recording. P: Lusty. [
A:11
GREAT
OVERTURES:
BEETHOVEN:
Leonora
3 /
BERLIOZ:
Carnaval
romain /
BRAHMS: Academic Festival /
WAGNER: ' Rienzi'-Netherlands
RPO IPata-Lodia LOC771
D: 1973. R: Warm. P: Straighforwardly
romantic. (
A:1/2]
MEDITATION:
Music
by
Bach,
Chopin, Debussy, Delibes, Massenet,
Mozart, Sibelius-BPO / Karajan- DG
Favorit' 3335 621
D: 1961-68. R: Good average. P: Some
great, some not so. [
B:1/2]
MUSIC FROM '2001: A SPACE
ODYSSEY' & 'ANIARA': Music by
Blomdahl,
Ligeti,
Khachaturian,
J.
Strauss, R. Strauss-Philadelphia I
Ormandy- CBS 40-61772
D: 1968. R: Tailored to impressgenerally succeeds. P: Big and bossy.
[A:1]
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ROCK

Fred Deliar
HEN YOU HEAR someone
proclaiming: 'You
need
some oomph-papa/Nothing like
Frank
Zappa/And
not
New
Wave/They don't play that crap'
just afew seconds into the first cut
of an album, then the odds are that
what is to follow won't be exactly
mind- boggling. And so it proves
with Somewhere In England
(Dark Horse K56870), George
Harrison's initial step backwards
out of the ' 80s. Not much has
changed since we last met. The
songs about religion are still around
(Life Itself) and there's another that
condemns man's apparent drive to
self-destruction, thus proving that
George means well even if he
doesn't know how to turn his
beliefs to good mqical use. Also
around is All Those Years Ago, his
recent hit single and
muchpublicised ' Beatles reunion' track
(surely the con of the year?)—
though this merely adds to the depression, for with
McCartney,
Ringo and George Martin all tugging at the joystick', George still
doesn't pull out of his dive. To
make matters worse, someone, probably with the best intentions in the
world, has seemingly turned our
one-time hero on to the music of
Hoagy Carmichael—with the result
that the wonderful Baltimore Oriole
(did your uncles ever play this to
you, Randy Newman ?) is reduced
to being just another Harrisong,
while the wry humour of Hong
Kong Blues, which Carmichael
used to squeeze like a lemon, here
turns up as a mere slice of stale
apple pie. Thus the thumb stays
rigidly down: [
A: 3]. Record- token
recipients are, however, advised to
immediately swop such billetsdoux for acopy of Mutant Disco
(Island ISLP 4001), a marvellous
compilation of dance material
culled from the oddball output of
Manhatten label Ze. Three tracks
would appear to be ( for who can
tell ?) by the sons tef Dr Buzzard
and Kid Creole, this week operating
under the names of CoatiMundi,
Gichi Dan and Don Armando's
Second Avenue Rhumba Band, the
common denominator being an
interest in the uncommon side of
funk—while the true Kid Creole and
his salsa sauce- inspired Coconuts

w
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parade under their true colours for a
revival of Maladie D'Amour, surely
one of the most unjustly ignored
danceramas of our time. But if these
August Darnell- Andy Hernandez
creations bring instant joy to those
who have stuck with me since I
waved the flag over the original Dr
Buzzard album back in ' 76, the two
tracks by Material and the peculiarly named Was ( Not Was) should
bring complete euphoria, the first
being a space- bass launched and
Nona ( ex- La
Belle)
Hendryxassisted slice of ingenuity, while
the Was (Not Was) offering is,
without doubt, the most intriguing
disco item yet to grace 1981, being
an amalgam of Funkadelic styled
gobbledegook and weird mutterings, a rhythm that virtually opens
doors on its own, strings that stem
directly from some 1938 horror
movie score and even a crackling
bebop trumpet. Cheers, hooray and
hallelujah! You could say that I'm
impressed! [
A: 1*]

CoatiMundi

Jim Steinman's Bad For Good
(Epic EPC 84361), on the other
hand, invites feelings of respect,
rather than causing aquickening of
the rock heartbeat. It is ostensibly
the
follow-up
to
Meatloaf's
massive- selling Bat Out Of Hell,
though the megatherium Meat has
gone AWOL from this particular
exercise, his voice apparently now
shed along with all that perspiration. So this time, the upfront man
is Steinman, writer and mastermind
behind Bat, who has undertaken
the vocal chores and brought in
Todd Rundgren to help out on the
AUGUST 1981

production side of things, obviously believing that if overkill is to
be attempted then ahit- man with a
proven track record should be gainfully
employed
on
the
task.
Certainly overkill is the name of the
game here. There's an epic poem
entitled Love And Death And An
American Guitar, a title : rack that
comes on like Tannhäuser and goes
down like the Titanic, while an additional EP ( free to agood home!)
is partially devoted to Steinman's
involvement with a toy somebody
lent him—the entire New York Philharmonic Orchestra. Everything is
Cecil B and then some. And basically it doesn't mean a light. But if
you fail to be impressed with the
blatant Barnum and Bailey of it all,
then you should be standing on a
dais in Tussaud's. For Steinman is
undoubtedly this week's superstar.
He may even be next week's too:
[A/B: 2]. Moving on to less raucous
happenings,
Spot
The
Player (Harvest SHSP 4116)
would, on the face of things,
appear to be a solo album from
famous Floydian and Man of Le
Mans Nick Mason, who leads a
band called Fictitious Sports. But in
reality it's Mike Mantler and Carla
Bley taking the escalator over the
hill once more and doing it in the
company not only of Mason, but
also
of
Robert Wyatt,
Chris
Spedding,
trombonist
Gary
Valente, ace saxman Gary Windo,
bassist Steve Swallow and others
of similar talent. The songs, all
penned by Keyboardist Bley, are
generally angular and a trifle
melody- shy, but with Wyatt handling most of the vocals, it wouldn't
matter overmuch if Yellow Pages'
greatest hits stood on the music
stands. For Wyatt Ilove in the way
that Ilove Astaire. His. is . a nonvoice, aplaintive call from the back
of the hall. Yet, as he's so often
proved, he's able to imbue even the
slightest material with awonderful
feeling of melancholy, something
which he does here on Do Ya?,
which casts him in the role of an
inarticulate
lover,
seeking
the
words to keep a relationship together but miserably failing to communicate. Mantler adds some equally full- of- feel daybreak horn and
the whole is enough to cause tearstains
down
the
shirt- front.
Elsewhere, the partners in sport
blow enterprisingly and sometimes
brilliantly, always maintaining interest. And if Spot The Player
ultimately fails to make out as the
most inspired use of vinyl in our
time, it at least proves that Floyd
spin-offs are not to be ignored and
wipes the taste of Roger Taylor's
recent soirée from the mouth
[A: 1]. From the down to the
Down- under with the news that
The Models, who have adebut UK
release around in Alpha Bravo
Charlie Delta Foxtrot Golf
(A&M AM LH68529), are yet another Oz- rock band of merit. Another
product of Mushroom, the label
that brought you The Sports and Jo
Jo Zep, The Models seek to hum-

anise the meccanik dance syndrome, even bringing aditty down
to/up to ( take your choice) best
Tornadoes
level.
Ned
Kelly
would've been proud of ' ern:
[A: 1/2]. More severe and dressed
in grey ( literally and musically) is
The Cure's Faith (Fiction FIX 6),
which, once more, features the
Crawley three-piece in angstridden mood. The song titles virtually spell it all out for you— The
Funeral Party, The Drowning Man,
All Cats Are Grey etc—music for a
H - block party, in fact. Now this
need not have been adisaster: there
are bands who can turn into fogbound Gothic cul-de-sacs and yet
still emerge not only unscathed
but actually enhanced by the
experience. But The Cure have
merely piled themselves into awall
and for the moment they're heading
nowhere fast. [ A: 3]

Ole FLASHES.

Chaka Kahn: What Cha' Gonna
Do
For Me?
(
Warner
Bros
K56888). It's one qf those months
when there's almost as much jazz
on this page as Ken Hyder has on
his. For even the delectable Ms
Khan goes 52nd Street here, jamming with Dizzy Gillespie on his
1946 bop anthem A Night In
Tunisia. Elsewhere the fare is more
predictable though it seems that
Chaka is discovering, as Aretha
once did, that a little Arif Mardin is
good for you. [
A: 2]
Lonnie Brooks Band: Turn On
The Night (
Sonet SNTF 858).
Chicago, the blues, a man from
Louisiana who can rock, and a
tough horn section. If you think I'm
painting a picture of someone
who's musically halfway between
Chuck Berry and BB King, then
you're
a competition
winner.
Brooks is awinner too. [
A: .1]
The Spaniels: Great Googley
Moo! (
Charly CRB 1021). Yet
another exemplary Charly blast
from the past, containing 18 tracks
by one of the first black groups to
pick up where the Mills Brothers
and Ink Spots left off. Their version
of Sincerely (
covered by the
McGuire Sisters) isn't included but
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight
(duly
hi- jacked
by
both the
McGuires and Sunny Gale) is DJs
desirous of a more than adequate
closer should duly note! ( B/C: 1]
Love:
Da
Capo ( Elektra
K42011). The jangle'n'Jagger reissue of a 1967 West Coast classic
that includes Seven And Seven, the
biggest of Love's three hit singles,
plus Revelation, their epic 19minute spectacular. There are flaws,
but. . . [B: 1]
Barclay James Harvest: Turn Of
The Tide (Polydor POLD 5040).
Some of their songs are warm while
others are unquestionably wet. But
the musicianship is not in doubt—
something you'd expect from a
band that's been on active duty
since ' 67. Not of these times . perbaps, though their melodies- linger
on. [
A*: 2]
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Ken Hyder
THERE ARE fewer and fewer jazz
I musicians
around
whose
music is purely 100 per cent jazz.
Increased availability of other
musics, whether live or on record,
has meant an increased awareness
among jazz musicians. Not that
there ever was such athing as pure
jazz in the first place. Jazz is a
hybrid music, and so is the music
on Muhal Richard Abrams' Mama
And Daddy—on Black Saint BSR
0041. To lay labels on the music on
this album is of limited use. The
answer is always to listen to the
music. It's certainly not easylistening toe- tapping background
jazz. Although the title track takes
us into down-home territory, much
of this music is the kind which
improves with committed listening.
With ten musicians, the improvisation could easily have got
crowded and over- dense, but the
reverse is achieved. Throughout
there's asense of space ... asense
of each player making each note
count. The sections reminiscent of
contemporary classical music have
an added warmth to them, perhaps
because of the particular musical
orientation
of
the
individual
players. Although there are some
heavy dudes on the sleeve note roll
call, like George Lewis, Leroy
Jenkins and Andrew Cyrille, this
music is not about star soloists. It's
the overall sound and impact of the
music which counts, and that being
so the individual contributions are
well balanced. Iwas particularly
impressed, however, with aname I
hadn't
come
across
before—
saxophone and flute player Wallace
McMillan. This record promises to
be the first of a series of similar
Abrams albums which should be
something to look forward to. His
own playing, by the way, is selflessly hidden among the totality of
the music, but when you suddenly
hear aburst of solo piano, the authority of Abrams is immediately
apparent. This is something to get
your teeth into. [
A: 1]
Ialways approach events with a
theme very cautiously.
Drum
battles, tough tenors, teriffic tubas
and so on seem so artificial.
Clarinet Summit—Live on M PS
0068.251 looked abit suspect, with
six clarinets being selected for a
performance with an assembled
rhythm section. However, this
94

album served as a reminder that
prejudice is an enemy to discovery.
Instead of a long display of set
pieces, this album turns out to be a
stormer. Each piece is quite different from the others, yet the music
on the album as a whole hangs
together. The clarinet has been a
much neglected instrument in contemporary jazz, so it's a welcome
album that brings together six uncompromising players like Perry
Robinson, John Carter, ErnstLudwig Petrowsky, Theo Jorgensmann, Bernd Konrad and Gianluigi
Trovesi. Throughout the album are
moments where the players hark
back to some of the folk roots of the
instrument. There's also the added
bonus of some fine rhythm players
on the album, among whom Gunter
Sommer from East Germany tends
to stand out. There's alot of talent
on this record and the amazing
thing is that nobody gets in
another's way. [
A: 1]
Folk Songs, by the trio of
Charlie Haden, bass, Jan Garbarek,
saxophones and Egberto Gismonti,
guitar and piano, is the sort of
album reviewers try to hate. It
comes across so together and clear
and confident and simple, and, to
use an overused word, so beautiful,
that there's got to be something
wrong somewhere. The only fault
you can find with this music is that
it's not something else. If it's trying
to set out to be intelligent easy
listening rhapsodic music played
with panache and flair it succeeds
one hundred per cent. Of its kind,
the sort of music that ECM specialises in, this is one of the better
albums you're likely to encounter. If
you want to conjure up a lazy
summer Sunday- afternoon- totalrelaxation mood of abandoned
drifting, this is for you. Garbarek's
playing in particular is concentrated
bitter-sweet emotion. It's on ECM
1170. [
A*: 1]
Miroslav Vitous has done alot of
inconsequential jazz/rock since
leaving Weather Report. But anew
album, Miroslav Vitous Group
on ECM 1185, sees the bass player
set firmly in the ECM bag. Here he's
teamed with John Surman, reeds,
Kenny Kirkland, piano and ECM
stalwart Jon Christensen, drums.
It's Christensen's loose boogaloo
style which sets the framework of
the music which, regrettably, rarely
finds its own identity. Close your
eyes and you'll be hard pushed to
tell this record from adozen other
ECM records with different lineups.
There are, however, a few choice
moments like Surman's Number
Six and Vitous' passages of sweeping arco playing. [
A*: 2/3]
The most striking aspect of Air—
Fred Hopkins, bass, Steve McCall,
drums and Henry Threadgill, alto
and flute—is the group's sense of
space and pace. It's perhaps easier
to achieve on record, but they can
do it in performance as they prove
on Live, Black Saint BSR 0034.
The trio very carefully structures
each piece, as trios tend to do
unless they're energy unleashers.

When Isaw the band live, Ifelt that
they were perhaps too structured,
too concerned with performing, but
that's just a personal opinion
shared by some and not by others.
They tread adangerous path, risking spans of time when not very
much is happening. While it's true
that on this album there are some
passages of transition when the
energy level is low, the climaxes are
strong and positive and make the
experience a worthwhile one.
When they get it on, Air perform
with a remarkable drive, throwing
the rhythm about around acentral
pulse. [
A/B: 2]
There's no doubt about it,
Stephane Grappelli improves with
age. On Young Django—an
album dedicated to Grappelli's
guitarist partner of the 1930s—
Grappelli is fresher and youngersounding than ever. His partners
here, Philip Catherine and Larry
Coryell, guitars, and Niels- Henning
Orsted-Pedersen, bass, are clearly
Django lovers. The music is lasting
music. It swings like crazy with a
European jauntiness that's infectious. This is the side of jazz mistakenly considered less serious,
perhaps because its exuberance is
so entertaining. The musicianship
throughout is little short of
astounding. Grappelli soars over
the strumming swing on some
tracks with the energy and joie de
vivre of a teenager. This kind of
music is seldom heard these days,
and that's apity. This is warm music
lovingly played—and you must
hear it. MPS 0068.230. [
A: 1]
More Movies is a strange
album from Michael Mantler. At
times it comes on like an early
1970s jazz/rock album, but it's not
quite like that really. Mantler's writing and the structures he puts into
some pieces is like naivety gone
sinister. The face value of the music
is always shifting the more you
listen to it. There's some nifty
playing, by the way, from Philip
Catherine again—this time on
electric guitar. Steve Swallow's
bobbing and weaving bass guitar
keeps the rhythm buoyant, while
Gary Windo blows some boisterous
tenor in the right places. I've never
been able to come completely to
terms with Mantler's music, which,
for me, always carries an uneasy
vibe to it. I still feel sinister
overtones from this album—but
then I've got a lot of imagination:

[A: 2/3]. It's on Watt/10. The difference in Mender's music for The
Jazz Composers Orchestra—
re- released on JCOA 1001/2—is
that anumber of very heavy players
are given afreer rein. The intensity
on this double album is maintained
by the soloists, despite a cast- of thousands which always threatens
to be overbearing. Iwas particularly
knocked out by Rosewell Rudd the
first time Iheard this set, and Istill
am. On balance Igot more out of
this music listening to it again, than
Idid when it first came out. It's
almost worth purchasing just for
Rudd's gutsy trombone solo. Or
pianist Cecil Taylor's. [
B/C: 2]
And finally, something which
should be required listening for all
readers of this column, another reissue from an earlier era. Simply
titled Louis Armstrong and
King Oliver, this double album on
Milestone M 47017 captures one
of the best strands of early jazz.
Each track is played with certainty,
dignity and style, yet there's an
unruly wildness about the music
which keeps you on the edge of the
seat. If you look for excitement in
music, this is for you. Although this
1920s jazz should be familiar to us
all now, imagine what a shock it
must have been hearing it for the
first time. The techniques of this
kind of group playing are well up
front on this set: the stomping
rhythm and the wailing improvised
counterpoint of the front line, and
the stop time passages. There are
added bonuses of acouple of King
Oliver/Jelly Roll Morton duets, and
three tracks where Sidney Bechet
puts in an appearance. The whole
show is enlivened by the Dodds
brothers, who established one of
the ways to play the clarinet or the
drums. It's apity these early recordings couldn't handle the power of
the drums, but if you listen carefully
you can snatch an inkling of how
important Baby Dodds was to the
drive of this music. Having said
that, it has to be emphasised that
none of these musicians relied on a
rhythm section in the way some
improvisers were to do years later.
Every single one of the players possessed asense of time and asense
of urgency which allowed him or
her to play with aconfident push.
Put it all together, though, and
you've got something special. This
music was special sixty years ago—
and it's still special now. [H: 1*]
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folk

cians in left and right hand playing
of interweaving melodies is demonstrated
in
an
instructive
example. As Tracey described in his
1948 work Chopi Musicians: Their
Music, Poetry and Instruments, this
Paul Oliver
is acourtly music of great complexity. [
111:1*)
rEW AUTHORITIES in the fields
Chopi girls open Flutes and
of tribal music were more reHorns (
AFR-45-804) with a
spected than was the late Hugh charming ocarina duet, the instruTracey. He specialized in African
ments made from the Kaffir Orange.
music and recorded avast range of Some of the sounds on other flutes
material when few others were atand pipes seem rather more
tempting to do so. Older readers 'modern', especially the ensemble
will perhaps recall the splendid
of Tswana Flute Dancers from the
'Music of Africa' series on 10 in. Western
Transvaal.
Strangely,
Deccas in the very early Fifties. In several of the songs in this set are
those impecunious days I could on rather cheerless themes, paronly purchase afew, and they have ticularly Ai- Ye! Nzara yakabora—
become pretty worn in the decades 'Famine has Comel', from Zimbetween then and now. So Iam
babwe. Another is an improvised
delighted to report that alarge collament on a bamboo pipe while a
lection of the best of Tracey's remourning woman sobs. But aLuba
cordings is now available on casWedding song from Zaire, with the
sette from Folktracks.
women playing gourds as if they
Tracey had aremarkable ear and
were Tennessee jug players, comthe capacity to evince fine perforpensates. The vocal techniques on
mances from his musicians. He also this tape are particularly varied; uluhad a considerable knowledge of lations, choruses, chants, akind of
southern African languages so that a mouth music and organum singing.
special virtue of his LPs was the
It makes for a particularly interinformation in his notes. Much of esting set. [
H:1*]
this remains in the folded sheets
Folktracks are now distributed
that accompany the cassettes.
from The Fircliff Centre: Fircliff
Harps & Lyres (
AFR-45-801),
House, Fircliff Park, Portishead,
for instance, gains from the explaBS20 9HQ. Plan to spread the load;
nations of instruments and content: for I'll be writing more about this
the Ganda musician Temusewa
indispensable series next time!
who sang afew syllables 'to remind
his fingers of what to play', or the
story of the gekko lizards who, if
one of their number was killed,
'would take the case to the chief
and win.' Some of the bow lyres
and trough zithers on this collection
produce a rather ' busy' sound,
Peter Gammond
though many are played with great
skill. [
H:2]
LTHOUGH there seems to be a
Volume 2, Mbira (
AFR-45wide and sustained interest in
802), is devoted to a specifically true light music, as testified by the
African instrument, the sansa,
great success since 1975 of The
mbira, or 'thumb piano'. I once
London Concert Artists, it is not
bought one from aroadside musideemed acommercial area and very
cian, made from a pilchard tin.
few records directly applying themSimilar
improvisation
to
my
selves to the genre come along. A
Ghanaian instrument was to be
special
welcome therefore to
found in the Gogo 20- reed mbira
Sweet & Low (
ASV ALM4004),
recorded in Tanzania, on which the
in which the London Concert
reeds were made from umbrella
Artists convey their special mixture
springs. These are normally conof relaxed entertainment and mussidered as 'fixed note' instruments,
ical taste and skill. This concert
but the Luba duet Kemai was
ranges from the Barnby partsong of
played with mbiras that were rethe title, through G & S, Coward
tuned to ahexatonic mode. Several
and Novello to the Ascot Gavotte,
items have the typical resonators
each item highlighting one or more
characteristic of the larger mbiras,
of the eight singers. My own
some using a ' bell' gourd to obtain
favourite is that lively number from
resonance from the human body,
'The Arcadians', Charming weather,
like
Meki
from ' Chipinga,
stylishly sung. Jennifer Partridge is
Rhodesia.' The chime- like sounds
an ideal accompanist and conof the mbiras, which are played in tributes Salut d'amour as asolo. A
pentatonic, hexatonic and heplively, clear and altogether natural
tatonic forms, are particularly sedrecording adds to the very conuctive. [
H:1]
siderable pleasure this should give
Father A. M. Jones once devel- those of light heart. [
A:1*11]
oped aremarkable theory concernAs Isaid last month, it used to be
ing the spread of the xylophone apainstaking task to be acollector.
through Africa, tracing its origins Now you just wait for a boxed or
back to Indonesia. However, it is unboxed set to come along. The
essentially African on Xylophones latest
jazz- collecting- made- easy
(AFR-45-805), with its melodic/ issue, following in the steps of the
rhythmic emphasis. A number of excellent Armstrong collection, is
virtuoso performances here, includBix Beiderbecke: the Studio
ing Mkazi Wa Mulomo—'the TalGroups in four volumes ( World
kative Woman'—played by two 12Records SH413/4/5/6), covering
year- old boys on the ' loose note' all the 1927 to 1928 titles made
xylophone. Impressive items, as while Bix was with Frankie Trummight be expected, are of xylo- bauer and the Jean Goldkette
phone orchestras from Mozam- Orchestra, and the titles made
bique. Of these, amovement from under his own name and with varithe Ngodo orchestral cycle of ous groups up to 1930 for the Okeh
label and issued over here on
the Chopi is especially noteworthy. The skill of the musiParlophone. The set includes such

A
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masterpieces as Sing/n' the blues
and I'm coming, Virginia, imperishable jazz classics; throughout, of
course, the special magic of
Beiderbecke's unique ringing tones
and sensitive improvisations. A
suberb set! [
H]
That well- conceived music-hall
based TV series Funny Man has
been used as a good excuse for
another compilation of 20s and 30s
recordings of the songs used
(World Records SH396). As it includes such names as Layton &
Johnstone,
Whispering
Jack
Smith, Jack Hylton, Leslie Sarony
and Noël Coward, to name afew,
and classic recordings of classic
songs, it offers acollection of very
high standard and entertainment
value. [
H]
EMI have brought out two LPs of
Spectacular Sound
Effects
(EMI T>11.S34 & 35), freely offered
for private use by film buffs and
amateur dramatic societies. A
useful collection of creaking doors,
thunderstorms and the usual gamut
of effects. My only criticism is that
they are not ' spectacular' enough,
being recordings that date back to
the 1960s and offered only in
mono. Iwould have thought it was
worthwhile doing such things now
in digital stereo, so that we could
have something more realistic than
these rather obvious recorded
sounds. [
B/C)
An attractively packaged series of
2LP sets from Music for Pleasure
(though unfortunately lacking any
informative notes) include: Songs
You
Know
and
Love
(MFP1014)-36 'evergreens', ie,
community songbook favourites,
pseudo and genuine folk, jolly and
gentle songs, sung with his impeccable diction and great sense of
meaning by the late Owen Brannigan mainly accompanied by
Ernest Lush—a fine set of EMI
reissues from the 1960s; 40
Showstoppers;
Highlights
from 10 Fabulous Musicals
(MFP1019)-40 tracks of studio
re- creations by various distinguished artists mostly backed by
Alyn Ainsworth or Mike Semmes; a
very good second-best to the
originals in good 1960s recordings;
On Parade with the Band of
H.M.
Royal
Marines
(MFP1015) gives two sides to the
ceremonies of Beating Retreat and
Tattoo, two to agood collection of
marches by Alford first issued in the
late 50s and early 60s—immaculate
playing, good sound; Sing-Along
Banjo Party (
MFP1016), in which
Geoff Love propels his pluckers and
awell- drilled and enthusiastic mass
of singers through rumbustious,
foot- tapping performances of old
favourites of the You made me love
you ilk. All average [
A/B:1].
A rather crudely drawn and misleading cover to The Teddy
Bears'
Picnic
and
Other
Lollipops ( Music from York digital
HAR812) gives no suggestion of
the refined and sophisticated performances of The Chapter House
Choir from York Minster—whose
treatment is in the King's Singers /
Swingle Singers sort of vein. An
enterprising mixture covering such
as Teddy Bears' Picnic, Lullaby of
Bird/and, Night and day and Summertime. Excellently done in this
vein with impressive recording—so
don't be misled: [
A:1]. Robert
White is in his usual good form in
Songs My Father Taught Me
(RCA RL25345), the epitome of

fine young Irish- American tenors,
bright-eyed, clear- voiced, robust
with well- applied humour and
sentiment. He does the Trees,
Come into the garden Maud sort of
light repertory exceedingly well,
nicely backed by the National Philharmonic under Ralph Mace. Incidentally, Christopher Robin is
saying his prayers seems to be the
'in revival song—and well it might
be in these times. I've heard four
versions in the last month or so:
[A:1]. Susan Reed is the female
equivalent in slightly folkier vein, a
good-looking
young
American
with an impeccably controlled
voice and clear diction who accompanies herself in Betsy from Pike
sort of folksongs on one side and
sings seven
Songs of the
Auvergne (
CBS 61359) on the
other. With her fresh styling and a
chamber group of flute, oboe, clarinet, cello and piano, they come
over in a pleasant and more folky
vein than we generally hear them
today in the hands of prima donnas.
A very likeable issue, though only
in mono: [
13:1). Lavish American praise on the sleeve tries
to convince that Kostelanetz
Conducts Showstoppers (
CBS
61425) is awow. But Ifind these
heavily souped- up arrangements of
show- tunes, with the New York
Philharmonic, a rather stationary
experience lacking the zip of stage
versions. Others, Iknow, greatly
enjoy
this
sweeping
string
approach, it should be noted that
one side of this LP contains little
over 13 minutes of sound, the other
17; and Gershwin's Promenade,
with 2:27 minutes spread over in,
is unfeelingly played.[A:2/3]
Nostalgia Memories, Vol.218 Songs from the World's
Greatest Singers (
EMI NTS222
)is acurious ragbag, as if someone had acquired apile of old 78s
in good condition and decided to
issue them as an LP. There are gems
embedded, but Chick Henderson
singing Begin the beguine with Joe
Loss and Conrad Veidt ludicrously
intoning When the lighthouse
shines across the bay do not come
into the category of 'world's
greatest singers, to start with. To
have these mixed with Adelaide
Hall, Ronnie Ronalde, Fred Astaire,
Paul Robeson and George Formby,
to mention a few of the generous
18 tracks, displays a liberal mind
behind it: [
H]. you at least know
where you are with The Loretta
Lynn Story (
MFP5018)—with
one of those hard-bitten ladies from
the Nashville, Tennesse scene belting out their sentiments with relentless guts to lively hoe-down
rhythms. The LP includes 14 of the
songs featured in the film ' Coal
Miner's Daughter' and others; an
excellent album of country music
by one of its best exponents:
[A:1]. Equally hard-bitten and relentlessly belted in the 1960s
American musical vein is the
original cast album, surprisingly appealing, of the Jerry Bock musical
She Loves Me (
Stet DS 215008).
Does this herald astage revival or
simply one of a hopeful series of
revivals on record? As Lincoln said,
if you like this sort of thing this is
the sort of thing you will like—
Barbara Cook ( immensely talented), Daniel Massey, Barbara
Baxley and Jack Cassidy exploiting
'the happiest new musical' in a
well- trained, determined way. A
valuable collectors' item. [
A*/A:1]
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Do you want your records
to end up here?
No? Well, take care of them by taking care of your
cartridge stylus. After all, this is the most important part of
your turntable. It makes the first and only contact
with the record groove.
But styli wear - with time, and the number of record
miles they cover. Yet this happens so gradually that you
don't hear the difference in sound until it's too late.
A worn or damaged diamond stylus slowly but surely
cuts the record groove to pieces, mining the sound
and your entire record collection.
So make sure that you replace the diamond in time.
You need not change the complete cartridge - just
the tiny part at the front - the stylus unit - where the diamond
and cantilever are situated.

e swat
No tools, no screws, no problems. You just pull out the
old stylus unit and slide in anew one.
And it's cheaper to replace your stylus unit than your
valuable record collection.

orrofon

accuracy in sound

Harman (Audio) UK Limited, Unit 1B, Mill Skeet, Slough,
Berkshire S12 5DD. Tel: Slough (0753) 76911.

EQUIPMENT
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5*Englisheloudspeakers
B matters of general interest common to all the listening tests.

EFORE EMBARKING on the individual reviews there are one or two

The first concerns arecent letter from Ralph West, in which he points
out that the presence in alistening room of loudspeakers other than those
on test might influence the sounds heard, and he quotes asmall change
in an impedance measurement thought to be due to such an interaction.
It does appear to be a valid consideration, in that a loudspeaker is a
resonant cavity, even though the poor acoustic coupling likely to be
achieved suggests that the effect would probably be very small, and
certainly no greater than those produced by cupboards, shelves and
what- have- you. ( Ionce had a listening room with a horrible ' honk'
around 200Hz produced in a recess between a wall and a chimney
breast.) A test being indicated, Ifirst listened to afamiliar tape recording
with no speakers in the room other than those in circuit. Then, as quickly
as possible ( the risk of a hernia being disregarded in the interest of
science), all ten test speakers plus four others were scattered within
about 9m 2 of the main speakers, and the tape replayed. No resonances
were heard, though the sound did seem a bit duller. But it would,
wouldn't it, with all that extra furniture? So the ' passengers' were then
placed face- down to block off the obvious sound entries. Replay the
tape—sure enough it was brighter, though not yet back to normal. Easily
accounted for, though, since Ihad' considerably changed the geometry,
and lowered the average height. The conclusion had to be that any
resonance effect was insignificant.
Even so, if the reader is not .convinced, there is no need for panic. The
requirement actually to live in the living room as well as to test speakers in
it is apowerful deterrent to storing them there! The Quad ESLs used for
comparison are, of course, aperiodic.
This brings us back to the problems of specifying loudspeaker performance. Ihave always taken the view that anyone should be able to find
out what aspeaker sounds like ( ideally in the intended location) before
buying. Competition between makers is keen enough to ensure that both
under- priced bargains and rip-offs are equally rare, and the selection of a
'best buy' is not something that can sensibly be delegated to areviewer,
who can have no knowledge of the personal likes and dislikes, priorities,
financial situation, proposed location—the list is endless—of the customer. Hence the present methodology of describing the differences
heard when the sound of the loudspeaker under review is compared with
that of a Quad ESL, using identical source material of the best available
quality. Most prospective purchasers can arrange to hear the ESL, in
which case it becomes a 'transfer standard' from which the performance
of the test unit can be deduced, if the latter is not itself available for
audition. A transfer standard does not have to be an accurate sound
source, but it greatly helps descriptions and their interpretation if it is.
This time the ' old' ESL has been used, but the new ESL- 63—which we
will be reviewing next month—will make descriptions still easier and
more meaningful in future reviews. Watch this space!

sides, with aseparate unit panel of the same
material on which are mounted bass/mid driver, its rim clamped by four
washers, and the tweeter, held under a clamping bar the top of which
carries the crossover pcb. The structure is completed by four hexagonal
steel bars which are attached to the front panel and run through the
internal space, their turned- down and threaded ends being passed
through the back of the unit. Brass domed nuts on the back face tension
the whole structure very efficiently. The crossover uses good quality
components, and includes sockets into which the internal input leads and
the drivers are plugged. Damping is by Bostik panels on the walls, plus a
300 x160 x75 mm block of foam held in place by the four bars—the fibre
cabinet is also more acoustically inert than chipboard. Connections are
by small, flat brass terminals provided with solder tags, and wires may be
either soldered to the tags or clamped under them as required. The
protrusion is only afew millimetres, but the terminals are not insulated,
and should be kept clear of any metal objects. The Nextel finish is aspray
treatment involving the deposition of coloured neoprene particles. It is
relatively expensive, but is durable and chemically inert. The front panel is
covered with visually opaque material, including the chamfered edges,
and a sealing gasket is used around the inside edge of the panel. All
corners between sides are rounded—the cabinet material is readily
machined. Altogether awell- thought-out and nicely finished product.
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Manufacturer's Specification Two-way infinite baffle. Drive units: 165mm long- throw coil
bass/mid, 25 mm Peerless tweeter. Crossover frequency: 2.7 kHz. Frequency range: 40 Hz
to 20 kHz. Impedance: 8 ohms. Sensitivity: 86 d8 ref. 1W into 8ohms. Power handling:
70W program. Amplifier requirement: 15 to 70W per channel. Dimensions: 360mm
high > 210 mm wide . 190 mm deep Finish: Nextel, brown or grey. Weight: 5.9 kg. Price:
approx £ 135 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer JR Loudspeakers, 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans,
Hens. AU 5JR.
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Though bigger than its brother,
the Metro ( see April p. 37), this
is still very much a 'shelf- mounting' unit. Like almost every other
loudspeaker, it sounds best on an
open shelf, well away from the
wall, but one suspects that many
will end up in odd corners or surrounded by books, neverthelessl
The design is neat, cost-effective
and original, as we have come to
expect from this maker. It comprises a resin- bonded fibre box
which forms the back and all four
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For a period of general listening the Magnas were mounted on high
stands, a short preliminary session having confirmed the expected
deterioration in quality when any speaker is placed against a wall, or
worse, in acorner. A room divider can work well, but if it must be ashelf,
keep the unit as far from the wall as the shelf will allow, and certainly
away from any second wall. The performance obtained was thought
remarkably good for the size. Some coloration was apparent, with some
slightly 'cuppy' or hollow effects, and a certain constriction in large
sources. No great amount of bass was expected, but boost could be
applied effectively, and the output was very adequate for normal
purposes. Extended listening failed to produce any aural fatigue—always
agood sign.
AUGUST
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The front and rear panels, of
12 mm ply, are fixed to the fillets so
that the outer surfaces are just subflush with the outer edges. All internal walls except the front panel are
damped by 10 mm bituminous pads,
plus 25mm of foam throughout.
Connection is by terminals with
4mm sockets, slightly recessed at
the rear. The front panel is fixed
by woodscrews to the fillets, and
has the port, bass/mid and tweeter
in vertical alignment on its centre
line, the main driver being fixed to the
rear of the panel, while the tweeter is
set in flush with the front. The port is
circular, 76 mm in diameter, with its inner end scarfed at an angle of about
30° to the panel, giving amean length of about 110 mm. The crossover
pcb is mounted on four pillars behind, and clear of, the tweeter. The
bass/mid driver is of Spendor's own manufacture, with adoped bextrene
cone terminated in a highly damped surround, and a massive diecast
chassis. The panel is covered by plain, edge- contoured Declon foam. The
construction and finish are of high quality, and one notes, for example,
that only polyester capacitors are used in the crossover.
During the usual period of listening to these speakers alone, without
comparison, and using all types of source, Iwas impressed by the open,
uncoloured sound, which was positively relaxing. Orchestral detail was
excellent, and the bass well extended and firm. With live or decently
recorded material there was aprecise stereo image with good depth, and
at no time was one conscious of listening to individual sources.
In use, the SA2 were mounted on stands about 300 mm high, and
placed about I- m from side walls and 11 m from the end wall.
Comparison on an A/B basis with the ESL, using only tape or FM
sources of known good quality, gave the following results—as usual the
SA2 sound is quoted with respect to the ESL. Voices were very similar,
both in speech and singing, being just ashade warmer and, in certain
cases such as sopranos, with fractionally less ' edge'. Orchestral brass was
also alittle warmer, while woodwinds such as the oboe and clarinet were
ashade more enclosed with atrace of added 'quack'. Harpsichords and
guitars had somewhat more body, but similar plucking transients. The
string section showed only minor shifts in emphasis, with some extra
fullness in the cello. The organ produced more 8ft. tone, with an added
richness in foundation stops, and less bite in mixtures and 2ft. reeds, the
cornet being less ' reedy'. Bass extension was marginally less, but equally

SPENDOR SA2

90d
10d11
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DISTORTION .10 dB

When carrying out comparison tests on very small units such as the
Magna there is a precedent for using an LS3/5a in place of the usual
Quad ESL. This does not really contradict anything said in the introduction, but reflects the difficulty introduced by the extended bass
response of the ESL compared with the Magna—such a marked difference in overall sound balance merely makes descriptive comparison
more difficult. In addition, the disparity in physical size may exaggerate
the differences in speaker/room interaction. The LS3/5as were placed on
separate stands about half ametre from the Magnas.
All comparisons were made using original tapes and live FM broadcasts
where available. Voices, both speaking and singing, were a little less
open, with slight nasality, basses and tenors more hollow and with less
hardness—feminine voices tended to produce more head tone. The
orchestra as awhole sounded rather more enclosed and less detailed. In
the string section, violins were abit heavier, and the ' cello darker at the
bottom of its range, but very similar nearer the top, while the double- bass
was very comparable. Among the brass, the trumpet sounded a little
muted, the trombone more full-bodied, and the tuba comparable—rather
repeating the string pattern. Touring the woodwind found the flute alittle
warm, the oboe generally similar except for asomewhat 'fatter' tone at the
bottom end and less reedy higher up, adescription that would also fit the
clarinet. In the 'kitchen' the timps were hollower, with athicker texture,
and side drums abit more muffled. Transients generally were firm and
with little overhang. The organ, lacking much of its pedal of course,
showed some shift of emphasis from 4ft. to 8ft. work in labials and reeds
in the manual compass, and some gain in the higher pedal notes—the
extension was similar. In general, sounds with plenty of harmonic
content such as strings, plucking sounds and bells were less sweet and
sharply defined—' more cloudy' just about describes the effect. The
differences could be rated as clear, but not obtrusive in the long term.
The stereo performance was very good, with a precision not too
different from the LS3/5a, having areasonable depth and covering an
ample listening area. The maximum sound output was also very good for
a speaker of this size. Pop music could be made to give about 99dB
average at 1m, though peaks over 99dB showed distortion ( not
surprisingly), especially if much bass was present. Although the maker
specifies 70 W as the maximum amplifier power, the Magna stood up to a
405 driven into fairly frequent clipping for some minutes, which is
remarkable, and definitely not recommendedl
Our standard measurements were made by James Moir and Associates
(before the high level testsl)—these are the sinewave and distortion
curves and the third- octave pink noise response, measured at aheight of
7m in the open air with the microphone on axis at 1m. As aresult of
changing the tracking filter for a new one with a slightly reduced
discrimination ( it appears that the former one was unusually good in this
respect), the distortion curves are raised by only 10dB instead of our
previous 20dB, so that the lowest readable value is 0.33%. This is
adequate for practical purposes. The curves show that the sine response
is within about ± 3dB from 90 Hz to at least 15 kHz, despite the suck- out
around the 700-1200 Hz region, while low- frequency distortion is barely
2% at worst for 90 dB fundamental, which is avery respectable result.
The impedance curve shows areasonably- damped system resonance
at 75 Hz, and also indicates an easy amplifier load. The sensitivity,
measured by our usual simplified technique in the 83m 3 listening room,
was 93 dB of pink noise at 1m on axis for an average input of 82,-V, which
represents agood efficiency—the recommended amplifier power is very
modest by current standards.
JR designs are always innovative, and have aknack of fitting neatly
into a market slot. The Magna is no exception, being small, neat and
inexpensive, as well as robust, and having asound quality which belies
its size, with only slight inequalities in response that will not trouble most
buyers. Where space is at a premium and/or the cash flow is getting
uncomfortably viscrius, it will be particularly attractive. In asentence—a
modestly hi-fi performance for abudget size and price.
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Manufacturer's Specification 2- way reflex enclosure. Drive units: 200mm Spendor
bass/mid, 25mm soft- domed Audax tweeter. C
r frequency: 3kHz. Frequency
response: 50Hz to 20kHz ± 2.5d8. Pair matching: *0.75d8 50Hz to 15kHz. Power
handling: 70W music. Sensitivity: 90d8 for 1W at 1m. Maximum apt 105c1BA at 1m.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions: 505mm high . 263mm wide>280mm deep.
Finish: Teak, walnut or black. Weight 10 kg approx. Price: £290 per pair inc. VAT.
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Spendor SA2

'Spendor' is aname that has come to be associated with quality and the
pursuit of concert hall realism—their BC1 has been around for quite afew
years, and is still regarded by many experienced listeners as astandard
against which other moving- coil systems may be judged. The SA2 is
smaller than its famous forebear, with asimilar ( slightly higher) efficiency, and aims to provide monitor standards at affordable domestic
prices and within adomestically acdeptable enclosure.
The cabinet reflects BBC philosophy and practice in using a thinwalled and heavily damped construction made from top grade birch ply, a
material selected after extensive testing. The four sides are 6mm thick,
reinforced by 16 mm square fillets around the inside of the back and front.
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Westcliff TS L1
Manufacturer's Specification 2-way line/A BR Drive units: 200mm Westcliff bass/mid,
25mm Son Audax soh- domed tweeter. Crossover frequency: 3.5 kHz. Frequency response: 45 Hz to 22 kHz±3 dB. Sensitivity: 85 dB for 1W at 1m. Distortion: less than 0.5%
50 Hz to 20 kHz at 90dB spl. Amplifier power requirement: 20-75W into 8ohms. Nominal
impedance: 8ohms. Size: 610 mm high > 305 mm wide" 330 mm deep. Finish: Walnut, teak or
black with brown or black grille. Weight: 18 ,1kg. Price: £297.85 inc. VAT. Manufacturer:
Westcilff Acoustics Ltd., 15-19 Chase Road, Southend- on- sea, Essex. SS1 2RE.

This newcomer to the UK market has been made for export for about two
years. It is of unusual configuration in that it contains a short line
terminated at the output end by an ABR. As shown in the diagram, the
line is formed by aset of three partitions fixed between the sides of the
enclosure, and is driven by the bass/mid unit which is placed rather less
than a third of the distance from the closed end, thus reducing the
excitation of pipe- like resonances. The line is also well damped with a

‘Imim;1>
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The unusual internal construction—a Inc
terminated with an ABR—of the Westcliff
TSL1
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firm. Transients generally were equally well defined, with negligible
hangover, and applause had asimilar smoothness with alittle less top. All
these differences were small. Since the ESL is virtually unrivalled for
midrange transparency and transient accuracy, this clearly represents an
excellent result.
The maximum output available was also surprising for the size of the
loudspeaker, and the claimed peak of 105 dBA was confirmed at 1m. Pop
music ( which has the merit, for test purposes, that its mean level is
almost, shall we say, ' rock' steady) could be played at about 96 to 99 dB
spl at 1m from one speaker only. Not exactly disco ratings, perhaps, but
enough to cause abreach of the peace in many neighbourhoods. In this
context Spendor supply abooklet'
to explain some ambiguities and
myths surrounding the use of loudspeakers ' which includes some
discussion on power ratings. A sane and useful text, which Istrongly
recommend.
The curves show the results of our normal sinewave response and
distortion measurement, and the third- octave pink noise test, all at 7m in
the open air. The sinewave response is remarkably even, and is comfortably within specification. Harmonic products are noticeable at low
frequencies, but these are not abnormally high for the size and type of
enclosure. The gentle rise and fall of the pink noise curve fits in well with
the observed tendency to slight warmth in some sources, with a little
reduction in ' bite'. Both speakers were measured to check the claimed
pair matching, which was also confirmed. Note that the distortion curves
are raised by only 10 dB instead of our former 20 dB, as explained in the
last review. The impedance curve shows the expected reflex double
hump, and never falls below 7ohms, giving the driving amplifier an easy
time.
Sensitivity was measured as 93dB spl of pink noise at 1m in the
listening room for an input of fit V—agood efficiency.
This loudspeaker exemplifies the kind of design skill and sane philosophy that can still keep Britain ahead of the Orient among discriminating
buyers. It seems mainly ( but not exclusively) aimed at the classical
listener who wants clear, natural sound, without aural gimmickry, in a
sensible enclosure at afair price. Ican thoroughly recommend it.
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BAF material, especially in the closed region. Without agood deal more
information ( or alot of measurement) it is not easy to be specific about
the acoustic design. Basically, however, a line of this kind does in any
case behave as a reflex enclosure over a limited range of frequencies,
hence terminating it by an ABR not only modifies the line behaviour, but
also provides a better and more predictable means of controlling the
performance. Westcliff calculate that the combination gives better control
over bass output than either an ABR or aport alone.
Constructionally, the cabinet is made from 19 mm high- density chipboard, veneered on all faces except the back, but including the unit panel.
The back has aTortaflek finish. The grille material is stretched over a
wood frame, the inside of which is mitred away from the panel, and
which is attached to the 'front panel by plastic pegs and sockets. The ABR
is near the bottom of the panel with the bass/mid driver vertically above
it, but the tweeter is slightly displaced off the vertical centre line, and the
speakers are supplied in handed pairs. The internal construction has
already been noted, except for acircular wood block about 19 mm thick
and 150 mm in diameter fixed to the vertical partition behind and below
the bass/mid driver, and used to reduce flexural resonances in the
partition. Why circular? It comes for free from the driver hole! The ABR
hole is probably hiding in there somewhere, tool A small, 6- element
crossover is attached to aside wall, and anumber of damping pads are
also fixed to the insides of the walls. Connection is by recessed terminals
with 4mm sockets at the rear. The cabinet is well made and finished, and
the partitions make it immensely rigid.
For listening purposes the TSL1s were mounted on stands about
300 mm clear of the floor, and were kept away from walls, being about
1m from an end wall, and aminimum of 400 mm from the side walls.
During extended listening to all sorts of material the sound quality was
considered somewhat above average, and free from objectionable
coloration. Over aperiod of time there were some indications, of aslight
lack of brilliance and detail, apparently caused by alittle fullness in the
midband with acorresponding small depression in the presence region.
The bass extension was quite good and the stereo imaging very good—
the lateral displacement of the tweeter ( no doubt to minimise diffraction
effects) is evidently not enough to affect the image seriously.
Detailed comparison against the ESL transfer standards produced the
following observations, quoting the Westcliff sound with respect to that
of the ESL. Starting with the orchestra strings, violins were alittle thicker,
with less edge, and slightly duller pizzicato, the cello warmer, and the
double- bass more boorny on the lowest string. In the brass, trumpets were
more hollow, with less bite, while the lower members of the family were
generally alittle heavier in the bass but thinner further up the scale. The
flute was more rounded, oboes and clarinets abit heavier in midrange,
with somewhat less edge. Differences in percussion instruments were
rather complex—a fair summary would be that timps and bass drums
were a trifle thinner, snares more tinny, and bells with less ' ring'. The
99

Rogers Studio 1
Manufacturer's Specification 3- way reflex enclosure. Drive units: 200 mm Rogers
bass/mid, Celestion HF1300 tweeter, modified KEF T27 super tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 3 and 14 kHz ( 18 dB/oct.). Frequency response: 45Hz to 28 kHz±3 dB at 2m.
Directional characteristics: ± 1dB within ± 10* of axis vertically and ± 30° horizontally from
45Hz to 10 kHz, at 2m. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. Power handling: 200W continuous
program, 350W peak. Maximum continuous input: 28 V rms from 100 Hz to 2kHz, 12V rms
from 3to 30 kHz. Recommended amplifier power 25 to 250W. Sensitivity: 86.5dB at 1m
for 2.85V input. Dimensions 635mm high 305 mm wide x305 mm deep. Finish: Teak,
Walnut or Black. Weight: 14 kg. Stands: optional extras, black finish with castors, £ 33.93 inc.
VAT. Loudspeaker price: £345 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Swisstone Electronics
Limited, 4-14 Barmeston Road, London, SE6 3BN.

Developed from the Export Monitor and hence clearly related to the
BBC's LS3/6 design, this new product has ahigher power output, and is
designed to appeal both to the professional as a monitor ( witness the
XLR type connectors!) and to the home buyer who looks for monitor
performance—that is, an accurate source with plenty of stick.
The main carcase ( sides, top and bottom) is made from 10 mm resinbonded fibre, which is not only internally well damped, but can also be
machined and can even take tapped holes. The carcase is braced round
all sides, back and front, and along the corners with wood fillets, of which
those round the front and back support the front unit panel, which is
permanently fixed, and the rear panel, which is held by screws. The unit
panel is recessed in the chamfered edges of the body, the rear one being
flush with the square edges—both are finished in eggshell black.
Damping is by Bostik pads round all sides, with the addition of 25 mm of
foam. On the front panel we have, along the centre line and reading from
bottom to top, the plastic reflex port, 150 mm long x63 mm diameter,
with aradiused edge in the front panel, then the bass/mid, tweeter and
super- tweeter in that order. The 18- element crossover is mounted behind
the rear panel, and an ITT Cannon male socket is set flush into the panel
near the bottom. Those who know the cost of XLR hardware need not
worry—a mating connector is supplied! The grille cloth is stretched on a
resin- fibre frame and is a push fit,
using plastic pegs and sockets. The
bass driver is made by Swisstone to
their own design, and incorporates a
doped Bextrene cone and a substantial die-cast frame. The whole unit is
expertly veneered and beautifully
finished throughout.
The recommended stand height
is 380 mm minimum—the stands
actually used were 460 mm high.
Listening tests were carried out at
spacings of about 500mm and
Um from side and end walls, re-
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piano was alittle more hollow, with the top notes more isolated, and the
harpsichord also hollower, with slight shifts in mid- band emphasis.
Speaking voices were fractionally more nasal, while most singers appeared a little harder—more so among men than women. To put these
descriptions into perspective, since even English cannot offer enough
adjectival nuances, the differences noted were distinct, but not dramatic,
and it must be remembered that they are direct A/B comparisons.
Very adequate output levels were available, and the TSL1 stood up to
music peaks of nearly 200 W without any problem apart from the obvious
overload distortion. At the rated levels they were perfectly clean. Certainly
their output is more than sufficient for all normal usage.
The curves show the sinewave response and harmonic distortion, also
the third- octave pink noise sweep. The flatness of the curves overall is
good, and well within the specification down to 55Hz, though tile
claimed LF extension to 45 Hz (± 3dB) would be more nearly met if it were
not for the midband rise round 500 Hz compared with the lower average
sensitivity in the region between 1and 10 kHz. Although the distortion
levels are not within specification over the whole range, Ithink the
specification itself is unduly severe, and the actual levels are perfectly
respectable. The impedance modulus is well controlled, with a ' brief'
minimum value of 6¡ ohms, which is very satisfactory.
The sensitivity by our usual method was 93 dB spi of pink noise at 1m
on axis in the listening room of 83 m3 for an average input of 6t V, which
is above average.
To summarise, this loudspeaker is the product of alot of thought, and is
very well made for areasonable price. It offers sound with low coloration,
and a frequency balance which, experience suggests, will be liked by
many, particularly those with slightly ' bright' rooms. An audition is
indicated—if your local dealer cannot oblige, I'm sure Westcliff will be
happy to provide the address of your nearest stockist.
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spectively, well above the suggested minima. Straightforward noncomparative listening over an extended period showed that the reproduction quality was very smooth and natural—well above average, and
definitely of monitor standard. If anything the balance tended more
towards warm than cool, but to such asmall degree that it could not be
regarded as significant compared with the effect of moving the loudspeakers slightly with respect to the walls. The stereo imaging was
excellent, with good depth and precision.
On comparing the Studio 1against the ESL for descriptive purposes,
using only good and mostly well-known sources, the differences were
more often than not small. In detail: strings were fractionally warmer, but
with similar bite and pizzicato, brass was a little more rounded, the
trombone, trumpet and horn being a trifle more biting on the higher
notes, while woodwinds were also very similar apart from a slight
increase in fullness in some regions—the flute had abit more edge. Most
drums were just discernably hollower, though transients generally ( bells,
cymbals etc.) were equally crisp. Speaking voices were slightly less
boomy, singers had alittle more timbre and alittle less edge. Wading in
among the organ pipes showed aslight tendency to favour 4ft. ranks
rather than either 2ft. or 8ft.—reeds were reduced in level in the presence
range. Bass extension was similar, with aslight increase in upper bass.
Looking back through notes made at the time shows frequent use of the
word 'similar', which speaks for itself.
As for output level, no china shop should be without aStudio 1, which
will find rattles in anything in the room—and the one next door, I
shouldn't wonder. The biggest amplifier available gave a mere 200W
peak, and went into clipping before the Studio 1did, so the claim that
this loudspeaker is suitable for heavy rock is clearly justified.
Our usual measurements are shown in the accompanying graphs. The
sinewave response is gratifyingly flat, the narrow peak and trough above
10 kHz being, in all probability, not significant, but produced at the upper
crossover frequency by phase differences at the microphone that could
be removed by asmall movement of the latter. The response is virtually
within the specification for 2m, though -the measurement was made at
1m, where we should expect it to be less even. The harmonic distortion is
also adequately low. The impedance modulus is never quite down to the
6ohm level, and for most of the range it is above 8ohms, so this model
will be very unfussy about driving amplifiers. The sensitivity was 93dB
pink noise at 1m in the listening room for an average of 103-V input,
which is slightly on the low side.
With this model Rogers have succeeded admirably in their aim to
produce excellent sound quality of monitor standard in an enclosure that
will be widely acceptable in domestic surroundings. With their conHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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siderable background in their own and BBC designs, they have been able
to produce this model at areasonable price ( now, now. . . . have agood
look round the quality market before you say it). Another British success,
and Iam very happy to recommend it.

Manufacturer's Specification 4- unit 3-way infinite baffle. Drive units: 2.200mm acoustic
suspension bass drivers, 100 mm sealed midrange and 19mm tweeter. Crossover frequencies:
475 Hz and 5kHz. Frequency response: 55 Hz to 20 kHz*3 dB in freefield. Impedance: 4-8
ohms. Power handling: Suitable for amplifiers delivering 40-200W into 8ohms. Sensitivity:
96dB at 1m on midrange axis for 21 W input. Protection: main and hf fuses. Size: 330mm
high > 605 mm wide . 270 mm deep. Finish: Black cloth with black melamine back and chrome
end
£
caps. Weight: 26 kg ( packed) Price: f563.50 per pair inc. VAT. Stands: (
Optional extras)
92-00 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer: D. W. Labs Limited, 326 Kensal Road, London W10.

D. W. Labs now own the original Gale company, named after its founder
who produced the first version of this imaginative- looking speaker. It
has been around for several years, during which improvements in
performance have been made.
The construction is very unusual, and any owner who takes one apart is
likely to find himself in the embarassing position of having to ask the
maker to put it together again! It comprises a high- density chipboard
enclosure, 18 mm thick, complete with arecessed panel. The front, top
and bottom are covered in black polyester material which is stretched
around the body and terminates in aplastic moulding at each end. The
moulding has aprojection that fits into agroove, of which there is one on
each long edge of the rear panel, the latter being finished in melamine
laminate. The material is stapled around the sides of the enclosure, and
finally secured by inserting the plastic strips in their grooves. The end
caps are then pushed on ( with some adhesive for added security), and
these caps also trap the ends of the plastic strips. Very cunning, and the
result is an enclosure with no apparent fixings. On the front panel are the
four units, with the bass drivers at each end and displaced slightly so that
one is higher than the other. The midrange Peerless unit has its own
integral cylindrical metal rear enclosure, and occupies the mid top
position, while the Celestion HF2000 tweeter is vertically beneath it.
Inside, the enclosure is stiffened by bracing strips round all four walls,
and another strut connecting the centres of the front and rear panels. A
fairly bulky crossover is mounted on asub- panel which in turn is bolted
to the rear face of the unit. It carries the input terminals, with 4mm
sockets, amain fuse and an HFone, and two adjusting potentiometers, of
which more later. The crossover fixing screws are visible on the rear
panel—unscrewing these gets you nothing but trouble, as the manual
points out, and which is indeed obvious to anyone at all mechanically
minded. Damping is provided by adense filling of fibreglass throughout
the interior.
The stands comprise agently sloping black metal shelf of inverted tray
construction with alow back rest, attached to the two vertical ends of a
tubular frame. The frame forms arectangular base with rounded corners,
and the whole tube is chromed. This stand is stable in use, and tilts the
speakers slightly upward to optimise the listening axis for normal seating.
A well- produced manual and spare fuses are supplied, and my only
reservation about the former concerns the advice to put the speakers in or
near a corner. In fairness, though, the next paragraph does advise
experiment to find the optimum siting.
The manual explains that the mid and tweeter level controls are
provided mainly for balance setting during manufacture, when the knobs
are rotated until the response is level and then adjusted to bring their
fiducial marks to the ' normal' dot on the panel. One questions whether it
would not be better to provide locked presets for the purpose.
When these controls were set to the ' normal' positions for the listening
tests, it was apparent that the response was not flat, and afew tries at
flattening it by ear soon showed, as
it always does, the impossibility of
finding an optimum setting in asensible time. We therefore adopted our
standard procedure for such cases by
carrying out the response measurements first, checking at the normal setting and the extreme settings
separately for each control. From
the curves the best settings were
estimated and then checked. Quoting again from the manual 'tonal
balance in the listening room is best
set either with the preamplifier tone
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controls or ' How true, how true.
Getting back to the listening tests, and using all sorts of material, the
overall sound quality was thought to be good, with occasionally some
constriction and lack of openness, and dullness at the HF end. The stereo
image was not very sharp and had limited perspective—occasionally it
appeared atrifle swimmy. On the whole, though, apleasant enough and
certainly untiring performance.
Carrying out our normal A/B tests against the ESL as transfer standard,
using only good quality tapes and the best live FM broadcasts, yielded the
following differences. Starting with organs, for achange, most reed tone
was duller with more output in the manual 8ft. region, flutes were
somewhat less open, while cornets and mixtures were weaker in their
upper ranks. Pedal extension was very similar as was its firmness.
Orchestral strings were slightly more hollow, with a little less bite, and
brass showed much the same differences as strings. Woodwinds were
very similar. Voices tended to be atrifle thicker, with less edge tone, with
sopranos moving towards contralto timbre. The piano and harpsichord
were a little more enclosed with some mid- emphasis. Percussion and
transients generally were only very marginally duller, with no more
overhang.
The maximum output level obtainable was remarkably high, and at
more than 100 dBA ( where the amplifier gave up) could even qualify the
user as alegal nuisance—especially late at night. Iwas unable to find out
what you have to do to blow the fuses on normal ( ye Gods!) program.
The accompanying curves show the measured performance under our
usual conditions. The sinewave response is not as flat as one might like,
particularly above 1kHz, and the third- octave curve indicates similar
trends. The spike at 15 kHz can safely be ignored. The distortion result is
excellent, particularly in the midband. Curves to show the effect of the
controls are not plotted to avoid cluttering the graph—moreover the
variations obtained on any one sample will depend on the factory
preadjustment. The mid control acts from about 200 Hz to 4kHz with a
maximum range of some 7dB around 1-2 kHz, and the top control from
about 4-20 kHz with amaximum range of 5-6 dB near 10 kHz, reducing
to 4dB at 20 kHz. The impedance modulus is mostly below 6ohms, with
minima dipping to just over 4ohms. While most good amplifiers should
cope with this load, it would be wise to check the suitability if in any
doubt.
The measured sensitivity in the 83 m3 listening room was 93 dB spl of
pink noise at 1m on axis for an average input of 7V, which is not quite as
high as it may appear when the impedance is accounted for, though still
representing avery good efficiency.
Despite some reservations, mainly concerning the imaging, the GS401
produces agood overall sound, and its design is compact and distinctive.
If you are shopping in this rather high price bracket, and are looking for
something out of the ordinary, the Gale is certainly worth hearing,
preferably in the proposed location. Similarly, if you like the general
concept but prefer a more traditional finish, an equivalent model is
available in wood veneer. This is the model 401C, which is about 15 mm
larger all round.
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Listen
Clearly
If you're looking for clearly superior Hi Fi 111
-then look no further than Cleartone.
This months suggested system:'
Lino Sondek I21.2 Turntable,
Linn Wok, Linn Azak Cartridge,
Lentek Amp
and Mission 770 Speakers. 0899
includes free speaker stands and monster cable)II
• "Top End" private listening studiofor personrd service and an appointment
phone Dave Fitton. • One of the largest
ranges of real Hi Fi in the North West. • All Hi Fi carries the usual 2years parts
and labour guarantee.

AUDIO PRO A4-14 BIAMPLIFIED LOUDSPEAKER.

The only bookshelfsize* speaker with a
built-in subwoofer.

Audiophiles tell us the ultimate speaker system uses
biamplification and subwoofers. The biamplified A4-14's,
with their built-in "ACE BASS" subwoofers are an entire
audiophile system in bookshelf-size enclosures.
Acoustical engineers tell us that the ideal loudspeaker
would be asingle radiating point. Because of its built-in subwoofer, the Audio Pro A4 -14 comes closer to this ideal than
any other full range loudspeaker— without sacrificing bass.
Designers tell us that speakers should be heard and not
seen. Due to their compact size and full complement of
room balancing controls, the A4 -14's can deliver their
optimum performance—wherever they are placed.
Sound, science, and style. The total design approach to
audio.

II

I

lust afew of the quality names in stock. • Allison • Armton
•Asak • AAR • Crimson • Diesis • Dynavector
•Electrocompaniet • Elite • Esposu te • Glans • Grace
•Herbed, • Hadcock • Heybrook • Image • Wok • IRE
•Lentec • Logic • LINNSARA • Monster • Mordaunt Short
•MISSION • MERIDIAN • Nagaoka • NAD • Quad
II
• • Quantum • Rogers • Sansui • STD • Syrina • Systerndek
•SME • Supes• Thomas.
156-158 Blackburn Road. Bolton. Tel: Bolton 31423/22636
52 Drake Street, Rochdale. Tel: Rochdale 524652

Saturday afternoon
in Moscow Road.

•Optional floor stands
available
Moscow Road ( named after the old Muscovy Trading Co., once alandowner in this area)
is aquiet backwater just off Queensway, the main shopping centre of Bayswater. Here ona
Saturday afternoon, from 210 4. amusical haven awaits you: in our studio you can relax in
comfort and listen to the la test classical records, splendidly reproduced. This weekly
recital, known as Lite Remy( Review, has been afeature of our service for the past 25 years
and provides newcomers with an ideal opportunity of 'getting to know us'.
Once the ice has been broken, you will soon learnwhy we have been referred to variously
as "Britain's leading hi-fi specialist" (The Observer), "The doyen of hi-fi music" ( Penguin
London Shopping Guide) or " Epitomising all that is most civilised and music-oriented in
the British hi-fi scene" ( High Fidelity, U.S.A.): you will also come to understand that, given
the kind of advice and service for which we have long been renowned, it is not necessary to
spend afortune in orderto obtain really beautiful sound in time, too, you will discover how
thoroughly we look after our customers, for we make sure that the equipment you have
chosen with our help is -installed to the best advantage and we look after it subsequently,
while also offering the best in discs and tapes ( purchasers of equipment receive asubstantial
discount).
Beyond this, we handle in-car stereo, as well as the best in T.V. and video recorders, while
we collaborate with architects and interior designers to ensure that our installations shall
harmonise with their surroundings. Above all, we care deeply about musical values and, if
you feel intimidated by the sheer quantity of sound equipment available today, you will find
us intrepid guides through Lite
jungle', for not only do we possess the knowledge and
experience to cut through the undergrowth, but it is our avowed aim that all who seek our
help shall, in the years to come, feel glad that they followed our advice.

Many Record & Equip. bargains now Summer Sale!

For more information
please write to:

Crewe Road, Wheelock
Sandbach, Cheshire

Audio Pro HiFi Ltd.
Brook House

CW11 9HT
Great Britain

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
35 Moscow Road

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Queensway London W2

Basic opening hours:
Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Sat.

9.30-5.30;

Thurs.

Telephone 01-229 2077
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9.30-1;

Fri.

9.30-7

EQUIPMENT REVIEW) by Gordon King
A'self-analysing' amplifier
combination:

the Amcron DL2/SA2
IVING BY THE SEA, Ihave at hand avast
sink for disposing of unwanted
heat which Isuppose Icould have utilised for
cooling the dummy loads used for testing the
massive Crown Amcron SA2 power amplifier!
Seriously, though, one of the problems Iencountered while testing this remarkable
amplifier was in keeping the test loads at a
sanitary, stable temperature during protracted
power and distortion measurements. Others
were getting it out of its box and finding ways
of measuring next to no distortion. It turns the
scales at almost 26 kg and has adistortion yield
lower than that produced by most ordinary lab
audio generators.
Two Amcrom items were sent for review, the
DL2 controllirtg amplifier and the SA2 power
amplifier, but there is also athird item available,
a graphic equiliser of matching style that can
easily be integrated if required. Both of the
review items were substantially metal- encased
and had rack- mounting potential for professional use; but for more domesticated applications each came installed in an oiled walnut
cabinet of very good construction. Dimensions
of the DL2 approximate 540 x405 x310 mm
and of the SA2 540 x405 x220 mm, the
common width and depth dimensions facilitating vertical stacking. The DL2 is no lightweight,
either, weighing in at around 13.5 kg.
If you crave the outstanding performance,

Lnatural
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power and facilities on offer then you will be
expected to pay well for them, so at the outset
some idea of the prices of the two items will be
of interest. The DL2 will set you back around
£1,794 and the SA2 £ 1,368, adding up to a
grand total of more than three grand! For many,
therefore, this review will be totally academic
(unless you propose to sell your car or put an
extra mortgage on your house!). However,
there are people around ( so they say) with this
sort of petty cash and, of course, there are the
many professional operators who will find that
the Amcron ' Distinction' series of high-class
equipment is just what they want.

The DL2 control preamp
This is made up of three separate units, two
of which are built into the common housing.
The third unit is a non- fixed high- gain 'frontend' which can be switched for aflat or RIAAequalised response. The two fitted units are the
control module proper and the power supply
module, which delivers the necessary urge to
work the control and phono modules and is
also equipped with mains power outlets for
remotely powering the SA2 and other items of
an extended hi-fi system. Under full drive,
especially into low value loads or a 'shortcircuit', afair amount of current is taken from
the mains, so the primary mains cables are of
chunky dimensions with an earthing conduc-

tor. The mains cable going to the power module
is permanently wired, which makes extending it
without ajoin abit of abind! However, amore
convenient plug/socket partnership is adopted
for the control module.
There are eight left/right pairs of ' phono'
sockets at the rear of the control module, each
having a flat ( non- equalised) frequency response, and selection is by a bank of micro
press- buttons at the front, with LED indicators.
Two are labelled ' phono', two ' aux', one 'tuner'
and three 'tape', but this labelling does not
extend to the sockets themselves. Instead they
are numbered and arear chart shows to which
buttons they relate. This is okay because the
labels on the buttons can be changed if required. The source switching is by control logic
and reed- relays, the buttons themselves merely
switching the control voltage.
Two further buttons with LED indicators are
labelled ' power' and ' mute'. When the mains of
the power module is switched on by its own
button, an adjacent LED lights, as does the LED
aside the mute button, but signal is not delivered until a few seconds after the required
source button has been pressed and arelay is
heard to go out of mute. The mute LED then
goes out. The press of a source button also
energises the SA2. The mute delay switching
avoids the production of unhealthy turn- on
transients. The SA2 also has delayed switching
which can be heard a few seconds after the
power has been applied, and the cooling fan
starts, by the thump of arelay.
When the mute button is pressed after a
source has been selected, the mute mode again
obtains but the SA2 continues to receive mains
power. Pressing any source button defeats the
mute and restores DL2 operation. When the
power button is pressed during normal operation the DL2 is switched both to mute and
'standby', the latter function this time also
switching off the mains to the SA2. Both the
DL2 and SA2 then await the press of asource
button for re- activation. The scheme is quite
simple and logical once you become accustomed to itl
Program levels are digitally- controlled and
the relative gain settings of the left and right
channels are shown by red- glowing digits, aset
for each channel. Gain is provided by acascade
of opamps and the digital control logic works
over several stages in steps of 0.5dB down
from amaximum of 20 dB control module gain.
The readout defines the 0.5 dB increments and
zero level is indicated by a minus sign at the
bottom of the displays, while maximum level,
shown by 63.5 dB, is indicated by aminus sign
at the top.
The left and right channels can be set separately by two pairs of up and down buttons,
while athird pair of buttons allows the levels of
both channels to be adjusted up or down
together in perfect step with each other or with
any required balancing increment between the
two. For example, the left channel can be set to
agiven number of dB in advance or retard of
the right channel, which will then hold over the
range of the control. The display dims when the
power button is pressed off but continues to
read the last setting.
After establishing the required gain in this
way the level can also be reduced by a tenposition loudness switch which diminishes the
gain at middle and high frequencies in steps of
5dB, but with progressively less reduction at
the low frequencies, thereby giving increasingly more lower frequency boost as the control
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is advanced.
The loudness control, the digital displays
and the gain controlling buttons are slightly
recessed at the centre of the fascia, and here are
also found two sets of three buttons. One set
operates the low and high filters and the tone
control system, while the other set works in
conjunction with external processing, such as
the optional graphic equaliser already mentioned, and provides an interface in front of or
behind the tape circuits.
Along adark- backed recess across the width
of the fascia are found a multiplicity of knobs
and switches and two pairs of standard
in.
jack sockets, one pair for two headphone sets
and the other pair for the input and output
signals of tape circuit 3. Two of the knobs select
the turn- over frequencies for the low and high
filters, being 20, 30, 50 and 100 Hz and 4k, 7k,
12 kand 20 kHz respectively. The filter slopes
are desirably sharp at circa 18dB/octave and
are very well engineered.
Three sets of record/replay tape circuits are
provided and another switch in the recess
allows for dubbing from circuit 1 to 2 and 3,
from circuit 2to 1and 3, and from circuit 3to 1
and 2. Two press- switches activate main outputs 1 and 2, and at this juncture Ishould
mention that while the inputs are ' phono'
sockets all the outputs, including those for tape
recording, are in. jack sockets. These render it
a little inconvenient for quick interfacing to
other equipment, but Iwasn't too much bugged
in this respect because the test sample came
complete with suitable interconnecting leads
equipped with ' phono' plugs one end and jack
plugs the other.
Also in the recess are three dual- concentric
knobs collectively labelled ' audio imaging',
each providing separate channel adjustment
with respect to the proportion of the output
signals from a buffer stage ( or from separate X
and Y inputs in the case of crossfeed) fed to the
output stages. In this respect Amcron's nomenclature relates the A and B ( stereo pair) input
channels respectively to the left and right
output channels. It calls for careful perusal of
the elaborate instruction manual to appreciate
adequately the potential of these controls,
whkh are precision- stepped switches each
having 32 positions based on tight tolerance
resistors.
The first one steps- down separately the level
of channel A signal fed to the left output and
the level of the B signal fed to the right output.
The second ( middle position) one steps- down
separately the level of the A signal fed to the
right output and the level of the B signal fed to
the left output. The third one adjusts the level of
the signal applied to an X ' phono' socket input
at the rear as fed to the left output and the level
of signal applied to aY phono' socket at the rear
as fed to the right output. In the instructions the
controls are referred to respectively as ' normal',
'reverse' and ' crossfeed';
From the above brief description it will be
appreciated that the ' normal' control merely
acts as an A- to- left and B- to- right inter- circuit
precision attenuator. However, the ' reverse'
control permits a selected degree of reverse
channel mix also to be applied. Of course, by
turning the ' normal' control off and the 'reverse'
control on, areversal of stereo imaging obtains.
Different mixes of ' normal' and ' reverse' provide
image shifting and stage narrowing down to
the mono mode (
eg, A+ B). No reverse- phase
coupling control is provided for stage widening. The 'crossfeed' control makes it possible to
mix/fade another signal source fed to the X and
Y inputs and to achieve ' overdubbing'. Clearly,
this controlling scheme has a fair degree of
versatility and flexibility with numerous combinations, though it would certainly prove
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confusing to the novice.
It should also be mentioned here that it is
possible to activate more than one of the main
inputs described earlier by pressing more than
one button and getting more than one LED to
light. So far, though, Ihave not been able to
access more than two inputs at atime! Having
more than one input open means that, depending on impedance, signals from two ( or perhaps more) sources could be combined.
Tone controlling is achieved by separate A
and B channel slider controls working over
accurately switched ranges of ± 15 dB. There
are separate sliders for bass, mid- range and
treble, and each control is equipped with 13
switched settings, allowing for fairly fine
degrees of adjustment. The response characteristics are more like those obtained from
equalisers than conventional tone controls and
the mid- point . frequencies are switchable over
three positions on each of the six controls. In
the normal 'times 1' position the bass control
centres on 40 Hz, the mid- range control on
800 Hz and the treble control on 10 kHz. In the
'times 0.5' position the frequencies are halved
and in the ' times 2' position they are doubled.
You will see later that the effective ' Cr of the
responses tends to fall in the 'times 0.5' mode
and increase in the 'times 2' mode relative to the
'normal' times 1' mode. It is possible to defeat
the tone controls by aswitch if required.
In addition to the rear interfaces already
mentioned, there are jack sockets providing an
'inverted stereo' output, mono output and an
output from the buffer amplifier. It is also
possible to procure abalanced low impedance
output at double the normal output voltage.

The Phono Module
As already mentioned, this is aseparate unit
which can be located as close as possible to the
record deck. However, it needs to be powered
from the DL2 power module. Design of the test
sample was essentially for m- m cartridges, but a
higher gain version is available for m- cmodels.
A top switch defeats the RIAA equalisation and renders the module suitable for a
f
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microphone source or, indeed, for any lowlevel source which requires a flat, nonequalised frequency response.
Gain of the left and right (A and B) channels
can be separately adjusted for accurate balancing of a stereo signal pair by two screwclamped screwdriver presets at the top, and a
slider switch at the front-end provides a 47 or
100 k- ohm loading option. The inputs interface
to ' phone sockets ( not gold-plated) and the
outputs emanate from in. jack sockets, as from
the control module itself. The module is heavily
metal encased, is very substantial looking and
carries an earthing terminal.

Overall preamp test results
The biggest problem encountered during the
lab testing was measuring down to adistortion
floor of some ( hold it!) 0-0001% ( some 120 dB
below the driving signal). At the rated output
(25V) the specification puts the THD at less
than 0.0003% at 1kHz and less than 0.0008%
over 20 Hz-20 kHz. Ican normally read down to
about 100 dB below 25V (
eg, 0.001%), so to
secure the extra test headroom Iwas obliged to
resort to drive signal ' notching' to the spectrum
analyser and high- 0 ' purity' filtering from the
signal generator! Iwas then reading below
0.001%; but in my opinion distortion yields
below 0.001% are academic, so Iam perfectly
satisfied to proclaim that the DL2 produces less
than 0.001% THD at 2.5V output over
20 Hz-20 kHz, and Icertainly have no reason to
argue with the specification. Intermodulation
tests gave similar results at 25V output.
At 10V output Iobtained agreater separation
from the test noise floor and was then confident
that the THD over the audio spectrum was
closer to 0.001%, but not much higher at
frequency extremes.
Into a600- ohm load the control module was
capable of a good 12 dB headroom relative to
its rated output over 20 Hz-20 kHz (
eg, more
than 10V relative to 25V rated output) before
clipping. Input required for the rated output
was virtually dead on spec., leading to a maximum voltage gain very close to 20dB.
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Frequency response was exceedingly flat but
rather extended ( see lab results), though
tameable with the low and high filters.
The headphone circuits had adequate output
and good overall performance, but Ithought it a
great pity that the output level was not separately adjustable.
Noise performance was exemplary, the residual hum plus noise over the audio spectrum,
at a mere 27.5 pV, not being all that much
higher than the CCIR/ARM-weighted residual.
Neither could Ifind anything to complain about
with respect to signal/noise ratio.
The phono module was also capable of a
good 11 Voutput, the measured maximum gain
being close to 50 dB with the gain controls at
maximum. Gain range on the test sample was
over 21 dB. Although the RIAA input headroom
would be adequate for the majority of cartridges Iwould have liked to have measured a
few more dB. Anyway, so far as input voltage is
concerned more can be applied to clipping
threshold as the gain is turned down.
You can see from the table that Ialso measured very acceptable S/N ratios. However, I
was atrifle concerned about the rising uppertreble response in the RIAA mode, shown by
the upper curve in fig. 2. Many tests were made
to ensure that this was not a measuring error,
and Ifound that asimilar response characteristic is given in the specification section of the
operating manual. Icertainly do not go along
with rising upper-treble responses from pickup
preamplifiers! In the 'flat' mode the response is
perfectly flat, going on happily well above
40 kHz!
Also in fig. 2you can see the truly excellent
characteristics of the low and high filters and
the very high engineering accuracy of these
with respect to the turnover frequencies.
Fig. 1shows the tone control characteristics
with the controls set at ± 15 dB and ± 6dB at
each of the three frequency modes (
eg, '
times
1', 'times 0.5' and 'times 2'). Since any one or
more of the six sliders can be switched in this
manner, a remarkably versatile though somewhat confusing overall equalisation range obtains. As already noted, you will see that the
peaks of the responses are sharper in the 'times
2' mode than in the 'times 0.5' mode. Excluding
'zero' ( the mid- point setting), there are six
switched positions of lift and cut at the dB
ratios 2, 4, 6, 9, 12 and 15. Imust admit to
finding the controls alittle strange at first when
auditioning the system, but the longer Iused
them the more desirable they seemed to appear
provided that no excessive lift or cut positions
were used. It is possible to defeat the tone
controls for A/B comparison.
Fig. 3demonstrates the high accuracy of the
loudness attenuator. The mild error at 90 phons
was probably due to a hiccup of the test log
amplifier rather than an error in the DL2 attenuator. You will see that it is only the bass end
which is subjected to effective boost as the
level is retarded by the control. The philosophy
of Amcron is obviously that slight treble boost
is not arequirement of loudness reduction!

The SA2 ' Self-analysing' power
amp
This massive amplifier, which weighs as
much as half a sack of coal, is made like a
battleship and is designed to be virtually indestructable. It is kept cool by an internal fan
sucking in air from the rear and exhausting it
from the front, which at normal power levels
just ticks over but increases in speed during
protracted high power delivery.
The front panel has grilles either side, acentre
LED display section and alower, dark- coloured
recessed control panel matching that of the
DL2. The top is also grilled for extra ventilation.
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The display section carries two vertical lines of
LEDs, one line for each channel which contains
15 small green- glowing LEDs, alarger amberglowing LED at the bottom and asimilar size
red LED at the top. The 15 small LEDs give an
indication of instantaneous output yield in 3dB
steps over acalibrated range of 42 dB, where
0dB corresponds to the rated output and
—42dB to about 14 mW. This desirably wide
logarithmic range means that almost any auditioning level will register on the display. Another
useful feature is the auto- peak- hold; that is, the
LED indicating the highest level at any instant
remains alight for a few seconds at a greater
intensity than the others, the display being
continuously updated by the following signal.
The result is effectively two indications, one of
peak hold and the other of instantaneous running peak.
The larger LED at the bottom of each line
glows for afew seconds after the amplifier is
switched on. It extinguishes when the relay
comes in after the deliberately engineered
switch- on delay. The larger LED at the top of
each line is labelled ' IOC' and is energised from
acircuit which compares the input and output
waveforms. In the event of the output waveform deviating from the input waveform, resulting from overload and hence distortion, this
LED flashes and warns the operator that all is
not well.
The recessed control panel carries three
knobs, one for power on/off and the others for
left and right channel input level. To show that
the amplifier is under mains power there is a
single, centrally disposed red- glowing LED at
the bottom of the display panel.
The rear is equipped with the cooling- fan air
intake which has awashable filter, two pairs of
substantial red and black terminals for connecting the speakers, which will also accommodate
banana plugs, ' phono' socket inputs for the two
channels, ashorting link which when removed

isolates the chassis from signal earth, and three
switches. One switch inverts the signal of one
channel with respect to the other and arranges
the connections so that both channels can be
driven simultaneously from a single mono
source for ' power bridge' operation. The
second defeats the switch- on delay, and the
third inhibits either channel in the event of
abnormally high DC or infra- bass signal being
detected.
Power ratings in stereo mode are given as
220+220 W into 8 ohms, 350+350 W 4 ohms
and 600+600W 2 ohms. For ' power bridge'
mono mode thay are given as 700W 8 ohms,
1.2 kW 4 ohms and 440W 16 ohms. They are
essentially ' minimum' values for a stated low
value of distortion and specified frequency or
frequencies. As there is apower supply for each
channel the power yield of one channel does
not fall very much when the output of the other
is taken up to maximum.
The amplifier is equipped with remarkably
good protective circuits. The load and drive
conditions are monitored by an inbuilt analog
computer, and if it is sensed that the safe
operating limits of the power transistors are
likely to be exceeded in terms of collector
voltage and current or device temperature,
the signal drive is automatically turned
down accordingly until asafer operating condition obtains. This technique ensures that the
amplifier is always giving its maximum yield at
all frequencies as governed by the power transistors and the nature of drive, loading and
temperature.
From my tests Iwould say that it is virtually
impossible to drive the amplifier to destruction.
Ifound that even at full drive at any frequency it
is possible to achieve a 'welding' situation by
shorting the ends of heavy speaker cables together! The primary circuits are also fuse protected, which obviously helps to prevent
damage resulting from protracted overload.
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Despite the very efficient protection there
appeared to be no adverse side effects sonically. Even very difficult loads were accommodated without the usual form of premature protection limiting. The amplifier would
thus be very suitable for driving those notoriously 'difficult' speakers whose impedance
drops to around the 2- ohm mark at certain
frequencies! As quite alot of complex circuitry
is employed to provide this 'computer' protection it is obviously reflected in the high price
of the amplifier; but it is undoubtedly worth it
(and, perhaps, essential) in an amplifier of this
high power rating.

Power amp test results
It is certainly not an easy matter to lab- test
amplifiers of this power and exemplary specification. Excluding the need for massive loads
which retain their resistive value over the full
dynamic range and at full power dissipation for
relatively long testing periods, one in the end
wonders whether it is the amplifier or, indeed,
the test instruments themselves which are
being tested!
A great deal of time was invested in trying to
measure the precise power and distortion, but
in the end it became so academic that there was
no doubt that the claims of the manufacturer
were adequately met on both of these counts.
From the lab results you will see that Imeasured
slightly less power per channel with both driven
together than with one driven. However, as the
amplifier was powered
via a voltagecontrolling source rather than from the mains
direct Icouldn't help wondering whether a
slight drop in the input voltage under maximum
two- channel drive was responsible. As the two
amplifier channels have separate power supplies there should barely be any difference between the per- channel outputs regardless of
the drive conditions.
As with the DL2, the real distortion was
difficult to measure, the readout being hardly
any different from the distortion on the test
signal itself! We detected a small climb in
distortion as the frequency was increased
above 1kHz, this having aslow, linear characteristic. Intermodulation distortion tests gave
similar results, and Ithink that here is an
amplifier that defies distortion analysis in absolute terms—suffice to say that it is so low as
to be of mainly academic interest and that some
of the measured contribution must be in the
instruments themselves, no matter how good
they arel
You will see from the lab results that the burst
output into 2.7 ohms was fully maintained; also
that the presence of reactance and a wide
phase- angle in the load failed to incite the
normal type of protection action at 16 kHz.
With the amplifier delivering 300 Hz at rated
power into 8 ohms, the mains ripple content
was still 90 dB below the driving signal.
Small- signal frequency response in relation
to the speed of the output transistors was such
that the slew factor was significantly greater
than 5, so transient intermodulation distortion or
its variants would not be aproblem. One curio I
noticed, however, was that the upper turnover
frequency tended to shift with change in setting
of the front level control. The distributor has
been alerted accordingly.
For an amplifier of this power Iwas encouraged to find such low levels of residual hum
plus noise, and noise only, indicating that detailed attention has been focused, as elsewhere,
on the power supply circuits and their smoothing. Source impedance of the power supply
circuits is very low, of course, and the design
overall was to a high standard. Output offset
voltages were also desirably low, while the gain
and signal input requirements were dead on
spec.
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Table 1
AMC RON DL2 Control Module
Max output 20 Hz-20 kHz 600 10.3V ( 2.5 V rated
ohms:
output)*
Distortion at rated output
20 Hz-20 kHz:

less than 0.001%
all modes
(see text)

Frequencty response - 3dB < 2.5 Hz-287 kHz
600 ohms:
Input for rated output:

255 mV 1kHz

Nominal gain:

20dB

Channel tracking accuracy:

within ± 02 dB

S/N ratio CCIR/ARM ref.
500 mV input and
500 mV output:

91-5 dB
( input loaded)

Residual hum and noise
wideband:

27.5 pV (volume
minimum)

Residual noise CCIR/ARM:

2pV (volume
minimum)

Input impedance:

100k-ohm/channel

Headphone output
maximum 20 Hz-20 kHz
8 ohms:
220 ohms:
600 ohms:

0.7 V
167V
18V

Headphone frequency
response:

essentially as
line o/P

Pickup Module
Output voltage 10 k- ohms:
Gain:

11 V maximum
20 Hz-20 kHz

'stress- free' and sounded like all good
amplifiers should. Icannot truthfully say that it
auditioned any better than acompetently designed amplifier at afraction of the cost and less
than half the power. Iwas unable to wind up
the amplifier to its full power yield for fear of my
speakers! This is one trouble with big amplifiers
in domestic service—what speakers do you
use?
Although the amplifier kept cool and did not
run in the fast- fan mode during the listening
tests, the low background purr of the fan in
idling mode was not music to my ears during
ppp passages. It is, of course, completely
masked by higher level music—but knowing it
is there one tends to listen for it!
The LED power display worked well with no
under- reading on 20ms bursts and followed
the dynamics of all the music Iplayed. The
peak- hold facility was particularly fascinating.
Obviously, Inever got the ' IOC' LEDs to wink in
the listening room; neither the overload LEDs
on the DL2 which are located just above the
loudness contour control.
Ishould mention that the DL2 is equipped
with interfacing for home computer control and
for remote control, but neither of these functions
was examined during the trials.
There we are, then: an amplifier system which
costs as much as, if not more than, adeposit for
house purchase; but one of exemplary technical
performance and auditioning potential which is
protected against virtually all forms of electrical
abuse, though does not reflect this as an auditioning impairmente

.".,- 50 dB maximum
(nominal)

Gain adjustment range:

21 - 9dB

Input sensitivity connected
0.8 to 10 mV
to control module 1kHz: ( adjustable)

Input headroom 1kHz:
S/N ratio CCIR/ARM ref.
5mV input and 500 mV
control module output
(approx. mid- gain setting)
RIAA mode:
'flat' mode:

32.6dB

Table 2
AMC RON SA2 Power Amplifier
Output 20 Hz-20 kHz
8 ohms per channel both
driven:
Ditto one driven:
4 ohms:
Headroom 8 ohms:

250 W/23.9 dBW
steadystate
264/24-2 dBW
steadystate
see text
740.5dB ref. 1kHz

81 dB
74 dB

Dynamic headroom 1kHz ;,-, 0.1 dB
20 ms bursts:

Input impedance:

47 k- ohm
or 100k- ohm
//approx. 5pF

Output per channel 1kHz
20 ms bursts 2.7 ohms one
channel driven:

24.7 dBW ( RMS of
bursts)

Output impedance:

600 ohms

Recovery from 10dB burst
overload:

virtually instant

Output per channel 16 kHz
8 ohms/Z 1:

24.4 dBW/24 dBW

Distortion over dynamic
range:

less than 0.001%
(
see text)

Mains ripple at rated 300 Hz
output:

better than - 90 dB

*With 50 ohms output impedance

Conclusions

For the ' group' or professional sound reinforcement operator this Amcron combination
would take some beating. It withstands hard
work and punishment without apparent
distress, while continuing to give the best
transfer from source to speakers as could ever
be expected under these conditions. An important professional consideration in particular is
that in the event of trouble the distributor is
geared to provide a swift turn- round, a wide
range of spares always being kept in stock, and
there is little fear of the firm vanishing shortly
after you have paid out your three grand. You
are also protected by a comprehensive guarantee, and the American Crown Company,
which makes the equipment, is of the old
school.
As would be expected, home audiophile
sales represent only avery small fraction of the
total, but greater attention is being directed to
the home user by Amcron, anumber of smaller
amplifiers and other things, including atuner,
becoming available in the UK. If you want topflight audio electronics then Amcron is aname
worth keeping an eye on.
Under audition the two-part system was certainly a very 'smooth' operator. It was totally

Slew factor:

>5

Damping factor
20 kHz-20 kHz ref. 8 ohms:

> 400

Frequency response at 0dB
0-100 kHz
output:
(- 2dB)'
Residual hum+noise
wideband:

145 pV

Residual noise CC I
R/AR M weighted:

40 pV

Output offset left/right:

+3.2 mV/- 05 mV

Input for rated output/
impedance:

2.1 V/25k - ohms

Voltage gain (
max):

26dB

'It was noted that the upper frequency limit tended to
change with different settings of the input level control.
Notes: OdBW corresponds to 2.828V across specified
load Z, corresponds to reactive load of approximately 5
ohms modulus of impedance and 60 degrees phase- angle
at 16 kHz.
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UIPMENT R1!J

by Noel Keywood

AKG & Sonus cartridges
-1
— HE

four cartridges in this report come from

T
I the top and bottom of the Sonus and AKG

ranges. Compared with each other are the
Sonus Dimension 5, a 'state of the art, no
compromise' model according to its makers,
and the P25MD, a lightweight, highcompliance model from the top of the AKG
range. Cheaper, tougher and more durable are
the Sonus Black and AKG P1OED models, also
tested against each other here. Of the Black,
Sonus say that it is ' ahigh definition cartridge
designed for use in record changers and singleplay turntables'.
Both the Sonus cartridges work on the
moving- magnet principle, having a miniature
magnet attached to the end of a short cantilever. It appears to me that Sonus value the
theoretical benefits of ashort cantilever, which
are lowered moving mass, reduced flexing and
a smaller loss of information. The cantilever
projects from both Sonus cartridges at a very
steep angle in order to achieve adequate disc
clearance, and it is visually obvious that as a
direct consequence, vertical tracking angle is
going to be high. It is possible to see this by
eye, let alone with test instruments, and even
before measuring the two Sonus units Iknew
that they would probably produce a lot of
distortion due to high vertical tracking angle.
It is ironic that the opposite situation exists
with the AKG cartridges. A close look at these is
all that is needed to see that they have very little
disc clearance. This is partly the result of poor
body design, but also due to use of the DIN
specified vertical tracking angle of 20° (± 5°)
which does cause cartridges to ride low. So on
balance this test might appear to be a battle
between the benefits of high and low vertical
tracking angle, but in reality other factors affect
sound quality, so the situation isn't quite so
cut-and-dried.
The American Sonus cartridges are fairly
conventional in basic design. They use ametal
screening can around the cartridge signal coils,
and are attached via aplastic base. A push- in
replaceable stylus assembly is provided in the
usual manner. The cartridge body of both
models tested for this report is identical and will
fit most headshells without problems. The
screening can is earthed through left channel

Measured performance

AKG P1 OE D
THE RECOMMENDED tracking force range for
this cartridge is 1.25-2 gms, with an optimum
value of 1.5 gms quoted by AKG. The unit is
reasonably compliant, displaying a resonant
frequency just slightly higher than that of the
P25MD, which fell at 10 Hz in an SME3009
Series II arm which has an effective mass of
around 12 gms. The P1OED reviewed possessed abit more disc clearance than the P25MD,
and even at its maximum tracking force of
2gms it rode higher than its more expensive
counterpart. However, by normal standards
clearance is still very low and the flat undersurface of the cartridge body has atendency to
hit warps before the stylus has begun to ride up
them. Consequently, Idon't recommend the
P1OED for heavy ( high mass) arms, nor for use
with a record collection that contains some
fairly battered—but perhaps venerated—discs.
An elliptical stylus measuring 8x18 pm is fitted
to the cartridge.
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ground and isolated from the headshell by the
fixing bracket, so avoiding hum- loops.
The Sonus Black has a white stylus carrier
and fixing base, whilst the Dimension 5 has a
black carrier and base, with asmall ' 5' symbol
attached to the carrier. Both cartridges are
easily attached using medium length screws,
and aweight of 5.6 gms enables them to match
just about all pickup arms available without
producing balancing problems. Sonus provide
a simple clip- on stylus guard which, when
removed, allows the stylus to be seen clearly for
cueing. A maximum load capacitance value of
400 pF is quoted for both models.
In appearance the AKG cartridges are more
attractive than the box- like Sonus designs.
Their bodies slope down and forward from a
plastic mounting bracket, the P25MD having a
black stylus carrier and the P1OED a red one.
Attaching the AKGs is abit of afiddle, because
holding the fixing nuts against the flat base
needs more dexterity than usual. The units are
somewhat lighter than usual at 4.3 gms, and
whilst this will be coped with successfully by
most modern arms, older types might not
balance out properly unless extra weight is
added.
Clear plastic clip- on stylus guards are provided which must be pulled downward if the
entire removable stylus assembly is not to be
pulled out. Ifind this feature somewhat annoying. The stylus carrier projects forward over the
stylus tip, and this, coupled with the fact that
the cartridge rides close to the disc surface,
makes viewing the stylus difficult. Getting
these cartridges cued down accurately into a
run-in groove is abit more awkward than usual,
because it is so difficult to see the stylus.
AKG recommend acapacitive load of 470 pF,
which must be about the highest figure quoted
by any cartridge manufacturer. Since typical
modern low- capacitance pickup leads measure
around 100 pF and amplifier input capacitance
is often around 150 pF, the AKGs are likely to
need something like an extra 200 pF of parallel
capacitance if they are to be loaded to their
manufacturer's recommendations. A value
lower than this results in loss of treble of up to
—2 dB from around 8kHz upward, so the cartridges sound duller when they are lightly
Tracking ability was very good at low frequencies due to the high compliance, but
excellent in the mid- band also. In fact, at its
optimum of 1.5 gms the P1OED tracks exceptionally well at high mid- band levels, and can
out- perform some much more expensive cartridges in this respect. Since high level vocals
are the sort of signal that stress acartridge most
in the mid- band, this ability is extremely useful
and important.
On lateral modulation the P1OED produces
around 1% second harmonic distortion, afairly
normal value on the test track used. A vertical
tracking angle of 22° enables it to produce little
distortion on vertical modulation too, avalue of
1.7% being recorded here, which is relatively
low. Again, the distortion component was
second harmonic. On balance, then, the P1OED
is a low- distortion cartridge and behaves well
in this area. It's high tracking ability complements this performance by avoiding distortion
from mistracking.
Output was fairly healthy at 6.7 mV for a
modulation velocity of 5cms/sec RMS, and

loaded.
The P25MD, but not other models, is
supplied with an ingenious setting- up gauge.
This performs no less than nine assorted tasks
but is limited in accuracy in some areas. Used
as astylus gauge, it causes too much playing
force to be applied. When the gauge indicated a
stylus force of 1gm, for example, the actual
force proved to be 1.2gm—a 20% error. The
inner groove tracking error zero is placed at
67 mm, whereas the traditional position is at
60-63 mm. Idon't actually disagree with AKG's
placement, but some pickup arm manufacturers
such as SME might well do so, since this gauge
will give aresult different from their own. My
own experiments on this topic show that distortion values remain lowest if you use azero
position value of around 64mm or slightly
greater with many arms. [
See also Peter
Heidenstrám's article, last month p. 23— Ed]
One of the most unfortunate features of the
AKG cartridges becomes apparent whilst setting vertical tracking angle. There is a bottom
face on the unit that is parallel to the top
headshell mounting face. Adjusting an arm so
that its tube and headshell are horizontal results in the AKGs having such adownward tilt
at their rear that they contact the first record
ripple or warp that comes along. Disc clearance
is virtually zero under these circumstances and
consequently I had to raise the pillar of a
carrying arm considerably just to track anearly
flat disc. The cause of this lies in distortion of
the mounting bracket as the headshell screws
are tightened. The rear of the bracket twists
downward by afew degrees, losing the already
small amount of disc clearance that is available
with these units.
One solution to this problem is to use asmall
ballast weight supplied, as an angled wedge.
This isn't a very elegant way out, since it
increases headshell mass by 2gms, worsens the
coupling between cartridge body and headshell, and increases stylus distance below the
headshell, which means the arm pillar will need
raising. On many arms this is not even possible,
so using the wedge will just make matters
worse.
The only real solution is for AKG to redesign
the cartridge body so that the flat face behind
the stylus carrier flares upwards to clear warps
as they approach, in the manner that all other
manufacturers do. And the mounting bracket
needs strengthening too.
channel balance error measured a negligible
0.5 dB—easily corrected by abalance control.
The P1OED possesses a curious response
characteristic. Shown in Graph 1, it has a
double- hump in the treble region, both on the
response and crosstalk traces. This suggests
that there is aminor resonance at 8kHz and a
larger tip- mass resonance at 16 kHz. But
whatever the reason for this, there's no doubt
that it will cause undue accentuation of treble
output. The fact that two peaks are involved,
AKG P1050. Price: £24 (inc. VAT). Manufacture:
AKG Acoustics Ltd,
191 The Vale,
London W370.9.
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rather than aplateau, means that the effect will
be program- dependent to an extent, and treble
coloration will be produced. Just how bad this
sort of thing can sound depends largely upon
other factors, but in particular, stylus shape,
polish and alignment. With a good stylus, the
treble lift may lead to an acceptably bright
sound, although the odds are against this. Such
peakiness is more likely to produce harsh, forward treble and an unacceptably bright
presentation.

New AKG micro mass
A- diamond mounted
directly on the cantilever

Mid- band
separation
measured
29 dB
average between channels both on the JVC test
disc used to plot frequency response, and on a
Shure disc optimised for separation measurements. Iwould expect the P1OED to produce
good, balanced separation on most commercial
discs, although performance deteriorates at
high frequencies and this could well result in
image smearing and loss of coherence.

AKG P25MD
THIS UNIT is fitted with aspecial stylus, termed
'Analog 6' by AKG, which is presumably alinecontact type. The cantilever is finer than that of
the P1OED and the stylus a bit smaller too, in
order to minimise tip- mass. Higher compliance
allows the use of alower tracking force, which
is quoted by AKG as 1gm optimum, with an
adjustment range of 0.75 gm-1.15 gm. Set at
1gm, the P25MD manages to get through fairly
high levels without mistracking, but it becomes
a bit insecure at the highest modulations.
Increasing tracking force to 1 . 2gms does help
performance in this respect.
A similar situation exists with mid- band signals. The cartridge tracks well at 1gm, but
performs rather better at 1.2 gms. It may perhaps seem anomalous that at 1 . 2gms the
P25MD's tracking performance just equals that
AKG P25A40. Price: D90 (inc. VAT).

110

of the cheaper P1OED! As Ihave already mentioned, though, by the time tracking force has
been cranked up to this level the cartridge body
is virtually scraping the surface of a disc, and
only very flat records can be played. Being a
lightweight, high- compliance cartridge, the
P25MD is best paired with alow- mass arm.
Distortion on lateral modulation was low at
0.5%, and it was low also on vertical modulation at 1.6%. The latter figure is substantially
due to avertical tracking angle of 22°, which is
within DIN/IEC limits. The P25MD is a lowdistortion cartridge and performs well in this
area.
Output was much lower than that of the
P1OED, measuring 3.8 mV at 5cms/sec RMS.
This is quite low and will definitely require a
higher volume control setting. On good modern
amplifiers noise should not be aproblem, but it
might well become noticeable on some older
designs—something to be considered with any
low- output cartridge of conventional impedance, such as the P25MD.
Mid- band separation between channels
measured 27 dB average on the Shure test disc
and 30 dB average on the JVC disc used to plot
the response graph. Consequently, the cartridge should display a separation of around
28 dB average on commercial discs.
Frequency response of the P25MD is a
muted version of that displayed by the P1OED,
possessing twin peaks but of lower level
(Graph 2). Tip- mass resonance occurs at
17 kHz—little different to that of the P1OED—
and HF separation deteriorates to around
10dB, again like that of the cheaper P1OED.
The upper mid- band peak is less pronounced
and as a result Iwould expect the P25MD to
sound a little less bright than its cheaper
brother.

Sonus Black. Price: £35.15 (elliptical stylus). £30.65 (spherical
stylus) (inc. VAT).

and left and right images will suffer significantly
because of this.
Output was low at 4.2 mV for 5cms/sec
RMS modulation velocity, and channel balance
poor, displaying a 2dB error. Channel separation measured around 25 dB average, taking
into account results from both JVC and Shure
test discs, both of which gave similar figures
with the Black.

Second- harmonic distortion at 8-5% visibly affects
output from both channels of the Sonus Dimension 5 when

Sonus Black
THE SONUS BLACK is fitted with an elliptical
stylus and its manufacturers recommend a
tracking force range of 1 . 25-1 . 75 gms. This
suggests an optimum figure of 1 . 5gm,
although Sonus do not quote such a value. I
found that the cartridge tracked well at 1.5 gms
but showed aslight improvement in LF tracking
using the maximum value of 1.75 gms. This
increase offered no benefit in the mid- band,
though, where the Black performed well, even
though it couldn't clear the very high levels
managed by both AKG units.
Distortion on lateral modulation was reasonably low, suggesting that central images on the
stereo stage should sound clean. However, this
cartridge has one of the highest vertical tracking
angles Ihave ever measured and is well outside
the range of the DIN test disc, which stops at
30°. Distortion measurements and calculations
suggest an angle of 36° for this model, or
slightly more. Since the correct value is 20°,
with atolerance of ± 5°, VTA error on the Sonus
is gross and Isuspect that the manufacturers
don't even take this factor into consideration.
As a direct result of the error, distortion on
vertical modulation measured no less than 8%,

tracking vertical modulation (left channel top, right bottom)

Frequency response of the cartridge was
relatively flat when working into a low
capacitive load of 100pF. As Graph 3 shows,
there is just a small upper mid- band dip to
—1 dB, and a minor 2dB peak at 20 kHz. I
would expect the Black to sound reasonably
smooth and balanced tonally, without any
overpowering emphasis in any one region.
Good treble separation is conducive to coherent imaging, and the Black also appears to
perform well here.

Sonus Dimension 5
THE DIMENSION 5possesses one of the most
unusual looking stylus assemblies Ihave ever
seen. Sonus call it an ' integrated sylus'. In
effect, the stylus has been fitted into the hollow
end of the cantilever tube and abackward rake
achieved by bending the tube and by shaping
the stylus rod. Again, like the Black, the Dimension 5cantilever projects out of the carrier at a
steep angle, which helps toward minimising the
amount of rake that has to be achieved by the
stylus. It also gives the cartridge an excessively
high vertical tracking angle, too, even though
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Frequency response suffers aslight treble fall
from 5kHz upwards ( Graph 4), and Iwould
expect some dulling of the sound to be
noticeable as aresult. The effect will be slight
and, on agood cartridge, of little significance.
Increasing the capacitive load from 100 pF to
400 pF counteracts this effect extremely well
and gives the cartridge a nearly flat response,
free of peaks to 20 kHz ( see Graph 5).

GRAPH No 5

100pF

Sonus Dimensions 5.
Price: ( 149.65 (inc. VAT).
Distributor: Mossrail Ltd,
e Spalding Road,
Ho/beach, Lincs. PE12711G.

Sonus actually claim afigure of 20°, which is
patently not met.
Sonus quote a tracking force range of
1 - 1.5 gms, but do not quote an optimum
value. In this circumstance areasonable starting
figure is 1.25 gms. Like the Black, maximum
capacitance in the load should be no more than
400 pF, the suggestion being that this cartridge
works best with light loading. Itested it into
100 pF.
At 1.25 gms the Dimension 5 tracked very
high LF levels well. It needed 1 . 5gms to get
through high-level mid- band signals with the
same ability as the AKGs, but by current
standards the Dimension 5tracks competently
all the same.
Distortion on lateral modulation was well
over twice that of the Black—and the AKG
units—and Istrongly suspect that this was due
to the tip shape or alignment. Stylus shape does
have asignificant effect upon lateral distortion
values, and the figure of 1 - 3% distortion
(primarily second harmonic in nature) is relatively poor by current standards. If this had
been third harmonic Iwould suspect it might be
easily detectable. Second harmonic, in my
experience, softens and sometimes enriches a
sound, only becoming obviously wrong at
levels of many percent.
Iwas not surprised to measure no less than
8.5% second harmonic on vertical modulation,
due to an excessively high vertical tracking
angle of 37°, or slightly more. The waveform
produced by the cartridge, on both left and
right channels, can be seen in the oscillogram.
The alternate rounding and sharpening of peaks
is a classic result of significant second order
components. Imust say, though, that second
harmonic distortion looks worse like this than it
sounds in practice, whereas the opposite is the
case with third harmonic. Overall, the Dimension 5is not alow- distortion cartridge and the
high measured levels indicate that the stylus
and cantilever assembly need adesign re- think.
Output was low but acceptable for a 'quality'
cartridge at 3.8 mV for amodulation velocity of
5cms/sec RMS. Channel balance was good
and separation measured 25 dB average in the
mid- band. There is little deterioration in this
characteristic at high frequencies.

". 0 F

MI6 P25M0

Subjective Verdict
IT CAME AS no surprise that the AKG P1OED
was one of the brightest cartridges Ihave ever
heard. There are few cartridges that peak up by
+3db at 7kHz; most units in fact display a
depressed response in this region. There's no
doubt that this characteristic of the P1OED
totally dominates its sound and Ipersonally
found it intolerable.Treble also sounds rather
rough and ' grey', such a coloration possibly
resulting directly from the peaks in response,
since wideband peaks do create such effects.
Bass quality was large, but veering toward
boomy and uncontrolled. Altogether, Ijust
cannot recommend the P1OED.
In contrast, the Sonus Black sounded smooth
and quite rounded in its delivery. It is not
especially notable in anything it does, but the
cartridge is singularly inoffensive. Imaging was
probably the area of greatest ability in this
cartridge, although asomewhat bland presentation lacking in significant detail robbed the
sound- stage of a lot of action. Distortion on
vertical modulation, which affects left and right
images, has surprisingly little effect psychoacoustically, since it is central images that the
ear and brain focus on when listening.
Furthermore, vocals—to which the ear is most
critical—are normally placed centrally and few
instruments important in a performance are
placed at extreme left or right. As a result,
distortion from the Black was not as apparent
as one might expect. Backing vocals can be
heard to thicken up and become ' dirty' when
they are placed at the edges of the sound- stage,
but you have to concentrate on them or turn the
balance control to left or right to hear this effect.
So, whilst distortion exists and is audible, it
tends not to be noticed.

1.00pF

DIMENSION 5
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EFFECT OF CAPACITANCE ON
HF RESPONSE (JVC IRS 1007 DISC)

Unusual stylus mounting of
Dimension 5. Sound to reduce
group delay.

quality which again was 'grey' and grainy. Midband clarity was good and images were light
and clean in nature, although not razor sharp in
position. Bass quality was much like that of the
P1OED, being a bit over- large and boomy.
Unfortunately, the P25MD would not play the
first grooves of many discs because its body hit
the raised outer lip'. Furthermore, it wouldn't
play even slightly warped discs at all, due to
minimal disc clearance. So, even if Ireally liked
this cartridge Iwouldn't dare recommend it for
fear of being lynched by buyers who acted on
tity opinion.
Iwas quite pleased to hear the smooth, stable
imaging of the Sonus Dimension 5and listen to
its slightly warm but relaxing delivery of music.
Like the Black, it pleasantly avoids accentuation of surface noise, sibilance and other
treble nasties. It certainly does not offend, but
unfortunately it doesn't really deliver much
detail either, and although Ifound this Sonus
pleasant to listen to Iwouldn't go so far as to
say that it was particularly impressive in what it
did. The images that are established are clean
and well dimensioned, but comparisons against
a Goldring G900IGC and Glanz MFG71L
showed the Sonus to be singularly lacking in its
delivery of fine detail. There was adistinct lack
of top- end sparkle—the cartridge was dull in
this region— whilst bass output, although well
extended and correct in level, was blurred and
somewhat lacking in definition. Personally, I
neither liked nor disliked the Dimension 5, but I
can think of a handful of rivals that Iwould
prefer to listen to, two being named above. On
the whole, this unit was the best of amediocre
group of products.

Bass output from the Black was reasonably
solid and well extended, but not overpowering
in level. On balance the unit sounds relaxed,
inoffensive and mild mannered. But equally it
seems to do nothing especially well and Ican
think of ahost of competitive units, from A & R,
Nagaoka and Glanz to name afew examples,
that have so much more to offer.
The AKG P25MD is certainly a little more
subdued in treble output than its lower priced
brother, but it is still abit bright in alight, wispy
manner. Furthermore, Idid not like a treble

'Coincidentally, AKG have informed us that
they have become aware, both that under certain conditions it is possible that these cartridges may ' bottom' on the disc surface, and
that there is acertain ' brightness' of response.
(They point out that in many countries, such a
response is regarded as desirable.
However, in view of criticisms such as those
voiced by Noel Keywood, AKG are modifying
their ' micro mass' range and models available
by the time this issue appears should have an
improved performance.— Ed
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Electrical and
Gas Appliances

LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE

If you find that any item you intend

buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price elsewhere - let us know and .

WE WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT. . . on all
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
AKAI
AMUO2 2x26

69.90

ALBA
3035 2x30

59.90

AMSTRAD
EX 330 2x30

20.00

MARANTZ
1070 2x35
PM3I0 2x25
PM350 2x38

54.90
64.90
89.90

PIONEER
SA4I0 2x20
SA 510 2x30
SA 6102 x45
SA 7800 2x65

59.90
94.90
129.90
129.90

ROTEL
RA4002 x25
RA 500 2x37
RE 500 seven band graphic equaliser
RA 550 2x50 with MC head amp

59.90
69.90
60.00
89.90

SANSUI
A5 2x25

69.90

SONY
TA 242 2x22
TA 343 2x30
TAF 35 2x40 plus moving coil input
TAF 45 2x50 D.C. amp. plus
moving coil input
TAF 55 2x65 D.C. amp., motor
drive, volume control plus moving
coil input
TAF 60 2x75 with moving coil input

Tuner/Amplifiers - continued

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AMSTRAD
EX222 2x25

34.90

PIONEER
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc.
5pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc.
7pre-sets
SXD5000 2x80 AM/FM inc.
6pre-sets

399.90

ROTEL
RX 400 2x25 LW/MW/FM
RX 500 SL 2x30 LW/MW/SW/FM

89.90
109.90

SANSUI
R30 2x25 AM/FM
R5L 2x25 AM/FM
R50 2x45 •
R70 2x65 AM/FM
SONY
STR 242L 2x22 LW/MW/FM, 5FM
pre-sets
STRV 45L 2x35 LW/MW/FM D.C
amp., digital frequency readout,
8pre-sets (AM/FM)
STRV 552 x50 MW/FM D.C. amp ,
digital frequency readout, 8pre-sets
(AM/FM) plus moving coil input .

99.90
139.90

69.90
89.90
89 .
90
99.90

109.90

159.90
194.90

79.90

AMSTRAD
EX 303 MW/LW/FM

19.90

MARANTZ
2060 ML, LW/MW/FM
ST3 oAM/FM

44.90
64.90

PIONEER
TX 7800 MW/FM
TX 9800 MW/FM

99.90
149.90

ROTEL
RT 400 LW/MW/FM (for use only
with RA400 amp)
RT 500 LW/MW/FM

49.90
74.90

SANSUI
T5 AM/FM

69.90

SONY
ST 242L LW/MW/FM with 5FM
pre-sets
STA 35L LW/MW/FM servo lock
cal. tone switch

73.50
99.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AX7700 2x40 LW/MW/FM

112

89.90

AIWA
LP3000 linear tracking autoprogramming and auto-repeat ....
AKAI
APD30C direct-drive inc. mag.
cartridge
GARRARD
DD450 direct-drive with Ortofon
FFI5E mag. cartridge
MARANTZ
6025 CT belt drive inc. mag. cartridge
PIONEER
PL1OOX belt drive inc. mag. cartridge
PL200X Direct drive inc. mag.
cartridge
PL300X Quartz locked direct drive
auto return inc. cartridge
PL400X Quartz locked direct drive
fully auto inc. cartridge
ROTEL
RP400 belt drive, inc. cartridge
RP500 belt drive semi auto inc. mag.
cartridge
RP550 direct drive inc. Audio
Technica AT3OE moving coil
cartridge

SONY
PSX 55 direct-drive, Xtal lock,
straight low- mass tone arm
PSX 65 direct-drive, Xtal lock,
electronically controlled tone arm

124.90
176.50

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AKAI
SRH 30
SRH 50

54.90
79.90

AMSTRAD
AC40
Micro 101

27.90
39.90

32.90
42.90
69.90
89.90
49.90

MARANTZ
SP235
HD 345

49.90
64.90

PIONEER
CS 343
CS 545
S-X3 Mk. II

54.90
99.90
79.90

79.90

ROTEL
RL 400

42.90

139.90

SANSUI
ESP601

44.90

244.90

229.90

79.90

SOLA VOX
PR25 Mk. II 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. II 3way
HS55
HS70

39.90
59.90
74.90
79.90
129.90

SONY
SSE 34
SSE 44
SSE 50
SSE 70
SSGI Mk. II

56.00
79.90
99.90
159.90
199.90

WHARFEDALE
'New' Denton
'New' Linton
Glendale XP2
64.99 'New' Glendale
Laser 60
Laser 80
Laser 100
49.90
E20 High power
E30 High power
ESO High power
E70 High power
64.90

49.90
69.90
79.90
99.90
79.90
99.90
129.90
159.90
199.0
349.90
419.90

89.90
109.90
129.90

49.90
59.90

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT 70
AT 71
AT3OE Moving coil inc. AT630
transformer and direct-cut test
record

5.75
6.90

44.90

GOLDRING
99 .
90

ouk

Cartridges - continued

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

GOLDRING
64.90

GOODMANS
Quartet Q30
Quartet Q40
Quartet Q60
Quartet Q80
Mini 2

TURNTABLES
AKA1
AT KO2L

SANSUI
FRD 25 belt drive auto/return
inc. magnetic cartridge

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

69.90
99.90
129.90

224.90

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
combinations
FERGUSON
39258 3waveband inc. stereo cassette
3926 2x20 watts RMS 4waveband
with Dolby cassette

Turntables - continued

CELESTION
SPIO
SPIS
SP20

73.50
84.50
109.90
134.90

brand new current merchandise in stock.

6.25

G950 inc. head shell
G950E inc. head shell
G920 IGC
900 IGC
ORTOFON
FFI5E Mk. Il
VMS 20E Mk. II
MCIO Moving coil
STM72 Transformer for SL20E
and MCIO
M20FL
SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

9.90
12.90
29.90
54.90
9.90
25.90
25.90
13.50
27.90
11.90
13.90
18.50

AUDIO TECHNICA
ATSIIE(for ATI 1E)

439

GOLDRING
D110 Stylus (G800)
D656 (for use with N.E.C.
LP2500)
D150 (0950)
DII0E Stylus tG800E)
D150E (G950E)
DIIOSE Stylus ((
3800 Super E)

3.50
3.90
4.90
5.90
6.90
8.90

ORTOFON
NFI5E Mk. II for FFI5E Mk. II
D2OE Mk. II for VMS 20E Mk. II

730
14.90

SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus

5.90
8.90
10.90

HEADPHONES
ALBA
HIO

6.90

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

11.90

GOODMANS
OHPIO

12.90

ROSS
K125

11.90

PLAYTRON
Self-build headphone kit
SANSUI
SS-L3

5.50
11.90

SOLAVOX
300

5.90

SONY
MDR3

14.90

WHARFED/tLE
I
D2

26.90

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
ADM250 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
ADL300 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR

117.90

AKAI
CSMO1A with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
CSM4OR, Auto reverse, metal tape
facility and Dolby NR

169.90

ALBA
3300 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR

87.90

69.99

79.90

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.

HiFi Cassate Tape Recorders continued

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

MARANTZ
1015/1010 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
PIONEER
CT200, metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT300, metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CFF 1250 with variable Dolby
NR, 3head,metal tape, variable bias/
equalisation, fluorescent meters
ROTEL
RD 400 Metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
RD 500 metal tape facility,
adjustable bias and Dolby NR
RD550 metal tape facility,
LED metering and
Dolby NR
SANSUI
D95M metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
D150M metal tape facility,
soft touch, "amps", and
Dolby NR
SHARP
RTIOE, metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
RT2OH metal tape facility,
Dolby NR, built-in clock alarm
SONY
TCK 33 metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
TCFX 5metal tape facility,
Logic Control, Dolby NR
TCK 81 3head, dual capstan, metal
tape facility and Dolby NR

69.90

89.90
114.90

444.90

69.90
89.90
114.90

74.90

89.90

59.90
89.90

94.90
149.90

Blank Tapes - continued

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

MAXELL OPEN REEL
UD 35 90 (7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10y," 3600')

11.
90

SONY
CHF 60
CHF 90
ClIF 120
AFH 60
AFH 90
CDA 60
CDA 90
Metallic C60
Metallic C90

0.55
0.78
0.98
0.88
1.10
1.15
1.55
3.35
4.50

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D60
D90
DI20

0.75
0.98
1.35

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD CI20

1.05
1.48
1.98

TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
OD C90

1.25
1.80

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
SAX C60
SAX C90
TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90
MAR C60
MAR C90

4.50

1.35
1.90
1.70
2.40

1.80
2.70
2.60
3.70

279.90

MICROPHONES
OPEN REEL TAPE
RECORDERS

AIWA
CM 307 Dual point stereo

AKAI
PRO 635 auto reverse in
RMH 400 rack

449.90

AKAI
ADM20

PIONEER
RT 707 Auto reverse

399.90

AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(pair)
PIONEER
DM2I mic

BLANK TAPES
BASF LH
C60
COO 3pack
C90
C90 3pack
C120

SONY
F99T
0.69
1.85
0.89
2.45
1.40

BASF SUPER LH1
C60
C90
CI20

1.10
1.49
1.85

BASF CHROMDIOXID
C60
C90
C90 Twin pack
C120

0.99
1.70
2.40
2.30

MAXELL
UD C60
UD C90
UD C120
UDXL IC60
UDXLI C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
XLIS C60
XLIS C90
XLI1S C60
XLIIS C90
MAXELL METAL
MX C60
MX C90

0.85
1.05
1.90
1.10
1.35
1.15
1.50
1.50
1.99
1.60
115

2.70
3.40

19.90
7.90

13.90
9.90
14.90

HI-FI FURNITURE
IDEAL
L30 Hi-fi rack
L20 Hi-fi cabinet

17.50
27.90

PIONEER
CBS

89.50

ROTEL
RK400
RK500

49.90
49.90

SANSUI
GX65

44.90

MICRO SYSTEMS
CASSETTE BASED
AMSTRAD
8080 Micro amplifier tuner
cassette combination with
loudspeakers. 2x10 watts output
power. Operates from mains/
12 volt car battery or at reduced
output power on internal dry
cells

109.90

HiFi Systems - continued

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

MICRO SYSTEM
WITH TURNTABLE
SONY
GG 15F 2x38. Amp., pre-amp tuner,
Dolby NR cassette deck, turntable and speakers

TS40 Mk. II 2x12. Complete with
cassette turntable and speakers
TS41 Mk. II 2x12. Complete with
cassette with LED meters,
turntable and speakers plus
LCD clock timer
SANYO
UMC 9003H 2x15. Complete with
tuner amp. Dolby NR
cassette, belt-drive turntable
and speakers

589.90

159.90

ROTEL
SYSTEM 1 2x25. RA400 amp,
RT400 tuner, RD400 cassette,
RP400 turntable, inc., mg. canndge,
RL400 speakers and RK400 rack.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
SYSTEM 2 2x25
RX400 receiver, RD400 cassette,
RP400 turntable inc. mag. cartridge
RL400 speakers and RK400 rack.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
RK500 2x37. RA500 amp.,
RT500 tuner, RP500 turntable,
RD500 cassette, RK500 rack.
Speakers extra
Recommended L/S
Wharfedale 'NEW' Linton
RK550 2x50. RA550 amp.,
RT500 tuner, RP550 turntable
inc. moving coil cartridge,
RD550 cassette, RK500 rack.
Speakers extra
Recommended LIS Wharfedale
'New' Glendale
SHARP
System Ten 2x20. SE 10E
Tuner amp., AM/FM, RPIOE beltdrive turntable inc. cartridge, RTIOE
cassette deck with metal facility
Dolby NR, plus speakers
and rack

225.90

229.90

Super C,ompo 500 2x25 A5
amplifier with " Record Out" (this
is to record from tuner while
listening to arecord). T5 AM/FM
tuner. D95M cassette deck,
FRD 25 turntable, plus rack
and loudspeakers.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE

369.40
349.90

AKAI
VSIO 14 day programmable timer
Multifunction remote control
Dolby NR
VS9800 fast/slow replay, freeze-frame,
remote control
FERGUSON
3V25 9day timer with built-in
tuner/charger
3V20 colour camera with 6xpower
zoom and
mic
3V24 portable VHS recorder
3V23 14 day programmable timer,
multi-function remote control,
Dolby NR

729.90
509.90

179.90
499.90
529.90

689.90

369.90

322,40
312.90

302.50
297.90

344.50
69.90

429.50
99.90

GRUNDIG
V2 x4up to 8hours rec./playback,
programmable timer
2x4Super. 99 day programmable
timer with 5events up to 8hours
rec. and playback

629.90

SANYO
VTC 9300PN Betacord up to 3y,
hours record, remote, pause

389.80

SHARP
VC 7300 24 hour timer, front
loading
VC 7700, Auto programme locate
device, infra-red remote control,
still frame, frame-by-frame,
.1, speed and double speed
replay, micro process control, auto
front loading
SONY
SIC 5video recorder
SLC 7video recorder
SL 3000 UB portable Beta
recorder
TF 3000 UB TV Tuner, with
7day timer
VCR 4Tele-Cine convertor
AC 345 Power Pack for
SL 300OUB
HVC 2000P Camera with 6X
power zoom
HVS 2000P special effects
generator
HVT 2100 Tider

449.90

448.50

659.90
449.90
649.90
599.90
249.90
119.90
49.90
589.90
69.90
25.90

VIDEO TAPES
259.90

System 700 2x25 SC700X Tuner amp
AM/FM with twin cassette decks
metal facility and Dolby NR.
Belt-drive turntable, rack and
speakers
389.90
SANSUI
Super Compo 1000 2x25 R5L tuner
amplifier, D95M Dolby NR cassette
deck with metal facility, FRD25
belt-drive auto return turntable
inc. magnetic cartridge plus
rack and loudspeakers.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

189.90

HI-FI RACKED SYSTEMS
AKAI
PRO 502 2x26. AMUO2 amp.,
ATKO2 tuner, CSMO2 Dolby NR
cassette, Al»-D30C direct-drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
SRH30 speakers and rack

Hi-fi Systems - continued

SANSUI

RACKED SYSTEMS
HARD WIRED
AMSTRAD
TS30 2x8. Complete with
cassette, turntable and speakers

Chao ma'

SONY
BETA L500 ( 2hrs. 10 mins.)
BETA L750 ( 3hrs. 15 mins.)

6.25
8.75

GRUNDIG/BASF
VCC 240 (2x2hrs.)
VCC 360 (2x3hrs.)
VCC 480 ( 2x4hrs.)

10.90
15.90
21.90

VHS
E120 (2hrs.)
E180 ( VK250 3hrs.)

7.25
8.90

VIP
Book binder for VHS (pack of 10).

11.90

ALLSOP
3VHS video head cleaner

13.90

319,50

METRO SOUND/CAMBRA
Video 20 tape cabinet

19.90

299.90

All offers subject to availability.
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

RECEIVERS
SANSUI R30

did!

ff.

e
SANSUI R•50

SANSUI R.70

SANSUI R-30 FM/AM STEREO RECEIVER
If you ever thought Sansui quality was way outside your HiFi budget
-- take alook at the price we're asking for this high performance
stereo receiver. Delivering alow- distortion output of 25 watts RMS
per channel and offering crisp, clear FM/AM reception, the R-30
represents fantastic value for money. Features include: bass/treble
tone controls with defeat, loudness, tape monitor/record (stereo),
LED signal-strength/centre tune display, speakers switch for 2
stereo pairs, FM muting and volume. See it at Comet now. There's
sure to be arush!

COMET PRICE Dcn nn
inc. VAT T../.71)

114

SANSUI R-50 FM/AM STEREO RECEIVER
Value for money isn't a strong enough phrase to describe this
bargain buy from Comet — a45 watts RMS per channel stereo
receiver that's packed with ahost of HiFi features! The peak power
level display uses bright LED's, and there's aseparate LED signal/
tune system for pin- sharp reception. Other facilities include: 2-deck
tape monitor and recording/dubbing, phono/AUX inputs,
speakers switch for up to 2stereo pairs, balance/volume control,
loudness, high filter, FM muting and clicked defeat bass/treble
tone controls. You've checked out the price. Now check out
the R-50.

SANSUI R-70 FM/AM STEREO RECEIVER
When Sansui's team of HiFi designers created the superb 65 watts
RMS per channel R-70, they certainly never dreamed that this
comprehensively- equipped receiver would retail at less than £ 100.
But here it is at Comet — an example of Sansui engineering at its
best. The amplifier section employs DC-Servo techniques, and
special micro- electronic devices which ensure stability and
accuracy in the FM/AM tuner section. Another feature is the MOS
FET in the radio- frequency amplifier _ . . and yet another is the
phase- locked- loop (PLL) MPX stereo demodulator. Add to this
LED peak power level/signal/tune displays and all the facilities of
the R-50, and you have areceiver that brings the highest quality
HiFi within the reach of most pockets.

COMET PRICE non nn
inc. VAT Lab
l)

COMET PRICE nnn nn
inc. VAT Id nii•Mi

ler

IPA)
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

There's abranch
near you

All branches are opendailytothe public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked)
SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031.554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
Uddingston 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
0224 29434
§AYR
0292 262284
§DUMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 35136
EDINBURGH
031-346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041.334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
KIRKCALDY
0592 68405/6
§PERTH
0738 36316
SHAWFIELD (Nt. Rutherglen) ... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370
NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051-647 5555
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051-928 6688
MANCHESTER
061.682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 29896
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
STOCKPORT
061-477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYRE
061.308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW.IN.FURNESS ... 0229 31520 or 31595
BLACKBURN
0254 57813
BOLTON
0204 387153/5
BRADFORD
0274 35353
BRIDLINGTON
0262 72050
BURNLEY
0282 35214

CARLISLE
CHESTER
•
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
DRIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KE1GHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS
SUNDERLAND
" WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME .
0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
•PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

0228 38441/2
0244 313724
0246 71390
0270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 69520
0377 43277
0405 3449
0422 59434
0423 67312
0532 588679
0484 40261
0482 20681
0535 67021
0524 62904
0942 670711
051.708 7170
0625 610030
061-834 1861
061.998 1183
0977 704249
0772 21909
0709 61901
0723 75537
0724 69615/6
0704 31813
0744 35118
0783 59993
0924 71499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/5

LONDON

WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01.595 5111
HACKBRIDGE (
Nr. Croydon)
01.669 4321
HAYES (
Middlesex)
01.573 1841
NEASOEN
01.459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01.301 1881
BROMLEY
01.464 0430
CATFORD
01.690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01-352 4846
FINCHLEY
01.444 5150 or 5159
01.572 5013 or 5023
HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON
01.549 8799
PUTNEY
01-785 9891
SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILDON

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021.472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021.706 0684
LEICESTER
0533 530236/7/8/9
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
WILLENHALL
0902 60411
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON- ON- TRENT
028345751/2
DUDLEY
0384214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
049358828/9

'DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT WHERE STARRED

of

2,
4%

of

the

on Comet Discount Prices

0272 559841
0272 876041
NEWPORT
0633 50431
PLYMOUTH
0752 29501
DISCOUNT SHOPS
I
T
SH
TOL
0225 64302/3
0272 293395/6
CARDIFF
0222 566138/9
CHELTENHAM
0242 25786
EXETER
0392 76435
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
0452 411233
0432 59259
SWANSEA
0792 41094
TAUNTON
0823 86116/7
TOROUAY
0803 211581/2

0273 692421/6
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 48232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

WREXHAM

0296 28771/2
0268 556299 or 556349

Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 60p, Styli 50p, Headphones £ 1.25,
Microphones £ 1.
Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool tapes 75p,

Video tapes 50p.

Qty.

Manufacturer

Model

Description

P+ P.
Ienclose my cheque/postal order for TOTAL f
made payable to Comet or debit my

30.6%

(Bankers Order repayment)
A.P.R. payment

for

alternative

methods

Comet
Discount Price

Securicor Delivery

out-

each month
—

Cassettes 50p,

MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF

standing will be charggd to your account

A.P.R.

0978 57115

McONOMY - ACOMET DISCOLINTCOMPANY
'CARDIFF
0222 394016

Securicor Delivery All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland U.K.
only). Please add £4.90 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

WALES)

balance

WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CLEVEDON

MAIL ORDER

You may apply at any Comet branch to
open a Budget Account, or send your
requirements to the Mail Order
Department marked " CREDIT MAIL ORDER" and wewill
send you an application form entirely without obligation.
Just decide how muchyou wishtorepayeach month(any
amount between £ 5and £ 50) and you may have credit of
up to 20 times your monthly repayment.
For example, a monthly repayment of £ 10 will give you
credit of £ 200.
Interest

WALES AND SOUTH WEST

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
- COMET".
If buying on ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD
include your card number and mark your order -ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/
COMET CARD".

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND

0234 46625/8
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
04862 20026
0903 211161

r-

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch
See your local Telephone Directory
NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS

BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

of

is 34.49% ( Interest may vary

from time to time).

0 der by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551, using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.

Comet is a Credit Broker for this Service

ACCESS*D / BARCLAYCARD* D / COMET CREDIT CARD''
CARD No.

rtick appropriate bon)

Name
Address
Signature

All

prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to press.
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local specialist guide

a. react:ard review

SCOTLAND
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AMPLIFIERS
HEYBROOK

These latest designs from the drawing board of John
Linsley- Hood, engineered to the very highest standard,
represent the very best that is available on the kit market
today. The delicacy and transparency of the tone
quality enable these amplifiers to outperform, on aside
by side comparison, the bulk of amplifiers in the
commercial marketplace and even exceed the high
standard set by his earlier 75 watt design.
Three versions are offered, a 30 wan with Darlington
output transistors, and a 35 and 45 watt both with
Mosfet output devices. All are of identical outside
appearance which is designed to match and stack with
our Linsley- Hood cassette recorder 2.

permalloy, higher output than ferrite. Fantastic
frequency response, hyperbolic face for
better tape contact. £8.20. Many others
in stock, see our lists. All prices exclude VAT
, and postage. Instant easy ordering,
just telephone your requirements and

ARC

MERIDIAN
AND MANY OTHERS

BRId-ITON HI -FI
1YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD.
BRIGHTON Tel 695776
3 YtARS PARIS & LABOUR

Send for further details. Reprints of all articles 76p.
Post and VAT FREE.
Hart triple purpose test cassette TC1.
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU
level, head azimuth and tape speed. Invaluable when
fitting new heads Only £ 2.70 plus VAT and 50p
postage.
Hart replacement cassette heads.
Bring back deck performance to as new or better with
our super quality cassette heads. Don't let the low
prices fool you, these heads are the best there are, they
are cheap because we are the actual importers.
HC20 Standard quality permalloy stereo R/P head
f4.25.
HM90 Hardwearing high beta permalloy head.
Compatible with metal tape. £ 7.20.
HS16 Super sendust alloy head. Longer life than

NY TECH

34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557 1672

Aberdeen
Holburn Hi- Fi, 445 Holburn Street.
Tel. Aberdeen 25713
Edinburgh
Audio Aids, 52 George Street
Tel. 031-226-3979
Audio Aids, 43 South Clerk Street
Tel. 031-667-2877
The Gramophone, Television &
Wireless Co., Pedestrian Precinct,
Rose Street. Tel. 031-225-9535

YORKSHIRE

ERIC WILEY
64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

0977-553066
ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S.

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity

Video Stockists

Barclay/Access number. Please write

Hi-Fi Comer, 1 Haddington Place,
Leith Walk Tel. 031-556-7901
Glasgow
McCormacks of Glasgow,
22 Bath Street. Tel. 041-332-6644
Victor Morris, 340 Argyle Street.
Tel. 041-221-8958
Nairn
Nairn Music, 1 Greig Street,
Inverness 220440
Falkirk
Hi -Fi Corner, 44 Cow Wynd.
Tel. Falkirk 29011.

or telephone for our free lists
giving further information
on these and
L ifir
other kits.
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FOTOSONIC HOUSE
OFIRADFORD

RAWSON SQUARE
BRADFORD 229 72

WHERE THE BEST
COSTS LESS

LARGER HI- Fl CENTRE now open on the
whole of our first floor. New quiet listening room—all direct 79 strand wired. All
the best agencies.
Open 6days 9-5.30 p.m. (Tues. from 10 am )

11,

. . . the good deal store

JEFFRIES HI-FI
As recommended by HI- Fl ANSWERS—April 1979

Oracle, Linn, Naim, Meridian, T.V.A., Revox,
Nytech, A & R., Rega, Nightingale, Rogers, Neal
Ferrograph, Exposure, Elite, Pioneer, Tandberg,
Sansui, Audiomaster, Dual, Teac, Harbeth, Lentek,
HK, Thorens, Entre, Grace, S.M.C., A.K.G.,
Mordaunt Short, Castle, Gale, Hadcock, JR.,
Nakamichi, Tannoy, J.B.E., Trio, Black Tulip,
K.E.F., A.R.C., Azak, Syrinx, Griffen, Tresham,
Sony, Heybrook, Ariston, etc...
FULL CREDIT FACILITES
Up to 3- years All Parts and Labour Guarantee
Late night dems. Wed. 6-9.00 pm.

JEFFRIES
HI- fl

4 Albert
Parade,
Green
Street,
Eastbourne.
Tel: ( 0323)
31336
69 London Rd., Brighton. Tel: 609431
Brighton closed Monday
Rega, Eastbourne only.
I

" SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
(-)'

Hi Fi Cor,,,!tants

QUAD, ROGERS.
SUGDEN,
EXPOSURE.
GRANT
LUMLEY, QUANTUM. CRIMSELECT, ISLEWORTH,
ARO. CAMBR:aGE, SAE
Sri) . ARISTON. TEAC,
TASCAM, REVOX, SONY, BLACK TULIP, TECHNICS,
SYSTEMDEK, NAKAMICHI ETC.
Also, Worksop's only Bang' 1111 Olufsen dealer
Demonstrations by apkioinim.nt only
10IA Eccle5.1' 1 Road •
39 Lariton Road
SHEFFIELu Sit 81-11 &
WORKSOP; Notts.
Tel: 23,65
Tel: 87762

HI-FI TO SELL?
contact
Alan Walder
on
686-2599
LONDON AREA

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

SYSTEMS
LEWISHAM HI-FI
We are main dealers for Technics, Trio, AR, Tannoy,
Toshiba, Wharfedale,
Sanyo.
Hitachi.
National, Rogers, Sony.
Competitive prices on all makes of Hi Fi equipment.

57 Lee High Road, Lewisham, SE13.
Telephone 01-852 5487

FOR SALE trade

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE Stereo and monomasters
and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully lathes. London
Road, Binsfield. Bracknell, Berkshire. Tel. Bracknell 54953. X.

Quality Blank cassettes, post free C.60 45p C.90 65p each.
Money back gauranteed if not delighted. Music Mail, Free Post,
Raunds, Northants, NN96BR.
H.

Warren
Recordings (members
A.P.R.S.).
Tape-disc,
demos/discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel. 01-203 0306.
X.

PERSONAL
Personal Introduction/dances, parties, talks, social events. Meet
interesting attractive people. All areas. Tel. 01 278 0203, 051 931
2844
X.

Quality blank cassettes post free. C60 45p. C90 65p each. Money
back guaranteed if not delighted. Music Mail, Free Post, Raunds,
Northants. NN9 6BR.
H.

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.
NETWORKS & COMPONENTS

WANTED

Loudspeaker cabinets and HUI Racks Built to your specification
to the highest standards. All enquiries to M. G. Saville Bedford
768526.
H.

These have established themselves as to be of the
highest quality and consistency hence are used by
many of the well-known speaker manufacturers
worldwide.
Your guarantee is the Falcon name and/or label on your
networks. These and all other speaker builder requirements are available through selected retail outlets and
our own retail mail order outlet below.
We stock most units by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless,
Coles, Celestion, Dalesford, etc. Send large SAE.
(15-19 stamp) for new price list PL13. (
Overseas $2
bill).

It & O amp/receiver and record deck. Also stylii SPIO. And
quality 7.12d/small speakers. Tel 01 935 7119 Day.
H.

SERVICING

r
r; rUJI FXII C60's
£1.00 each. Orders of £10-00 or over P&P
free, otherwise please add 50p P&P per
order.
Cheques, p.o.'s to: JPC Import,
55 Edith Rd, London, SE 25.
Tel: 01-689 9872
Orders despatched within 7days.

Mail Orders and callers..
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk. NR14 8JP
Telephone. 0508-78272

Optimum performance from any cartridge

Armstrong HI-FI Service Centre. Service and repairs to
Armstrong Products and all brands of HI-FI, PA. Professional
and Music Audio. Armstrong Amplifiers Ltd, 32a Blackhorse
Lane, London E17 6H3. 01 523 0051.
H.

jet.

STEREO DISC AIVI"..1 0 ‘.
à
Line level RIAA
uutputs
from movir- e_.
cartridge
inputs.
l'

e

Audio repairs by electronic engineer. 30 years' experience,
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration, etc Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel 01-504 5467.
X.

e
PREAMPLIFIER
• • for all low impedance
.%9
.. iplifier
ridges.
e°

pvvsvprscn

STUDIO FACILITIES

Used by broadcasters and recording
studios. Thoroughly researched and
specified units for superlative disc
playback. Please ring or write for
comprehensive leaflets.

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings, Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio, I3a Hamilton
Way. London N3 Tel. 01-346 0033.
X.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters, studio
mobile, Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure. IBroomfield Close,
Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel. 0483 61684.
X.
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50. Box Nos. £ 2.00 extra.
Trade rates 27p per word, minimum £ 6.75. Copy and remittance for advertisements in OCTOBER issue must reach
these office by 2nd September addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager,
News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall-Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside é
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be unde
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be acce
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(
2) it is in a business emplc
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the excep

BUILDING
SPEAKERS IS FUN!
FOR SALE-private
Quad Electrostatic Loudspeakers. Excellent condition. regulary
checked to specification by maker. Careful owner. £ 350 pair.
Watford 31660.
H.
Quad Electrostatic speakers black 9916 & 9906 in good condition
can deliver Northamptonshire £350 ono. Box no. 0681.
H
SME Ills arm and damper £60. Grado G2+ Luxury cartridge
£60. Both items mint. Phone 0695 (Skelmersdale) 23291 day,
23692 evening.
H.

- its easy and its inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flat- pack cabinet kits.
Also many types of famous make
surplus and reject cabinets available

r7r. WILMSLOW'
MrffIllME
The firm for Speakers

Radford STA 15 amp, Sc22 control unit and FMT/2 Stereo
Tuner. £230. Fisher 700T stereo receiver. 40 w.p.c. £50. Tel 01 864
8840.
H.
Segden C51/A51 Pre-power amp excellent condition £ 145.
Ortofon MCA76 Headamp £35. Bristol 0272 34505 evenings.
H.
Revox 736, 15 71. 2 track. NAB's. Tapes. remote control
excellent condition, £ 136, ono. Wharfedale W I
5/Cs £ 15. Lowther
PM6 £20. 1 Quad mono pre-amps, mono tuner. Decca pro arm
heads £20. Phone North 'Moresby 587 Weekdays 5 7.
H.

35/39 Church Street,
WilMSIOW, Cheshire.

SUPERB SOUND DUALITY

REAL-TIME CASSETTES

OUR PRICES ARE
WITHIN YOUR REACH
It's no
exaggerat
to say that
we offer
the largest
' selection of
//craftsman made
hi-fi/record
ca sset te and
video housing
sjstenls on
mar'Ke 1
...,„

Cambridge Audio R.50 Transmission- Line Monitor speakers, 4unit. Teak v.g.c £ 130 pair Buyer collects. Tel. Newcastle Staffs.
(0782) 618403.
H.
Hi Fi News January 1968 to December 1972 unbound complete
offers buyer collects Loukes 137 Queen Ediths Way, Cambridgc
46325.
H.
Monogram 3000/3100 amplifiers Class A Quality British Equipment 2x100 watts List £706 except £399. Will split. Mission 770
speakers. £250, Bristol (0272) 659305 evenings.
H.
Pair Leak sandwich speakers, Teak, perfect condition, with
strong metal stands. S. London £50. 01 674 2416 after 8pm. H.
Pair I.M.F. Reference standard professional monitors mark IV
improved. Latest model as new with stands. Too large for new
house £600. Buyer collects. Telephone 021 744 3328.
H.
Reyes 877. 2 Track Tape deck with Simda Slide Projector
synchronisation head. 2Nad Reel Connectors and 2Revox Tapes.
Excellent condition. Hardly used. £500. Telephone (0723) 75454.
H.
One pair Lowther Acoustic enclosures, fitted Recent PM7 units,
changing to different model £200 ono. Buyer collects. Please ring
Erith ( Kent) 42581.
H.

1TORS TO HARROGATE ARE WELCOME
AT OUR WORKSHOP PREMISES:The Old Chapel 282 Skipton Road Harrogate
(near Junction of A61 and A59) or phone
0423-S00442 for appointment with Mr Edwards

EEI Mc555 m/c Cartridge as new, but used, hence £35. Pair
Shackman electrostatic tweeters (cabinet version). New price £ 150.
selling for £60. hardly used. 9a Keswick Road, Orpington, Kent
Tel 01 432 1660 office hours.
H.

Quad Electrostatics, Bronze, excellent. £350. Matched pair.
MO top of range cartridge MMC2OCL £35 little used. Phone
Bristol (0272) 874024.
H.

Tenney Lascasteis, 15" dual concentric units. light Mahog.
Cabinets, beige fabric. Good condition £ 150 the pair. Tel Swansea
(0792) 298655.
H.

Sony TCK44 Cassette Deck, 1hour use only, £90: Fuba swing
aerial, £25: Stolle Automatic Antenna Rotator system, £35. TeL
Woking (04862) 23837.
H.

One pair Mordamt-Sbert Pageant series II Speakers-boxed
£150. Tel Wright, Maldon (Essex) 56207.
H.

Quad electrostatic loudspeakers £250. JR Super-Woofer £50.
Telephone Reading (0734) 867060 or Reading 664928.
J.

SME 3012 Series II arm, Garrard 401 Turntable, Motorboard
to suit, Excellent condition. £70. Tel. 01 802 1709.
H.

Revox A700 1/2 track tape recorder and complementary A722
Power Amplifier £950. Will consider separate sales. Tel (0532)
771909 ( Daytime) or 864650 (Evenings).
H.

Mission 771/772 pre and power amps conservatively rated 150W
per channel. 18 months old very little use. Immaculate. Boxed.
Matt Black finish. Any reasonable offer considered 01 998 6015.
H.

Quad 44/405/FM3 £400, Linn Sondek LP12/3009 Mk3/VI5 4
£400, Spendor BC l's £200, Koss ESPIO's £ 175. All Iyr old, good
condition. Buyer collects. Phone Chester-Le-Street 886094 6pm
H.

Rogers Ravensbourne 25 watt cased amplifier £40. Thorern
TD 125 turntable, SME 3009 arm in SME plinth £60. Upper
Warlingham (Surrey) 3908.
H.

Quad M-C module B £25. Stanton 881S pickup, £30. Turner,
Frampton Mansell. Stroud, Glos. (028576 231)
H.

Pair B&W P2/H (Ionic) Loudspeakers offer clarity of musical
texture that is rare nowadays, £ 150. ono. Telephone Boxford
(Suffolk) 210293.
H.
Quad 22 control unit. Two Quad II amplifiers, Quad FM Tuner
with decoder. £ 165. Sevenoaks (0732) 54093 evenings.
H.

Technics SL 150 Mk II SME 3 Shure VI 5/4 as new offers
around £225. Pioneer CTF 650 as new offers round MO. Both
items £300. 01 657 5643 (Croyden).
H.
Mission 771 & 772 Power preamp combination 200W immaculate condition, under one year old, cost £ 1400 new will accept
£750. Tel Godalming (04868) 22747.
H.

Expanding range available by post NOW from
WHITETOWER-Specialists Real- Time supplier
LRS111
The Shortwaveband's Greatest Hats
j
Brilliant instrumental arrangements of
Irish/Scottish
folk- tunes.
Superbly
vivid sound- quality £5-95
LRS108 George Malcolm Piano Trio
REALSOUND
Beethoven Trios Op. 1, 1 & 3 £6-42

LI RA

NEW-AMBISONIC UHJ Encoded
Stereo- Compatible
Recordings:
ENS201 Bulmershe Girls Choir 20th
Century English choral music including
Britten's Missa Brevis £4-95
ENS5201 BEGINNINGS-The New Reformation
Dixieland Band-super live recording £ 6.75
ENS5202 GONNA FLY NOW-Chris Bickley Big
Band-another fine live recording £ 6-75
MANY NEW TITLES-S.A.E. FOR BROCHURE
Access accepted
Post Free this month from WHITETOWER
2 Roche Gardens Milton Keynes MK36HR
Ring ( 0908) 73969 or write for comprehensive details

Quad electrostatic speakers, reconditioned by manufacturer:
new grilles ( black). £350. IMF professional monitors MON. Mk.3.
£400. Denon DP3500F direct drive turntable. £200. Entre- I
moving coil cartridge used less than 1hour, with lentek m-chead
amp. £95. (will separate). Tel. 01 858 2670 or 01 858 8380.
H.
Pair floor standing Richard Allen Triple I2's loudspeakers in
own cabinets, 20 watts. 8ohms. £60. evenings, 38 Ardingly Drive,
Goring, Worthing, Sussex. BNI24TR.
H.
Pair Quad electrostatic Speakers £300 or offers, buyer collects.
Also Quad 33/303, £ 150. All by Quad Summer 1980. immaculate.
01 274 6128 (South London).
H.
KEF 105 loudspeakers mark 1mint condition pair £350. ono.
Telephone Durham 42445 after 6pm.
H.
Ubre 4200 Tape recorder Beyer M201 microphones and associated equipment new 1980 used only once £375 ono. Telephone
(Day) 01 437 5573.
H.
Meridian 103D £275. Gale 401A with stands £325. Pioneer CT.
F7171 cassette Deck £50. Akai 172IL reel to reel £60. Telephone
Trevor, Dewsbury (
0924) 468597 ( Evenings).
H.
Quad electrostatics, Bronze, recent service, £275 pair; £500
stacked pair. Natural House. Stoughton Lane, Leicester. Day
telephone Mrs. Anderson 0533 538781.
H.
&nisei AV 11000A £260. TV 9900 £ 175. or £400 together- Sold
with service manual and original packing Burnham 062 86 4599.
H.
Heals Chairside Cabinet to House Quad 303-33. AM3 and FM3,
very good condition. two tone wood. £35. Malvern 67113.
H.
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The System
that beats the system.
Arguments over which system is
best (or worst) for which type of
distortion have been raging
for years.
But now, Sansui have
IN
perfected asystem that
ends disputes once and fore.
Because their revolutionary
new Super Feedforward System
is designed to eliminate all kinds of distortion.
At all frequencies.
What Super FF does
Distortions such as harmonic,
intermodulation, cross over, switching, TIM
and envelope have been virtually eliminated.
And even the, as yet, unknown and
unquantifiable types of distortion are guarded
against. (TIM was once considered one of these.
How Super FF works
The diagram shows how adistortion,
generated in A2, is returned to the input in
reverse phase, where it is added to Al. The
reverse phase signal is then amplified by Al

and sent to A2. Thus distortion
is reduced at the output of A2.
This is the working principle
of NFB.
—• In the Super Feedforward
OUT
system, areverse-phase
signal at the output of Al is
also sent to error correction
amp A3, where it is amplified
and then sent on to the output
(rather than the input) of A2.
In this way the feedforward circuit removes
what little distortion NFB fails to eliminate.
The Super FF Unit
For some time Sansui have been considered
the pacesetters in advanced audio technology.
The development of the Super Feedforward
system confirms this.
But the new AU-D9 Super FF amp is not only
aremarkable improvement that makes your
music sound better— it is also remarkable value
for money.
Write for details and we'll tell you about our
matching tuners as well.

The end ofdistortion disputes
Sansui Information Centre P.O. Box 26C Esher Surrey KTIO 9QZ.

The first 10"ofour
tape makes
the following 5,330"
sound perfect.
Right from the start you'll notice something different about a Maxell
cassette. Our leader tape.
Unlike others, it's not spliced on as an after-thought. It has avery important job to do.
Without damaging your tape heads, it takes off all the gunk that other
tapes leave on.
Ingenious? Not really.
So simple in fact, were amazed so few other people thought of it.
But then not many other cassette leaders tell you what side of the tape
you're playing (A or B). Or which direction it's travelling.
And they certainly don't give you afive second cueing mark.
If you think this sounds pretty impressive, wait 'till you hear what
follows it:
The recording tape itself.
For acassette, the quality is outstanding.
And you don't have to have equipment full of knobs, dials and blink
lug lights to appreciate it either.
As we see it, there's only one snag to our cassettes:
Because of the 10 inches of head cleaner at the finish,
we make other cassettes sound better than they are.
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